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SESSION 1A - 'SPECIAL REPORTS

-

INVITED TALKS'

Using

Advanced Artificial Intelligence Techniques
to Create Analysis Plans for
Cosite Electromagnetic Interference Problems
Costas Tsalsoulis
Center for Computer-Aided Systems Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045
(913) 864-7749
tsatsoul%tisl@kuhub.cc.ukans.edu

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the use of a
prototypical, advanced Artificial Intelligence
system to generate analysis plans in problems of cosite electromagnetic interference,
The design of communication systems generally follows well developed methodologies
that have been successfully extended to distributed networks with many nodes. When
nodes for different networks are collocated in
a somewhat confined area interference
occurs because of mutual coupling between
antennas. Over the past ten years several
computer programs have been developed to
perform Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
analyses for situations of collocated
networks. We have used the concepts and
techniques of Case-Based Reasoning to
develop a system (called ASP) that
automatically and intelligently generates
analysis plans for EMI/EMC problems. ASP
expertly ,sets-up analysis runs for complex
communications systems, can select between
various available tools and algorithms, can
sequence various analysis runs, and can
automatically learn how to avoid failures and
incorrect analysis techniques. ASP is incorporated within COEDS, an engineering
workstation-based shell for interoperablity
analysis engines, and it is the first step
toward
an Intelligent engineering
workstation for interoperability analysis of
collocated communications equipment.

1. Introduction
The military communications environment
can be characterized in part by a distributed
network whose nodes have a high density of
operating frequencies, that is, as a complex
and dense electromagnetic environment.
When nodes for different networks are collocated in a somewhat confined area, such as is
found aboard ships and other mobile communications platforms, interference occurs because of mutual coupling between antennas.
Difficulties arise when collocated equipment
interfere to such an extent that
interoperability is defeated. Reports have
shown that EMI can be a major source of
degradation and failure in communications
systems [1].
In light of these,
interoperability analysis plays a significant
role in the system design process.
Over the past ten years several computer programs have been developed to perform Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
analyses for situations of collocated
networks. The methodologies employed for
analysis have been sufficient but laborious
[2]. The programs developed require
extensive data preparation and careful
control of data management, and produce
large volumes of tabular data which are difficult to interpret and even more difficult to
use in a design process. To provide a userfriendly Interface to these analysis programs

the University of Kansas developed COEDS,
the Communications Engineering Design
System. COEDS is a shell around the
EMI/EMC analysis codes, and it provides a
graphical user interface, data flow and
program control, a test plan generator, and a
postprocessor that presents the analysis data
into a graphical, thought enhancing format
[3,4].
Unfortunately, even when using the
user-friendly engineering workstation
environment offered by COEDS, the
generation of reliable analysis data is a complex process. The engineer using COEDS and
the available analysis programs must be an
expert in communications system design and
in the use of analysis codes. Sometimes
analysis data can be useless if an
inappropriate tool is used. Other times the
data can be obtained only by using multiple
analysis tools in concert; for example, to
generate interference limited link reliability, one must use one code to generate
interference noise, and then another one to
analyze the link given the interference data.

2. Case-Based

Reasoning

2.1.
Brief Overview
Reasoning

of Case-Based

There are two broad research targets in Al.
The first tries to understand the nature of
intelligence and human thought. It examines
cognitive behavior and looks for principles
that play general descriptive and explanatory
roles. The second seeks to create intelligent
artifacts and to develop a technology of intelligence.
Case-Based Reasoning is an Al
paradigm that addresses both research agendas. Case-Based Reasoning is based on psychological theories of human cognition. It is
also a new methodological approach in Al that
provides the foundations for a new technology
of intelligent systems.
Avoiding the details of the theory
Case-Based Reasoning, we can describe it as
based on the intuitive notion that human expertise is not based on rules or other
formalized structures, but on experiences.
Human experts differ from novices in their
ability to relate problems to previous ones,
to reason based on analogies between current
and old problems, and to use solutions from
old experiences.

In our work we developed a system
called ASP that automatically generates runs
for the analysis of collocated communications
systems.
ASP uses advanced Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques to model the expertise and intelligent behavior of the human
engineer. It succeeds in expertly and correctly developing analysis plans for
EMI/EMC analysis. The reasoning process
employed by ASP is based on Case-Based
Reasoning, a new methodological approach to
the problems of automated reasoning. CaseBased Reasoning is a general paradigm for
reasoning from experience, and allowed us to
model the expertise of a human engineer
easily and quickly,

The process of reasoning using experiences or cases can be described by the following steps:
1. Retrieve: Given a new problem,
retrieve a similar past case from
memory. The past case contains the
prior solution.

The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: in Section 2 we will briefly present
Case-Based Reasoning; in Section 3 we will
describe the domain of application and
COEDS; in Section 4 we will discuss the
application of CBR in analysis run generation
and will show examples of how ASP operates;
Section 5 will present our conclusions and
future directions.

2.
Modify: The old solution is
modified to conform to the new situation, resulting in a proposed
solution.
3. Test: The proposed solution is
tested for successful solution of the
current problem.
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to develop as a prototype, and very powerful
in their results. As experience with rulebased expert systems increased, so did the
understanding and awareness of some basic
short-comings of the rule-based paradigm.

4. Learn: If the solution fails, explain
the failure and learn it to avoid repeating it. If possible, repair the failure,
generate a new proposed solution and
return to step 3. It the solution
succeeds, incorporate it into the case
memory as a successful solution, and
stop.

The first problem is knowledge-acquisition. To build an expert system a
knowledge engineer had to interview human
experts (informants) and to try to elicit
appropriate knowledge in the form of rules.
This knowledge was difficult to uncover. The
human expert could not make a list of
hundreds of rules he or she used, because the
expert most often did not use rules in
problem solving. The process of knowledge
acquisition became very tIdious and tiring
for both the knowledge engineer and the
expert. Often it resulted in incorrect rules,
since the expert was forced to express his or
her expertise in a format (rules) that did
not truly reflect the way he or she thought.
Knowledge acquisition became known as a
bottleneck in the construction of expert
systems [7].

Case-Based Reasoning has been used
in many prototypical systems applied in a
variety of domains, including manufacturing,
design, law, medicine, battle planning, and so
forth. Case-Based Reasoning is a methodology
that is still under research, and new developments are bound to change its directions
15,6].
2.2.
Intelligent
systems vs. Cases

Systems:

Expert

Before we present ASP we should address the
question of why Case-Based Reasoning. In
other words, why should an engineer prefer
Case-Based Reasoning for the development of
intelligent systems over the other techniques
and methodologies of Al. More specifically,
expert systems have been used in the last ten
years to develop many intelligent systems
for real-life applications. Expert systems
are heuristic, rule-based programs that
have been used extensively to simulate
intelligent behavior [7]. They were studied
extensively in the 1970's, they are an
established, well-understood technology, and
there currently exist dozens of tools that can
help an engineer develop expert systems.
Why then should the engineer use a new,
advanced technique as Case-Based Reasoning,
instead of using a tested, and often applied Al
methodology like expert systems?

The second problem is that expert
systems lack memory. For example, when a
medical diagnosis expert system was presented with a patient, it might use hundreds
or even thousands of rules to reach a
diagnosis. When presented with exactly the
same case again, it would have to re-use the
same set of rules to reach the exact same
conclusion. This lack of memory led to
computational inefficiencies. Furthermore, a
program without memory is destined to
repeat the same mistakes and failures, and
will never learn from them.
The third problem is related to
robustness. If an expert system was given a
problem that did not match its rules fully, it
would be incapable of producing an answer.
The knowledge of an expert system is limited
to its rules, and if no rules are applicable
the system has no alternatives.

The basic unit of an expert system
has been an IF-THEN rule. A rule comprised
a conditional test-action pair, e.g. IF
condition, THEN action. Several hundred
rules might be required to handle a typical
diagnostic or repair task; design tasks tend to
require thousands of rules, as, for example,
in Ri, an expert system for the design of VAX
computers that uses over 10,000 rules [8].
Building and using rule-based expert
systems became very popular; they are easy

The behavior of human experts in no
way matches that of a rule-based expert
system. The central feature of expertise is
experience. An expert is someone who has
vast knowledge in a specialized domain, who
has witnessed numerous cases in a domain,
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and has generalized this experience to apply
it to new situations. When confronted with a
problem an expert is reminded of previous,
similar problems and their respective
resolutions. Even rules that the expert may
be using are rooted in actual experiences,
which have been distilled into a general
formula of action. Thus, the basic unit of
knowledge for an expert is not a rule but a
case. Human experts acquire knowledge by
assimilating new cases. Consequently, it is
easy to acquire expert knowledge if the
knowledge engineer asks for cases and experiences, rather than for rules. Experts can
easily articulate their experiences and the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck is solved in
Case-Based Reasoning.

Reasoning provides the developer of intelligent systems with ease in knowledge acquisilion, learning capabilities that will allow the
system to evolve and improve from experience, and robustness in its reasoning and
problem solving process.

Second, human experts remember
their experiences. Similarly, Case-Based
Reasoning systems are memory systems that
remember all problem solving instances,
Case-Based Reasoning systems keep adding to
their experiences and knowledge and can
grow as a more advanced reasoning system.
Case-Based Reasoning systems learn from
experience and add to their knowledge both
successful cases and failures, so that they
can avoid repeating the same mistakes.

As discussed in the Introduction,
COEDS is a shell that has been developed to
provide
a
user-friendly, graphical
interface, and data postprocessor to interoperability analysis codes. At this time COEDS
contains COSAM II [9] for interference and
degradation analysis, and LINCAL [10] for
link analysis. COSAM II operates under two
different modes, a System Performance
Score (SPS) and a Necessary Desired Power
(NDP) mode. The calculated products are the
desired Signal to Noise Ration (SNR), Bit
Error Rate (BER), Articulation Index (AI).
Intermediate products are
Excell
Interference Level (EIL) and Tune Power
(PINO).

The Domain
of Application:
3.
Interoperablilty Analysis
We were interested in developing an intelligent system that would assist a communications system design engineer in analyzing his
or her design for EMI/EMC. The vehicle for
the analysis would be the COEDS environment
on an engineering workstation.

Third, human experts can rearon by
analogy. If a designer is faced with a completely new problem he or she will not give
up. Instead the engineer will attempt to solve
the problem by relating it to other ones and
will try to arrive to a composite solution
based on a number of previous cases. Even if
the expert is faced with a problem for which
there is no exact similar experience, the
expert is still capable of coming up with
approximate or probable solutions that need
to be triqd out for correctness. Case-Based
Reasoning systems can construct solutions to
novel problems, too. By reasoning from
analogy with past cases Case-Based
Reasoning systems can address new and
unknown problems, and are not constrained
to solving only a limited set of known problems.

The purpose of COEDS is to analyze RF
communication systems. The analysis is to be
used in the design of Navy shipboard exterior
communication systems. COEDS performs
the data and resource management leaving the
engineer with more time to produce an
acceptable design. COEDS also displays the
results of the analysis in a thought enhancing
format, using graphics, color, and visualizalion.
4. ASP - The Analysis and Simulation
Planner

In conclusion, the technology of CaseBased Reasoning promises to offer new, improved methodological approaches to the creation of intelligent systems. Case-Based

To further assist the engineer during the
analysis of collocated communications systems we developed ASP, the Analysis and
Simulation Planner. ASP is an intelligent,
4

(input EIL-l) (output UPS-i)
(input TX2 RX1) (output PINO-2)
(input PINO-2) (output EIL-2)
(input EIL-2) (output UPS-2)
(input UPS-1 UPS-2) (output SPS)

case-based system that generates analysis
plans. The use of ASP simplifies the use of
COEDS and the EMI analysis codes, and also
functions as a prototypical demonstration of
the applicability of advanced Al techniques in
computational electromagnetics.

The above actions imply the following: First
compute the PINO value for transmitter TX1
and receiver RX1; next use this PINO value
to compute the value of EIL; use this value to
find the UPS between TX1 and RX1; do the
value between
computing
samear,for
TX2
d RX1
; finally, the
use UPS
the two UPS values
to ompute the required value of the System

The inputs to ASP are the description
of a communications system, environmental
information (noise environment, global
position, etc.), and the analysis goals, that is
what kind of information should be the final ue
result of the analysis run. ASP will then use
Case-Based Reasoning techniques to generate
an analysis plan. An analysis plan represents the set of actions that must be taken
to realize the analysis goals specified. The
actions are analyses that must be sequenced,
combined and run. After the analysis plan is
generated it is evaluated and stored in a Case
Memory. If the analysis plan fails it is
identified as an error and stored as a failure.
If it succeeds, it is executed and the results
are presented to the engineer in the COEDS
format.

Performance Score (SPS).
In finding the solution ASP had to find
similar old cases that were executed
successfully, avoid known failures, and put
together a solution from the past cases. In
this specific example ASP did not need to
perform any adaptation, that is it did not
need to modify the candidate solution to
reflect the realities of the current problem.
4.2. Example 2 - Adapting Solutions

Here we will not give any details of
the internals of the intelligent system other
than mention that it uses Case-Based
Reasoning methodologies to reason. Instead
we will present three simple examples of
ASP's execution and provide some
explanation of the reasoning process.
4.1 Example 1

In this example we demonstrate ASP's ability
to adapt past solutions given the peculiarities
of the current problem. We have used the
same system as above, only this time have
included wideband architectures:
Case ID:
18
Input:
TransmittersTXl,TX2
Receiver RXI
Output:
SPS

a simple two
Example 1 consists of
transmitter, one receiver system. The user
has described the system and asked for ASP to
generate an analysis plan to compute the
System Performance Score (SPS) value:
Case
I
:
Input:
Output:

The solution generated by ASP was the
following:
Actions:

10
Transmitters TX1, TX2
Receiver RX1
SPS

(input TX1 RXI) (output PINO-1)
(Input PINO-1) (output WB-EIL-1)
(input WB.EIL-1) (output UPS-i)
(input TX2 RX1) (output PINO-2)
(Input PINO-2) (output WB-EIL-2)
(input WB-EIL-2) (output UPS-2)
(input UPS-1 UPS-2) (output SPS)

Next, ASP identified cases similar to the
given problem and produced the following
solution:
Actions:

The solution was modified to express the need
to calculate EIL using the wideband EIL code
rather than the rtandard EIL analysis routines. ASP knows a large number of adapta-

(input TX1 RXI) (output PINO-1)
(input PiNO-1) (output EIL-1)
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analysis environment on an engineering
workstation. ASP will receive its inputs
automatically from COEDS and will send its
analysis plans directly to COEDS for testing
and execution.

tion rules that allow it to modify solutions to
fit the present configuration of the
communications system. Adaptation rules are
used for different environments, system
architectures (wideband, microwave,
frequency hopping, etc.), and so forth.
4.3.

ASP provides the communications
system design engineer with yet another improvement of her environment. Intelligent
tools like ASP do not intend to replace the
human expert, but to free her from the
tedious parts of the design and analysis process, allowing her to concentrate on the
creative part of the design. Use of intelligent
systems in the design, analysis, and
simulation of systems in general, and in
computational
electromagnetics
in
particular, will have immediate and strong
impact on the quality of designs.

Example 3 - Partial Retrieval

In this example we show how ASP can
retri' .,parts of old cases and use them to
solv. current problems. The user did not
give specific devices to the system, but only
requested that an analysis be performed to
calculate UPS if the EIL were known. The
system was able to retrieve the analysis
actions independent of the communications
system associated with them:
Case ID:
Input:
Output:

20
PINO
UPS

6. Acknowledgements
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The solution generated by ASP was the
following:
(input PINO) (output EIL)
(input EIL) (output UPS)
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ECAC, Annapolis, Maryland, 1979.
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ABSTRACT
GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Modeling for Analysis of Complex Systems) is
perhaps the most comprehensive electromagnetic analysis tool available today.
As for most large and complex codes, GEMACS tends to frustrate the potential
user with modeling complexities which can obscure and hinder the application
and use of the program. The next logical step is the development of an expert
system which acts as an interface to the GEMACS and GAUGE (Graphical Analysis
for the Users of GEMACS) programs to provide the user with a menu driven
access to all features of the codes. A Phase I SBIR program was successfully
completed last year demonstrating the feasibility for developing just such a
program.
A Phase II SBIR contract is presently underway to complete the
development and implementation of this program, which is called GEMCOP (GEMACS
COntrol Program). This program will act as a step-by-step guide for the users
of GEMACS in the development, execution and interpretation of electromagnetics
analysis with GEMACS/GAUGE. This paper will discuss the objectives and status
for GEMCOP.
The functions and features for the program will be discussed
along with its structure and operation.
Overview of GEMCOP
The purpose of the development of GEMCOP is to complete an expert control
shell program for the GEMACS/GAUGE codes which will allow the user to solve
complex EM problems without having a detailed knowledge of how to operate
either GEMACS or GAUGE.
This will be accomplished through the inclusion of
specific menu options for the controlled development of complete GEMACS models
which can be executed and analyzed under the control of this program.
Interactive script files will be included which enhances the decision making
abilities of the program and which minimize the user level of expertise in
either running GEMACS or GAUGE.
In order to minimize the demands on the user for detailed knowledge of the
GEMACS code and the various data statement types and forms, GEMCOP will
provide
as much decision support
information as possible during the
development and execution of a GEMACS problem. This means that after the user
has described the type of problem that is desired to solve, the menus will
request information from the user which is required to complete the setup
This work supported by the Weapons Laboratory and Rome Air
under contract F29601-89-C-0074.
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Development Center

and execution as well as guide the user to
appropriate techniques and modeling procedures.

logical

conclusions

about

The specific objectives of the GEMCOP development effort are:
- Develop a user friendly, menu driven control program for GEMACS/GAUGE
- Minimize requirement for user's knowledge of GEMACS/GAUGE
- Include program "hooks" for inclusion of additional features/programs
- Integrate capabilities of GEMACS/GAUGE for pre/post processing support
- Create script file for the execution of user applications
- Provide for multi-layer Build capabilities
Table 1. summarizes the philosophy for the development of GEMCOP.
This
philosophy forms the basis for the development of the architecture and
interfaces for the program.
This allows for the development of the specific
menu options to support the user in applications for GEMACS and GAUGE.
Table 1. Points of Philosophy for the GEMACS Control Program
Fundamental purpose of GEMCOP is to remove user's intimidation of using
GEMACS and GAUGE for EM analysis.
Make the code "self-teaching" and easy to use.
The user is asked to specify the goals of the problem early in the session.
A record of past operations and current state will be maintained to guide
the user with dynamic menus through an entire problem.
GEMCOP will focus on the thorough development of techniques/applications
which meet the needs of the majority of users as opposed to trying to make
the program everything to all users.
Often used/required functions will be supported through "hot keys".
Menus will be dynamic in providing only those options which make sense from
the users application standpoint and the history of previous selections.
Provide a user's "safety net" through prompting, advice windows,
checking, file and data coordination.

error

Support specific applications areas such as:
- Antenna analysis
- Antennas on structures
- EMC/EMI
- Scattering

- Multiple region
- Dry lab of test setups

VAX version will operate with GEMCOP and GAUGE on the PC and exercise
GEMACS on the VAX.
Primary code documentation will be through PDL comments in the code.
Code integration will occur as each program module becomes available.
Place as few requirements on the user's knowledge of GEMACS as possible.

=
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Functions/Features of GINCOP
Table 2. summarizes the basic features of the GEMCOP program necessary to
implement the philosophy.
These features determine the structure for the
program and the specific support which will be provided to the users.
Table 2. Features of GENCOP

Structured menus for assisting the GEMACS/GAUGE user.
Ability to create/review/modify/analyze/output GEMACS:
- Geometry files
- Command Set files
- Topology/connectivity files
- Task files

(GEOMETRY)
(COMMANDS)
(BUILD)
(TASKS)

Ability to execute GEMCOP generated files to exercise GEMACS and GAUGE.
Ability to execute other tasks/programs specified by the user during setup.
Ability to perform error checking for GEMACS:
- Geometry files
- Command Set files
- Topology/connectivity files
- Task files
- Application Physics

(GEOMETRY)
(COMMANDS)
(BUILD)
(TASKS)

"Self teaching" window descriptions of renu choices and their implications.
Ability to support archival/retrieval of GEMACS files and to act as a
code/data interface and manager.
Facilitate input/output through data management and translation of GEMACS
terminology to the users.
Ability to run on a PC or VAX.
Code documentation will be included in each program module in detailed
comments.

PDL

Ability to estimate execution time and status of estimated time remaining
for completion.
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The primary function of the GENCOP program is to make the GEMACS/GAUGE code
combination less intimidating and much easier to use.
This will be
accomplished through a menu driven program which supports a number of specific
operations, some of which are directly related to GEMACS and/or GAUGE
requirements, and others that are more DOS or utility oriented. The key top
level functions for GENCOP are: File operations (FILES), task/configuration
state monitoring (TASKS), multi-layer geometry modeling (BUILD), GEMACS
command file generation (COMMANDS), geometry file creation and editing
(GEOMETRY), problem/program execution (EXECUTE), analysis of input and output
data (ANALYZE), various utility operations (UTILITY) and output to printers,
plotters, etc. (HARDCOPY).
In addition, other features such as hot-key support of all major options in
the program will function to provide knowledgeable users with a quick
interface to any portion of the menu desired without having to step through
the menus one at a time. Another function is the support of script files for
performing specific operations with GEMACS. The program will also provide a
"safety net" for users which will catch the most common errors in GEMACS use
and help the user to correct or work around them. Figure 1 illustrates the
main menu screen for GEMCOP. This screen consists of an information bar along
the top, the main menu bar just under it, the pull-down menu and response
screen area and a hot-key assignment bar along the bottom.
GE COP Code/Data Interface Management
One of the principal functions of the GENCOP program is as a code/data
interface and manager. This function is accomplished through structured menus
which interface the user with GEMACS/GAUGE code requirements without placing a
demand on the user for a high degree of knowledge of GEMACS or GAUGE. GEMCOP
supports the user by being able to read, create, review, modify and save key
GEMACS files. These files include geometry, commands, build (multiple region
connectivity). It also works with scripts and task configuration information,
to simplify the overall use of the code.
GUCmOP Input/Output Facilitator
GEMCOP will have the ability to archive and retrieve files.
This is a
capability which is distinct from the standard read/write performed by DOS.
The archive process will save header information with each file which
describes the allows the user to describe the file and its pertinent
parameters so that is essentially cataloged for later retrieval and use. The
retrieve option works specifically on archived files to read the header
information and present the user with a summary of exactly what the file being
retrieved is. The archive feature will allow the user to store file/problem
descriptive information in a library database which can be scanned and sorted
on key words. All pertinent file linkages and problem or task states will be
stored in the header so that everything required to fully "revive" the
archived file or problem will be present.
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ACTIVE FILE NAME
FILE

HELP
<Fl>

TASK

BUILD

CANCEL
<ESC>

I

COMMAND

DOS
LIST
<-D> <-L>

ACTIVE PATH
GEOMETRY

CHDIR
<F3>

EXECUTE

SAVE
PRINT
<Flo> <F5>

MESSAGE AREA

Figure 1. Main Menu Screen for GEMCOP
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IACTIVE TASK NAME
ANALYZE

PLOT
<F6>

UTILITY

HARDCOPY

ARCHIVE VIEW
<F2>
<F8>

QUIT
<-Q>J

GECOP Task/Problem Configuration Management
The GEMCOP program will
user. This will be used
move the user through
problem.
Information
requirements will allow
steps.

maintain memory of the task configuration for the
to provide the user with dynamic menus which can help
the creation, execution and analysis of a GEMACS
on what has already been done along with problem
the program to guide the user to the next logical

GENCOP Analysis Capabilities
Another major function of the program is in the area of data analysis. GEMCOP
will aid in the analysis of data by providing specific support for reviewing,
printing, plotting, modifying, comparing and sorting GEMACS data in various
ways.
GENCOP Multiple Region Modeling

The construction and evaluation of coupled multiple region problems in
difficult at best. The GEMCOP program will provide an approach for handling
these regions through the BUILD function. BUILD allows the user to create a
complex topological problem geometry from a conceptual viewpoint to make sure
all aspects of the problem are completely defined.
It will also ensure that
various connected regions are connected where they are supposed to be.
Specifically, the BUILD option will offer the following capabilities:
-

graphical view of problem topology
unlimited nesting of regions
handling of both serial and parallel regions
unlimited aperture connections for coupling
acts as coordinator/interface for apertures between regions
allows use of user assigned names, definitions and quantities
prompting for required region specific data

Figure 2 depicts a sample screen showing how a multiple region geometry might
appear. The names assigned to the various apertures would be user names such
as those shown. The BUILD option will allow the automatic generation of this
geometry as the user enters information on the various regions and their
connections. By using BUILD, the user will be assured of creating the correct
geometry file for representing a given problem.
GE1COP Expert Script Files
A script language processor (SLP) will be used to interpret function and
application scripts designed to provide the user with interactive guidance in
the operation of GENACS/GAUGE and the evaluation of their output data.
GENCOP Error Checking/User Instruction Capabilities
The file/data coordination and error checking capabilities of GEMCOP will
provide a "safety net" for the user.
It will provide prompting for
information when such information is required to continue processing. It will
provide advice on recommended selections at various stages in the program.
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ACTIVE FILE NAME
f~L
A~BUILD

cM

JACTIVE TASK NAME

ACTIVE PATH
s*o:'G.:Wx

ADD LEVEL
M~MWYVL
DELE TE-::1.EVEL... E..
............

>:N~Lz

HATCH

......

m.....
*

Figure 2. Multiple Region Geometry Screen (BUILD)
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SEAM

The error checking will be under the user's control so that it can be
performed on a command by command basis or all at once at the end of some
problem construction.
Summary of GENCOP Functions
In summary, GEMCOP provides a comprehensive user interface which will be both
easy to use and powerful. GEMCOP will be able to translate to/from GEMACS and
the user's language.
It will provide :mart hardcopy and preview options,
paving the way for report quality output. Different levels of assistance will
be available according to the level of knowledge of the user.
The use of
script files will provide for expansion of capabilities.
GEMCOP's dynamic
menus will give the user confidence that the selections that he is making are
reasonable and will produce sensible results. The GEMCOP interface will make
it difficult to make a mistake when running GEMACS or GAUGE.
Menu Descriptions for GEMCOP
The top level menus which will be supported in GEMCOP are illustrated in
Figure 3. The selection and organization of the menus/options was the result
of extensive evaluations of the interface requirements for GEMACS/GAUGE as
well as the anticipated support requirements for applying these codes and
analyzing output data from them. Figure 4 shows the nature of typical menu
types which will be used with the GEMCOP program.
The basic menu screen
consists of the top information line, the top menu bar and the bottom menu
bar.
The information line is used to provide the user with information concerning
the path and files be used by the program at any given time.
The nature and
organization of the information on this line may change according to where the
user is in the GEMCOP program.
The top menu bar provides the user with the basic, top level menu selections
for GEMCOP.
These consist of FILE, TASK, BUILD, COMMAND, GEOMETRY, EXECUTE,
ANALYZE, UTILITY and HARDCOPY. When the user selects one of these menu items,
either by moving the curser to highlight the choice and pressing "enter", or
by pressing the first character of the menu item, a pull-down menu, such as
shown for command, appears.
The bottom menu bar provides the user with active hot-key choices for
performing specific functions or obtaining help. This menu bar will contain
different options according to the operations currently being performed by the
user in GEMCOP.
Some options, such as HELP, CANCEL and SAVE, will always be
in this menu line.
Another type of menu which will be used in GEMCOP is the pop-up menu. This
type of menu is illustrated in Figure 4 where the HIGHLIGHT SCRIPT pop-up menu
has been activated by the choice of COMMAND SCRIPTS from the COMMAND pull-down
menu. Pop-up menus will typically be used at levels below the first pull-down
options.
Script windows will appear whenever user interaction/intervention may be
required and more specifically for scripted problems or applications. The
script window for MAKEPTS is shown in Figure 4. Scrollable windows or items
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FILES
LIST
COPY
FILE TYPES
SPECIFY TYPE
DIRECTORY
NAME ...
ARCHIVE
RETRIEVE
QUIT

COMMANDS
NEW
OLD
SAVE
RENAME
BROWSE/MODIFY
COMMAND SCRIPT

ANALYZE

TASKS
CREATE
OLD
SAVE
NAME
DIRECTORY
BROWSE/MODIFY
VIEW STATUS

GEOMETRY
OLD
CREATE
SAVE
NAME
BROWSE/MODIFY
DEFINE REGION
GEOMETRY SCRIPT
VIEW

UTILITY

BUILD
INITIALIZE
NEW LEVEL
DELETE LEVEL
ENLARGE
CONTRACT
APERTURE
SAVE
GEMACS DATA

EXECUTE
GEMACS
GAUGE
FRONTEND
20 DESIGN CAD
3D DESIGN CAD
WORD PERFECT
DOS COMMAND
GRAPHER
USER PROGRAM

HARDCOPY

GEOMETRY

ERROR CHECKING

DATA SELECT

FIELDS
SOLUTIONS
COMPARE
USER ANALYSIS

DOS COMMANDS
SETUP
IMPORT
EXPORT

FORMAT SELECT
OUTPUT DEVICE
PREVIEW
HARDCOPY

Figure 3.

GEMCOP Top Level Pull-Down Menus
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Figure 4.

Sample GEMCOP Menu Types
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will also be used in GEMCOP.
For example, the HIGHLIGHT SCRIPT window is
scrollable (note scroll bar along right edge of window in Figure 4) and the
coordinate system selection bar in the script window can be scrolled to select
the desired coordinate system.
Finally, dialogue boxes will be used to
provide the user with a convenient method for inputing specific data into
GEMCOP (i.e. file names, etc.).
The first level of menus are all of a pull down nature. That is, when a top
level menu option is selected, one of these menus is pulled down from the menu
selection bar to provide specific choices available with the selected option.
The GEMCOP menus will be dynamic.
This means that as the user moves through
the program building up a problem for execution by GEMACS, menu options which
are currently available or recommended will be highlighted or otherwise
emphasized. Items which are not available or are not currently recommended
will appear at low intensity and will not be selectable. This dynamic feature
of the GEMCOP menu structure will further aid the user in moving through the
program to establish inputs for the GEMACS code and in subsequently analyzing
the output data from it.
GEMCOP Applications/Script Files
The purpose of the script file approach in GEMCOP is to provide support for
specific applications without hard wired code that must be changed for each
use.
The script files will make use of replaceable parameters in an ASCII
text file with FORTRAN-like syntax to allow for the development of general
purpose application files suitable for working a particular class of problems.
The script files can be applied to geometry file creation, command file
generation, analysis, program execution and other areas covering requirements
of GEMACS or GAUGE.
The script file language will have support for such features as operators,
functions, repetitive execution (looping), conditional execution, nested
scripts, output display to the user, prompting for user input and jumps
(relative to the present position in the script). Initially, an interpreter
will be used to read and execute the script files. This interpreter will be
designated as the Script Language Processor (SLP).
The GEMCOP SLP will also allow screen outputs to display information to the
user. This will allow interactive processing of macros through screen display
of messages and variables. For example, based on the nature of the model
which may have been developed for an application, the user can be appraised of
model/technique limitations such as the maximum frequency at which the model
provides accurate results.
The combination of all these features available under the Script Language
Processor (interpreter) will allow the development of very powerful script
files for performing complex problem solving with GEMACS.
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GEMCOP Development Status
The Phase II SBIR program under which GENCOP is being developed began in
September, 1989. The architecture for the program has been established and
the design of the code has been started. The first operational prototype for
Delivery of the
the full GEMCOP code is scheduled for December, 1990.
completed code and its documentation to the sponsors is scheduled for April,
1991.
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GEMACS/GAUGE MOM MODEL EDITOR (MODELED)
Jeffrey A. Evans
Decision-Science Applications, Inc.
1300 Floyd Ave Suite 5
Rome, NY 13440
(315) 339-6184
FAX (315) 339-6923

ABSTRACT
GAUGE (Graphical Aids for the Users of GEMACS) is a PC based graphics package to help an
engineer interactively build geometric models of real world structures (aircraft, antennas, ships, etc.). These
models are then submitted to GEMACS (general Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex
Systems) or another numerical analysis code for electromagnetic (EM) analysis. The capability to
interactively and graphically develop geometry models reduces the overall time required to perform an EM
analysis, and it has increased the accuracy and detail of the model.
This paper describes the program MODELED, its graphical interface and its utility in EM modeling
and analysis. MODELED is a supplement to the GAUGE package that allows an engineer to
semiautomatically alter a model for analysis under different EM conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Systems modeled under a given set of EM conditions constitute a baseline model. The MOM
solution technique is used to model electrically small-to-moderate structures. For MOM the analyst uses short
wire segments and surface patches to represent the physical structure. This type of model is commonly
referred to as a wireframe model. In GEMACS a typical wire segment modeling guideline is that the segments
should be no longer than a tenth of a wavelength and the length of a segment should be at least five to ten
times its radius.
When analysis of a system under different EM conditions is required, changes to the baseline model
are required to satisfy the different EM conditions. Previously, manual model editing was necessary to add or
cut wires (possibly hundreds) to stay within the modeling guidelines. MODELED automates this editing thus
saving substantial time over the previous manual method. The time saved by automating this process is orders
of magnitude over the manual method.
MODELED is functionally equivalent to the GAUGE Graphic Processor and Preprocessor. The
Postprocessor of GAUGE was omitted from MODELED to allow for the wire subdivision algorithms. One
portion of the Postprocessor that was kept is the Color by option. The engineer can thus still color the
model in several ways to highlight different parameters. Because MODELED is a preprocessing
option, the main MODELED input menu is selected from the preprocessor menu as show in figure I.
The remainder of the menus accessed from the Main Menu are the same menus as in GAUGE. The
other additional submcnu under the Preprocessor is the Integrity option. This capability was not incorporated
into the original version of GAUGE. Itwill be discussed later in this paper
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OD
HELED ...
(F-i Help)

Pre-processor
(F-1 Help)

D) Draw model

A) Add

V) View options

E) Edit

P) Parameters

R) Renumber

MODELED Options
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D) Delete
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K) Hardcopy
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: OFF
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X) exit
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Check Radii
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Update Radii : OFF

Accept(F9) Exit(FIO)

Figure 1. MODELED Menus
To illustrate the usefulness of MODELED, 3 examples are presented in this paper; 1) Bistauic
Scattering from a cube; 2) A communications hut with an antenna on top; and 3) An aquila rpv.
BISTATIC SCATTERING FROM A CUBE
The case of scattering from a MOM cube was presented at the 1988 ACES Review in the paper
GAUGE[2]. The initial cube, figure 2, was constructed from plates (.1 meter on a side) being rotated and
translated to form the 6 sides of the cube. The plates were then converted to wires via the conversion
algorithm in the GAUGE preprocessor. The resultant wireframe cube is valid for about 300MHz.

Fig 2 Wireframe Cube

Now consider performing the analysis on the cube at a frequency of 1200MHz. The wires defining the
edges of the cube now are long compared to a wavelength. In order to correct the model each edge of the cube
should be subdivided into 4 subsections. Also the sides of the Lube should also be subdivided. There are
several manual methods of subdividing this model, but they all involve considerable time to add the new wires
(total new wires) and then deleting the old wires. MODELED can perform the above operation by asking for
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wire and area ratio subdivision and then specifying a 4:1 ratio. The resultant cube is shown in figurc 3. The
shrink option is used to show the individual wires.

Figure 3 Cube at 1200MHz (ratio)
The frequency subdivision option will give an equivalent model to that shown if figure 3. The
algorithm for frequency based subdivision is similar to that used by Heighway and Biddecombe 131. The
subdivided cube is show in fig 4.

Figure 4 Cube at 1200MHz (freq.)

HUT WITH T-BAR ANTENNA
A slightly more complex structure for GEMACS analysis is the communications hut with a T-bar
antenna on top shown in figure Sa. This model has MOM wires that form both closed surfaces (e.g. the hut)
and free hanging wires (e.g. the T-bar). The user may wish to concern himself only with the antenna on the
top of the hut. The hut can be put in noshow mode and any editing performed by MODELED will be limited
to the antenna as shown in figure 5b.

Figure 5a & b Comm. Hut and T-Bar antenna
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The antenna is currently valid for about 600MHz. Using the wires only, frequency subdivision with a
target frequency of 2400MHz, we obtain the antenna as shown in figure 6. The hut can then be retrieved from
noshow and the entire geometry can be saved into a new geometry file.

F'>

Figure 6 T-Bar antenna at 2400MHZ
If we had started with the antenna in figure 6 we could easily generate the original antenna by
specifying a target lower frequency in the menu. This is a trivial case, but if we had a dipole
array we get a significant editing time savings. Also, by reducing the number of elements in the model for
lower we can realize a disk space and computer run time savings during an analysis.
AQUILA RPV
The Aquila RPV example shows how a MODELED can work on various portions of a complex
geometry. The original geometry is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7 Aquila RPV
By placing different parts of the geometry in show only mode the modeler can apply different editing
schemes to the geometry. An example of the utility of this approach is shown when the placement of an
antenna on an airframe is needed. Where the antenna is to be placed can be modeled with a finer grid spacing
to give a better approximation for the analysis. Figure 8 shows the RPV after three regions of it were
regridded at different ratios.
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Figure 8 RPV after editing with MODELED

INTEGRITY CHECKING OF GEMACS GEOMETRY
GEMACS uses straight wire segments in its method of moments methodology to represent a physical
structure. There are several general guidelines that should be followed when generating these structures. The
guidelines used by MODELED include the following:
- Segments must be short compared to a wavelength.

Lengths of 0.1 lambda are adequate for
most purposes.
- Actual wires should be modeled with the actual radius. Other wires in the model should use a
wire radius about one-fifth of the segment length.
- Segments with lengths differing by more than a factor of two should not be joined.
-Small angles (less than about 20 degrees) between joined segments should be avoided.
These Modeling Guidelines are used by MODELED in the regridding of a geometry and as a basis for
the integrity checking. A full discussion of these guidelines is contained in the GEMACS Users Manual[4].
INTEGRITY

(FI-KeLpI
A) wire AngLe
L) wire Length
R) Radius check
s) Surface
area
N) tiNiting
wire
D) reoisptay
X) eXit

Figure 9 Integrity check menu

SUMMARY/FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The MODELED program was written in response to a need to be able to interactively alter/validate a
MOM EM model. The program provides these capabilities and it also provides a platform for adding new
editing and validation functions for the GAUGE package. The following list are recommended improvements
and enhancements that could be incorporated into the MODELED program. This list is by no means
complete and not all of these may be deemed necessary in the future. They are provided as a
reference/starting point for the programmer.
- Regridding for highly reentrant regions in Subdivision.

- Upgrade ratio subdivision.
- Banded Renumbering.
-Distance Renumbering.
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an n-sided polygon, user selects the sides.
check for plates attached to a cylinder.
check for wires connected to plates and patches.
the superpolygon superdivision

-Subdividing
-Integrity
-Integrity
-Refining
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MMP-3D: A Package for Computation of 3D Electromagnetic
Fields on PCs and Workstations
Lars Bomholt, Peter Regli, Christian Hafner and Pascal Leuchtmann
Electromagnetics Group
ETH Zurich
Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract
The MMP-3D (Multiple MultiPole) package is an implementation of the GMT (Generalized
Multipole Technique) for 2D and 3D electromagnetic scattering problems in linear, homogeneous and isotropic materials. It includes a portable numerical kernel and graphic interfaces
for workstations and personal computers. The characteristics of the programs are presented
along with an example.

1

Overview of the Method

The MMP-3D (Multiple MultiPole) package is an implementation of the GMT (Generalized Multipole Technique) [1] for 2D and 3D electromagnetic scattering problems. It is a tool for computing
time harmonic fields in linear, homogeneous and isotropic media. Via Fourier transform also
scattering of non-sinusoidal excitations can be computed.
The field is expanded in solutions of the time harmonic Maxwell equations, mostly cylindrical
and spherical multipole expansions of finite order with multiple origins (multiple multipoles). The
expansions are matched on the boundary using point matching with overdetermined systems of
equations. The strength of the MMP-3D code lies in nearfield calculations and in computations
involving dielectric or lossy media.
The main part of preparing input is to discretize the boundary and to choose locations and
orders for the multipoles (pole setting). Results of the computation are mostly the residues in the
matching points and plots of the field components on rectangular grids. For input and output it
is essential to provide graphic tools.

2

Overview of the Package

Numerical programs can be kept portable contrarily to graphics programs which depend very much
on the hardware, the operating system and on the graphic libraries used. The MMP-3D package
therefore consists of several separate programs running on different computers.
The numerical kernel of the MMP-3D program is portable among different computers. Graphic
input and output programs are the mmptool for Sun Workstations under SunView and a separate
editor and plot program for MS-DOS machines with the GEM graphic desktop. For communication
between the programs files in ASCII format are used because of their machine independence. The
mmptool can also interactively exchange information with one or several kernels running on the
same or on remote machines.

3

The Numerical Kernel

The MMP-3D numerical kernel is written in FORTRAN 77 using as few as possible nonstandard
extensions. It compiles and runs on UNIX workstations and mainframes, on PCs , and on transputer networks. Models are full 3D with possible symmetries about X = 0, Y = 0, or Z = 0. The
expansions currently implemented are
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Figure 1: Overview of the programs in the MMP-3D package

" Cylindrical TE, TM and TEM expansions
" Spherical TE and TM expansions
" Plane waves, waveguide modes
" Thin wire expansions (see [2])
" Connections
Connections are combinations of one or several of the above expansions together with parameters.
They enable the user to construct more special expansions or to include the results of previous
calculations for iterative computations. In addition to field continuity conditions and impedance
boundary conditions also additional equations and constraints in form of integrals are implemented.
Results can be computed as plots on rectangular grids or arbitrary set of points as well as in form
of integrals over lines, planes and volumes.
The size of the source code is around 200kB, the size of the executable depends on the compiler
and is between 200kB and 300kB. Memory requirements are about 10MB of memory for a problem
with 1000 unknowns, which is already fairly large. The performance compared to other codes
running on the same machines is very good [3].
The minimum requirements for reasonable work is a 386-based PC with 4MB of memory.
Parallelization of parts of the code makes it possible to run the program on INMOS T800
transputer networks [4]. Currently we are using AT-compatible boards that hold 9 transputers
with a total of 28MB of memory. The speed is comparable to a CONVEX Cl machine with a
single user. The networks can easily be fitted to the size of the problem.

4

Graphic Interface on UNIX Workstations

The mmptool for Sun workstations (see fig. 2) is a graphical front end which allows model definition
and visualization of the results in 3-dimensional space. It is programmed in C using the SunView
graphic desktop and implements the following features:
* Window based interface with buttons, pop-up menus etc.
" Multiple views in different windows on the same screen
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"

Parallel and perspective projections, shading and hidden surface removal

" Mouse controlled file manipulations
" Job management and interactive computations with one or more kernels running on local or
remote machines
2D and 3D models can be constructed by mouse with the following geometric objects
" Parametric curves like straight lines, circles, elliptical and parabolic arcs, B-splines
" Parametric surfaces like spheres, product surfaces of two curves, bodies by rotation of any of
theabove curves
" Readjustable uniform and variably spaced discretization
" Transformations like translation, rotation and scaling, duplications
" Assisted pole setting
Results of a computation with the MMP program are the errors on the surface and plots of the
field components. The principles of the representation and examples have already been shown in
[5]. Since then additional possibilities have been added and include now
" Vectorial display of E,H,S, surface currents and charges on several arbitrary surfaces at a
time. Dynamic range of the vectors is enhanced by using variable length, width and color.
" Contour maps, color or grayscale maps, and hedgehog charts for scalar quantities on any

surface.
All representations can be animated. This greatly improves intellegibility. Hardcopies can be
made with PostScript. Development on this interfaced still continues. It will soon be converted to
X-Windows, which makes it portable to most UNIX based workstations and PCs.

5

Graphic Interface on PCs

A simpler, but still powerful mouse based graphic interface is available for PCs running MS-DOS
and the GEM desktop. The input program allows discretization of the boundary and computer
assisted pole setting along with representation of the error distribution on the surface. The output
program is the same as for the 2D MMP codes. It allows animated representations of of scalar and
vector fields on quadratic surfaces. For hardcopies device independent GEM metafiles are used.
For running these programs a XT-compatible PC is sufficient. Animation requires either a fast
harddisk or a sufficiently large virtual disk.

6

Example

A short example is given for illustration. The configuration is a hole of diameter d = 0.6m in a
thick metallic sheet. A plane wave of wavelength A = 2m is incident perpendicularly. Behind the
hole there is a dielectric lens (r, = 3) and an absorbing sphere (a = 0.1Smn-). The problem
has been calculated in full 3D using 2 planes of symmetry. It has 452 matching points and 25
expansions. Time for discretization is about 2 hours starting from the idea. Figure 3 shows the
model during construction.
The rectangular matrix has 428 columns and 2112 rows. CPU time on a CONVEX CI for one
run is 1070 seconds for determining the parameters, 77 for computation of the errors, and 39 for
a plot on 600 field points. Results are shown in figure 4.

7

Availability

The kernel [6] and the graphic interface for PCs will be made available soon as public domain
source code. For further information please contact the authors.
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AUTOMATION OF THE GEOMETRY DATA FOR THE NEC
AND THE ESP USING THE SUPER-3D
J. Peng, J. Choi, ond C. A. Balanis
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Tempe, AZ 85287-7206
Abstract
In this paper, antenna patterns and monostatic scattering patterns for
various objects are obtained using the numerical clectromagnctics computer
codes (NEC [11 and ESP 12]) based on an interactive graphics program GEOM
devcloded recently at the Telecommunications Research Center at Arizona
State University.
The GEOM is constructed based upon the three-dimensional
Macintosh graphics software Super-3D[31 which can create geometrics
consisting of elements such as polygons and lines.
The geometry can be
created by entering the geometry data either by the key board or by the
mouse.
The interactive graphics program GEOM can transform the geometry
data created by the Super-3D to the NEC and the ESP input geometry data format
so that the electromagnetics quantities of interest can be computed.
Some
antenna patterns and monostatic scattering patterns are calculated and
compared with experimental data.
Also, the previous data obtained through a
direct geometry input procedure to the numerical electromagnetics computer
codes are used for comparison.
Introduction
Computational clectromagnetics have been widely used due to the recent
innovations in modern digital computers with large memory and fast speed.
Recently, the development of interactive graphics computer programs, which
can aid the usage of the existing elcetromagnetics computer programs, such as
the ESP and the NEC, have attracted many electromagnetics researchers and
scientists. The use and the development of such programs aid the users of ihe
EM codes to understand more clearly the nature of the EM problems by
displaying graphically the geometry of the object under study and the
resulting electromagnetics quantities of interest.
The GEOM is a system designed to reduce the time required for antenna
and scattering model calculations by providing the user with partial
automation of the geometry data entry and the data display process.
Previously other interactive graphics packages, such as IGUANA[41 and
GAUGE[5], had been developed and they can be used interactively with the
NEC[I] and the GEMACS16], respectively.
However, there are no such
interactive graphics program available for the ESP geometry data entry.
This
gives the authors a motivation to develop an interactive graphics package
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which can be used not only with the ESP but also with the NEC.
However, the
development of the GEOM is just at the initial stage, and much work needs to be
done in he near future.
The GEOM is developed based on the Macintosh 3-D graphics software
Supcr-3D (copyrighted by Silicon Beach Software, Inc.).
The detailed features
of the Super-3D are not presented in this paper, but it has similar features as
any ordinary CAD.
Once the geometry of interest (of the antenna or scatterer)
is created by the Super-3D, the geometry data created by this software can be
accessed by a word processing software such as Microsoft Word.
Then the data
is transmitted to the main frame computer (such as IBM-3081 or VAX-8600)
through the ETHERNET.
After transmission, the data is transformed to the
input geometry data format of the ESP or the NEC for the electromagnetics
calculations.
The use of the GEOM not only saves time for entering the data,
but it also allows the user of the electromagnetics codes to have a better visual
display of the problem under consideration.
The systematic flow chart for the GEOM is as follows:
Table.1. Systematic Flow Chart
Direct Key Board Input
Ehne
Macintosh
uper30
ernet
Digitized Geometry
Input or
KeyBoard
Input

Mainframe
OM
DataTranstormalion

4
ESP orNEC

Eata
* The direction of arrow represents the transporlability from one stage to another.

Numerical

Examples

The main purpose of this section is to illustrate the application of the
interactive graphics program GEOM.
In order to achieve this goal, we compute
the backscattcring patterns of a dihedral comer reflector.
Then these results
are compared to the measured and the previous data obtained through the
direct input procedure for the geometry data.
Also, antenna patterns of a
scaled model
helicopter are calculated using the NEC and the ESP.
1.

Backscattering

RCS

of

a

dihedral

In Figure 1, the backscattering RCS of a 900 dihedral corner reflector at
a frequency of 10 GHz is calculated by the NEC and the ESP.
Each plate of the
dihedral reflector has dimensions of 2" by 2" and a thickness of 0.8 mm.
For
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both computcr codes, the direct input procedure and the GEOM input procedure
for the geometry data are used to obtain the backscattcring RCS pattern.
It is
evident that both produce exactly the same results.
These results arc also
compared to the measured data obtained at the ASU compact range.
At scattering angles near -1800. -900, 00, 900, and 1800, whcre the
thickness of the plate might play an important role in the
scattering patterns,
agreement between the measurement and the NEC is better than between the
measurement and the ESP. The reason is that the model used for the ESP code
does not account for the thickness of the plate. On the other hand, the radii of
wires used to model the dihedral corner reflector in the NEC code serve as a
thickness of the plate.
The previous study [7] showed that the inclusion of
edge plates along the side of the dihedral reflector improves the agreement
between the measured data and the values obtained by the ESP.
2.

Radiation patterns
helicopter model

of an

antenna

mounted

on

the

scaled

The radiation patterns of an antenna on scaled model of a
helicopter
are calculated using the NEC and the ESP, and they arc displayed in Figures 2.
The scaled model of a helicopter is created using the Super-3D, and thcn these
data are transformed through the GEOM for the EM calculations.
A center fed
dipole antenna of length 1.23 m is used on the helicopter, and the operating
frequency is 64 MHz. The antenna is not grounded to main body.
In Figure 2, antenna patterns for a scaled model helicopter should be
symmetric in the roll and the yaw planes, since the helicopter model is
symmetric about the y-z plane.
However, the ESP results do not exhibit the
symmetry property in these planes.
If the Subroutine Plate 3 in the ESP code
neither chooses the same common edge as the generating side nor divides the
same generating side into the identical segmentation for the same structure,
the ESP code will place different overlapping modes for the physically same
structures.
As a result, the pattern might not be symmetric.
One way of
avoiding this possibility is either to use smaller segment size at the expense of
computing time or to specify the generating side for each plate in the model.
Conclusion
Even though the GEOM is just at the initial stage of automation of the
geometry data for the numerical clectromagnetics codes, such as the NEC and
the ESP, it provides the user with the partial automation of the geometry data
entry and the data display process.
To illustrate the application of the GEOM,
antenna patterns for the scaled model of a helicopter are calculated.
Also,
scattering patterns of a 900 dihedral corner reflector are presented.
Our next
goals are to make this interactive graphics package more user friendly and to
include the 3-D graphics capability for the EM quantities into the GEOM.
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SESSION 2 - 'MOMENT METHOD THEORY'

ITERATIVE

MOMENT
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IN SCATTERING

PROBLEMS

H. Dominik
Institut fNr Hochfrequenztechnik
Technische Universitit Braunschweig
P.O.Box 3329 , D-3300 Braunschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

1

Introduction

The solution of scattering problems with the moment method involves the inversion of large
linear equation systems, which have to be solved with iterative methods to avoid numerical
inaccuracy. Using the Moment Iteration Method in [11 leads to the inversion of only small parts
of the complete impedance matrix at each iteration step. The disadvantage of this method is
a slow convergence depending on a random choise of the locations for the basis and weighting
functions, which requires a convergence test at each iteration step. Choosing shifted locations
for the basis functions leads to an excellent convergence for a special class of scattering problems
due to the coefficients of the impedance matrix. Combining this method with the Integrated
Square Error Criterion (ISEC) presented in 12] enforces the convergence at each iteration step
even for ill-conditioned matrices.

2

Theory

Starting with the linear operator equation
(I)

Lf=g
the method of moment leads with the choice of basis functions
an approximation for the solution
M

f

Easi

4,

and weighting functions wi to

,(2)

which involves the inversion of the M x M-matrix system
(Li][ot] = (g,] .
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(3)

The coefficients of the matrix are defined by Li9 =< L4i,wj > and gi =< g,w, >, where <>
denotes the inner product.
The choice of

1

+ F ")

fn= -

(.4)

leads to an iterative process for the n-th approximation, with
N
i--n

The 4i are basis functions defined only on a subdomain of the operator, but FN") is valid on the
total domain with zero values on the rest of the operator domain. N is arbitrary in the intervall
I < N !<M. The deviation from the solution follows then to
RN
R

(" )
(

R n

)

=

g - Lf(m)
Lf(n-

(6)
1)

=

g-

=

R{n-1)-LF

- LFN

(7)

.

(8)

Taking the inner product of the last equation with weighting functions w3 on the subdomain
and requesting < R(), wi >= 0 leads to a matrix system
[Ii][o,] = [R1,

(9)

with liy =< Loi, w > and R 1 =< R('-1), w3 >. The unknown a, follow from the inversion of
the last equation, which is now a N x N-matrix system.

3

Choice of Basis Functions

To prevent a necessary convergence test you can use shifted basis functions for each iteration
step. As shown in Fig. 1 the domain of the solution is splitted up into segments with pulse
functions as basis functions on each segment. At each step the iterative method described above
is applied to three segments involving the inversion of a 3x3-matrix. The considered segments
of successive iteration steps are shifted as shown one segment. After the completion of one cycle
the iteration process starts again with the first three segments until the error exceeds a desired
accuracy. Alternatively the segment-shifting of successive iteration steps can be choosen in a
different manner, which can be advantageous for some problems.

4

The Integrated Square Error Criterion

When the iteration process is not convergent, the method has to be combined with the Integrated
Square Error
err(')

f (R(n)fldx ,
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(10)

which modifies (4) with a variational parameter vi() to
f(n) = &.(-1}+ 7(-)F(-

)

,

(11)

with the parameter defined by (N) = A('q'/B'). Introducing this parameter enforces a minimisation of the error at each iteration step to
wihB(n)

err(') = err( "- ')

(1A2)i)

,(12)

with

5

An) =J

R(-')F("

(13)

B(N) =

IF(n2)idx.

(14)

Scattering of Parallel Strips

An incident electromagnetic field Eirz with wavelength A induces a current density Js on the
strips shown in Fig. 2. JS follows from the integral equation
jHO("(kjz -

z'I)Js(z')dz' =T7EnX

(15)

with integration over all strips. H(2) is a Bessel function of the third kind, k = 27r/A and 17the
impedance of free space. Using pulse basis functions and delta functions as weighting functions
(point matching) one get an excellent approximation for Js after the 1st cycle as seen in Fig. 3,
which shows the induced current on a single strip for the 1st and the 50th cycle. The Integrated
Square Error versus the number of the cycles is seen in Fig. 4. In this case you get a better
convergence without the Integrated Square Error Criterion.
Fig. 5 shows the induced currents on 5 parallel strips, Fig. 6 the Integrated Square Error versus
the number of the cycles for two different segment-shiftings of successive iteration steps. As
in Fig. 3 you get a very good approximation for the solution after the 1st cycle. Comparing
the computation times for the inversion of the matrices shows, that the time spending for one
cycle is about 5 times quicker for curve a) and 12 times quicker for curve b) in Fig. 7 than the
inversion of the complete M x M-matrix.

6

Scattering of a Dipole

The induced current l(z) on a thin dipole with length 2L and radius a is described with [3] by
4wkJ1z)[272(1 +jkr)

-(p

2

+ a)3+3jr-k

2

)

=-E,()

16

-L

with r = /p2 + a + (z - t)2 and p, z the cylindrical coordinates on the dipole. Using pulse
basis functions and point matching yields the Integrated Square Error in Fig. 7 for two dipoles
of different lenghts. For the short dipole one get a good convergence. The Integrated Square
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Error Criterion deteriorates the convergence, but is necessary for the A/2-dipole.
The implementation of this method into MININEC [31 and Richmond [4! yields similar results.
Only for short dipoles one get an efficient convergence. To improve the convergence, I have programmed the reaction integral equation in [4] with overlapping sinusoidal current distributions
shown in Fig. 8 as basis and weighting functions. Choosing an offset Aoy for the basis functions
extending over two segments modifies the elements of the impedance matrix and results in the
Integrated Square Errors in Fig. 9, which shows a good convergence for increasing Aoe without
the Integrated Square Error Criterion.
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INTRODUCTION

For some time now doubts have been expressed about the validity of using the spectral
iteration technique (SIT) for solving the electromagnetic problems associated with electrically
large scatterers.

This potentially powerful numerical technique for the rapid convergence of

electromagnetic problems has been prone to difficulties over convergence.

In particular there

has until recently, been a noticeable absence of any results in the literature for TE incident
waves.

Mackay and McCowen [19881 have shown that the matrix interpretation of the SIT

(MSIT) can be applied as an iterative technique to solve the standard (volume formulation)
Methods of Moments for 2D homogeneous dielectric and conducting scatterers.
yield currents on the body,
Moments.

The results

and hence far-fields, exactly as predicted by the Method of

As with the Method of Moments the MSIT, in its present form, yields erroneous

results for conductors since it is based on volume
homogeneous dielectric and

formulation.

However, the results for

lossy dielectric cylinders have shown excellent agreement

analytic solutions (circular cylinders only) and,

as shown by Mackay and McCowen

the convergence rate is very rapid for both TE and TM cases.

with

[1989],

This paper will show how

the MSIT has been extended into 3D in the code MSIT3D for homogeneous dielectric and
lossy dielectric scatterers.

This code has recently been developed at Swansea and shows, for

the first time, that the SIT can be made to work in 3D.

THE MS1T

The electric field integral equation (EFIE) is written as

J

C (£,

r )

. J

(r') dr

-

-

E (£)

(1)

volume
where j_ is

the

current

distribution

on

the scatterer,

distribution and G is the free-space Green's dyad.
the spatial domain

and can be transformed,

E

is the

scattered

electric field

This integral is of convolution form in

usually by the fast Fourier Transform

(FFT),

into the spectral (k-space) domain where the problem can be computed more efficiently.
addition defining

the

problem in

the spectral
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domain

considerably

reduces the

In

computer

storage associated with the Green's matrix.
The basic outline of the original SIT as proposed by Bojarski [1971] is shown in Table
I in which

L(n) (r

of volume V.

is the nth estimate of the unknown current distribution on the scatterer

The scheme is started with an initial guess of the current distribution.

The

associated electric field E(n) (n), for the nth estimate j(n) (r), is determined by transforming
equation (1)

into the spectral

domain to determine j_(n)

transformed back into the spatial domain to yield E(n) (j).
enforced

to yield the next estimate of E(n+1)

(r.

(k) which can subsequently

be

Boundary condition can then be

Similarly the next estimate of J is

determined via computations in the spectral domain and subsequent enforcement of boundary
conditions to

yield j(n+1)

(r).

The boundary

conditions on

I

are usually

physical requirement of confining the current distribution to the volume V.
from Table 1, only the Green's matrix

that of the

As can be seen

(k) in the spectral domain is required to be stored

which represents a considerable saving in computer memory

over the storage of G in the

spatial domain.

TABLE I
spatial domain

soectral domain

(n)
J

(r)

r(V

-

0

E(n)

J (n~)(jk)

rf V

_

(n)(n)

(r)

E(n+l)

(r)

_j(nC)

(r)

,

(n+i)

(k)

(n+i)

-

(n+i)

-i

In its original form the SIT suffers from significant convergence difficulties. This is
due to the pointwise sampling of the analytic Green's matrix in G (A) which
contains a singularity in the spectral domain at iki = ko .
Green's term

in the spatial

domain.

This is

The MSIT, howe'er, samples the

tantamount to

setting up

the

Moments problem which turns the EFIE of equation (1) into the matrix equation
12

3

G11
V

GV

G1
V

G21
v

G22
v

G23
v

G1
V

1

G

32

v

C

33

V

jEx

- x

y
JE

z

y
z
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(2)

Method of

where the vectors

=

c

zT

_E

[2,

and J = [i x , .y,

T

I]

incident electric field and unknown current distribution on the scatterer.

the known

represent

The MSIT uses Van

den Berg's [1984] conjugate contrast-source truncation (CCST) algorithm to iteratively solve
In this scheme the solution for the current J. is constructed

the 3D version of equation (2).

from a sequence of global basis functions each of which is successively generated by spectral
iteration.

A variation principle is applied to minimise an error norm.

The 3D current vector JI is approximated by j(n) in the nth iteration of the scheme,
see Table II, where
,(n)

(o)

+

.
i-I

(3)

,1(i) .(i)
,n

i(o) represents the initial guess, which

is taken to be the zero vector,

is a

At each iteration a 3D field residual

(n) is a variational function.

variational parameter and

q(n) (scalar)

F(n) is determined by
E(n) -gin,

-

c j(o)

71 (i)

-

EE(n - 1)

(4)

£(n)

.(n)

(n) - G L(n)

and
,(n)

L(i)

,n

i-i

(5)

is generated in such a way as to reduce the field residual squared magnitude, err.(n) at

each iteration where
err(n)

-

-

< F(n)

E
i,j,k

F

(n

)

>

(6)

[FQn)*, F(nl) + F~n)* F~n) + F~n)* Ffn)j

and i, j and k span the range of grid points over the domain of the object.
minimisation
convergence

step"

included

in

Table

II

further

reduces

n

err( )

but at the expense of storing in computer memory

and

The "second

hence

the previous

improves
f(n-I)

and

i(n-1) vectors.

It should be noted that each of the six different GJ
be extended

(by at least a factor of two) to produce a circulant

application of an FFT.
the spatial

matrices in equation (2) needs to
matrix suitable for

the

As shown by McCowen and Tran [submitted] a further expansion of

matrices is required

(typically

to

circulancy, to achieve convergence of the MSIT.
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a factor

of three),

while maintaining

their

soectral domain

soacial domain

Z(

-

C)

E(0)

(

()W

err (o)

E(n-i) (E)

< F

(0

V(n-)

0

Liv
r(n)

1:fv I

I(n ) ( )
0

B(n)-

-,

(n)

rrv
(n)

A (n)

(n)

(n)

________

(n)

(n-,) i(n) >

-

<

f(n)

>

and B (n)are modified as follows
r(n)(r)
r (n-,)>

( (r), f
iii.2.>
c (n) .< r(n).
I(n)
B(n)
.(n)
f
f -o

-

c(n)* /

8

8 (n)

(n) c(n)

_

(n-,)
C
8

second
minimization
step

E (n) c(n)
:
(n)
:- (n) (n) f(n)
o-

I(to

fIn

1(n) . A(n)*/B(n)
j(n) (r)
E() (

err

(n )

)

J (n-,)

(r) +

(n)

E(n-)

W

(n) £ (n) ()

< F

(n )

-

' F (n)>
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(to

)

RESULTS

In this section we wish to show detailed results from a few of the particular examples
Firstly, Figure

to be presented in the paper, all of which were generated on a VAX 8700.
bistatic RCS due to plane wave incidence

I shows the normalised
sphere.

on a 0.191x

o

dielectric

The figure compares the analytic E and H-plane solutions to those obtained using

the MSIT which

are

equivalent,

solutions with pulse basis functions.
generated

96 unknowns.

as with

examples,

all the

to

the

Method

of Moments

The sphere was discretised into (0.04775),G) cubes which

4 iterations were required to achieve convergence with a total CPU

of 35 sec.

1.000

Mie series

MSIT

0.500

H-plane

:

( 0.050

0.010-7~.
0.005

0.001

----

30o

0

90

120

150

10

0
Figure 1:

Normalised bistatic RCS from a pure dielectric 0.191 ko with relative
permittivity 4.43. a = 0* is the angle of backscatter.
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Figure 2 shows similar results for a larger sphere of lossy dielectric material.
cubes were used to discretise this sphere which generated 4416 unknowns.
were needed to achieve convergence with a total CPU of 53 mins.
print out

from the

MSIT3D code

after each

iteration

right-hand column lists the ratio,it F(n) il/el E

i

for

(0.075Xo)

Only 10 iterations
Table III shows the

this particular

example.

it, the normalised integrated

The

square error,

which we specify to be less than 0.5 E-3 for convergence in all our examples.
TABLE

Il

iI Ei II = 0.788
iIE(n)ll /

ifill

N

iiJ(n)ll / AV

I

22.732

0.354

0.449

2

22.735

0.8527E-1

0.108

3

22.461

0.4134E-1

0.527E-1

4

22.837

0.1803E-1

0.229E-1

5

22.752

0.1028E-1

0.130E-l

6

22.691

0.4860E-2

0.617E-2

7

22.671

0.1766E-2

0.224E-2

8

22.684

0.9897E-3

0.126E-2

9

22.677

0.5454E-3

0.692E-3

10

22.679

0.2739E-3

0.348E-3

iiF(rn)ll
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Abstract
The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2) does not always yield consistent or accurate
results when analyzing configurations that contain thin conductive surfaces or configurations with
sources located near a wire-surface attachment. This paper evaluates modifications to the code
designed to "test the limits" of the NEC2 algorithm. These modifications can significantly increase
the amount of time required for the algorithm to run and do not necessarily belong in a "general
purpose" EM modeling code. Nevertheless, the modified code is able to analyze configurations
that the unmodified algorithm is unable to analyze and the results obtained using the modified code
can help the user to understand where certain types of error originate.
Introduction
The Numerical Electromagnetics Code IlI is a general-purpose moment-method computer
program capable of analyzing the electromagnetic scattering properties of avariety of wire-surface
geometries. Several other general-purpose moment-method codes are available, however NEC is
unique in that it is the only widely-distributed, well-documented code that analyzes surfaces by
solving a form of the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE). MFIE-based algorithms have certain
computational advantages over algorithms that analyze surfaces by solving the electric field integral
equation (EFIE). However, MFIE-based codes do not model electrically thin conductive surfaces
efficiently. The inability of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code to analyze geometries with thin
metal plates significantly limits its potential applications.
Another limitation of the NEC algorithm is its inability to accurately calculate the input
impedance of sources located near a wire-surface attachment point. The method used by NEC2 to
model wire-surface attachments analyzes simple configurations accurately and efficiently, however
a more detailed wire-attachment model is required for many applications.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the thin-surface and wire-attachment limitations of
NEC2. In the course of this investigation, modifications to the algorithm will be introduced. These
modifications expand the scope of the algorithm at the expense of requiring additional computation.
Thin Surfaces
The form of the MFIE used by NEC2 to analyze conductive surfaces is,
Js(x')xV'G(xx') ds
Js(x) = 2nx/W + 2nxf s(1

.

The 2nxH'term is the component of Js(x) that is due directly to the incident magnetic field. The
2 x Js(x') . V'G(x,x') ds term is the component of Js(x) induced by the fields from the induced
5

surface currents at all points on the surface except the neighborhood of the point x' = x. A detailed
derivation of Equation (I) can be found in 121.
Conductive surfaces are represented as a collection of surface "patches" in NEC2. The surface
current on each patch that is not connected to a wire is described by two impulse functions. The
two impulses represent components of current flowing in each of two orthogonal directions on the
surface. This modeling technique is referred to as point matching since the boundary conditions
are enforced at individual points on the surface. The surface integral on the right hand side of
54

Equation (1) is reduced to a simple multiplication, which significantly reduces the time required to
compute the values of the impedance matrix.
The surface current integral in Equation (1) is only used to calculate off-diagonal terms of the
impedance matrix. Large smooth surfaces result in well-conditioned diagonally dominant impedance matrices 131. Small errors in the calculation of off-diagonal terms do not tend to
significantly affect the accuracy of the result when analyzing large surfaces. Relatively small
surfaces or thin plates, on the other hand, are more sensitive to errors in the calculation of the
off-diagonal terms. The analysis of small or thin surfaces requires a more careful evaluation of the
integral in Equation (1). In other words, a weighting function other than an impulse is needed. For
our purposes, a pulse function was considered to be the best trade-off between an impulse function
and more complex weighting functions that would require considerably more computation time.
Flexibility and ease of data entry was a primary consideration.
When point matching is used, it is not necessary to know the exact shape of a patch or the location
of its edges. Pulse weighting functions require the shape and location of the patch to be known but
they do not require a knowledge of how a patch is oriented relative to the other patches. Switching
from impulse to pulse weighting functions required two basic modifications to the algorithm:
1. Describing the patch geometry to the necessary subroutines
2. Using this data to evaluate the surface integral in Equation (]).
The original code accepted a variety of patch shapes and even allowed a patch to be defined
with an arbitrary, unspecified shape. The only data used by the algorithm was the patch area and
center point location. In order to facilitate both of the tasks listed above, only rectangular patches
are permitted in the modified code.
The subroutine DATAGN was modified to read or calculate the comer points of each surface
patch and store them in the common block, PCORNR. The single multiplication that used to perform
the integration in Equation (1) was replaced by a double sum of the form,
N N
f Js(x') G(xx') ds = A
J(xij) G(x,xi)
N2 i= j=

)

where: J = constant pulse amplitude
A = area of surface patch
N2 = # of subpatches
xij = center point of (ij)t h subpatch
This simple method for estimating the value of the surface integral is referred to as the mid-point
rule [4]. It is similar to trapezoidal rule integration in terms of efficiency and error but it avoids
problems that can occur when the integrand has singularities at the end-points. Larger values of N
result in more accurate evaluations of the integral at the expense of additional computation time.
When N equals 1, this method is equivalent to the original point-matching technique.
Note that if G(x,x') is fairly constant over the surface of the patch, relatively small values of N
are required. However, when G(x~x') is a strong function of position (as it is for example when
evaluating the interaction between two patches on opposite sides of a thin plate), larger values 6f N
are necessary to achieve a given level of accuracy. The NEC2 subroutine HINTG was modified to
do the midpoint rule integration. The value of N is stored in the variable NPATCH at the beginning
of the modified subroutine. The subroutine UNERE, which evaluates a form of the EFIE for
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•

analyzing wire-to-surface interactions was also
modified to perform a midpoint rule integration.
The value of N used for this integration is stored
in the variable NSTEP. INSTEPand NPATCH are
independent of one another, since the accuracy of
the surface integration required for the EFIE may
not be the same as the accuracy required for
evaluation of the MFIE.

20 CM

In order to evaluate the effect of this
modification to the NEC2 code, one of the ex-

-

-

20 CM -.

Figure 1: Wire-T Configuration

ample problems from the NEC2 User's Guide Ill
was analyzed using different values for NPATCH
and NSTEP. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of a I volt, 300 MHz source
driving a wire-T relative to a 20x20x10 cm metal box resting on a ground plane.
As the User's Guide points out, a lossless structure over a ground plane should have an average
power gain of 2.0. The calculated average power gain for this example however, is about 1.8
indicating that the calculated input impedance (about 181 + j2 18 ohms) may be inaccurate.
The User's Guide cites the relatively crude way that the patches are modeled as the probable
source of the error, however a closer examination of this and other examples reveals another
problem. During the course of this work, it was observed that inconsistent results were obtained
whenever a voltage source was located on a wire segment with one end attached to a surface patch.
The reason for this relates to the way that voltage sources are modeled by the program 13]. The
error can usually be reduced by using shorter segment lengths in the vicinity of a patch attachment
and placing at least one segment between the surface and the segment containing the source. This
was done for the example in Figure I by subdividing the surface-attached wire segment into 3 smaller
segments of equal length, The source was located on the center segment making it the same height
above the surface.
The program was run again and the new value calculated for the input impedance was 176 j413 ohms and the average power gain was 1.82. This was significantly different from the 181 +
j218 ohm impedance that was originally calculated but even this value is not correct. Another
modification-to the NEC2 code intended to improve the accuracy of wire-to-surface attachment
calculations was applied and the new
calculated value of the input impedance Table i: Effect of NPATCH and NSTEP on Wire-T
became 195 + j260 ohms. (This
N-STEP
NPA H
NMM
INK,trr7. AVE. PG
modification is described in the next secI
1
48
195+j260
1.81
18
tion.) Using this impedance as a starting
5
I
48
+j258
1.87
point, Table I shows the effect of increas15
I
48
188+j258
1.87
ing the values of the variables NPATCH
15
5
48
174+j272
1.89
and NSTEP. Note that in this example,
15
15
48
174+j272
1.89
the results stabilize for values of
5
15
48
174+j272
1.89
NPATCH and NSTEP greater than 5.
1
15
48
180+*274
184
Wire-to.Surface Attachments
Errors related to the use of point matching can generally be overcome without modifying the
algorithm by simply using a larger number of patches to represent the surface when sufficient
computing resources are available. However, there is another source of error that arises when using
NEC2 to analyze small or thin surfaces with a wire-to-surface attachment point that cannot be
compensated for without modifying the algorithm.
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NEC2 allows wires to be attached to a surface
at patch centers. The procedure for analyzing
wire-surface a'achments used by NEC2 is based
on atechnique used by Albertsen et al [51. When
a wire surface attachment is made, NEC2 divides
the region near the attachment point into four
subpatches as illustrated in Figure 2. The expan-

sion of the surface current density in this region
must satisfy the following condition,
(3)
Vs.J4,10 = JO(4,r) + 1oK,71)

-

-

7-/

0

-

/

,.-

Figure 2: Wire Attachment Point

where Vs denotes surface divergence, Jo(k,rl) is a continuous function in the region of the
antachment, and 1, is the wire current flowing onto the surface. The expansion function used by
NEC2 is,
4

o

Js(,) = lo(,nl) + I gEnk)

[ii - 10 f

j=

(4)

where ftTl) = 2,(

2

+ T2)

Jj = J( jP,)

--

o

and tpjj are the coordinates at the centers of patch
j. The interpolation functions gj(4,T1) used by
NEC2 are:
g(,1) = _ (d+) (d+T-)
92(t,1) = -

(d-E)Q2(5b.)
(d+rl)

g3(,Tl) = L (d--)

(d-TI)

b
(5c.)

3: Current Expansion Functions for
d7Figure
a Patch with a Wire Attachment
(Sd.)
Q2
A plot of the magnitude of this current expansion function for the case Ji = J2 = J3 = 14 is shown in Figure 3a. The surface current expansion
in Equation (4) is used only when computing the electric field at the center of the attached wire
segment due to the surface current on the four surrounding patches. An impulse expansion of this
patch current is used to calculate the fields at all of the other wire segment centers.
This technique for analyzing wire-surface attachments is relatively simple. It doesn't require
excessive computation and it doesn't place severe restrictions on the size or placement of wire
attachment regions. However the errors introduced by this simple technique may be unacceptable,
particularly in situations where an accurate calculation of the input impedance of asource on a wire
near a surface attachment point is desired.
One source of error arises from the fact that the surface current expansion, Equation (4), is
defined over a square region centered at the wire attachment point even when the patch to which
4(4l)

=
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the wire is connected is not square. Since the unmodified NEC2 does not consider the shape of a
patch when performing a surface integration, there would be little to gain by defining the wire
attachment region to be a specific shape. However, with the modifications described in the previous
section, surface integrations are performed using specific patch dimensions. If the wire attachment
current expansion function is not modified, the surface integration would be performed twice in
some areas and not at all in others.
Two modifications are required to make the program integrate the surface current expansion
function over the correct patch surface. First, the limits of the integration in Equation (4) must be
changed to correspond to the comers of the patch. This is done by modifying the subroutine PCINT.
Second, the interpolation functions, Equations (5), must be modified so that the points j,q1j are at
the centers of the four subpatches. The new interpolation functions can be written:
g I(4,rl) =

I

(di+4) (d2+rl)

(6a.)

g2(4,Tl) =

d

(dt-4) (d2+l)

(6b.)

--d (dl-4) (d2-fl)

(6c)

g3(4,

=

'
g4( ,q) = I (dl+ ) (d2-1)4did2(6d.)
where di and d2 are the and 11components of the distance to the center of each subpatch. This
modification to the interpolation functions was also made in the subroutine PCINT
There is a second source of error with this wire-attachment method that is not quite as apparent.
This error arises from the fact that two different current expansion functions are used to represent
the current in the region of a wire attachment. The current expansion function in Equation (4) is
used to calculate the electric field at the center of the attached wire segment due to the current on
the four subpatches,
Eattahed= f J$(41,l) G(w,,rl) ds
(7)

while the electric field at the center of non-attached wire segments is calculated using an impulse
expansion of the current on the four subpatches,
4
Enon-astached = Y JJ A G(w,,Tl)
1 =l

(8)

The variable w represents the coordinates at the center of the wire segment at which the field is
evaluated in Equations (7) and (8) and A is the area of one subpatch.
Two types of error result from this approximation. One source of error is due to the fact that in
many configurations, particularly those involving wire segments located close to a surface,
G(w, ,l) can vary significantly over the integration surface. However, even when G(w,4,Tl) is
relatively constant in the region of a wire attachment, error is introduced.
To illustrate this, assume for the moment that all of the wire segments except for the attached
segment are relatively far from the attachment subpatches and the G(w,4,tl) can be approximated
as a constant, G, over the surface of integration, Equation (7) can be written,
E=GsJJFl) d

(9)
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substituting for Js(4,rl) using Equation (4) and filling in the integration limits for the first of the
four subpatches,
4

Eatched =G

J

J0,2 [oI

)

4j f )]

A,')

j=I

10

'd

(10)

The electric field due to the current in the first subpatch calculated using Equation (8) making the
same assumption is,
Enon-anached = G Jl A

(11)

.

In order to determine how good this approximation is, we can evaluate the integral of Equation
(10) assuming for the moment that Ji= J2 =.J3 = J4 and that dl=d2=d. The field due to the
component of the current is given below. By symmetry, a similar result can be obtained for the 11
component.
4

EaucaeGJ
f"~l~l~,~)X8J~,l)(J-oj')]ds = G [ lo

j=l

(3 - 242-

1) + jtA

I

(12)

The term at the far right, Jj A, is equivalent to the approximation of Equation (11). However,
there is an additional term, which is a function of lo, that the approximation neglects. Therefore
even when G can be considered relatively constant over the integration, the two current expansion
functions used to represent patches attached to wire segments are not equivalent.
Another way to view this is illustrated in Figure 3. The current expansion functions in Figure
3a. and Figure 3b. are both used to represent the current on the same patch for different calculations.
However, the volume under each of these curves is not equal. The moment method program
calculates a single value for J based on two inconsistent expansion functions. This introduces error
into the calculated value of J.
The actual error term is highly dependent on the integration technique used in the vicinity of
the wire attachment. When using midpoint rule integration, the calculated volume under the curve
in Figure 3a. is very dependent on N because of the singularity at the origin. The value of N used
for this integration is stored in the variable NINT in the subroutine PCINT. Larger values of N
increase the accuracy of the calculation in Equation (10), but do not necessarily reduce the error
term.
One way to eliminate this error would be to define the expansion function, Equation (4) and the
integration technique so that the volume under each of the surface curves in Figure 3 is equal. This
is difficult to do without restricting the shape of the wire-attachment region. Another approach that
also eliminates the error due to the non-constant G(w, ,7l), is to use the same expansion function
Table 2: Effect of Modified CMSW on Wire-T
VERSION OF CMSW

NiW

IPITZ

AVE PG

ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
MODIFIED
MODIFIED
MODIFIED
MODIFIED
MODIFIED

10
12
24
48
10
12
24
48
66

161j384
163-j295
173+j77
174+j136
160-j298
163-j199
173+j206
174+j272
174+j272

1.83
1.82
1.80
1.80
1.91
1.91
1.89
1.89
1.89
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t
for all of the calculations. The impulse expansion
42.1 cm
is too simplistic to provide an accurate repre,
sentation of the patch currents in the area of a wire
94
attachment, so the program was modified to use
91.4 cr
the expansion of Equations (4,6) to calculate all 20 cm
of the electric fields due to currents on patches
- - 91.4 cm
connected to wire segments. This was done by
Figure 5: Wire Attachment Example
modifying the subroutine CMSW. As expected,
this significantly increased the amount of time
required to calculate the values of the impedance matrix for -configurations with many wire
segments. The original impulse expansion function for the subpatches was still used to calculate
patch-to-patch interactions, because it was felt that the increase in accuracy resulting from this
change would not justify the increaied amount of computation.
Table 2 gives the calculated values of input impedance and average power gain for the wire-T
configuration in Figure I using both the modified and unmodified versions of the subroutine CMSW.
The variable NINT represents the number of subpatches used to perform the integration in Equation
(4). Note that both versions of the code stabilize for values of NINT somewhere between 25 and
48, but they result in two different solutions. The input impedance calculated with the unmodified
algorithm corresponds to a reflection coefficient magnitude of 0.7 when attached to a 50-ohm cable.
The input impedance calculated using the modified version of CMSW corresponds to a reflection
coefficient magnitude of 0.85, which agrees with the measured value of reflection coefficient
obtained using a network analyzer and a copper model of this configuration [3].
Figure 5 shows a configuration consisting of a 42.1 cm wire above a 91.4 x 91.4 x 20 cm
conducuve surface. The wire is driven by a voltage source located on the wire 8 cm above the
surface. This configuration was analyzed using both the modified and unmodified versions of the
NEC2 code in the frequency range 125 - 215 MHz. Both the top and bottom of the surface were
divided into 25 square patches and the sides were each divided into 5 patches lengthwise. Since
the conductive surface is neither small or thin at these frequencies, one might expect point matching
to be sufficiently accurate. This is indeed the case as indicated by the plot in Figure 6, which shows
that setting the variables NPATCH and NSTEP equal to I (as opposed to 15) had little effect on the
calculated input conductance. However, the modified wire-attachment technique had a significant
effec bn the calculations as illustrated in Figure 7. This result shows how the error introduced by
using two different expansion functions to represent the surface patches at a wire attachment can
significantly affect the calculated input impedance near the attachment point.
Since one of the modifications made to the code was designed to correct a problem that can
occur when using non-square patches, this configuration was analyzed again with the top and bottom
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Figure 7: Effect of Modified Wire Attachment
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surfaces divided into 35 (9.00 x 6.43 cm) rectangular subpatches. The configuration being modeled
was unchanged, so ideally there should be little change in the calculated results. This is indeed the
case using the modified code as shown in Figure 8, however the results from the unmodified code
are significantly different as shown in Figure 9.
Conclusions
The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2) is limited in its ability to analyze even moderately thin conductive surfaces and configurations with a source located near a wire-to-surface
attachment. Modifications have been described that can improve the ability of the algorithm to
model some types of configurations at the expense of requiring additional computation. In general,
the improvement in accuracy applies only to specific types of configurations and the decreased
efficiency due to these modifications can be significant.These modifications and their effects should
be of interest to anyone trying to test the limits of NEC2 or model configurations that NEC2 isn't
able to model accurately.
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The Effects of Mantissa Length on MiniNEC Accuracy
Don Metzger and John Norgard
ECE Dept., University of Colorado
Colorado Springs, CO 80933

Abstract: A method for analyzing the effects which numerical representation
have on the accuracy of mathematical algorithms is developed. A comparison with
both analytical and experimental results from FFT computations demonstrates the
accuracy of the method. Results are given when the method is applied to the
MiniNEC code. MiniNEC computations are effected by less than 3% when single
precision numbers are used for problems requiring about 500,000 operations ( a
single wire with 56 segments).

Introduction
With increases in computational power, problems with large numbers of
computations (additions, multiplications etc.) are becoming commonplace. One
area of concern in obtaining accurate results, is the precision with which floating
point values are represented. The use of single precision or double precision
quantities effects the memory requirements, speed and accuracy of the results.
While the effects of numerical representation on memory and speed are readily
evaluated, the effects on the accuracy of the result are not. Assuming that the
exponent part of a floating point number is of sufficient size to avoid overflow or
underftow, the primary effects on accuracy will be determined by the number of bits
used to represent the mantissa.
In this work, a method is presented which allows modification of the mantissa
of the result of any floating point mathematical operation. The method is verified
by comparison with results for FFT's, where analytical results are available. This
method is then applied to the MiniNEC code to determine how mantissa length
effects accuracy of the result. Results from altering the mantissa length in different
sections of the code (matrix fill, matrix solve etc.) are also discussed.

Experimental Procedure
Floating Point Math on the Macintosh
The Apple Macintosh offers a particularly good platform for calculating the
errors introduced into numerical calculations due to limited precision. The heart of
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floating-point mathematics on the Macintosh is the Standard Apple Numeric
Environment (SANE). SANE is a library of routines that handles all floating point
calculations in the absence of a hardware floating point unit. SANE implements the
full ANSI-IEEE Std 754 for Binary Floating Point Arithmetic. SANE has only one
entry point, different mathematical operations are performed by examining the
passed opcode and branching appropriately. It is this structure with a single entry
point and passed opcodes which can be exploited to study the reduction of precision
in the mantissa.
As an example of how SANE works, consider adding two floating-point
numbers. When a program needs to add two numbers, it pushes the addresses of
the operands onto the stack, then pushes an address for the result, then pushes an
opcode telling SANE to add the numbers, and calls SANE by implementing a system
trap. The system trap goes to a look-up table in memory to find the address of SANE
and jumps to that location. In order to control all floating point math on the
Macintosh, it is merely required to change the address in the look-up table to that of
another routine (newSANE).
It is possible to avoid writing a newSANE routine which must handle all
necessary mathematical functions. If the address of the original SANE routine is
stored before it is modified, newSANE can simply call SANE to perform all math
functions. Thus, when SANE returns from its calculations, it returns to newSANE
which has all the information necessary (result address and the opcode) to perform
the appropriate truncation or rounding of the mantissa.
It is possible to turn-on or turn-off the reduction of precision being performed
by newSANE at any point in a numerical algorithm. It is also possible to change the
number of bits of precision as the computations proceed. In addition, it is possible to
differentiate between types of mathematical operations, reducing precision in some
case, while not effecting others. In summary, this method of controlling the
precision of calculations offers great flexibility, while being applicable to any
algorithm.
There are three precisions of real numbers allowed by SANE: 1) "single" 32 bits
with a 23 bit mantissa, 2) "double" 64 bits with a 52 bit mantissa, and 3) "extended" 80
bits with a 64 bit mantissa. The mantissa for each precision is in sign-magnitude
representation. These representations are consistent with IEEE Std 754. For this
work, the "extended" format was used for all floating point numbers.
Rounding
As mentioned above, the extended format has a mantissa with 64 significant
bits. In general, it is desired to limit the mantissa to fewer bits, denoted as b. When a
floating point operation occurs, the result may have more than b significant bits and,
thus, must be reduced to b bits. The three general methods for reducing to b bits are
truncation, rounding and random rounding. Because rounding is the most
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commonly used method of reducing precision, discussion and results are limited to
it.
Rounding may be accomplished by adding a binary 1 in the b+1 bit location and
then truncating by setting all bits from b+1 to 64 to binary 0. An interesting case for
rounding is that for which the b+l bit is 1 and all bits from b+2 to 64 are 0 before the
rounding begins. For this case, the value to be rounded lies halfway between the
numerical representations to which it is possible to round. For this method of
rounding, rounding up will always occur.

Results for a Decimation-in-Frequency FFT
In order to check the accuracy of the methodology, results from the method
used here are compared with those published concerning a well studied
mathematical algorithm, the FFT. The errors introduced in a standard radix-2,
decimation in frequency, FT algorithm[I] are shown in figure 1. The data from this
work is compared to that from Oppenheim and Weinstein[2], who present both
analytical and experimental results. In general, there is good agreement. Results for
truncation and random rounding also show good agreement, but are not included
here for the sake of brevity.

Results for MiniNEC
Figure 2 shows the geometry to be analyzed. A straight dipole is driven in the
center. The errors due to reduced precision will be tracked by considering the input
impedance of the antenna.
Figures 3 and 4 show the input resistance and input reactance, respectively,
when the antenna is divided into 40 segments, The horizontal scale is the number
of significant bits in the mantissa. The results denoted "Fill" are when only the
matrix fill portion of the algorithm has the number of bits indicated, all other parts
of the computation have 64 bit mantissas. Those denoted "Solve" are when only the
matrix factor and solve portions use limited precision. Finally, those denoted
"Fill & Solve" are for limited precision in the fill, factor and solve parts of the
algorithm. The input resistance has more error due to the fill than due to the solve,
whereas, the input reactance has more error due to the solve. Both parameters are
well converged to the limiting value when 24 bits are used for the mantissa. This is
a typical mantissa size for single precision math.
Figure 5 shows the error in the real and imaginary parts of the input
impedance when the number of unknowns is varied. These results are for limited
precision in the fill, factor and solve portions of the algorithm. Of course, as the
number of unknowns is varied, MiniNEC calculates different values of the input
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impedance due to the changing number of unknowns. To determine the effects of
limited precision, the input impedance is calculated with a 64 bit mantissa and with
a 24 bit mantissa. The absolute value of the difference of these two results, divided
by the values from the 64 bit case, multiplied by 100% are the percent error. It can be
seen that the error for 36 unknowns or more, approaches and exceeds 1% in the
imaginary part of the input impedance. The error in the real part is between 2 and 4
orders of magnitude less.
Figure 6 shows the same data as figure 5 except that the horizontal scale is the
number of mathematical operations whose results were changed. The number of
mathematical operations can be counted by incrementing a counter in newSANE
each time it is called. The case of 56 unknowns requires a little over 500,000 floating
point operations to perform the calculation. While this represents an execution
time in the range of minutes on a personal computer without a math coprocessor,
there are numerous systems that can do this number of calculations in fractions of a
second (if the speed claims are credible). The implications are significant. These
results show that errors on the order of 1% can be produced in very short order,
when single precision numbers are used.
It is interesting to note the disparity in the amount of error introduced into the
real and imaginary parts of the input impedance. Figure 7 shows one possible
explanation for this disparity. This figure shows input impedance as a function of
dipole length when the number of segments remains constant at 40 and a 64 bit
mantissa is used. Indicated are the values for the length of 48.75 m, the length used
in figures 3-6 above. The slope of the imaginary part is much greater than that of the
real part. Thus, a slight deviation due to limited precision will produce greater error
for the imaginary part than for the real part. It could be argued that, since the
imaginary part is close to zero in magnitude at the chosen length, while the real part
is near 70, an error of the same magnitude will be larger in percent error in the
imaginary part due to its small value. However, the exponent part of the floating
point number contains most of the information concerning the magnitude of the
number and it is not modified in this work. It is expected that the error due to
limited mantissa size should be the same regardless of the size of the exponent. The
data show not only a larger percentage of error, but also a larger magnitude of error
for the imaginary part.

Conclusions
A flexible method for determining the effects of finite register length in the
mantissa of a floating point number, on the accuracy of calculations has been
developed. This method has been verified by comparison with published results for
FFT's. Dependences between the error introduced by limited precision and the
number of operations, the number of significant bits and the rate of change of the
solution, have been shown. The generality of the method allows it to be applied to
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any mathematical algorithm. The authors solicit suggestions for appropriate
applications of the method.
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Geometry used for the results given in figures 3-6.
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SESSION 3- 'POSTER PAPERS'

THE SPECTRAL ITERATION

TECHNIQUE (SIT) APPLIED TO

2D STRATIFIED DIELECTRIC SCATTERERS

A. McCowen and V. C. W. Chu

University of Wales, Swansea

INTRODUCTION

The successful development of the extended matrix

version of the spectral

iteration

technique (MSIT). and in particular its rapid convergence

when applied to 3D homogeneous

dielectric scatterers,

[1990],

as

shown by

McCowen

and

Tran

consider its application to inhomogeneous problems.
applications ranging

has

lead the

authors

to

Such problems arise in a variety of

from biological effects of RF radiation to frequency selective

surfaces

(FSS) and dielectric or RAM-coated conducting scatterers.

The future application of the

MSIT

human

to a highly

inhomogeneous

problem,

such

as the

body,

is

improbable;

however, if the inhomogeneity is limited to 2 types of material, as in the case of the other
applications mentioned above, then the MSIT may have a future role.

This paper reports

the first results of applying spectral

iteration to inhomogeneous scatterers.

case

considered

of

2D

stratified

structures

is

and

the

authors

also

The simplest

comment

on

the

development of the reported scheme into 3D.

THE MSIT

The MSIT iteratively solves the Method of Moments volume formulation which can be
written, in matrix form, as
C I - Einrc

(1)

where -inc is the known incident electric field,
on the scatterer

and G is determined

homogeneous 2D scatterer 0

from the

j is the unknown current distribution
free space Green's

function.

For

a

can be written as a 2 x 2 partitioned block Toeplitz Toeplitz

block (BTTB) matrix for TE incidence and can be reduced to a BTTB matrix for TM
incidence which are conditions on G necessary to apply the MSIT as reported
and McCowen (19881.

For ease of notation we take the later case and write the BTTB

matrix, for the 2D scatterer shown in Figure 1, as follows
CI

'

DI

D2

C

D

D2

DI

CI

2

1

C

'

by Mackay

(2)
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Figure 1:

X

A 2D scatterer of arbitrary shape.

The solid lines refer to its

approximation by the rectangular cells of the

mesh.

where C1 is a Toeplitz matrix with diagonal terms dependent on the relative permittivity,
If the scatterer now comprises of material e

1 , which may be complex.

in layers 1 and

2 and f2 in layer 3 then equation (1) may be written as
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D
D,
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.1E
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-

(3)

3E

where C 2 is dependent on f2 and the resulting Green's matrix is no longer BTTB.
system of equations in equation (3) can be rearranged

to turn the matrix into BTTB form

as follows
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where the * values in the matrix may be
Toeplitz form

is

maintained

and

arbitrary Toeplitz matrices provided the block

the ? values in

the

E vector

are

unknown

Equation (4) is now in the form which may be solved iteratively by the MSIT.

values.

The matrix

in equation (4) becomes the "core" matrix which needs to be extended (by at least a factor
of two) to produce a circulant matrix suitable for the application of an FFT and further
extended (typically to a factor of three) for the MSIT to achieve convergence.
RESULTS
The 2D MSIT code developed by Mackay and McCowen [19881 has been adapted to
provide confirmation of the scheme's validity.

Two examples of the results to be presented

are now given.
The first example is that of TM incidence on an infinite cylinder with a 0. 7 Xo square
cross-section as shown in Figure 2.
dielectric is at one edge of the cylinder.

A thin layer,

0.07), 0

thick, of

a different losgy

The square was uniformly discretised with a

Far field scattering as a function of angle . TM
No. of grids in x and Y direction = t0
-IX=A y=0.0 7X .
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Figure 2:

3 iterations (homogeneous) MSIT

Scattering angle in degrees x I0

The normaliaed complex scattering amplitude from the inhomogeneous
scatterer shown, compared with the equivalent homogeneous scatterer.
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0.07), 0

mesh yielding a problem with

The MSIT

200 unknowns.

took 8 iterations

converge compared with 3 iterations for the equivalent homogeneous problem.
scattering

of the

amplitude

inhomogeneous

cylinder

is also shown

in

to

The complex

Figure

2 and

is

compared to that from the same homogeneous cylinder.

The second example,

shown in Figure 3a,

is that of a thin dielectric slab,

x 10 grid, with Ax = 0.1K 0 and ly = 0.01K 0 yielding 188 unknowns.
iterations to converge and used 16 secs of CPU on a VAX8700.
amplitude is also shown in Figure 3a,

with a

The object was meshed with a 10

0.01x, thick conductor of length 0.4 Xo on its surface.

The MSIT

took 3

The complex scattering

while the volume current distribution is shown in

Figure 3b.
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COMMENTS
Spectral Iteration has been successfully used on 2D scatterers of limited inhomogeneity.
It is important to note that the modifications to

the MSIT,

difficult to code for both TE incidence or 3D.

A generalisation of this work is being

developed

for

arbitrary

geometry

e.g.

coated

curved

in their present

surfaces, and

incidence and 3D are envisaged by the end of the year.

results

for

form,

both

are

TE

As inferred by the expansion of

the matrix given in equation (4), the computer storage requirements for the scheme exceed
those for the homogeneous problem by approximately a factor of 2.
It is worth noting,
however, that the total storage requirement for the homogeneous scheme, which is discussed
in detail

by McCowen

and

Tran

[submitted],

is comparable

to

that

required

by

the

Conjugate Gradient FFT scheme.
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LARGE, COMPLEX SURFACES"
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Mark T. Gross, Andrew L. Drozd, and Alfred D Paoni
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Utica, New York 13502
Abstract
This paper presents a detailed methodology for automating the generation of Method of Moment
(MOM) models for complex systems. The methodology consists of: (1) developing a
parameterization to initially represent the complex surface and then employing techniques to refine
the parameterized results; and (2) employing an automated technique to create MOM wire gridded
surfaces consistent with the requirements of the General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of
Complex Systems (GEMACS). The methodology provides a mechanism for generating the majority of
a MOM model quickly and facilitates rescaling for different frequencies. It also establishes a
mechanism for generating a MOM mesh representation for a surface using any specified wire
segment length. The methodology is general enough to be applicable to nearly any geometry shape.
The Graphical Aids for the Users of GEMACS (GAUGE), was used in conjunction with this modeling
approach to provide a mechanism for visualizing a model
Introduction
This paper first discusses the development of a parameterization technique which is used to represent
a complex surface. What follows is a description of how this parameterization is used in conjunction
with an automated approach for generating a MOM wire grid for that surface The majority of the
modeling effort, hence, the discussions, is directed towards the development of a suitable surface
parameterization.
The approach in developing the parameterization involves the definition of the basic geometry crosssections at known points. These cross-sections characterize the shape and proportion of the surface
to be modeled, This description is then refined using smoothing functions and/or curve-fitting
techniques. Finally, the refined parameterization is forced to comply with high-fidelity measurement
data by employing scaling procedures
The scaling procedures are intended to constrain
approximations introduced during the initial parameterization and to establish a realistic 3-D
representation of the actual surface The parameterization results are then used to generate a MOM
mesh to any desired degree of granularity Granularity refers to the specification of appropriate
point distances, and corresponding wire segment lengths and length-to-radius ratios in order to
conform to suitable MOM modeling guidelines
The flexibility introduced into the methodology facilitates the generation of MOM geometry
descriptions using any predefined maximum segment length, and permits MOM modeling and
analyses for the same geometry over a broad range of frequencies. This approach is in contrast to the
"manual", point-by-point technique discussed in much of the literature. The methodology focuses on
establishing reasonable characterizations of the exterior surface topology of a complex system. One
important fallout of the methodology development is that it is general enough to be used in
conjunction with other MOM or "finite element" modeling tools
The impetus for developing the methodology was to facilitate the creation of a library of GEMACS (1
models for a variety of complex systems. These models would then be used to perform various
assessments to evaluate electromagnetic radiation and scattering, radar cross-section (RCS), EMI/EMC,
EMP, HPM, ECM and ECCM, jamming susceptibility, and antenna performance. The GAUGE (21
graphical interface was used to visualize the models developed for the library. Interactive graphics
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and CAD features in GAUGE are tailored directly towards electromagnetic modeling and model
verification.
The discussions which follow describe the details of the methodology and how it was implemented to
support the development of a library of GEMACS/MOM models. The problems encountered in its
implementation, as well as related issues which must be addressed for future refinements in the
approach are indicated. Finally, an example is presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the
methodology.
Surface Parameterization
Parameterization is defined as the procedure for generating a function of two independent variables
(parameters) characterizing a complex surface including its various contours. The parameterization
relies on the availability of physical measurement data obtained from an actual system and/or a scale
model, in conjunction perhaps, with the use of scaled system drawings. The process involves shaping,
contouring, or model "editing" to achieve a reasonably accurate representation of the surface. This
latter aspect can be achieved by means of smoothing functions and "curve-fitting" techniques. This
section discusses one method for the parameterization of a generic complex surface using limited
information and data. The data referred to in the following discussions is obtained from a small-scale
model of the subject, and a cut-away blueprint or diagram. This data is used iteratitely to
characterize a complex surface where each iteration enhances the fidelity of the parameterization.
The majority of the surface parameterization can be established without measurements of the actual
full-scale surface.
The initial parameterization step is automated by using scanned images of a cut-away diagram. This
represents a consistent, automated first step in the methodology. The scanned image technique is
used in conjunction with a MacPaint or a PC-Paint + software program [3, 41, for example, which is
modified to retain the pixel coordinates of the cursor location whenever a "mouse-down event"
occurs (i.e., when a mouse button is depressed). The surface contours or cross-sectional curves are
approximated using spline functions through known (Cartesian) points. These points are first
generated by using the automated procedure described above. The surface function is initially
defined by linear combinations of spline curves approximating the cross-sectional shapes. The
resultant parameterizations of the surface are represented by the following expressions:
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The functions x (t) and y, (t) are splines approximating the surface's cross section at z, where z is the
primary axial coordinate of the shape being modeled.
Refinement of the initial, unscaled surface parameterization is achieved through the use of constraint
data taken from a small-scale model, for example. Typically, the constraint data consists of height or
thickness functions along the primary axial coordinate of the shape being modeled. This is used to
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rescale the surface function such that its height and thickness match the constraint data. Next, this
refined parameterization is used to systematically generate a MOM mesh to the desired degree of
granularity.
Some limitations and issues with the parameterization should be considered. First, the
parameterization relies on the existence of a natural axial coordinate as a reference from which to
generate the surface function and to incorporate the constraint data. In the case of aircraft models,
this implies that such features as wings, nacelles, and stabilizers must each be modeled separately and
then be connected in order to create the final model. This introduces "bookkeeping" functions into
the methodology which are associated with the attachment and identification of areas (points,
segments) where any two sections must join together. The bookkeeping issues of primary concern in
the case of aircraft systems are: (1) the identification of wire segments characterizing windows,
radomes, and other surface apertures, and (2) providing a method of attaching major components
together (e.g., the wing to the fuselage). In order to address such issues, further parameterizations of
these areas are needed. These parameterizations are then used in the grid generation procedure to
establish points corresponding to these junctions which are then stored into auxiliary files.
Aside from the required bookkeeping, another issue that was addressed in the parameterization
development and which affects grid-generation, is the "normalization" of the variable, t, for each
cross-section. Normalization refers to fixing the range of t to maintain uniformity in the way that one
cross-section "connects" to the next. This is further discussed in the following section of this paper.
In review, the parameterization consists of multiple stages of refinement of an initial, approximate
characterization of a complex surface. This initial parameterization is a crude, not-to-scale
representation of the actual shape, generated using a cut-away diagram, for example. Next, the
initial parameterization is manually refined and smoothed to more accurately reflect the correct
shape. After this smoothing is performed, data is taken from a small-scale model and used to
constrain the surface representation, in order to match the shape of the model. Finally,
measurements of the full-scale system may be incorporated to finalize and further refine the surface
parameterization.
The discussion which follows describes the grid generation procedure developed as part of this
methodology. The algorithm discussed is basic, and the details of its practical implementation are
omitted.
Grid-Generator Algorithm
The grid-generating algorithm assumes that an appropriate parameterization is specified and that
the coordinates of points representing attachment areas for separate components of a model,
including windows and apertures, are also defined. The algorithm provides for the generation of
MOM GEMACS geometry input file(s) and a set of auxiliary files which contain the coordinate
locations and surface characterizations of apertures.
This algorithm works satisfactorily, provided that the surface features of the actual model do not vary
too quickly. This is important because the algorithm "steps" along the axial coordinate (e.g., fuselage
station) to jenerate points used to define the wire grid. Step size increments are currently fixed,
therefore, if quickly-varying contours are encountered during the stepping procedure, then certain
details or variations of the surface might be "stepped over" It is also important to assure that the
initial cross-sectional "slices" are connected domains. Otherwise, the grid generation portion of this
methodology may not be successfully used due to the complexity involved in extending the wire mesh
from a single, connected cross-section to a multiply-connected cross-section. Connected domains are
those for which any two points can be joined by a suitably chosen curve residing entirely within its
interior 15].
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For each step in the axial coordinate, z, the grid-generation method proceeds as follows. First, a set
of parameter values (t) for points on a cross-section are generated using the parameterization
described above. Secondly, this set of values is used in conjunction with the axil coordinate, z, of the
cross-section to generate point coordinates, while verifying that the point resides either on an
aperture or at a junction between two components. Finally, "connect points" commands are
generated which join the points of contiguous cross-sections to form the wire-gridded surface. This
procedure is further illustrated in the flow chart shown in Figure 1.
As mentioned above, an issue which affects the grid-generation algorithm is the "normalization" of
the variable, t. for each cross-section. The definition of the surface parameterization requires two
cross-sectional splines to be used in characterizing any single section. Each of these splines may have
a different number of nodes or points which define them. A reasonable normalization for t was
chosen to be 211.This works well when the spline nodes defining the cross-sections are evenly spaced
with respect to arc length.
Note that Cartesian coordinates are used to define the nodes. The reason for not using polar
coordinates was to avoid difficulties associated with multiple MOM points having azimuthally equal
angles. This condition creates difficulties in choosing the correct parameter values for such points in
the grid-generation procedure.
The algorithm (Figure 1) discussed in this section illustrates the majority of the practical issues that are
involved in generating a usable MOM geometry data deck. There are many improvements and
modifications that are possible. For example, techniques for adjusting step size increments to within
a desired tolerance, or the generation of triangular gridding as opposed to rectangular, may be
incorporated into the basic algorithm. The next section further illustrates some aspects involved in
obtaining the surface parameterization and in generating the wire-grids for sample cross-sections.
Example
The following example illustrates how the methodology was used to generate a wire-grid model of
the cockpit portion of the B-I The initial parameterization of the B-f cockpit is based on first
scanning the cross-section images shown in Figure 2 Although the images have been distorted
through numerous stages of photocopying and reduction, they still provide a suitable starting point
for the parameterization procedure, since the basic shape is reasonably preserved. The
parameterization based on the scanned images must be rescaled to compensate for any distortion
errors. This is done by utilizing scale-model measurement data (i.e., constraint data) obtained from a
1/72 scale plastic model.
Some difficulties were encountered when performing the scale-model measurements. These were
primarily related to limitations in the measurement instruments themselves and in demonstrating
measurement precision. Before confidence can be achieved in developing a model for a complex
system, a method must be implemented to obtain reliable data. In this respect, known reference
points on the object being modeled must be firmly established In the case of the B-1, measurements
were also taken on the actual system to further refine and verify the model. It was found that the
Parameterization results and the actual system measurements were in agreement to within 10 cm.
The reference frame from which the constraint data is obtained should correspond to the coordinate
system of the parameterized shape, which in turn is related to the aircraft coordinate system. When
the constraint data is incorporated into the parameterization, a GAUGE-viewable prototype is
generated to verify shape and proportion. The final model, along with the necessary auxiliary files,
contain point and segment information corresponding to the desired frequency or wavelength of
concern. The auxiliary files consist of interface points for the connection of individual components of
the model
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Views of the B-1 cockpit section that were generated using GAUGE are shown ;n Figures 3 and 4.
These correspond to two levels of refinement for the parameterization. The segment lengths for this
prototype model were generated without regard to any specific frequency. The methodology is
flexible enough to permit rescaling for any frequency(ies) of interest.
Summary
This paper has presented a methodology for generating MOM (GEMACS) wire grid models using
limited data. This methodology is built around the idea of iteratively refining a surface
parameterization. The grid generation scheme presented is primitive and improvements are possible.
It does, however, demonstrate the importance of keeping track of point and segment numbers, and
assuring connectivity with particular attention given to window and radome location coordinates.
This procedure can be extended to modeling structural details for finite element, boundary element,
or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses. The methodology can be used to support any or all
of these modeling thrusts in parallel.
The methodology has been implemented using a set of three software programs written in C
language [6, 71. The next step is to implement the methodology as a flexible, unified program that
can support detailed modeling of complex surfaces for any MoM-based application.
It is acknowledged that the utilities within GAUGE to generate input data for GEMACS are powerful,
yet limited in certain respects. For example, GAUGE cannot be easily used to model irregular,
complex contours to a high-degree of resolution The methodology described in this paper exploits
the current power and capabilities of GAUGE, and complements it by adding a more flexible
capability to model complex contours and shapes.
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Abstract
Eddy-current methods are often used in the nondestructive evaluation of conducting structures. In the simplest procedure, a single current-carrying coil is scanned over the conducting
workpiece, inducing eddy-currents into the structure. If there is a defect (which could be a
crack, or some other conducting anomaly), then the driving-point impedance of the coil changes
slightly. The variation of the change in impedance with position of the probe coil is, in some
sense, a signature of the defect. Such single-coil sensors, however, are sensitive to lift-off, which
is the height of the coil above the workpiece.
Differential eddy-current probes are attractive because of their insensitivity to lift-off effects.
By using two similar coils wound in opposition, or connected to a bridge circuit, we have a sensor
that detects variations in the magnetic field along a line joining their centers. The impedance
plane response of a differential probe to a flaw is somewhat more complicated than the signal
from a single-winding probe, but this is a price one must be prepared to pay for nullifying the
lift-off signal.
We have developed a computational model and code that will efficiently solve several problems in eddy-current nondestructive evaluation (NDE), including the single and differential probe
problems described above. The model is fully three-dimensional and is based on a volume integral equation that is discretized using the method of moments, and is then solved iteratively
using conjugate gradients and FFT techniques [1,2]. Three-dimensional pulse functions are used
for expansion and testing. Problems with 12,000 unknowns are being routinely solved on the
Alliant FX/4 minisupercomputer in reasonable times, as well as on a Sun 4/360 workstation
that is coupled to a Sky Warrior array processor.
In this paper we describe two validation tests. Both tests are concerned with the change of
impedance of a coil system as it is scanned over a known crack in a metallic workpiece. In both
cases computations based on the model are compared with accurate experimental results.
The first test compares the computed impedance of a single air-core coil with highly accurate
experimental data [6]; the results are in excellent agreement. This test will appear in the
collection of Canonical Problems, that will be published by ACES in the Spring of 1990.
The second test involves a three-coil differential system that has recently been suggested
as a benchmark problem for the evaluation of electromagnetic numerical modeling codes [31.
Experimental results for this test are reported in [4,5].
Although the second benchmark problem examines the probe response due to a surface slot
in a finite conducting slab, we have, instead, computed the signals due to a similar flaw in a
half-space conductor. It is possible to adapt our model to a finite slab, but this introduces edge
effects that we wish to avoid. Instead. we demonstrate an effective method €or calculating the
differential signal due to the slot; this aspect of the problem is of particular interest because it
has proved to be very difficult to determine this signal by using finite-element methods [3].
Test One
The problem we are modeling is based on a benchmark experiment described in [6), and
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shown in Figure 1. A single coil is scanned along the positive X-axis over a slot (produced
by electro-discharge machining, or EDM). The coordinate axes are symmetrically placed with
respect to the slot. All parameters are listed in Table 1 [6].
Table 1: Parameters of Test Experiment (see Figure 1)
The coil
6.15 ± 0.05rm
Inner radius (a 2)
12.4 ± 0.05mm
Outer radius (a,)
6.15 ± 0.1m
Length (b)
3790
Number of turns (N)
0.88 mm
Lift-off (1)
The test specimen
3.06 ± 0.02 x 107 S/m
Conductivity ( )
12.22 ± 0.02mm
Thickness
The defect
Length (2c)
12.60 ± 0.02mm
5.00 ± 0.05rm
Depth (h)
Width (w)
0.28 ± 0.01mm
Other parameters
900 Hz
Frequency
Skin depth at 900 Hz
3.04mm
Isolated coil inductance
221.8 ± 0.04mH
Isolated coil DC resistance
6600
Isolated coil resonant frequency 26 kHz (100 pF leads)
47.1 kHz (2 pF leads)
Using the model described above we have computed the change in impedance versus position,
and have plotted the magnitude and phase in Figures 2 and 3, which includes the experimental
data for comparison. The agreement is excellent, and probably comes near to the experimental
error. In arriving at the computed results, we used 32 cells along the length of the slot, 8 across
the width,,and 8 in depth, for a total of 6,144 unknowns for the anomalous current density. We
believe that the problem size can be reduced considerably by using first-order (piecewise linear)
expansion functions for the three anomalous current components, but continuing to use pulse
functions for testing.
Test Two
The coil arrangement for the second test consists of an air-core exciting coil that encloses
two matched air-core sensing coils connected in a differential mode, as in Figure 4. A 3mm
thick dielectric slab separates the base of the coil support from the workpiece. This slab has no
significant effect on the field; therefore, the excitation coil has a fixed effective lift-off of 8mm.
The flaw region, Figure 5, was discretized by dividing the slot into 64 elements along the
length of the slot, 4 across the slot, and 8 layers in depth, giving a total of 2048 cells. Because
the anomalous current density due to the presence of the flaw has three components, there are
a total of 6,144 unknowns, as in the first test.
The test piece shown in Figure 5 is made of austenitic steel, type 18-IOMO, with a conductivity of 1.7 x 10 S/m, and a relative magnetic permeability of unity. The inspection frequency
was 500 Hz. Using this information, and the above mesh, we needed 4674 CPU seconds to
calculate and store the matrix elements on a Sun 4/260 workstation. (All CPU times quoted
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used a Sky Warrior array processor for implementing the FFT's.)
The probe parameters in Figure 4 are now used to calculate two incident fields, one for the
driving coil and one for the two sensing coils (the reciprocity theorem allows us to reverse the
roles of the sensing coils). These incident fields need only be computed once per scan if the
probe stays inside the computed area of the fields. We performed two scans, one perpendicular
to the slot, the other parallel to it. The fields for the perpendicular scan took 160 CPU seconds
to compute, whereas the fields for the parallel scan took twice as long, because we scanned a
larger area.
A perpendicular scan can be performed by starting with the probe centered on the flaw and
calculating the differential voltage at 1mm increments through 40 mm total displacement. the
results of such a numerical scan are presented in Figure 6. The axes are scaled by a constant
term, a, which is the product of the number of turns in the driving and sensing coils. It took
approximately 120 CPU seconds to compute each point shown.
Figure 7 shows the numerical results for a scan parallel to the slot. Again, this scan started
with the probe centered on the flaw and then moved in 1mm increments through 60mm total
displacement. It took approximately 250 CPU seconds to compute each point for this configuration.
Figure 8 compares the results of the two previous scans with experimental data [5]. The
experimental data available to the authors does not contain absolute phase information or absolute magnitude information, so the experimental data has been normalized to (1,0) for the
parallel results, and (0, 1) for the perpendicular. The normalization point was chosen to be the
point of maximum magnitude of signal for the probe dose to the slot. The experimental data
shown was collected on a 30mm thick plate, 330mm long in the dimension of the slot length,
and 285mm in the dimension of the slot width. The numerical results show good agreement
to the experimental results, even though we are looking at only a half-space, therefore ignoring
completely the effects of the finite thickness of the slab. We are also ignoring the effects of the
sides of the slab, so our solution will diverge for large offsets of the probe. We plan to recompute
this solution, taking into account the presence of the edges of the slab. The volume integral
model and code should easily accomodate this added complication.
References
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THE CASE AGAINST STAIRCASING
Richard Holland
Consultant to Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company
1625 Roma NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

The staircase representation of oblique surfaces has a long history of use in solving Maxwcll's
equations by time-domain finite differencing (TDFD). Its obvious advantage is one of extreme
ease of application, especially in comparison with actual oblique surface implementation.
Moreover, the general belief has been that any accuracy deficiencies resulting from its use
could be eliminated by resorting to finer meshing. (In other words, there has been an attitude
of shifting the resource burden from the analyst to the computer.)
From 1966 until the last two years, TDFD was primarily used as an EMP coupling evaluation
tool. In this application, one usually looks for orientations which maximize coupling. For this
scenario, staircasing works quite well.
Recently, however, there has been a major application of TDFD to RCS evaluation. This is
quite a different situation, as vehicles may be designed to minimize radar backscatter in the
direction of illumination. For instance, it is common to expect the poynting vector to strike
major surfaces of the target at very shallow or grazing angles. It does not seem to be
commonly understood that staircased TDFD, applied to this situation, may yield totally
specious answers, often two orders of magnitude high. Moreover, these answers do not, in
general, quickly converge to the correct RCS as cell size becomes small.
The main purpose of this presentation is to give examples showing how bad staircase-based
RCS results can be. A secondary purpose is to review a technique for eliminating the
staircasing approximation and its associated error.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. STAIRCASED MODELS DETERMINE COMPLEX RESONANT FREQUENCIES QUITE WELL

2. STAIRCASED MODELS WILL DRIVE THESE RESONANCES VERY INACCURATELY.

3. EVEN MESHING 4 TIMES AS DENSELY DOES NOT MAKE STAIRCASING AS
ACCURATE AS FACETING.

4. FOR GRAZING INCIDENCE, STAIRCASING MAY NOT WORK AT ALL FOR ANY
FINENESS OF GRID.
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AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE
MICROSTRIP DISCONTINUITIES FOR MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER WAVE
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS IN A SHIELDING BOX
by
Achim Hill
Compact Software
483 McLean Blvd
Paterson NJ 07504

ABSTRACT
A rigorous, fullwave analysis for arbitrary rectangular,
passive microstrip components on a two layered substrate is
presented.
The method employs an algorithm which allows the
efficient solution of the governing integral equation. The
system matrix of the moment method is derived from a linear
combination of elements in a precomputed index table. The
table is obtained from a two dimensional, discrete fast
Fourier transform.
In the moment method procedurer the two
dimensional surface current is represented by locally
defined roof top functions.
Numerical results include the simulation of microstrip
discontinuities such as right angle bends with and without
compensated corner, open end and coupled step
discontinuities.

Introduction

Numerous techniques have been developed in the past for the
analysis of microstrip discontinuities [1]. The majority of
these techniques are subject to certain geometry and
frequency limitations which results in simplifications in
the numerical treatment and leads to low computation times.
With the increase in operating frequencies and the tendency
to reach a higher density in circuit packages, rigorous
fullwave solutions become progressively important. Accurate
solutions require the incorporation of all dominating
physical effects such as surface waves, interaction with the
metallic enclosure and coupling effects between various
circuit elements in close proximity. Various fullwave
solution have been published (2-141 but the efficient
numerical treatment still remains a challenge.
*

This work was ',erforned i. part at Oregon State University
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Numerical Formulation
The numerical formulation is set up for the configuration
shown in figure 1. The source free media consists of three
homogeneous, isotropic dielectric layers and is bounded by a
box of perfectly conducting metal. Each layer r(r=l,2,3) of
thickness Hr is characterized by its relative dielectric
constant e_.
The box extends from x = 0 to x = a, y=0 to y
= b with bdttom and cover plates at z
0 and z = c. The
microstrip metallization of zero thickness and infinite
conductivity is located at a dielectric interface. The
standard moment method procedure is employed to determine
the network function of a microstrip structure with ports
located at the metallic walls. Using Galerkin's technique
we solve the electric field integral equation in terms of
the current distribution on the microstrip structure. The
current on the metal interface is modeled by roof top
functions as shown in figure 2.
After applying the testing procedure, the linear system of
equations can be summarized as follows

1Aj(1)

[v]=
VY

PYXPYY

'I

The left hand side represents the scalar product of the
electric field on the metallized surface and a testing
current. These vanish on the metal except for subsections
where sources are defined. The system matrix P contains the
testing products and the Green's dyadic of the associated
boundary value problem. Vector A is formed by the expansion
coefficients for the current. Details of the well known
moment method formulation can be found elsewhere [6].
Here,
only the equations relevant for the demonstration of the
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efficient numerical treatment are repeated. The elements of
the system matrix P can be written symbolically as

Pi

= ZG

cos kskx

sin

sin

ynY

mn
P' =

V
m

n

sin k.,xy cos kyny,;zos k~xx sin kyx

(2)
Gy' cos k x

PU =
Y.

mn

'ATX

sin kyj
yni

sin kx
i

kn~

cos ky

y

osk,~

GY sin kxjy cos kyyy sin k xiy cos kynYiy

P;=
mn

where k , k and xy represents the spectral and spacial
coordinatesn respectively. G
symbolizes the contribution of
the Green's dyadic and the EMsis functions for the current
distribution.
Notfce, in (2) for each combination (ij) of basis
functions, a two dimensional summation needs to be performed
to establish the moment matrix. This process is rather time
consuming and in general exceeds the time requirements for
the solution of the linear system (1).
In order to reduce the computing time necessary for the
formation of the moment matrix two techniques are suggested.
Instead of performing the two dimensional summation for each
pair (ij) in P only one evaluation of a suitable two
dimensional summation is performed for each dyadic. All
elements of the moment matrix (ij) per dyadic are then
obtained from the precomputed two dimensional summation.
The second acceleration technique constitutes the use of two
dimensional fast fourier transform algorithms. These are
used to perf-)rm the summations described in the previous
sentence.
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In order to employ FFT routines, the representation of the
moment matrix has to be transformed into a suitable form.
In addition the interface is uniformly discretized in x and
y direction such that
x. = Pjx AX
yiy

=

Si

x

=y

0,1,...,M

,

sly

=

0,1,...,N

Ax

,

p

= 0,.

Ay

,

sx -

Ay

= (Py +

ix=

Pi, -

+

0,1.

.

-

(3)

N-I

where M and N are the total number of subdivisions in x and
y direction respectively.
After using trigonometric identities and substituting (3)
into (2) the system matrix P can be rewritten as

Pxx = fxx(Pjx- Pix

Six- six) - fx(p1 x- P1x , SJx+ six)

+ fxx(Pix+ Pix , six- six) - fxx(pj,+ Pil , Sjx+ six)
x= y f (P + Px

sjy+ siX) - fy(pjy+ Pil

,

+ fxy(PjiyP

, fyy(pjy

-

,y

Pix ,

,

jy+ six ) - fxy(Pjy-

, sly- six)

Pix I sly- s id

sl,- sly) + fyy(pjy- Ply I SJy+ sly)

- fyy(pjy+ Ply ,

sly-

Sly) - fyy(pjy+ p,y , Siy+ Sly)
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(4)

with
f..(u,v) - .

G cos - - cos

N

m n

fy(u,v)

G sin mn(u

-

+ 1/2)

sin n7r(v + 1/2)

N

fyy(u,v)

GY cos m

=

mn

N

(5)

cos

M

N

The number of spectral samples required for a converged
solution can exceed the upper limit M and N in the FFT
routines. In this case the quantities G in (5) need to be
presampled before they can be submitted to the FFT routines.
This procedure is exemplified for the xx dyadic. F
in (4)
is rewritten as
E--Z GmrCS

r

cos

N

mn
+(-I)'

.

r

..e Cos M

"

G " cos

cos

(3(P)

G...

cos

mr

N

T + (-I)P . .
N
mn

mn
+

"N--

M

mn

cos

mn

cos

M
N

N(cos
5
N()

N

with the presampled quantity Gmn xxpq

pq

=nE ,

(m+i M ,n+jqN)

mn Ip jq

where p = even or odd or q = even or odd.
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(6)

Terminal impedances Z are derived from an energy formulation

[6]

Z

=

-

Z

YI

12
and are post processed to determine the network matrix of
the metal interface.
Results
To demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm, network
characteristics of various discontinuities are presented.
The reflection coefficient of an open microstrip stub is
compared to simulated results obtained from Super-Compact
[16].
The stub was 5mm long and 0.5mm wide and was situated
on a dielectric substrate with a permittivity of 9.8.
Figure 3 shows the phase of the reflection coefficient, and
the agreement is obvious.
The effect of compensating microstrip right angle bends has
been discussed in [151.
Figure 4 compares the S parameter
of a microstrip right angle bend with and without
compensation. A square with the side length s=0.25*w was
cut out of the corner region as indicated in figure 4 and
leads to a reduction of the reflection SI1. The line

connecting to the corner was 0.635mm wide, 3.175mm long and
was deposited on a 0.635mm alumina substrate.
The effect of interacting step discontinuities is shown in
figure 5. Two cases are simulated and the result of each
case is compared to results obtained from Super-Compact. In
the first case the two steps are separated by a transmission
line section of width w=3*wl and length 1=8*wl. The S
parameter for this case are almost identical to those
obtained from Super-Compact (figure 5 a and b) and suggest
that a decoupled treatment of the two steps is a valid
assumption. For the second case, the separation of the two
steps was reduced to l=wl. As can be seen from figure 5 c,
there is a significant difference of about 3db for the
magnitude of Sll between the fullwave solution and the case
where decoupled steps are assumed. For this example the
linewidth wl was 0.5mm, the wl/h ratio was 1 and the
relative dielectric constant was chosen to be 9.8.
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Summary
An algorithm has been presented which enhances the
previously developed moment method for the full wave
analysis of passive microstrip structures in a shielding
box. The enhancement is accomplished by the use of index
tables that are computed from 2D FFT routines. Elements of
the associated moment matrix are then derived from a simple
linear combination of the elements in the index table. S
parameter were computed for various MMIC structures to
demonstrate the capability of the presented technique.
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Figure 1. Microstrip discontinuity in shielded box.
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Figure 2. Discretlzation of conductor surface. Crosses represent center of xdirected current; circles represent centers of y-directed currents.
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Full Wave Computation of Electromagnetic Wave
Excitation, Propagation, and Absorption at the Ion

Cyclotron Frequency in Fusion Experiments*
3. B. Batchelor and E. F. Jaeger
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
High-power electromagnetic waves at frequencies ranging from a few megahertz to a few
hundred gigahertz serve many important functions in modem fusion experiments.
Probably the most important application is plasma heating. Ignition of a fusion reactor will
require a plasma to be heated until the average particle energy is -10 keV (temperature >
108 K). This is routinely accomplished in existing large devices. Waves at the ion
cyclotron frequency (typically f = 30 to 100 MHz) are very important for fusion devices
because of low cost/unit power compared to other frequency regimes and because of their
ability to directly heat fusile ions. These waves are also useful for modifying the velocity
distribution for improved stability and to drive currents which affect plasma equilibrium.
Study of this frequency range is, however, greatly complicated by long wavelengths
compared to device size, nonsymmetric device geometry, and the tendency of the waves to
linearly transform to shorter wavelength modes. Geometrical optics is generally
inapplicable. Thus, codes have been developed to solve the vector wave equation in
toroidal geometry for hot plasmas having anisotropic, spatially nonuniform, dispersive
constitutive relations.
In this paper we describe the code ORION [1--4] developed at Oak Ridge National
Laboratroy and present illustrative applications to a range of fusion experiments. Specific
applications of the code include detailed modeling of the antennas used to launch the
waves, calculation of wave propagation throughout the plasma, and modeling of the
absorption of the waves by the plasma.
1.

Mathematical Formulation

For purposes of this paper we restrict consideration to toroidally axisymmetric devices such
as tokamaks (Fig. 1) [5,61. These devices consist of a toroidal shell vacuum vessel,
assumed to be perfectly conducting, filled with a hot magnetized plasma. The plasma is
contained by a magnetic field B0(x), which on the time scale of the wave motion, 1/f, is
steady state. The field lines of this equilibrium magnetic field wrap helically around the
device and form approximately elliptical, nested surfaces called flux surfaces. The plasma
density and temperature are approximately constant on flux surfaces; therefore, it is
sometimes convenient to introduce a radial like coordinate, V, which labels the flux
*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy,
under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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surfaces. The magnetic field strength does not follow the flux surfaces but varies roughly
as l/R, where R is the distance from the axis of symmetry. Another convenient coordinate
is the poloidal angle, 0, which is measured the short way around the torus (see Fig 1).
Conceptually the wave formulation is straightforward. The waves of interest have periods
much shorter than any other time scale (e.g., heating time or plasma flow time) and the
absorption processes are linear, so we may safely assume the solutions to be time
harmonic. Thus, the wave equation is simply the VxVxE Maxwell's equation,
V x V x E - yc-T .E
where

(1)

= OiJext

a is the plasma conductivity tensor operator and Jext

is the external current due to

the antenna. Boundary conditions are that the tangential components of E vanish on the
conducting wall. A second version of the code, which is needed for certain applications as
explained below, introduces the potentials A and 0 along with the Coulomb gauge VA =
0. Then the waves are described by

0)2

V 2 A + cT
V.(O.VO)

i(O
-

A + c-

- io) V.(G.A)

VO

Jext

= -Pext

where Pet is the external charge on the antenna. The boundary conditions are At

(2)
(3)
0 and

0 = 0 on the conducting wall.
The field quantities and source terms can be expanded as a Fourier series in 0:
E(r,0,0) =

EN(r,9) eiN*

Jext(r,9, ) = I JN(r,O) eiNO

N

N

(4)

Since the plasma and boundary are uniform in the 0 coordinate, the Fourier modes are
uncoupled. The matrix to be inverted is two-dimensional (2-D), although the structure of
the summed fields is three-dimensional (3-D). The 2-D equations obtained by substituting
Eq. (4) into Eqs. (l)-(3) are solved by finite difference techniques.
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2.

Plasma Constitutive Relationr

The primary challenge in this work is to correctly model the current distribution induced in
the plasma by the wave fields. To place the complexity of plasma wave phenomena in
perspective, recall that in a uniform volume of air there are two basic waves: acoustic
waves, which are longitudinal, and light waves, which are transverse. These waves are
non-dispersive (Vphse o=/k = const) and except in the most extreme cases are uncoupled.
However, in a hot magnetized plasma an infiMite number of distinct waves exist [7].
Polarizations range from purely longitudinal (electrostatic waves) to purely transverse
(electromagnetic waves). Phase speed and wavenumber can vary appreciably over short
distances within the plasma volume. Waves can be very strongly absorbed, with damping
length < X. And local matching of wavenumber and polarization can occur, resulting in
conversion from one wave type to another.
The simplest model is the cold plasma approximation. In the older literature, particularly in
the ionospheric propagation field, this is referred to as magneto-ionic theory [8]. If the
average particle velocity, Vamena 1 is much smaller than the wave phase velocity, vphase =
W/k, the particles experience an oscillatory acceleration which is proportional to the local
electric field. The wave-particle interaction is then approximately local in space and
harmonic in time. The plasma current is of the form
Jpjasma (x,t)

=

a(x,o).E(x,t)

(5)

where G(x,u) is a nondiagonal tensor that depends locally on the equilibrium magnetic
0
field vector BO(x) and the densities of the various plasma particle species nj (x). This
tensor is singular, permitting resonant absorption, at surfaces where the local cyclotron
frequency (Qj = ejBO/mjc) equals the wave frequency for some species j. There also exist
other resonances (wavenurnber k-+ -) called hybrid resonances and cutoffs, or surfaces
of reflection (k-* 0), within the plasma volume.
This simple model describes the plasma response reasonably well over most of the plasma.
However, near resonances the wave phase velocity, ok, decreases and may approach the
particle thermal speed. Also near cyclotron resonance, the Doppler-shifted wave frequency
in the particle frame of reference, co - kv, may equal the local cyclotron frequency. Here v
is~the particle velocity parallel to the wave. In either case the particle experiences a slowly
varying accelerating field and may have coherent interactions with the wave over extended
regions of space and time. In such cases the conductivity is a nonlocal, integral tensor
operator on the wave field:
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Jptasma(X,t) = fd3x'dt' O(x,x',t,t').E(x',t')

(6)

This introduces dissipation throughout the plasma volume (not just at singular surfaces)
and introduces a number of new, short-wavelength, electrostatic modes called Bernstein
waves. The mathematical problem in this form is equivalent to an infinite-order differential
system. In the ORION code the integral operator is expanded to second order in the
gyromotion of the plasma particles about the equilibrium magnetic field [9]. In this
expansion the conductivity tensor remains local, but now depends on a local wavenumber
k, which is determined from a local dispersion relation. In this formulation, conversion of
the electromagnetic ion cyclotron modes to Bernstein modes is neglected but the energy lost
from the incident ion cyclotron waves is adequately modeled.
3.

Numerical Considerations

Two different situations occur in practice. Case (1): In most cases of interest the plasma
densities in tokamaks are sufficiently high that the electron conductivity parallel to B0 is
much greater than that perpendicular to B0 . In that case the wave electric field parallel to
BO, Ell, is very much smaller than E1 and can be calculated perturbatively. The numerical
approach in this case is to solve Eq. (1) for E.L. Case (2): When low plasma densities are
of interest, for example for modeling the outside edge near the antenna, the parallel
conductivity may be much smaller so that Ell must be solved for directly. In this case the
numerical approach is to solve Eqs. (2) and (3) for the potentials. This approach resolves
mathematical difficulties associated with direct inversion of the VxVx operator and
properly includes electrostatic effects. Special care must be taken to ensure that the finite
differencing scheme is consistent with the gauge condition V -A = 0. The finite difference
representation preserves the natural grouping of partial derivatives as they occur in the
differential equation and in this sense is "conservative." In both cases the finite difference
problem is solved by direct matrix inversion using the MA32 package [101 for sparse,
unsymmetric systems. This method is based on Gaussian elimination using a modification
of the frontal scheme of Hood [I11]. It has the advantage that only a small part of the total
matrix need be stored in memory at one time.
4.

Results from the _(MONQQo

Figure 2 shows calculatior.s for the poloidal cross section of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak,
which is under construction at MIT. The height of the vacuum vessel is about 75 cm. The
axis of symmetry is to the left of the cross sections shown, approximately 66 cm from the
center. For these calculations, the plasma consisted of electrons with peak density n. = 4 x
1014 cm-3 , deuterium ions with density nD = 0.9 6n., and a minority hydrogen ion species
with density nH = 0.04n.. The temperature of all species was T = 2 keV. The magnetic
field strength at the center was B0 = 5.0 T. The wave frequency was 80 MHz. The
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antenna consists of a strap of width Ls = 12.5 cm located outside the plasma in the recessed
area to right [see Fig. 2(a)]. The vertical dashed line is at the location of the hydrogen
fundamental cyclotron resonance (fOH = o). Another plasma resonance called the ion-ion
hybrid resonance lies just to the left of the hydrogen fundamental. Figure 2(a) is a grey
scale intensity plot of one component of the wave electric field, Re{ Ex }. The free space
wavelength at 80 MHz is 375 cm. However, it is seen that the high effective refractive
index N of the plasma to these waves reduces the actual wavelength in the high density,
central region to X = c/woN - 6 cm. In the outer regions where the density is low, the
refractive index is also small. Since the finite extent of the antenna in the toroidal direction
induces a minimum toroidal wavenumber, kT = 1/lT - I/Ls >> /c, and the radial
wavenumber kR satisfies kR 2 = N2cn2/c2 - kT 2 < 0. the radial wavenumber is imaginary at
the outside of the plasma. The waves are therefore evanescent and must "tunnel" through
to the inner region. One can see the focusing toward the center of the propagating waves
due to the radially decreasing refractive index and the decrease in wave amplitude due to
absorption at the cyclotron and hybrid resonances.
The primary quantity of interest in these calculations is the spatial distribution of power
absorption. This, as shown in Fig. 2(b), occurs at the hydrogen cyclotron resonance and
the ion-ion hybrid resonance. A check on the accuracy of the computation can be made by
comparing the total absorbed power obtained by integrating E*.O.E over the plasma
volume with the total radiated power obtained by integrating E*.Jext over the antenna.
For the present calculations, these agree to within 8%. This calculation also gives a useful
quantity, the antenna load resistance. To obtain these results the grid consisted of 101
radial mesh points and 50 poloidal points. A total of 50 toroidal Fourier harmonics were
included in tie summed field, requiring 80 min of CPU time on a Cray 2. It was possible
to perform these calculations with full memory storage; 9 million words were required.
An important application of codes such as ORION is to the detailed modeling of fields near
the antenna structures. This is both for the purpose of understanding the radiation
characteristics of the antennas and for minimizing high-voltage breakdown and sputtering
due to near fields. A common technique for improving antenna performance is to eliminate
stray toroidal electric fields by placing a Faraday shield consisting of conducting bars in the
toroidal direction in front of the antenna.
Figure 3 shows a sequence of calculations for the DIII-D tokamak at General Atomics that
focuses on the details of the fields near the antenna. This is a somewhat larger device than
Alcator C-Mod, with a 260-cm-high vacuum vessel and a radius from the symmetry axis to
the center of the cross section of 167 cm. For these calculations the peak electron density
was ne = 8 x 1013 cm "3 and the plasma temperature was T = 3 keV. The magnetic field at
the center was B0 = 1.7 T. In Fig. 3(a) the solution for Im{Ey) was computed across the
entire cross section using the version of ORION which solves Eqs. (2) and (3). In Fig.
3(b) the computational domain was reduced to that indicated by the rectangular box. Thus,
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the density of grid points in this region was increased by a factor of about 3. Again,
perfectly conducting boundary conditions were imposed at the edge of the domain, but
reflections were eliminated in the portion of the boundary lying in the plasma by
introducing an artificially large collisional absorption near the edge. Except near the
artificial absorber the agreement between the solutions in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) is good.
Figure 3(c) shows the same case but with conducting metal rods inserted as a Faraday
shield. One can see the field compressed between the shield blades and some perturbation
of the radiated fields in the plasma region. These calculations have proved very useful in
understanding the mechanism for increased plasma sputtering due to RF fields near
antennas [4]. For this calculation the grid was an 85 x 85 rectangular mesh. Owing to the
increased number of mesh points and increased number of equations per point (All
and D
are now included) it was no longer possible to invert the matrix in full storage. A 100
million word disk file was required. Solution for each toroidal mode takes 16 min of Cray
2 time. The solutions shown in Fig. 3 represent a single mode.
5.

Conclusion

We see that it has now become feasible to study wave phenomena in very complicated 2-D
geometries and in nonuniform, dispersive, dissipative media. These calculations are of
great practical importance for understanding the results of fusion experiments and for
designing future devices. The assumption of a 2-D boundary is adequate for studying the
penetration of the waves into the center of the plasma and for calculating the absorption
profiles. Itwould be desirableto include the three-dimensionalityof the antenna structures
at the plasma edge. However, it does not appear computationaly feasible to include such a
complicated medium as a hot plasma in a 3-D code at this time.
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EXTRAPOLATION OF RADAR CROSS SECTION DATA INTO THE
RAYLEIGH REGION USING A CROSSED DIPOLE METHOD

D. P. Allen and L. J. Teig
The MITRE Corporation
Burlington Road
Bedford, MA 01730

ABSTRACT

We have recently used a crossed dipole method to calculate the radar cross section
,CS)of several aircraft for various frequencies and viewing angles in the Rayleigh region
ecause noise in measured data prevented the direct use of those data at these small RCS
alues.

This method involves representing the aircraft as two crossed dipoles, one representing
ie fuselage and the other representing the wings. An expression for the cross section
ontribution of an individual dipole was taken from Section 17.8 of J.D. Jackson's Clasical

lectromanetics [1] and modified to give:

a 0 f 4cos 2 0

,

02

Ir)2+rf2 /fo

-o

,heref is the frequency and

c s2

~

fo I r , and r' are constants to be determined for each

ipole. The cosine terms are the dot products of a unit vector in the dipole axial direction and
nit polarization vectors for the incident and scattered waves, respectively.
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The four constants for each dipole were determined by using a nonlinear chi-squared fit
to the measured data near resonance. The wing dipole used measurements at 0 azimuth while
the body dipole used measurements at 90' azimuth. A ninth parameter used to determine the
mixing of the two dipoles was fit to measured data at 45" azimuth. The cross section results
generated by this method were compared with values generated by a modified version of
D. R. Wilton's low-frequency method-of-moments code EFIE2. Results from this
comparison will be presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Much of the work that we do involves the use of the radar cross section (RCS) of
complicated targets. Ideally, we would like to use RCS measurements of the actual target.
Such measurements are not generally available, however, so we use the next best source of
RCS data, scale model measurements, whenever they are available. Due to physical
limitations of measurement ranges, such measurements sometimes include noise that reduces
their accuracy. Figure I shows horizontal polarization RCS measurements of a scale model
Beechcraft Duke aircraft at 6"elevation and 0' azimuth (nose-on; solid line); 45" azimuth
(dashed line); and 90"azimuth (broadside; dotted line) taken as functions of frequency by SRI
International for the United States Air Force. This figure shows that noise contributed
significantly to the RCS values in the Rayleigh region for this target, introducing oscillations
into an area that would nomially exhibit a smooth, rapidly rising dependence on frequency.
An alternative to using measured data would be to use a method-of-moment code (e.g.,
EFIE2 [21, NEC [3], or RADCRCS) to calculate the target RCS. This approach can be slow
and tedious, however, because the appropriate target computer models that have to be
generated before running the code are usually very complex.
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Figure 1. Scale Model RCS Measurements of the Beechcraft Duke

In order to avoid these problems, we developed the crossed dipole method. This
method is used to accurately extrapolate measured RCS from the resonance peak area (which is
presuma ly much freer of noise than the Rayleigh region), down into the Rayleigh region.
The method also yields accurate RCS values at these frequencies for aspect angles for which
there are no measurements.
This paper describes the crossed dipole method and its implementation. For validation,
the crossed dipole extrapolations and the original measurements are compared with RCS
values generated with our code EFIE.
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THE CROSSED DIPOLE METHOD

The crossed dipole method involves representing the target as a pair of mutually
perpendicular horizontal dipoles, one representing the wings and the other representing the
fuselage. The dipole lengths approximate the length or span of these target body features. A
third vertical dipole is not needed since, in the Rayleigh region, the RCS of an object is
proportional to its length taken to the sixth power. The targets we deal with have much larger
horizontal than vertical dimensions; thus, the contribution of such a vertical dipole would
probably be negligible.
Tl.,e expression for the cross section of an individual dipole is taken from the
expression in Jackson [I] for the differential scattering cross section of an electric charge
bound by a spherically symmetric, linear, restoring force and by other dissipative forces. We
modify that expression to fix the dipole direction so that the charge oscillations will lie along
the wing and fuselage directions as appropriate, while the original expression will allow the
induced charge to oscillate along the incident electromagnetic wave polarization vector. This
modification results in the double dot products mentioned below. The final expression is:
a f 4 cos 2

,

fo

,

o 2 02

+ rf/foJ(1

Go!_

wheref is the frequency and ay°

0 1C s

F , and F' are parameters to be determined from the

measured data. The cosine terms are the dot products of a unit vector in the dipole direction
with unit polarization vectors for the incident and scattered waves, respectively. The parameter
f

is effectively the resonance frequency, or equivalently, the dipole length, while the

parameters

r

and F' are related to the resonance width.
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The dipoles have nulls in their radiation pattern along their axes, due to the dot
products mentioned above. Thus, 0' elevation, broadside, horizontally-polarized radiation can
only be due to fuselage dipole excitation, while O"elevation, nose-on, horizontally-polarized
radiation can only be due to the wing dipole excitation. The appropriate data set can thus be
used to fit the dipole parameters for each dipole individually. We fit the parameters using the
data around the resonance peak only, using an augmented version of the nonlinear leastsquares fitting routine CURFIT from Bevington [4].
At aspect angles other than nose-on or broadside, or at elevation angles other than 0',
both dipoles will contribute to the target cross section. We have chosen to parametrize the
combined cross section at those aspects with:

where o'x represents the combined RCS and al and a2 are the individual dipole cross
xx
xx
sections. The subscript xx represents the polarization matrix component, e.g., HH or VH.
The parameter C, which we call the coherence factor, multiplies the coherent sum of the
individual dipole cross sections, while the factor (I-C) multiplies the incoherent sum of the
individual dipole cross sections. An eyeball fit to the resonance region of 45" azimuth data is
used to determine the value for this parameter.
At this stage, all the parameters of this method have been determined, and the crossed
dipole model can be used by itself to represent the RCS of the target at Rayleigh region
frequencies. These results can also be used to replace measured data at frequencies below the
resonance peak where the results and the measurements diverge, yielding accurate RCS values
through both the Rayleigh and resonance regions.
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TESTING THE METHOD

To initially test this method (,n a complex target, we used calculated RCS values for a
Leajet, for which we had an already existing triangular patch model. The calculations were
done using our EFIE code, which is a modified version of the code EFIE2 written by Wilton,
Rao, and Glisson [2]. The major modifications include:

1.) The ability to handle target models with up to 9,000
unknowns (current elements).
2.) The use of the SCAMP and TRIGPE modeling packages
to create target models (these two programs were
developed by the Syracuse Research Corporation and
modified by us).
3.) Changes to the algorithm implementation to decrease the
run time, and transferring the code to an array
processor.

The Learjet model is shown in Figure 2a. This model has approximately 1000 current
elements and a maximum edge length of one meter (A/10 at 30 MHz). The method parameters
were found as described above using the horizontal polarization 0" (nose-on), 45, and 90"
(broadside) azimuth curves, except that the elevation angle of the calculations was 6" rather
than 0'. This was done to mimic the measurements shown in Figure 1. The fact that at this
low elevation angle the appropriate dipole dominates the nose-on and broadside curves for this
target allows the method to yield accurate results. Frequencies between 6 MHz and 26 MHz
were used to fit both dipoles. The curves in Figure 2b, 2d and 2f show that the method
reproduces the EFIE calculations well at frequencies below the lower fit frequency. The
remaining curves show that the method yields correct RCS values at azimuths which were not
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used for the parameter fits. The curves also show that the agreement is poor above the
resonance peak at aspects other than 0" and 90".

VALIDATION

The measured scale model Beechcraft Duke data shown in Figure 1 were fit in the
manner described above. For this case, the data between 8 and 18 Mlz were used to fit both
dipoles.
To validate the method, EFIE was run on the Duke target model shown in Figure 3a for
the aspect angles for which we have measurements, as well as for other aspect angles. This
model has approximately 2000 current elements, again with a one meter maximum edge length.
The results of these computations are shown as the dashed curves in Figures 3b through 3f.
The crossed dipole results (the solid curves) generated from the measured data and, where
available, the original measurements (the dot-dashed curves in Figures 3b, 3d, and 3f) are also
shown. The EFIE results agree with the measured data where the latter is valid. Below the
resonant peak, the results of the dipole method agree with the EFIE calculations.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a fast, accurate method to extrapolate measured RCS data from the
resonance region down in frequency into the Rayleigh region. The figures above show good
agreement between the method and full method-of-moment calculations in that region at aspect
angles at which the original measurements were taken, as well as at other aspect angles for
which there are no measurements. The lack of good agreement above the first resonance
between the method results and the measurements and calculations may be ameliorated by
using a better method of combining the contributions of the two dipoles, i.e., appropriately
phasing them. A follow-on study will examine this aspect.
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A MESH MODEL OF A COAXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINE USING NEC

G. J. Burke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
E. K. Miller
Los Alamos National Laboratory

A wire mesh is often used to represent a solid surface
in Moment-Method modeling
" The mesh model is convenient
Thin wire modeling codes axe readily available
Convenient to specify shape in terms of end points
Very easy to connect wire antennas
" A mesh can model either open or closed surfaces, while the
MFIE surface model is limited to closed surfaces
* While EFIE surface codes are now available, they do not yet
include ground effects, transmission lines, etc.
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Wire grids can successfully model solid surfaces in
many applications.

But there are limitations -

" Grid models generally are accurate for impedance and far field
but near field accuracy is limited by discrete current

* Physical modeling errors can result from
Mesh size /A too large
Incorrect wire radius
Preferred direction for current on the grid
" Sources of numerical modeling errors include
Segment length /A too large
Problems in modeling junctions

Theoretical and experimental studies of wire meshes
provide some useful information -

" Tove Larsen, "A survey of the Theory of Wire Grids,"
IRE Trans. MTT, 1962 includes 83 references.

* Sir Horace Lamb, in 1898, derived a transmission coefficient
for a mesh of parallel wires.

With 9 along the wires -

T-'-_

1

Thus T, - 0 for equal surface area:
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d = 21ra.

The "equal surface area rule" is supported by other work...

Lee, Matin and Castillo, IEEE Trans AP, 1976 show that
o A mesh has excess inductance over that of a solid surface

ALzdIn

(

d )

o Interpretation of the capacitance of the mesh relative to surface

depends on the form of the integral equation.

* Hence use d = 27ra so that AL = 0,
or use loading -AL on segments???

The "equal surface area rule" is supported by other work...

" Moore and Pizer Moment Methods in Electromagnetics, 1984 o 27ra = d is minimum radius.

Up to 2.5 x area of both sides of

open surface for accuracy in minor lobes (21ra t 5d)
o Mesh size of 0.02 to 0.03 A2 recommended

o Triangular mesh preferred

" A. C. Ludwig, IEEE Tnans. AP, 1987

-

o Considered exact solution for infinite cylinders

o Showed minimum error in far field occurs when 2fra - d.
o 21ra > d increases error.
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A wire mesh model of a coaxial transmission line is considered
here to investigate the accuracy of mesh modeling
" The theory of a coaxial line is well established (R. W. P. King)
" Symmetry greatly reduces solution time (NEC3-GS code used)
" Problem: junctions at the ends may violate thin-wire limit.
-LI

2

Three mesh types were used:

Longitudinal wires, 12 sections
=

L/10

Segment length

=

Longitudinal cells, 12 sections

L/20

Cell width = d = L/20

2wa/d = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Diagonal cells, 8 sections

The coaxial transmission line exhibited very high Q ResoW
nances

jim
S1-I-

.002

-4.

.0-

.1g

-t-

.11

-

r

(MIft
Flt/ia
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HH

Bad things happen for large wire radius, indicating failure
of the thin-wire approximation at the junction

:.

I.

2ra/d

M

=0.01

I.

.9

- '2irta/d

1.0

* Input resistance was corrected using the Average Gain
2.. = 0(z,.) + j (z,.)

Computed values of Zin were fit with a rational function
for interpolation and to get poles and zeros
* Problem:

2i. = OR(Zi.) + j(Zi.)

Is not an analytic function of frequency, let alone rational.
But it worked ok if R(Z) <Q (Z) or 0 L 1
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For longitudinal-wire grid -AL

21ra

d is best

loading helps ?

Zeros of Z approach L/A = n/2 + jO
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The cylinders were also excited as monopoles with a voltage
source on a perfectly conducting ground plane
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The cylinders were also excited as monopoles with a voltage
source on a perfectly conducting ground plane
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i r-q-9nc

6.23

The first pole and zero of Zn shift in the real part of L/A
with more shift in the pole
Pole of Zi.

Zero of Z,,,

.01
9.19

.1

9.26

6.22

6.21

1

1

Zero of Z 1.

*V

6.3663

9.25

Pole of Zi.

A

A00

.01.0
9.19

6.26
R..] r

6.21
e.q.e-y

6.22

6.25

6.36
R..l r.q ....y

Conclusions --

" Coaxial transmission lines are hard to model

" The "equal area rule", 27ra z d, gives the best results
* Negative inductive loading (-AL) may help if 21ra < d
but sometimes it makes thing worse.
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OVERCOMING THE SMALL LOOP LIMITATION OF NEC
FOR HFDF SSL RECEIVING ARRAYS
LT. CHRIS JENSEN, USN
RICHARD W. ADLER
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MONTEREY, CA
ABSTRACT

The small loop limitation for the NEC-MOM codes suggests that
the circumference of a loop (imfree space) be no smaller than .0001
wavelengths. This free space value does NOT apply in the case of a
loop in the presence of conducting half-space, where a loop as large as
a wavelength in circumference and a wavelength above the interface
fails.
In a recent study of a High Frequency Direction Finding Single
Site Location system with crossed loop arrays mounted very dose to
lossy ground, we avoided low frequency ranges where these NEC limits
existed. NEC closely predicted the received currents induced in the
loops when compared to measurements on a test array receiving known
signals. A serendipitous user error in selecting a frequency produced
unexpected but delightful results and reminded us that reciprocity does
not include transmit and receive currents.
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GOAL:

EXERCISE A NEC MODEL OF AN HF SSL DF
ARRAY FOR INCIDENT SKYWAVES OVER
LOSSY GROUND.

BACKGROUND:A NEW NAVY HFDF SYSTEM HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED FOR SHIPBOARD USE. A LANDBASED VERSION OF THE CROSSED-LOOP ARRAY WAS
INSTALLED OVER LOSSY GROUND AND TESTED
BY THE MANUFACTURER. SIGNALS WERE RECEIVED
FROM KNOWN TRANSMrITER SITES AND THE
FREE-SPACE DF SYSTEM ALGORITHM WAS
EXERCISED TO PREDICT THE LINE-OF-BEARING
AND ELEVATION ANGLE OF THE RECEIVED
WAVEFRONT.
EXTENSIVE TESTING OF THE ARRAY IS VERY
EXPENSIVE. NEC WAS SELECTED TO DETERMINE
TO WHAT EXTENT IT WAS POSSIBLE TO
NUMERICALLY MODEL THE ANTENNA SYSTEM
IN ITS LOSSY ENVIRONMENT AND TO PREDICT
THE LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT SIGNALS.
PREVIOUS WORK IN HF CROSSED LOOP ARRAYS
OVER GROUND DEMONSTRATED THAT THE INPUT
IMPEDANCE AND GAINS PRODUCED BY NEC
WERE SUBJECT TO HUGE ERRORS FOR LOW HF
FREQUENCIES WHERE THE ELEMENTS WERE
ELECTRICALLY VERY CLOSE TO THE GROUND.
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WHEN WE CONSIDERED RUNNING AT THE 3 AND 4
MHZ FREQUENCIES, WE DECIDED TO ELEVATE THE ARRAY
TO 10 FT. AND SEE IF THE RESULTS WERE REASONABLE.
IN SETITNG UP THE INPUT DATASEr, WE
INADVERTENTLY LEFT THE ARRAY CLOSE TO THE GROUND
WHERE THE INPUT IMPEDANCE WAS BUGGY BUT TO OUR
SURPRISE THE NEC DF RESULTS WERE JUST AS ACCURATE AS
FOR THE HIGHEST FREQUENCIES!
THE INPUT RESISTANCE AT 3.333 MHZ WAS VERY LOW
AND THE REACTANCE WAS ENORMOUS AS EXPECTED. X/R
VARIED FROM 30,000:1 TO 20.1 FOR THE UNDER 7 MHZ
RANGE.
THIS SHOWS WHY NEC RESULTS ARE SUBJECT TO
LARGE ERRORS FOR TIHE TRANSMIT CURRENT CASE BUT IN
THE RECEIVE CASE, THE LARGE REACTANCE, WHICH IS
ACCURATELY PREDICTED, CONTROLS THE CURRENT
INDUCED BY THE INCIDENT E-FLSII
SO, WE ARE REMINDED THAT RECIPROCITY OF
TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS DOES
NOT APPLY AND WE NOW MAY USE NEC, WITH CARE, TO
ANALYZE CROSSED-LOOP HFDF RECEIVING ARRAYS NEAR
GROUND.
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SESSION 4- 'TIME DOMAIN METHODS AND APPUCATIONS'

A SPECIAL PURPOSE COMPUTER FOR THE TIME DOMAIN ADVANCE OF
MAXWELL'S EQUATION
Ronal W. Larson, PhD
Poh H. Ng, PhD
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc.
12567 West Cedar
Denver, CO 80228
ABSTRACT
Progress is reported on the construction of a special purpose computer designed for the efficient time
advance of Maxwell's Equations. The design involves both paralleling and pipelining techniques with specialized
hardware that takes advantage of the six-fold symmetry of Maxwel's equations.
A time speedup of a factor of about 500 over operation on a VAX is projected, with initial costs less than
that of a VAX. Much of the time savings is achieved by enabling up to eight simultaneous pipelined operations on
six (almost identical) boards. The remaining time savings is achieved by having twenty four simultaneous
operations in and out of as many memory modules. Each field is drawn out once for its time advance and one other
advance and then later (or earlier) for use in one other time advance; there are a minimum number of memory
operations. The algorithms developed have a direct applicability for reducing computation time in general purpose
computation as well.
Although there are few opportunities for modifying the hardware to handle such special cases as nonlinear
problems, the hardware otherwise seems capable of handling all of the presently employed special cases in the time
advance of Maxwell's Equations. A discussion will be given of the relative ease of using the same Maxwell
Equation hardwre also for.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Boundary conditions
Huygens' sources
Specified sources
Time-varying materials
Thin wires

Detailed design is presently underway using the conceptual design reported on below, with availability
scheduled in 8 months. The work to be reported is the result of advances made during the first half of a Phase 1I
SBm contract from the U.S. Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories, under Prime Contract # DAAL02-89-C-0004.
1.

INTRODUCTION

This is the first public report under the Phase II Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) contract, and
follows an earlier report dealing with the Phase I results [1]. In this first portion of the Phase 11 effort, we have
made several major changes to the overall design, and have found several ways to reduce storage requirements for
consants and to handle the equations auxiliary to the main Maxwell Equation advance equations.
In the first Phase I report, we showed how Maxwell's Equations could be simplified for use in a normalized
frm, which we then believed would be faster and cheaper to implement in hardware. In this phme, we decided that a
different normalization would make for greater symmeuy between the electric and magnetic field equations, and we
also decided to include magnetic conductivity terms.
It now appear that it is just as fast and cheap to perform floeting point operations. Thus the equations
below are slightly different in appearance and no longer emphasize the simplest possible form (smallest number of
constant multipliers), since it is apWeciably less expensive to have multiple boards that are identical rather than
slightly fewer operations on boards that are not identical.
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The principal goal in the work is to achieve a very fast and cheap machine for very large problems. The
present design goal is to obtain one time advance for all 6 staggered fields for 8 million cells every second. At the
present time, the design described below is being implemented in hardware, using a fundamental clock speed of
about 10 Megahertz.
2.

BASIC EQUATIONS

We begin with the six Maxwell curl equations, which in vector form are:
it

-+GmH+VxE - M
at-

e L

+oE-VxH =-J

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

Here. e is the permittivity, ;L the permeability, and a and am are respectively the electric and magnetic
conductivities of the medium. M and J represent magnetic and electric current souces respectively.
The finite difference solution of these equations in the dine domain may be accomplished by making use of a
centered difference approximation of the time and space derivatives in the curl equations [2.3,4] or their integral
forms. We also employ an apparently new normalization that puts both the E and H fields into the units of volts,
using (for two of the six substitutions, with the others obvious by permutation):
Dx Ex >> > F(M-4)
1

"(pe) 2 (DyDz/D.)

(Z2a)

Hx

>>> F(M-1)

(2.2b)

where the left hand side of the replacement (>>>) operation refers to equations (2. 1), but the right hand nomenclature
will be used hereafter.
After this substitution, we obtain six identical difference equations of the form:
F(L.M)-CI(M.NM)*F(LM)
-C4(M.NM)*(C2(M)*(F(L,MP2(M))-F(L3.MP2(M)))
-C3(M)*(F(LMP3(M))-F(L2MP3(M))))

(2.3)

The field-specifying quantity, M, is a linear combination of Mo and M 1 , via the equation:
M = 3-Mo+Mi

(2.4)

where M is a variable distinguishing between H (MO-) and E (Mo)I), while MI distinguishes between x
(MI-). y (MI,-2) and z (Ml-3) so that M-I, 2, 3.4, 5, and 6 means respectively Hx. Hy. Hz, Ex. Ey. and E z .
Thus, we see that the new form of Equation (1) allows a positive permutation of the variables x. y, z.
Equation (I) also has an implied MO reversal of meaning in the terms L. L2, and L3. If M refers to a
magnetic variable (MO.O) then MP2 and MP3 refer to electric (MO-I) and vice versa. Also, if MI is an x-variable,
then MP2 and MP3 are respectively y and z variables. Similarly, if MI is y-directed (or z), then MP2 and MP3 are
respectively z and x (or x and y) variables. The use of subtractions in the general form (1) is the only way to obtain
positive permutations (which are thereby easy to remember).
Another item to discuss is the meaning o the trms: F(L3,MP2(M)) and F(LI3MPS(M))), where L2 and
L3 aredefined w:
L2-L+LD2(M.N)
L3-L.LD3(MN)
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(2.5)

LD2 and LD3 are predetermined offsets in i, j. or k by the appropriate number of cells. They depend on M
and N, where N specifies the type of operation (advance, boundary, Huygens, etc) that is being conducted. The
offsets are of three types:
1.
2.
3.

by unity (Ai=l),
by the cells in a pencil (Aj=l *IH-l cells, where IH is the number of cells in a pencil, and the
numbering starts at 0), or
by the cells in a layer (,ik=l = IH, -JHcells, where JH is the number of pencils in a layer).

These also are permuted so that if F(L,M)) respectively denotes x, y, and z, then F(L2,M) denotes offsets of
J, K, and I; F(L3,M) denotes offsets of K, I, and 1.
Lastly, we note that the offsets for F(L2,M) and F(L3M) are positive when F(L.M) is a magnetic field
1). In the six simultaneous equation approach, this is
(Mo=O) and are negative when F(L.M) is an electric field (Moan important difference, since all of the offset E-fields required have not been time-advanced, while all the required
offset H-fields have been time-advanced. Thus, in a six-equation hardware (or software) approach, the H-fields must
be computed first, given the numbering system that has been employed. The constants are further described in the
next section.
The five values needed to compute one of the fields are itself (previous iteration) and four of the opposite
type fields resident on the edges of "its" face (the face used in the integral form of the equation. Figure 2.1 shows
that only 12 (rather than 3x5= 15) values of E and H are required to compute the three H-fields. However, because
we compute along an x-pencil, two of the values are repeated in the x-direction, so that there ae only t0 unique
values: 1-6 are internal to the ijk call, while 7-10 come from outside as E-values.
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Figure 2.1

Three Faces Used with H and E Computations

For computational purposes it is convenient to think of E values as not only residing on edges of cubes,

but also at the center of another set of faces which are offset fiom the H cubes by a negative 1/2 of a cube dimension
in each of the three axis directions as shown in Figure 2.1b Again, one can think of 10 values as being required for
the complete determination of the E-fields, but since six of these can be carried over from the H-field computations,
only four new H-fields are being added: fields 11- 14.
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3.

IMPLEMENTATION IN PIPELINING HARDWARE

In the previous paper, we described several ways that computation can proceed. We have setted on the
coarsest approach, which is the processing of cells in "pencils", which are cells varying in i, but having the same j
and k coordinates. Following the computation of a single pencil, a change is made in j. which continues until a
layer is complete, whereafter k is changed. For any single cell, we see that it will always involve x, y, and z
components, but that only two of the three possible offsets will occur. Thus, in pipelining the advance
computations, it is possible to develop a "circular" system in which E-boards feed H-boards and vice-versa.
The present implementation of the pipelining and cross-connections is seen in Figure 3.1. Four separate
memory banks at the right edge can be simultaneously accessed through the switch SwI. The curl (or line integral)
subtract operations are performed in the boxes labeled D2 and D3, where the numbers refer to the same L2 and L3
operations described above. The symbol "D" is used to denote a 'doublet" processor. This is a commercially
available chip with two 32 pin inputs and a 32 pin output, capable of simultaneously (in pipelined fashion)
performing either an add (or subtract) and subsequent multiply, or the converse. Since our constants are rarely
changing, these two operations can be performed every 100 nanoseconds, with only a single clock step required to
change the multiplying constant when required. These would be changed simultaneously whenever required by the
problem space geometry.

.A2-

Adder/

Con-

M uItipliers

stants

Figure 3.1

Delays

Buffer

Main

Memories

Banks

Schematic of One of Six Plpelimed Boards

The outputs of D2 and D3 are fed (through Switch 2) to D4, which has the same doublet arrangement; the
inputs are first subtracted and the resultant multiplied by C4. The output of 04 is fed to DI; this unit has a different
ordering, ,vith the subtraction being the final operation. The first operation is a multiplication of F(L,M) by
CI(M,N), remembering that this is the field being advanced (say Hiz), whereas the field coming from 0:4 is of the
opposite type (differences in Ey and Hz, in this example).
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After leaving DI, the newly advanced field is handled differently for H and E fields. The former is
immediately rerouted back through the D2 and D3 doublets in order to be used to update the associated E-fields. The
E-fields ar ready for "immediate" return to memory. In order to simplify the memory operations, return is made of
all fields simultaneously, as further described in the next section.
4.

MEMORY MANAGEMENT

With the assumed size (2003 - 8 million cells), a total memory for 6 fields and associated constants will
be in excess of 200 Megabytes, when using 4 byte (32 bit) logic. Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) cells
will be used for this large computer memory, since they ae appreciably cheaper than the faster Static RAMs
(SRAMs). However, a typical random access time for DRAM is 180 nanoseconds. Since the same DRAM chip can
retrieve or store numbess sequenfiall in 50 nanoseconds, the design now includes provision for a small SRAM
between the main memory and the processing chips to be able to pick up this factor of three in speed, by using
.page mode" addressing: a full row (or "page" of memory at one time.
The current design is oriented towards the new (and cheapest) 4 Megabit DRAM chips, with 1024 rows and
1024 columns per chip. In this design, a full row of memory (1024 columns) will be retrieved at one time, stored in
SRAM, and then used as required. This row from memory could cover a part of a very long pencil or could cover
several shorter pencils, depending on the geometry being analyzed. The next part of space will, however, always
come from adifferent bank of memory, with four interleaved banks for each field, giving 24 total banks.
It was originally proposed that each RdlI would be in one of four separate banks. It would then be
possible to read three cells (for H-fields, the present and to the left and above; for E-fields, present, right, and below)
and write one all in the same time step. The present scheme simplifies this even one step further, since fields will
be retained after first use (main for H, right for E) for a subsequent operation (left for H. main for right) In this way,
a fourth bank is always available for communication of results back to the host computer and/or other housekeeping
functions, while the second and third are being respectively used for the fields above (H) or below (E), and for
rewriting back ito memory. The same board can be used for three-board or single-board operation, albeit at a slower
ra1.
Refreshing of memory must be built in to the memory management scheme also. With the present
approch, approximately 12 clock ticks will be used at the end of every 1024 cells ( a chip row) for this function,
adding
about 1% overhead for the memory refresh function. This is appreciably less time than with other
thus
schemes which would require changing memory banks every pencil. This is also much simpler in terms of
addressing changes, since a change in mid memory-row would require additional refresh operations and/or loss of
memory locations when pencil lengths did not fit neatly into the 1024 memory columns within a memory row.
In this first 8 million cell design with 4 Megabit DRAM chips, each of the four banks of the six fields will
have two million cell locations. The table below shows the total allocation of 392 chips across fields and banks.
To allow for future growth, we allocate 16 wires for addressing both the rows and columns.
eU
locations
(millions)
per bank
per fled
6 field total

2
8
8

bytes
(millions)
8
32
192

S.

bits
(millions)
64
256
1576

4 MBit
Chips
16
64
392

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The standard first order Mur [5] boundary condition requires backstorage of the (edge) fields. We have
developed a new approach which calculates the boundary condition in two steps, thereby eliminating the need for the
back stoage. That portion of the computation which requires the older fields is done before time advancing, while
the advance field portion is done afterwards. Although this doubles the time required for boundary condition
implementation, the removal of a need for backstorage simplifies the storage considerably. The new normalized
form becomes:
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implementation, the removal of a need for backlstorage simplifies the storage considerably. The new normalized
form becomes:
F(L,M)=CI(M,NM)*F(LM) -C4(M,NM)*F(L3.M)

(5.1)

Now, the term NM is used to specify whether the constants are appropriate for before or after field advance.
Because the boundary conditions take only a few percent of the advance computation time, the doubling of the time
is not a significant factor. Note that only M appears in this equation, indicating that a switch needs to be thrown to
keep all computations on the same board (unlike the advance operations). A switch to accomplish this is shown in
Figure 3.1.
In the first paper, we noted that the Mur first order fon could be simplified, after which the form above
could be used directly. A second form was found to be a little more accuraw. We also have explored the use of
conditions on both the E- and H-fields as proposed by Fang and Mei [6) and find that they can be included in the
above formulation as well. Attenuative terms (not included in the Mei formulation) can be handled through the
constants.
6.

HUYGENS' SOURCES

The Huygens' sources are added as an interpolation between a small number of sources also stored in the
same field memories at memory locations L2.
F(LI)=vF(L,M)+F(L2,M)+ P*(F(L2I.

-F(L2,M))

(6.1)

The interpolation distance is P. and is obtained from a separate accumulator designed only for that purpose, through
the equation:
T (I, J, K) = L2+ P
This special accumulator is virtually the only hardware that is not used throughout all computations. The alternative
is an additional several percent more storage of both L2' and P.
7.

THIN WIRES AND OTHER FUNCTIONS

The previous paper described modifications to the equations to be used when thin wires are in the problem
space. No change has been made in these forms of the equations. Specifically, the format does not allow for
inclusion of transmission line equations for voltage and current on these thin wires.
It was originally proposed that a separate doublet would be used for adding sources M and J. The present
approach utilizes Doublet D2 in a subsequent addition, since it takes so little extra time to go back and add the few
sources apt to appear in most problems.
If material parameters change during a run, then time must be allocated to read these constants into their
separate memories between time advance steps.
8.

SUMMARY

The first portion of the SBIR phase 11study continues to be encouraging, with the project speed and cost
goals apparently still attainable. Numerous additional problems have been encountered and solved as the initial
design, concentrating on the time advance equations, has matured and the auxiliary equations have been analyzed
more closely. It still appears that the total problem can be handled within 120% of the time required for the time
advance alone, which self appears to be achievable in only about 1% more time than the minimum of one cell per
clock tick.
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Introduction.
Standard techniques for computing electromagnetic solutions in the time domain rely
on finite differences. These so called FDTD (Finite Difference Time-Domain) methods1" 2
are applicable to a broad range of problems and are both reliable and accurate. However,
the regular lattices of points on which the finite difference operators are defined can be
too restricting for geometrically demanding problems. In particular, problems in which
there is scattering from an object of complicated shape, or problems requiring extreme
local refinement of zones, are not well suited to a regular finite difference grid.
Geometric flexibility can be achieved by abandoning the regular latticework of sample
points and adopting an unstructured grid. An unstructured grid connects a given point
to an arbitrary number of other grid points. Typically the points are connected to form
triangles in 2-D or tetraledra in 3-D. An unstructured grid allows one to place the grid
points anywhere one chooses so that boundaries can be fit with ease. One can also refine
local areas of interest, either ab initio or dynamically, without affecting the resolution in
other parts of the problem domain.
In this paper we present a technique for solving Maxwell's equations on an unstructured grid. Our approach is based on the Taylor-Galerkin finite element method. We will
give some numerical examples of wave propagation and scattering and discuss the fundamental accuracy of the method. Although our examples are in two dimensions the results
are easily generalized to 3-D.
The Taylor-Galerkin method applied to electromagnetics.
In the time domain, electromagnetics is a hyperbolic problem. Until recently, it was
believed that finite elements were not a good match to hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations (PDE's). However, Taylor-Galerkin methods3 4 have proven very successful in such applications -- specifically in computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The
idea behind the Taylor-Galerkin formulation is very simple. One first specifies a temporal
truncation error by expanding the unknown in a Taylor series. The PDE is then used to
replace partial derivatives in time with partial derivatives in space. Finally a Galerkin
approximation is applied to the spatial derivative operators. To illustrate, consider the
simple linear hyperbolic system in 1-D
oU

t =

Of(u)
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Ou

= -- X

where c -Of(u)/Ou is the characteristic speed which is independent of u for linear problems. Expand the unknown at time level n + 1 about the value at time level n

Un+1 =U" + A

au)n+

(2)

1A2a )n+ o(At.')

Substituting expressions for the time derivatives from (1) into (2) we obtain
Un1=

U - cit au)n

1 2At2

a 2 U)

(3)

This procedure is similar to one for deriving the Lax-Wendroff scheme 5 , and in fact, if one
replaces the derivatives with centered finite differences, Lax-Wendroff is obtained. Instead
we apply the Galerkin approximation. We expand u" as
un(x) =

uN(x)

(4)

where Ni(x) is the node-based linear basis or shape function and ui is the value of u at
node i. On substituting (4) into (3) and taking the inner product with another shape
function Nj(x) we obtain

Z(N

i

I N1 ),Su,

-cAt

2
Ni I

f

n,NI
- 1c2 At2Z(

I .9N

(5)

Here (F IG)
fF()G(x)dx is the inner product and 6u =u n + ' -u'. The left-hand side
contains the (consistent) mass matrix. The matrix appearing in the second-order term on
the right-hand side will be recognized as the stiffness matrix. It is the presence of this extra
term which accounts for the enhanced phase accuracy and stability of the Taylor-Galerkin
scheme over previous finite element formulations for hyperbolic problems. Eq. 5 can be
written in a more compact form
Mc6u = f

(6)

where bu and f are nodal vectors. The consistent mass matrix can be inverted by a simple
iterative technique. Denoting as ML the lumped mass matrix we write
6uk+1 =ML{f-Mc6uk}

(7)

It has been found in practice that three iterations suffice. Wathen' has recently analyzed
the convergence rate and found it sufficiently fast to be consistent with this experience.
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To apply this method to electromagnetic propagation we merely rewrite Maxwell's
equations in a standard hyperbolic form. For example, for vacuum fields in 2-D:

(

lE,

0

-

atl B.
By

J cB.

0

-cU 1
0
-cE,

-Tx

O
Oy

cB1,
cE,
0

(8)

where now c is the speed of light. The components are linearly interpolated from the nodes
of triangles on an unstructured grid.
The method just described is basically the finite element equivalent of the LaxWendroff scheme. A second-order Leapfrog Taylor-Galerkin scheme can also be derived.
Expand E " + 1 and E" about E"+i

E n+ 1 =En+ +!1 AtOE+'

1At 2 02En+
8+

at

1

IA 0E_+

En = En+

8A

t

02En+
-2
-_t

+O0,

At

3
+ O(At )

)

(9)

(10)

Then perform similar expansions for B"+J and Bn+J about Bn. On subtracting the
expansions and substituting expressions for the time derivatives we obtain
+

E

Bn

+

y

= E" + cAtV x B"+1

+

- cAtV x E-

+1

(11)

(12)

One then applies the Galerkin approximation to (11) and (12). The advantage of the
Leapfrog scheme is that, although phase errors are somewhat greater, it is dissipation-free.
Donea' has analyzed Taylor-Galerkin schemes for linear advection and has found that
they have good stability and low phase error. We expect these qualities to carry over
to electromagnetic applications. The somewhat dissipative nature of the Lax-Wendroff
Taylor-Galerkin (LWTG) scheme may be inappropriate for some applications. In such
cases the Leapfrog Taylor-Galerkin (LFTG) is a better option. Figure 1 shows the time
histories of field energy for a test problem comparing the LWTG and LFTG formulations.
In this problem a perturbation in the B, component at the center of a square domain
produces an outgoing circular wave. The domain was first discretized into square cells and
then into triangles by dividing the cells along their diagonals. This gave us approximately
1800 triangles of equal size h. A wavelength was resolved by about 8 nodes. In each
case the Courant number v = cAt/h = 1/2. Our choice of parameters was designed to
exaggerate the differences in energy conservation which are plainly seen in the figure. As
claimed, the leapfrog version is energy-conserving.
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Figure 1. Comparison of energy time histories for the LWTG and LFTG schemes.

Another special consideration to be given electromagnetic applications concerns the
additional constraints on the solutions. In vacuum the fields must satisfy V • E = 0 and
V • B = 0. If one takes the divergence of the Faraday and Ampere Laws, one finds that if
the divergence constraints are satisfied initially, they are satisfied for all time. This follow
directly from the fact that V- V x B = V. V x E = 0. However this may not be true in the
discrete approximation. In the conventional central finite difference approximation on a
staggered mesh the divergence of the curl vanishes identically and therefore the divergence
constraints on the fields are preserved by the time marching algorithm. In our TaylorGalerkin schemes divergence constraintsare not satisfied exactly. However, we believe this
is not a problem for typical applications. Our experience has shown that the divergence
errors are small, local, non-accumulating, and consistent with the order of the method. As
evidence we present figure 2. Here we define the relative error in the divergence of E as

IV.EI
IOExl8x I + I OEY1I8y I

(13)

For the expansion of a circular wave on a regular square lattice of nodes using LWTG, we
present three solutions: one with 20 x 20 nodes, one with 40 x 40, and one with 80 x 80.
One can see that the maximum relative error does not accumulate with time. Furthermore.
each level of refinement reduces the error by almost an order of magnitude. Thus we expect
good answers for any problem that is reasonably zoned. These cases further suggest that
Taylor-Galerkin and adaptive refinement would be a powerful combination.
Some numerical examples.
Our first example shows the advantage of an unstructured grid for local refinement.
The grid is long and has a very small wire located within it. The upper and lower boundaries are periodic so that the grid actually represents an array of wires. The wire is located
within the densely-zoned region of Figure 3(a) and its radius is only 1/300th of the width
of the region. The unstructured grid allows us to use these very fine zones near the wire
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and smoothly match to coarser zones in the remainder of the region. The total number
of zones in this grid is 3614. If we were forced to use a uniform grid with one zone representing the wire, we would need 540,000 zones. A closeup of the zones near the wire is
shown in figure 3(b). This grid was generated automatically using a method known as the
7
advancing front .

0.01

--

400

40 geld

1.000.-04
time (arbiwmy uits)

Figure 2. Maximum relative error in divergence of E as a function of time for grids
with different resolution.
We use a TM polarization, i.e., E. parallel to the wire, and introduce a half-cycle plane
wave from the left. Figure 4 depicts the solution sometime after the wave has encountered
the wire. Figure 4(a) shows contours of E. while 4(b) shows us a closeup of the magnetic
field vectors near the wire. This example illustrates the advantage of an unstructured grid
in situations were small obstacles or features must be included in a large-scale simulation.
Our next example demonstrates the ability of finite elements combined with an unstructured grid to handle complex geometries. Although suggestive of certain applications,
it is not intended to be realistic. Figure 5(a) depicts the results of a scattering simulation. A two-cycle TE-polarized plane wave incident from the left strikes the surface of
an armoured tank. We can see the reflections from various parts of the tank along with
evidence of a cavity resonance on the underside. This is because our computational tank
is two-dimensional. Figure 5(b) shows the grid for this calculation. The grid was again
generated automatically using the advancing front technique.
A more quantitative example is the scattering a plane wave by a circular cylinder for
which there is an analytic solution'. Figure 6 shows the computed and analytic values of
the scattered amplitude as a function of angle for ka = 5, where k is the wavenumber of
the incoming wave and a is the cylinder radius. The agreement is evidently very good with
only some slight loss of amplitude for the lobes at approximately 70o.
Conclusions.
The Taylor-Galerkin method is found to be useful for electromagnetic applications.
Two different formulations have been considered - ead with advantages and disadvantages. The Lax-Wendroff style scheme has excellent phase accuracy, but is slightly dissipative, the amount of dissipation depending inversely on the Courant number. The leapfrog
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variant is non-dissipative, but not as accurate. Both methods are at least second-order
accurate. Neither guarantees that divergence constraints are locally satisfied, however
the errors introduced are small if the problem is properly zoned. For problems involving
propagation or scattering, the divergence errors should not be a concern.

Figure 3. An unstructured grid surrounding a fine wire. (a) The entire simulation region;
(b) a closeup of the region surrounding the wire.
Taylor-Galerkin schemes on unstructuredgrids offer a great advantage for electromagnetic problems. They allow small features to be zoned within a large-scale problem with
a minimum number of zones. They also allow complicated geometric objects to be realistically represented. This approach could make time-domain electromagnetic calculations
the technique of choice for an even broader class of applications.
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Figure 4. Solution for a half-cycle plane wave impinging on a fine wire. (a) Contours of
the z-component electric field (along the wire); (b) the magnetic field vectors near the wire.
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Figure 5. A two-cycle plane wave scatters off an armoured tank. (a) Contours of the
z-component magnetic field;, (b) the unstructured grid for the problem.

Figure 6. Relative amplitude as a function of angle for a plane wave scattering off a
circular cylinder for ka=5S: (a) analytic solution, (b)computed solution. Courtesy of
Rick Devore, Naval Research Laboratory. Washington, D. C.
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ANALYSIS OF RADAR ABSORBENT MATERIAL (RAM) COATED HF WIRE
ROPE ANTENNAS USING THE TLM METHOD

G.K. Gothard. F.J. German, and L.S. Riggs
Department of Electrical Engineering
200 Broun Hall
Auburn University, AL 36849

Typical examples of ships systems performance degradation resulting
from electromagnetic interference (EMI) include false targets, false
bearings, and radiation pattern blockage. The cumulative effects of
these types of equipment problems have been known to result in
mission delays and aborted exercises. In many cases the best solution
in
relieving
the
above
mentioned
ships
systems
performance
degradation is to employ radar absorbent materials (RAM) which have
the ability to radically attenuate RF radiation. - The transmission
line modeling or matrix (TLM) method has been used as a numerical
modeling
approach
for
the
assessment
of
radar
reflectivity/absorbability of RAM coated shipboard HF wire rope
antennas.
The basic principle of the TLM method is the modeling of space
using a mesh of interconnected transmission lines. This mesh is
excited at time zero, and the voltage and currents at each node in
the mesh are recorded as time is stepped. The equivalence between
electromagnetic
field
quantities
and voltages
and
currents
on
transmission lines is use to calculated electric and magnetic fields
as a function of time. The TLM method provides a time domain analysis
of electromagnetic interaction and provides all six field quantities
at each node in the mesh.
In this analysis of the RAM coated wire rope antenna the TLM method
is employed to determine near field quantities. Using the equivalence
principle, a near-to-far field transformation algorithm is used to
determine
the far field quantities
from near field quantities.
Subsequently, the radar cross section (RCS) of the RAM coated and
uncoated wire antenna are determined in order to ascertain the
effective attenuation of the RAM coating.
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INTRODUCTION
All large motor-driven ships have certain electromagnetic interference
(EMIl) problems associated with them. This is because the closed environment
of the ship contains many devices, such as the communications system and
the motor, which radiate electromagnetic fields of various frequencies.
These fields can couple with metallic surfaces or components on the ship
generating currents which may interfere with other electronic devices. EMI
is especially evident on naval ships because of the large number of
shipboard electromagnetic radiators.
Law has listed many of these manmade EMI producing devices in
Shipboard Electromaenetics [1]. For example the shipboard communications
system has RF radiators operating at HF (3-30 MHz), VHF (30-300 MHz), UHF
(300-3000 MHz), SHF (3-30 GHz), and EHF (30-300 GHz) frequencies. Different
shipboard electromagnetic systems might be radiating at the same time while
involved in weapons detection, tracking, navigation, communications and a
wide variety of other tasks. Another system is the shipboard receiver
system which can generate EMI within itself. Other systems contributing to
EMT are the shipboard motors and generators, circuit breakers, switches and
relays,
engine
ignition
systems,
fluorescent
lighting,
heaters,
power
supplies, PA systems, computers and all other electrical devices.
Typical shipboard problems i
due to EMI producing devices Include
false
radar
targets,
false
alarms,
false
bearings,
false
tuning,
communication
and display
screen
distortions
and
radiation
pattern
blockage. While shipboard EMI can never be completely eradicated, It can be
significantly reduced with protective measures. According to Law [I], some
of
these
protective
measures
include
decoupling,
shielding,
power
reduction and the use of RAM.
One very prominent part of a naval ship is the wire rope antenna
system. These wires are typically made of phosphor-bronze material and are
five-sixteenth inch in diameter, and operate in the 3 to 30 MHz range [2].
These antennas are often constructed by erecting long (10 m) vertical wire
ropes to transmit and receive over a full three hundred and sixty degrees
(omnidirectional). These long vertical wire ropes can interfere with radar
tracking and other information retrieval systems. As the shipboard radar
systems sweep
through
the wire
rope antennas,
out-of-band
energy
reflections off of the wire rope antennas can cause some of the
afore-mentloned EMI problems such as false targets on radar displays.
One proposed method of decreasing the RF energy reflections is to coat
the wire rope antennas with a radar absorbent material (RAM). RAM has the
ability to radically attenuate RF reflections. As a result, a RAM coating
can significantly reduce back-scattered fields such as those reflected back
into the radar systems from the wire rope antennas. The personnel of
SEMCIP, the Shipboard Electromagnetic Compatibility Improvement Program,
are currently testing RAM-coated wire in order to determine the attenuation
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provided by the coating. They are interested in the theoretical trends to
compare with the experimental data. The thrust of this project is to
investigate
these trends and to determine
the maximum
theoretical
attenuation.
ABSORBERS
There are various types of absorbing materials that can be used to
attenuate radiation. One type is the broadband absorber which yields high
attenuation over a large frequency range. Another type is the resonant
absorber which is set to provide maximum attenuation at a discrete
frequency. A third type operates by having the complex permittivity equal
to the complex permeability, and therefore the characteristic impedance of
the material Is equal to that of free space.
The ideal absorber would have a characteristic impedance equal to free
(broadband) and would have a high value of
space at all frequencies
magnetic and dielectric loss. This would allow an incident wave to
penetrate the absorber with no reflection, and the magnetic and dielectric
losses would attenuate the wave to the desired level. At low frequencies
the
complex
However,
can
be
realized.
parameters
these material
permittivity and permeability of a medium are highly frequency dependent in
a nonlinear fashion, and at microwave frequencies the magnetic loss of most
materials Is much less than the dielectric loss.
At microwave frequencies, the characteristic impedance of any broad
band absorber can not be equal to the characteristic impedance of free
space. This impedance mismatch precludes the use of a flat sheet of
absorbing material because
of large reflections off the air/absorber
interface. When using this type of absorbing material, the geometry of the
material must be altered to provide a gradual impedance transformation from
that of free space. A conical or pyramidal profile is usually used.
A resonant absorber provides maximum attenuation, or is tuned, to a
single frequency. The best type of resonant absorber is a quarter wave
resonator, which has a layer of material one quarter of a wavelength thick
(at the desired frequency) with a metallic backing [3]. Figure I shows a
wave incident upon a quarter wave resonator. Part of the incident wave is
reflected from the air/material boundary and the rest is transmitted into
the material. The wave propagating in the material is reflected back and
forth from the metallic backing to the material/air interface yielding a
series of emergent waves. Since the electrical thickness of the material is
a quarter wavelength all the emergent waves are in phase with each other
but out of phase with the reflected wave. Therefore if the sum of the
initial reflected wave and emergent waves are equal to zero the total
reflection will be zero. To realize this the sum of the emergent waves must
be equal In amplitude to the initial reflected wave.
Using transmission line theory, the quarter wave resonant absorber can
be considered as a quarter wave transformer backed by a short circuit (31.
This yields the input impedance condition
Z

Input

= Z

0
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and d is the thickness of the layer. For zero reflection the tanh(kd) of la
should be solved for unity.
The frequency of interest for this project was restricted to a narrow
band in the microwave range, and the geometry of the object considered
(wire rope antenna) was not conducive to employing broadband materials with
their conical or pyramidal profiles. Therefore a resonant absorber was the
optimal choice for the RAM coating used on the wire rope antennas. This
project deals only with the analysis of resonant absorbers applied to wire
rope antennas.
APPROACH USED FOR THE INVESTIGATION
The transmission line modeling (TLM) method was used in this analysis
of the RAM-coated wire rope antennas. Several modifications to the TLM
method
were needed
to determine
electromagnetic
scattering.
These
modifications
included absorbing boundary
conditions and plane wave
excitation [41. The modified TLM algorithm, GTEC2, was used to determine
the near fields scattered by an infinite circular
cylinder.
Then a
near-to-far field transformation algorithm was used to transform the
near-field data to the far field. The far-field data is necessary for the
calculation of the RCS.
Referring to Figure 2. the radius (a) of the wire analyzed in all
cases was 3/16 inch. The parameters varied in the study were the RAM
permittivity
c),
permeability (p), conductivity (a), thickness (r-a) and
the frequency of excitation. A plane wave was simulated on the TLM mesh and
was used as the wave incident upon the scatterer. This wave is shown in
Figure 2 to have a transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, however the
transverse electric (TE} polarized incident wave was also considered. Once
the total near fields were obtained via TLM, the incident field was
subtracted to yield the scattered near fields which were to be transformed
to the far field.
EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
The method used to determine the RCS yielded a bistatic result. This
can be seen in Figure 3 where the RCS is shown for a receiver moved from
the source
location
through
180 degrees.
The
backscattered
region
corresponds to the 180 degree point and the forward scattered region
corresponds to the 0 degree point. The various curves on the plot of
Figure 3 are
for different radii of the RAM material with all other
parameters held constant (see listing of RAM parameters on Figure 3). It is
interesting to note that maximum reduction in RCS due to the RAM coating is
different for different thicknesses of RAM depending on the receiver
location. For example, a thicker layer of RAM gave the minimum RCS at about
115 degrees whereas a thinner coating gives the minimum RCS in the
backscattered region (180 degrees). This result is important for the case
when the source and victim are not the same system.
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Cases for both the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) polarized incident waves were examined. Figure 4 is the monostatic RCS
for TE illumination and Figure 5 is the monostatic RCS for TM illumination.
In both these figures the thickness of the RAM is varied and all athcr
parameters are held constant. The monostatic RCS for the uncoated wire is
the left most point on the figures and corresponds to a diameter of 3/16
inch. Comparing the PCS of Figures 4 and 5 at the point where the RCS of
Figure 5 (TM) is at a minimum shows that the magnitude of the RCS of
Figure 4 (TE) at the same point is significantly lower. This implies that
in terms of backscattered power TM illumination is the worst case. Based on
this comparison RCS and attenuation calculations were carried out for TM
illuminations only.
Figure 6 is a plot of the attenuation (in dB) with the radius of the
RAM coating varied and all other parameters held constant (see RAM
parameters on Figure 6). The attenuation has been defined as the ratio of
the scattered power with the RAM coating on the wire to the scattered power
without the RAM coating on the wire. The maximum attenuation is shown to be
approximately 12 dB, and this maximum occurs at the point where the
wavelength of the incident wave is a quarter wavelength in the RAM.
Figure 7 is a plot of the attenuation with the frequency varied from 8
to 12 Ghz and all other parameters held constant (see RAM parameters on
Figure 7). The radius of the RAM is fixed such that at 10 GHz the maximum
possible attenuation is obtained. This plot shows that the attenuation
generally decreases as the frequency is moved away from 10 GHz. This
decrease is because the RAM was "tuned" to provide maximum attenuation at
10 GHz. As the frequency is shifted away from this point the electrical
thickness of the RAM changes.
Figure 8 is a plot of the attenuation with the permittivity varied and
all other parameters held constant (see RAM parameters on Figure 8). This
plot shows that as the permittivity is varied the attenuation generally
decreases. The permittivity (and the permeability) defines the electrical
thickness of a material, and any change in these parameters changes this
thickness. Since the thickness of the RAM (with a permittivity of cr =
10.27) was adjusted to provide maximum attenuation , changing the
permittivity of the RAM changed the electrical thickness of the RAM and
therefore the attenuation decreased.
Figure 9 is a plot of the attenuation with the conductivity varied and
all other parameters held constant (see RAM parameters on Figure 9). It is
evident from this plot that as the conductivity of the material decreases
the attenuation approaches zero and as the conductivity increases the
attenuation increases, but only up to a point. The point when the
attenuation begins to decrease is reached when the increased conductivity
makes the RAM "look" like a metallic material. At this point, reflections
off this material at the air-RAM interface cause the attenuation to
decrease.
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CONCLUSIONS
RCS calculations for TE- and TM-polarized waves incident upon a
RAM-coated wire were carried out. Based on a comparison of these results,
it was concluded that, generally, the backscattered field for the TM
illumination was greater than that for TE illumination. Therefore, for a
worst case analysis, one need only consider TM illumination.
For a given RAM/wire geometry and material parameters, RAM having a
large value of dielectric loss factor (sigma) caused the attenuation to be
larger than RAM having a smaller value of sigma... up to a point. This is
due to the reflectivity of the material increasing with an increase in
sigma. At some point, the reflectivity of the material cancels out the
benefits of the sigma-induced attenuation in the RAM.
When the RAM is a quarter wavelength thick at a design frequency fo,
the attenuation is maximized for that design frequency. When the frequency
is shifted away from fo, the attenuation generally decreases.
it
appears
that the planar
on
the experimental
data,
Based
approximation of the wire rope antenna for the backscattered area is fairly
accurate. For a given set of RAM parameters, the maximum attenation does
occur when the RAM is one quarter of a wavelength thick in the material.
However, it does not necessarily follow that this is always the case.
Further research is necessary in this analysis of narrow band "tuned" RAM.
The analysis should be extended to include wire antennas of various
diameters. Attenuation should be calculated at different frequencies, such
as the S-band or K-band, in order to see how resonant absorbers tuned for
operation in these bands perform.
to
include complex
algorithm
was modified
Recently the TLM
permeability, and it is now possible to include magnetic losses as well as
electric losses in absorbing or lossy materials. We are currently in the
process of obtaining measured attenuation data and accurate material
parameters for the RAM from the personnel of SEMCIP. Experimental data will
be obtained and compared to the measured data, and this will be the subject
of a future paper.
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ABSTRACT
The transmission line matrix ITLM) method of electromagnetic analysis is
a well known numerical technique for the simulation of complicated three
dimensional electromagnetic systems.
The technique has been applied to
a wide variety of electromagnetic interaction problems with success.
Recently, we have applied the TLM method to the analysis of scattering
from structures in unbounded spaces.
In this paper we will present
results for the RCS of several two and three dimensional scatterers
calculated using the symmetrical condensed node TLM technique.
We will
also discuss the development
of an
efficient truncation
boundary
condition for use with the symmetrical condensed node TLM method as well
as a field continuation condition for efficiently launching plane waves
onto a TLM mesh.
The results obtained with the TLM technique aie shown
to be in very good agreement with those obtained from analyses based on
the method of moments.
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INTRODUCTION
The transmission line matrix (TLM) method is a numerical scheme for
determining the time domain solution to the Maxwell equations in three
dimensional space. The TLM method has been used extensively to solve a
The application
wide range of electromagnetic interaction problems [l].
of the technique to problems involving unbounded space has been limited
to the estimation of the response of structures, such as surface
currents induced on aircraft, to nuclear electromagnetic pulses (NEMP)
To date,
where extremely accurate results are often not required [2].
no work has been reported involving the use of TLM for calculating the
electric and magnetic fields at observation points which lie in the far
field of a scatterer which are required for calculating the radar cross
section (RCS) of the scatterer.
Traditional techniques used for RCS calculations involve the use of the
method of moments (MoM), the physical theory of diffraction (PTD), and
the geometric theory of diffraction (GTD); the latter two methods being
used when the objects of interest have dimensions on the order of many
The MoM is limited to
wavelengths at the frequency of interest.
scattering objects involving maximum dimensions of a few wavelengths.
This paper presents the use of the TLM method for the computation of the
This is an attractive technique for RCS
RCS of complex scatterers.
calculation since the addition of apertures, cavities, and arbitrary,
non-linear
material
parameters
does not change the
time-varying,
formulation of the TLM algorithm - only the input data specifying the
In addition, the upper frequency limit at
geometry must be changed.
which accurate results can be obtained is limited only by the available
computer resources and not by assumptions inherent to the numerical
scheme.
Problems involving scattering in unbounded spaces using TIM have been
Namely,
the
limited in the past due to several complications.
excitation of infinite plane waves on a finite mesh, the truncation of
the mesh boundaries to simulate unbounded space when irregularly
graded/anisotropic meshes are used, and the transformation of the TLM
In this
generated near fields to the far field to allow RCS prediction.
paper, we present our approach to each of these problems and give
results for the RCS of several two and three dimensional scatterers.
Our results are shown to be in very good agreement with both
measurements and data from other analytical techniques.
TLM BASICS
The basis of the TLM method is the well understood concept of a three
dimensional circuital model of space wherein voltages and currents in
the circuit are equivalent to the electric and magnetic field quantities
and
resistors
represent
the
and
lumped
inductors,
capacitors,
permeability, permittivity, and conductivity of the space being modeled.
In the TLM method, the equivalent circuit is replaced by a three
The time domain
dimensional mesh of Interconnected transmission lines.
impulse response to this transmission line mesh is then determined by
tracking pulses as they scatter throughout the mesh until the desire
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simulation time is reached.
Once this impulse response is found, steady
state frequency domain data can be extracted via a Fourier transform.
The upper frequency limit for which the impulse response will yield
accurate data is determined by the coarseness of the mesh used.
The
general rule of thumb that has been used in the past is to use at least
As we will show in this paper, however,
ten TLM cells per wavelength.
this requirement can be relaxed somewhat when using the symmetrical
condensed TLM method provided that the mesh is fine enough to model the
field variation.
For all of the work presented here we have used the symmetrical
condensed TLM node which is shown in Figure 1. This particular version
of the TLM procedure has been shown to be more accurate and
computationally more efficient than previous formulations of the TLM
technique [3].
For two dimensional problems a "slice" from a three
dimensional mesh is used;
i.e., only a subset of the full three
dimensional scattering matrix is used.
While a complete analytic
assessment of the symmetrical condensed node propagation characteristics
has
yet
to
be
performed,
preliminary
analysis
and
numerical
experimentation show that this variant of the TLM method displays
improved propagation characteristics over other previous TLM models.
ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR TM
Obviously, only a finite TLM mesh can be modeled by a computer.
Thus,
in
order
to model
electromagnetic
interaction
problems
involving
unbounded space, some means of terminating the finite TLM mesh to
simulate an unbounded space must be used.
From a computational
standpoint, it is desired to employ the truncation conditions as close
to the scatterer as possible.
On the other hand, the truncation planes
must be far enough away from the scatterer so that non-physical
reflections from the truncation boundaries don't pollute the desired
field data.
Truncation of a TLM mesh is accomplished by specifying an appropriate
reflection coefficient for voltage pulses at the outer edges of the
mesh.
For a mesh using cubic cells and modeling an isotopic medium
determination
of
the
appropriate
reflection
coefficient
is
straightforward.
Recently, we have formulated a set of truncation
conditions which are applicable to irregularly graded/anisotropic TLM
meshes 14].
Consider
material

the case of a cubic TLM cell modeling a block of space with
parameters cr and
r.
The reflection coefficient for mesh

termination should simulate the voltage pulse travelling from the link
transmission line with unity normalized characteristic impedance to an
infinite space with normalized impedance 4 r/crand is given by
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For the case of a rectangular block of space with dimensions u~v, and w
in the x,x, and z coordinate directions, the following immitances are
defined 151:
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where c is the speed of light and At is the TLM time step.
If we define effective material constants as
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The above equations show that the use of rectangular (as opposed to
cubic) cells in a TLU mesh Introduces anisotropies into the model that
To account for this,
must be accounted for when terminating the mesh.
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the two orthogonal voltage pulses encountering a truncation plane must
The reflection
be weighted
by different reflection coefficients.
coefficient is given by
P =

F - I
F +1I

where the factor F is determined by the voltage pulse being truncated.
For the port numbering shown in Figure 1, Table I gives the F factor
associated with each voltage pulse.

TABLE I
Voltage Pulses
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PLANE WAVE SOURCE CONDTONS
The truncation conditions of the previous section are applied to voltage
pulses which are associated with the total field which is the sum of the
incident (usually plane wave) excitation and the fields scattered from
the object under study.
This leads to difficulties when the incident
excitation is an infinite plane wave propagating on a two or three
The result is that the incident excitation tends
dimensional TLM mesh.
Our
to "fall" off of the mesh along with the outgoing scattered field.
approach has been to apply the truncation conditions to the voltage
pulses at the mesh boundary - these voltage pulses are associated with
the total field.
Then we re-inject pulses back into those ports with
the correct magnitude of the incident field, which is usually an
This is equivalent to applying truncation conditions
analytic function.
to the outward propagating scattered fields and applying one dimensional
A quantitative
symmetry conditions to the incident infinite plane wave.
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description
in 14).

of this technique for the two dimensional case can be found

NEAR-TO-FAR FIELD TRANSFORMATION
In order to keep the computer expenditure from becoming prohibitive,
only the fields in the near field of the scatterer can be calculated
with TLM. These near fields are then transformed to the far field using
a near-to-far field transformation based on the equivalence principle
To accomplish this a rectangular virtual surface is defined which
[6).
completely encloses the scatterer and the tangential fields at all cells
From these field values, equivalent
on this surface are stored.
electric and magnetic currents are obtained and then integrated (summed)
over the free-space Green's function to yield the vector magnetic and
electric potentiass from which the fields in the far zone of the
scatterer are readily obtained, and hence, the RCS.
TLM SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to test the quality of the absorbing boundary conditions and
plane wave source conditions, the RCS of several two and three
dimensional scatterers are presented.
Two Dimensional Cylinders: The first example is a perfectly conducting
The geometry and
square cylinder with several different coatings.
results for the bistatic RCS are shown in Figure 2 for three different
The
The excitation is TE polarized.
coatings including a magnetic one.
TLM results are compared with those obtained using a MoM code and the
For the TLM calculations, the mesh used was 20
agreement is excellent.
with the conducting cylinder having
x 40 cells (symmetry was employed).
a width of 20 cells, and the virtual surface taken five cells from the
dielectric surface.
Since TIM models usually employ a cartesian mesh, the effects of
must
be
"staircasing")
surfaces
(i.e.,
approximating
curved
Figure 3 shows the geometry and bistatic RCS for a
investigated.
TM
subjected to a
cylinder
circular
coated
conducting
perfectly
The total cylinder diameter [including
polarized incident plane wave.
dielectric) was 40 cells and the total mesh size was 100 x 50 cells.
Conducting boundaries were used both between nodes and at nodes in order
As in the
to more effectively model the curvature of the cylinder.
square cylinder case, excellent agreement is obtained with the MoM
results.
The same conducting cylinder was then illuminated with a TE polarized
Notice
incident plane wave and the RCS results are shown in Figure 4.
that while the general trends of the RCS were predicted by the TLM
This
analysis, agreement Is not as good as in the previous cases.
discrepancy is thought to be a consequence of staircasing the cylinder
We
surface when circumferentially flowing surface currents are present.
are currently investigating the feasibility of developing a TLM mesh
that can conform to the surface of arbitrary scatterers to improve
accuracy without requiring an extremely large mesh.
Examples: To verify the procedure for three
Three Dimensional
the bistatic RCS of a
dimensional scatterers we have calculated
perfectly conducting cube. Each face of the cube was modeled using 20 x
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20 cells. Symmetry was again employed yielding a total mesh size of 48
x 24 cells. The TLM calculated RCS is compared to measurements from
[71.
Figure 7 shows the RCS for a cube that is 0.75A per side and
The cell size in this
agreement with the measurements is very good.
case is 0.0375A.
Next, we calculated the RCS for a conducting cube 1.5A per side. To do
this we used the time domain impulse response from the 0.7SA case and
For this case
performed the Fourier transform at a higher frequency.
the cell size is 0.075At and as can be seen form Figure 6 agreement with
the measured RCS is quite good.
Still using the
frequency which
measurements in
the 0.IA cell size

same impulse response, we Fourier transformed at a
The RCS is compared to
made the cell size 0.15A.
Figure 6 and agreement is still fairly good even though
criteria has been violated.

Finally, we have analyzed a dielectric cube (c = 4.0) that was 0.2566A
The mesh was the same size as that used for the conducting
per side.
cube.
The results in Figure 8 show excellent agreement with those
obtained from a volume integral MoM solution from [8].
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has validated the use of the TLM method for RCS calculations.
Absorbing boundary conditions, plane wave source conditions, and a
Comparisons with
near-to-far field transformation have been presented.
other methods and measurements show good agreement for cell sizes as
large as 0.1SA.
Problems were encountered for TE excitation of two
dimensional circular cylinders and this is thought to be due to the
The TLM is a
cartesian approximation to the cylindrical surface.
powerful technique for RCS calculations since arbitrary geometries and
material parameters may be modeled without complicating or changing the
algorithm in any way.
While we have transformed Fourier transformed
field values to the far field to calLulate RCS, the actual time domain
This would prove useful for investigating
fields can be transformed.
the response of scatters to a wide band pulsed illumination.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INPUT IMPEDANCE OF A CAVITY-BACKED APERTURE ANTENNA
USING THE TLM METHOD
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200 Broun Hall
Auburn University, Alabama 36849

The
cavity-backed
aperture
antenna
is
a useful
device for
applications requiring a small, flush-mounted radiator.
The input
admittance
of
the
slot-excited cavity-backed
aperture
antenna
is
well-documented;
however, there is very little information available
regarding the input impedance of the cavity-backed aperture antenna
excited by a coaxial probe in the cavity.
In this paper, the TLM method is used to determine the input
impedance of the probe-excited cavity-backed aperture antenna, loaded
with a dielectric.
The antenna and a length of transmission line are
modeled as a set of boundaries in a three-dimensional cartesian mesh.
The TLM method makes all six cartesian field components available at
each point (or node) in the mesh, allowing the computation of antenna's
input impedance over a wide range of frequencies.
It is shown that the TLM method can be used to model TEM
propagation along a coaxial transmission line and to compute the
characteristic impedance of the coaxial line.
Antenna aperture
distribution data generated by the TLM method is presented as well as
preliminary results of a TLM analysis of the antenna's aperture
admittance.
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Introduction
The cavity-backed
aperture antenna
is a useful device for
applications requiring a small, flush-mounted radiator.
The use of
dielectric loading materials allows the antenna to be miniaturized for
use when space is at a premium.
These antennas have found use on the
fuselages of aircraft and missiles, in orbiting satellites, and in
hyperthermia applicators .
While the input impedance of these
antennas
is
well-documented
for
the
slot-excited
configuration
(M-13]),
there is little information available regarding the input
impedance of the cavity-excited configuration.
This paper describes
the results of using TLM analysis to determine the input impedance of
the cavity-excited cavity-backed aperture antenna.

Antenna Geometry
Two examples of cavity-backed aperture geometries are shown in
Figure 1.
Figurc l(a) depicts an antenna excited by a coaxial line
that is attached directly to the the slot (aperture).
Figure 1(b)
shows the same type of antenna excited by a coaxial probe in the
cavity.
The dimensions of the cavity are usually chosen so that it
acts as an iris-terminated waveguide operating in its fundamental mode.
The aperture itself may be a narrow slot as" shown, or it may have the
same dimensions as the cavity wall in which it is located.
The
antenna's surfaces are metallic and are made of whatever alloy is best
suited to the operating environment
(e.g. lightweight metals for
aircraft antennas.)
Figure I shows the two most common methods of exciting a
cavity-backed aperture antenna.
The configuration in Figure 1(a)
works well for low microwave frequencies.
In Figure 1(b), the slot is
excited indirectly by the cavity field; this configuration works well
at higher microwave frequencies.
The cavity is excited by either a
probe (shown) or a small loop.
It is the configuration of Figure 1(b)
that will be analyzed using the TLM method.
Usine TLM to Solve for the Input Impedance of a Coaxially-Fed CavityBacked Aperture Antenna
The TLM method can be used to easily determine the input impedance
of a variety of antennas, including cavity-backed aperture antennas.
In a TLM analysis, the device being analyzed is modeled as a set of
boundaries in a three dimensional cartesian mesh.
The TLM method
makes all six cartesian field components available at each point (or
node) in the mesh.
If the device being modeled is a coaxially-fed
cavity-backed aperture antenna of the type in Figure 1(b), the input
impedance can be determined by using TLM-gcnerated field values within
the coaxial line at the point where the coaxial line connects to the
cavity.
Evaluating these fields over the proper line integrals yields
values for voltage and current, the ratio of which is the antenna's
input impedance.
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Coaxial Line Model
A valid model of a coaxial transmission line had to be developed
in order to accurately compute the input impedance of a cavity-backed
The coaxial line
aperture antenna excited by a probe in its cavity.
model had to be capable of properly supporting TEM propagation and had
to display a consistent characteristic impedance along its length.
Before a TLM analysis of a cavity-backed antenna was attempted, a
thorough TLM analysis was made of the coaxial line model to be used
with the antenna.
A coaxial line was modeled in the TLM cartesian mesh. The coax was
terminated into continuation boundaries 14] at both ends of the line,
simulating an infinitely long coaxial line. A TEM mode was excited at
the first node of the model and the magnitude of the radial component
of E was observed along the line.
It was evident from the results of
this simulation that the TEM mode of propagation becomes dominant
within five nodes away from the excitation point, and it continues
Thus, it was demonstrated
uninterrupted along the length of the line.
that the coaxial line model would support the TEM mode of propagation.
The characteristic impedance of the coaxial line model was
calculated at several points along the length of the line.
Because
all field components were available at each point inside of the coaxial
line model, the relationships
I

f H-dl

V = - f E-dl

z

v

(1]

(2)

(3)

were used to find the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line.
The characteristic impedance, Z, was found to be consistent along the
length of the line and was in good agreement with values predicted
using exact equations.

Cavity-Backed Aperture Antenna Model
A TLM model of the cavity-backed aperture and coaxial line was
needed to compute the input impedance to the the antenna.
The
simplest configuration was chosen: a cavity of the type in Figure lI(b),
with no ground plane and with aperture dimensions equal to the
dimensions of the cavity wall.
This is a simple open ended waveguide
configuration.
This model and its dimensions are shown in Figure 2,
with radiation in the x-direction.
The coaxial probe is centered
inside the cavity.

Dielectric Loadine of the Cavity
It was desired that the aperture be one half-wavelength long at
some frequency within the range of interest.
The aperture in Figure 2
is one half-wavelength long at 9.375 GHz; but, this frequency is also
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the cutoff frequency of the cavity's fundamental mode (corresponding to
the TEio mode in a waveguide.)
This problem was overcome by loading
the cavity with a dielectric in order to reduce the wavelength inside
of the cavity.
Teflon
(cr = 2.1) was chosen as the dielectric
because it can easily be machined to fit inside of a cavity-backed
aperture antenna of the type shown in Figure 2.
The cutoff frequency
of the fundamental (TEio) mode is reduced to 6.5 GHz by loading the
cavity with teflon.
The cutoff frequency for the next higher (TE20)
mode is
12.9 GHz;
thus,
at 9.375 GHz,
the
aperture
is one
half-wavelength long and single-mode propagation exists in the cavity.
A coaxial line model was chosen with an inner conductor diameter
of I mm and an outer conductor diameter of 6 mm; the dielectric
material in the coax is air.
One end of the coaxial line was
terminated at the antenna and the other end was terminated in a
continuation boundary to simulate infinite length or a matched source.
The same tests used to verify the validity of the coaxial line model
above were repeated for this model.
The coaxial line model supported
TEM propagation and exhibited a characteristic impedance of 84 ohms.

Analysis of Input Impedance
The input impedance of the antenna model in Figure 2 is found in
much the same way as the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line
model.
Since the TIM method makes all six field quantities available
at every node in the modeled mesh, the fields within the coax at the
input of the cavity can be used to calculate the input impedance of the
cavity-backed aperture antenna.
Using the field quantities at the junction of the coaxial line and
the cavity could introduce errors due to fringing effects around the
junction.
This problem was avoided by calculating the impedance in
the coaxial line at a point five nodes below the coax-to-cavity
junction.
Using the necessary components of E and H in the coaxial
line air gap five nodes below the junction, equations (I) through (3)
are applied to yield the impedance of the coaxial line at that point.
Since the coaxial
line model
is
ideal,
this impedance can
be
transformed to the load impedance using the following equation:

=

(Zo (Zx -

Zx - e-Z3d(Zx + Zo))
Zo - e-231d(Zx + Zo))

4)

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line, Zx is the
impedance calculated at a point on the coaxial line, d is the distance
from the load (coax-to-cavity junction) to the point where Zx is
calculated, and Zi is the impedance of the load (the input impedance of
the antenna.)
The propagation constant y = jo (where 1 is the phase
constant) for the lossless coaxial line model.

Analysis of the Antenna Model
The preceding method was used to find the input impedance of the
cavity-backed aperture antenna model with a probe diameter of I mm.
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The probe length was varied from 0.0 mm (no probe in the cavity) to 8,0
mm (probe contacting the upper wall of the cavity) in 0.5 mm
increments.
For each probe length, an analysis of the input impedance
of the antenna was made over a range of frequencies.
Some of the data
from
this analysis is presented in Figure 3 (a-e).
Note that for a
probe length of 4 mm (Figure 3(c)), the real part of the input
impedance at the first resonance (7.9 GHz) is 80 ohms, which is very
The peak in the
close to the coaxial line's impedance of 84 ohms.
magnitude of Ey occurring at 7.9 GHz in Figure 4 (the probe length used
in the analysis for Figure 4 was also 4 mm) is attributed to the
excellent match between the coaxial line and the input of the antenna
at that frequency.
A comparison of the data in Figures 4 and 3(c)
concludes that the optimum probe length for this antenna when used with
84 ohm coax is approximately 4 mm and the optimum operating frequency
is 7.9 GHz.
presents the input impedance as
Figure 5
length for the cavity-backed aperture antenna
frequencies.
The frequencies 7.9 GHz (Figure
(Figure S(b)) were chosen because they correspond
magnitude of Ey as shown in Figure 4.

a function of probe
at two fixed input
5(a)) and 13.1 GHz
to the peaks in the

Aperture Distributions
A TLM analysis of the antenna in Figure 2 was made in order to
determine the E-field and H-field distributions across the aperture.
The probe was extended 4 mm into the cavity (probe length = 4 mm) and
its diameter was I mm, the same diameter as the coaxial line's inner
conductor.
The antenna was excited by forcing a TEM mode on the
coaxial line at its continuation boundary termination.
The magnitude
of Ey was observed at a point located 0.5 mm outside of the aperture
center. Figure 4 shows a plot of the magnitude of Ey versus input
Plots of the aperture
frequency obtained from this analysis.
distribution of the antenna model excited at 7.9 GHz are shown in
Figure 6.
The probe length was maintained at 4 mm and propagation is
in the x- direction.
The distributions shown are only for one half of
the aperture; in order to conserve computer resources, a magnetic
symmetry boundary (p = 1.0) was placed through the center of the
antenna and a TLM analysis was performed on one half of the antenna.
The symmetry boundary occurs at node number I in Figure 6; thus, the
plots begin at the center of the aperture and extend to one side (z = 0
in Figure 2).
Figure 6(b) is in very good agreement with
data
published by Adams [2].
Aperture Admittance
An important parameter of the cavity-backed aperture antenna is
the slot admittance.
Because the TLM method provides all six field
components for each point in its mesh, the method can be used to
calculate slot admittances.
The power flowing through the slot and
the voltage across the slot are easily calculated using the TLM method.
The power flow definition of admittance is then applied to the TLMgenerated results to compute the slot admittance.
This procedure can
be applied to apertures of other geometries, e.g. irises in waveguides,
in
and diaphragms
waveguide junctions,
capacitive and inductive
waveguides.
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A simple aperture geometry that is readily analyzed using the TLM
method is that of a waveguide cross-section.
The power flow through
the cross-section of a 3.5 x 2.5 cm waveguide was calculated with TLM.
Figure 7 presents a comparison of TLM- generated power flow data with
data calculated using exact equations; good agreement between exact and
calculated data is exhibited over a broad range of frequencies.
The
power flow data obtained in this analysis can be used to calculate the
admittance (impedance] of the waveguide.
This example provides a
foundation for computing the aperture admittance of more complicated
aperture
antenna
radiating
structures
such as
the cavity-backed
considered above.

Conclusion
The TLM method has been used to investigate the behavior of a
cavity-backed aperture antenna.
It was shown that the TLM method can
accurately
model
a coaxial
transmission
line
and calculate
its
The same method used for calculating the
characteristic impedance.
characteristic impedance of a coaxial line is used to calculate the
input impedance of a cavity-backed aperture antenna with severail input
probe lengths.
Aperture distributions are also calculated for the
antenna using TLM.
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Figure 1: Typical cavity backed aperture antenna geometries.
(a): Cavity-backed aperture antenna excited at the slot
(b): Cavity-backed aperture
with a coaxial line.
antenna excited by a coaxial probe in the cavity.
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Figure Z..Geometry of the teflon-filled rectangular cavity-backed
aperturea antenna. wThe antenna Is fed by a coaxial
transmission line ith a characteristic Impedance of 84
ohms . Radilation Is In the x- direction.
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A Comparison of C and FORTRAN Languages

Applied to a Time Domain Finite Difference Application
Robert J. Balestri
Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc.
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
INTRODUCTION
With the maturing of the C programming language and the
emphasis placed on C in academia, the question of its merits
relative to FORTRAN for scientific applications naturally arises.
Other languages, such as PLl, APL, Algol and Pascal, have received
similar attention over the years only to vanish into specialized
applications if they survive at all.
The best known scientific
applications of C are for graphics processes and the MathematicaTM
code. There is a natural curiosity to determine if C offers any
clear advantages over FORTRAN that justify the effort required to
learn the language. Learning a new programming language is often
as difficult as learning a new spoken language and significant
benefits are required to justify the expenditure of the required
effort.
It seems to this author that "language bashing" and "language
zealotry" have become a major activity in scientific and
engineering circles.
Indeed, it is this author's personal
experience that a lot of people seem to spend more time extolling
the merits of a particular programming language or word processor
than the merits of the programs or words being processed.
Among the latest arrivals in the area of programming languages
is C, developed during the early 70's by Dennis Ritchie of Bell
Laboratories as the system language for UNIX. Benefits ascribed
to C include transportability, modularity and host machine
interfaces allowing access to operating system functions for the
program.
Generally, topics such as speed, maintenance of
arithmetic precision, code size and the overhead associated with
function calls are not addressed.
These issues are extremely
important to electromagnetics modeling.
The objective of this paper is to address these issues in a
manner pertinent to computational electromagnetics.
A two
dimensional time domain finite difference (TDFD) application was
chosen for three reasons. First, TDFD codes are computationally
intensive with operations that can be severally affected by round
off error. Second, TDFD algorithms can be highly modular using
matrix operations supporting the use of separate functions to
perform many operations. Third, since the time evolution of the
field is usually desired, TDFD naturally leads to intensive output
of intermediate results.
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This paper will compare the performance of the Microsoft 5.0
and WATCOM 7.0 C compilers with that of the Microsoft 4.2 and
Ryan-McFarland 2.42
FORTRAN compilers for AT
class PCs.
Comparisons include code size, I/O time requirements, execution
speed and round off errors.
Some general observations on the
requirements to implement/learn C will be discussed as well as
transportability issues.
The Electromagnetic TDFD Problem
The problem chosen to benchmark the languages, code
architecture and machines is that presented in Figure 1 which is
modeled after Figure 2 of YeeT for a TM wave impinging on a
perfectly conducting square. For TM waves, the equations for the
electric and magnetic field corresponding to Yee's equations
(14a-14c) are:
En+l.
ni"
Ez (i,j) = E (i,j)
(1)
Hn+
H
n+k
Z-'
(LH
n+k(i+ ,j)
Hn+%
6x
y
y (i- ,j)]
n-+1n+
n6k
-H
(H ((i,j+ )
()
1 6CE
[(i,j+l)

Z 6y
Hn+ (i+ ,j)
y

z

-

En(ij)]
z

H-k (i+h,j)
I

(3)

6T [E (i+l,j)

-

En(ij)]

Z 6xz
where (i,j) represent the spatial grid indices of i6x,j6y. The
temporal index n represents the time step n6.
The magnetic field
space/time grid is offset by k grid increment from the electric
field grid. Z is the impedance of the media, taken here as free
space.
Computational Approaches
There are several approaches to solving equation 1-3.
The
code developed is not intended to be optimal, but rather to
exercise certain features of codes. The E-field and H-field arrays
I Kane S. Yee, "Numerical Solution of Initial Boundary Value
Problems Involving Maxwell's Equations in Isotropic Media," IEEE
Trans. Antennas and Propagation, vol AP-14, pp. 302-307, May 1966.
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Figure 1 TM wave scattering geometry
are initialized at T=O for all space. Then, equations 2 and 3 are
use to update the H-field for all space using the lagged values of
the E-field. This is followed by using equation 1 to update the
E-field for the current time. This procedure is repeated for all
times of interest. The E- and H-field components are then each
stored in a single array.
This necessitates looping over the
spatial grid twice for each time step. Alternatively, two arrays
may be used for the field values, one corresponding to the previous
time step and the other to the current times step. This method
employs only a single loop over the spatial grid for each time
step. The operations count is the same for each approach but the
time required will be compiler dependent due to optimization
procedures. For this study, the dual array method was chosen to
exercise conditional branching within the innermost loop.
Boundary conditions can be included by checking array indices
to determine the proper condition for each cell at each time step.
An alternative is to perform the field updates only in the region
where propagation takes place and setting the boundary values to
the value initially and using these values for each time step.
Finally, a third approach is to define a boundary condition array
corresponding to each element of the field arrays and multiply
equations 1-3 by the boundary condition value during field updates.
This is the procedure chosen here in order to make the computations
vector process oriented. The boundary condition array operating
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on equations 1-3 can be viewed as an inner product of a column of
the boundary condition array with the column of the fields arrays.
For both C and FORTRAN, two code structures were used to
implement the functions required.
Version 1 corresponds to a
single in-line module for the entire process.
That is, no
subroutines or functions were
used. Version 2 of each code
segmented
the process
into
functional procedures with the
.
subsequent calls from the main
procedure.

field

For each structure,

output

determine the

was

omitted

impact of I/O

to
on

-

...

','

run times for the FORTRAN and C
versions of the code. Listings
of the
FORTRAN

In-Line
and
C

V

A:

-

and Modular
codes
are

-"-

-__-_____

contained in Appendices A and B
respectively.

....

.....

.....

.

....

RESULTS
Figure 2 Ez vs. X position and
Typical output is presented time
in Figure 2 for the z component
of the electric field at 3 increments below the obstacle for
several time steps. These results agree with [1].
Comparison are presented in
Table 1 for each code and I/O
configuration on two different
computers.
The
consistent
result is that modularization
increases the execution time by

.
- ------..----....
.

....-..

...

25-30%
independent
of
the
language or compiler. This is
not particularly surprising when
one

considers

the

overhead

........ ................-.......
-

associated with setting up and
executing subroutine or function
calls.

...

.

"

Based on this example, it
difference
Numerical
is can be stated that FORTRAN Figure 3
executed at least as fast or between C and FORTRAN solution
faster than C. While this may
appeal to FORTRAN defenders, it is somewhat misleading. There is
only a 7-8% difference between the minimum FORTRAN and maximum C
execution time for any case. Extrapolating such differences to
other problems and computers is probably unwarranted.
All four of these compilers utilize the math co-processor for
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floating point operations. There were no significant differences
in the numerical precision of the results. The difference between
the C and FORTRAN solutions are shown in Figure 3.
The most meaningful differences are in the size of the code
generated for each case. These differences are summarized in Table
2 where the code size, less the array storage requirements, for
the configurations is presented. It is clear that FORTRAN produces
consistently larger code the does C. This is most likely due to
the libraries used by the compilers. FORTRAN libraries, especially
for I/O, are much more generalized than C libraries. Watcom's C
compiler produced significantly smaller code than did the Microsoft
C compiler.

Compaq Portable I 2 8 Mhz Compaq Portable 11I 2 12 Mhz
(Ram Disk i/O)
MSF

RMF

MSC

WCC

NSF

RMF

NSC

WCC

In-LineWIO

465

446

463

472

333
(326)

321
(316)

329
(319)

341
(329)

In-Line_NIO

427

412

427

433

310
(311)

301
(300)

315
310
(310) (315)

34
8%

36
8%

39
9%

633

673

642

In-Line
I/0 Cost
ModularWIO

38
9%
621

23
(16)

20
(16)

19
(19)

16
(14)

447

453

480

458

(444) (470) (448)
(438)1
Modular-RIO

Modular
I/O Cost
In-Line/

587

587

637

597

34
6%

46
8%

36
6%

45
75

429
(429)

428
(428)

461
(461)

433
(434)

18
C 9)

25
(16)

19
(9)

25
(14)

.74

Modutar-WIO

.75

.70

.68

.74

.74

.71

.69

In-Line/
NMoIerlO

.73

.70

.67

.73

.72

.70

.67

FORTRANVer 4.2
NSF - Microsoft
RMF- RyartcFarland FORTRANVer 2.42
WIO
With I/O
RI0 - WithoutI/O
Note: At time in seconds

able 1 Execution time comparisons
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MSC - Microsoft C Ver 5.0
WCC - Uatcoe
C Ver ?.0

FORTRAN

Language
Vendor
case

W1O

In-Line 32191
oduLar

36037

C

Ryan MceFa

Microsoft
NIO

nd

Microsoft

WIO

NIO

NIO

W1O

N|0

15

35721

31989

25683 2246

1721

15113

35119

40397

39359

221

18881

139

2

W1O

WaC

265

W10 - With I/0
NIO - Without I/0

Table 2 Executable code size in bytes for different cases
CONCLUSIONS
While C is designed to construct modular code, results
presented in Table 1 indicate that the relative price for
implementing this modularity is somewhat higher in C than FORTRAN.
However, if code size is important, C clearly produces tighter
executable code. The relative value of this is up to the user.
It is clear to this author that it is easier to accomplish
many things in C than the comparable function using FORTRAN.
However, the system interfaces and graphic capabilities of C reside
in the libraries and these libraries and their interfaces are
compiler, vendor and version dependent as well as machine
dependent.
In the case of Microsoft, these C libraries are
accessible to the FORTRAN user.
C requires a much higher level of discipline on the part of
the programmer.
There are simply too many ways of achieving
identical results in C. The determined coder can make much more
difficult code in C than in FORTRAN. In summary, C and FORTRAN
are very comparable.
For the FORTRAN programmer, the extensive
variable and function declarations required by C will be a strong
impediment to using the language. On the other hand, access to the
system functions, dynamic storage allocation, and a relatively
standard graphic library are good reasons to consider learning the
language. The C compilers used here clearly generate efficient
executing code and they both processed the same source code. This
was also the case for the FORTRAN compilers.
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ANALYSIS OF WAVEGUIDE-FED THICK-WALLED
SLOT RADIATOR
WITH PARASITIC WIRES
Sembiam Rengarajan, Andrew Potter *, Wing Li **
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
California State University
Northridge, Ca. 91330
* Hughes Aircraft Company
Space and Communications Group
El Segundo, Ca. 90009

**Hughes Aircraft Company
Radar Systems Group
El Segundo, Ca. 90009

INTRODUCTION
Clavin developed an antenna consisting of a waveguide fed slot with two parasitic
monopole elements which resulted in equal E and H plane patterns [11. This element was
analyzed previously using approximate distributions for the E field ir" , slot and the
monopole currents [2]. A major weakness of this approach A 's that it could not predict the
resonant characteristics accurately. A study of z.n anay of Clavin elements showed that they
exhibited less mutual coupling than a similar array of slots [3]. A recent investigation of
such an array showed scan-independe, performance [4]. There is a need to determine the
scattering characteristics of this element based on an accurate theoretical model for antenna
applications. This paper fills such a need.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the problem under discussion. A square ended slot
of a width a and length 2b is cut in a broad wall of a rectangular waveguide with wall
thickness t. The slot is offset from the center of the guide by a distance xo .Two monopoles
of height h are placed symmetrically about the center of the slot. The monopoles are
separated by a distance 2d. It is assumed that the broad wall containing the slot and
monopoles extends to an infinite perfectly conducting ground plane.
By using Schelkunoffs equivalence principle, the domain of this problem is divided
into three regions; the waveguide interior, the external half space containing the two
monopoles, and a cavity region to account for wall thickness. For the purpose of solving
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the problem in each of these regions infinitely thin perfectly conducting sheets are placed in
each slot aperture and equivalent magnetic currents which are surrogates to aperture electric
fields are placed on the conducting sheets.
For narrow slots, longitudinal components of the aperture E fields can be ignored. In
the exterior half space, in addition, the wires are replaced by equivalent electric currents
induced on them. The transverse distribution of the slot E field has been assumed constant.
This excites the monopoles with an odd symmetry. The waveguide interior is excited by a
TE 10 mode source. By enforcing the continuity of longitudinal component of the magnetic
fields across the slot apertures and by equating the total tangential E along the monopoles to
zero, we obtain three coupled integro-differential equations given below.
_Hzint + Hzlcav = Hzinc

(1)

Hz2 cav - Hzext - Hzml - Hzm 2 = 0

(2)

Ey s + Eyml + Ey

2

=0

(3)

Since the monopole currents exhibit odd symmetry, it is sufficient to satisfy the
boundary conditions on one of them. Expressions for Hz int, HzIcav, Hzinc, Hz 2cav, and
Hzext appear in the literature 15,6]. The remaining fields can be obtained from the vector
potentials for the corresponding electric or magnetic equivalent currents.
The integral equations have been solved by the method of moments. The slot aperture
E field has been expanded in terms of entire domain sinusoidal functions longitudinally
with uniform transverse variations. Monopole currents have been expressed in terms of a
set of pulse functions. In equations (1) and (2), testing functions exhibiting sinusoidal
longitudinal variations with a Dirac type delta function at the transverse center have been
chosen.This has been possible because of a Hallen type formulation employed in equation
(3). A Pocklington type formulation would have resulted in a numerical triple integration in
place of a double integration. A point matching scheme at centers of all sub-domains and
the edge point of the monopole has been employed in equation (3). The mathematical
formulation and the numerical technique employed in this work assure that no more than
numerical double integrals are required to be performed. The resulting matrix equations can
be expressed in the form:
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[Z'113

[Zi121

[Z'21]
[Z22]

[0

X

(01

IT

[Z121

[Z21] [Z22]

"

B_

Here 1j and Vj are the column sub-matrices containing the coefficients of expansion
for the slot E field, k are the coefficients of expansion for the monopole currents and B is
the even constant arising from Hallen's formulation. The T, are the excitation terms. The
"self' terms for the slot and monopoles are shown by dashed lines. These parts of the
moment method matrix have been validated by comparing the results obtained from our
"self' matrices for an isolated slot or a pair of dipoles to similar results previously
published in the literature.
The slot self terms are obtained for aspecial case of the compound slot terms, i.e.
when the tilt angle is 00 [5]. Typical matrix elements for the remaining sub-matrices are:

[Z12]mn =

~-yn

b

2

ay/2

d
-b J -y&

(.iko(d2+Ye+z2 1/2

(d2+y+2)

(d2+ye+z

'21
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)

1 2 si

mx(z 4b)~~'

2b

[Z21imn=

(x'+d)ljk-

sin

b

a/2

[(x+d)2+ye+zll/

F2O

e k [(X+d)2+y +z]

S

[(x'+d)2+y e+ze]

2

J
') dxdzdy

[Z22]mn =

1- r-L+(y.--'
e*
)hl' e-iko(2d)4+(Y.-Y))1"

+

t

[r+(y .y,) 1]lJ

,)2I
d ) +( . .y
[(2

dy'

'

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows a typical plot of the monopole current distribution with a comparison
to the sinusoidal distribution which has been the approximation employed in previous
works (1,2,31. The slot electric field distribution is nearly a half sinusoid characterized by a
dominant contribution by the first expansion mode. In reduced height guide for large
offsets the slot field can deviate substantially from such a behavior even at resonance as
observed in [6]. Figure 3 shows far field E and H plane patterns. These two patterns are
nearly equal over a substantial angular region. The dimensions are optimum as given in
[1,21 and the patterns are in good agreement with those in [2]. Figure 4 shows the behavior
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of normalized slot resonant length as a function of offset. The resonant length increases
with offset. The effect of monopoles is to increase the resonant length. Figure 5 shows the
resonant conductance of the slot which is found to increase with offset. Conductance
increases when monopoles are introduced and it is greater in reduced height waveguides.

CONCLUSION
This paper has presented results on scattering characteristics of a Clavin element,
containing a longitudinal broad wall slot and two parasitic monopole elements. Coupled
integral equations have been formulated and solved by the method of moments. The results
presented in this paper should find applications in the design of arrays of Clavin elements.
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN
SPACECRAFT GENERATED BY ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGES USING
THE METHOD OF MOMENT
Reinaldo Perez
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT
Electromagnetic computer codes based on the Method of Moment can be used as
tools for analyzing spacecraft electromagnetic interference effects resulting from
environmentally generated Electrostatic Discharges (ESD) between solar arrays
and spacecraft structure. First an equivalent circuit model is used to calculate the
induced transient voltages at several likely locations on the spacecraft. The
Method of Moment technique is subsequently employed to model the induced
current distribution on the spacecraft structure and calculate the resulting near
electric fields. Finally, a method is shown to use the IEMCAP and SEMCAP
electromagnetic compatibility analysis programs to perform field-to-wire coupling
analyses between the previously calculated fields and spacecraft electronics.
INTRODUCTION
Spacecraft charging immunity has been an important consideration since
the early 1970's when it was found that operational anomalies in orbit could be
correlated with activity in the energetic plasma environment which spacecraft
must survive. Prior to the knowledge of Electrostatic Discharges (ESD) hazards,
thermal considerations were the major design factor for the exterior surface

configuration of spacecraft. Exterior surfaces like thermal blankets, optical surface
reflection, and solar cells comprise most of the exterior material of spacecraft and
are made of very good electrical insulators. The differential voltage which builds
up between the metal structure of the spacecraft and these dielectric surfaces can
cause ESD with subsequent anomalies showing up in the spacecraft's electronics.
Recent data obtained from geosynchronous orbiting satellites has indicated
that the surface of these satellites can charge to hundreds (in sunlight) and even
thousands of volts (in eclipse). Dense plasma clouds of energetic particles [1] are
injected into the region of the geosynchronous altitude during geomagnetic storm
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activity. In a staedy state, every insolated part of the spacecraft immersed in this
plasma will come into electrical equilibrium by developing surface charges of the
proper sign and magnitude such that the net current (deposition and release of
charge particles from the surface of the spacecraft) is zero. This equilibrium
potential of the surface is the potential difference between the surface and ambient
plasma sheath.
It has been known that electron and ion irradiation of insulators can
produce accumulation of charges sufficient to cause dielectric breakdown [2]. The
problem of spacecraft charging has been associated to space-plasma electrons and
ions incident on the dielectric materials used on the exterior of satellites. In Figure
1 an illustration is shown of the electron and ion interactions related to charge
build up in insulators. The surface in the plasma becomes negatively charged due
to electrons which have a much smaller mass than ions, but have a much greater
velocity than ions and impact the surface at a much higher rate.
Energetic electrons and ions incident on the insulator penetrate the surface
of the material. Some f ,e electrons and ions undergo ellastic (coulombic)
collisions with the atoms of the material and are "backscattered". The remaining
electrons interact ine itically with the orbital electrons of the atoms generating
electron-hole pairs by ionization. Some of the electrons produced by ionization
escape from the surface of the material as secondary electrons. Both secondary
and backscattered electrons reduce the net excess charge that enters the material
from from the initial electron flux. The remaining electron-hole pairs act as
carriers; producing a region of radiation-induced conductivity in the insulator. The
charge accumulated by the insulator can drift under the influence of its own field.
If the charge can not drift and removed by an electrode attached to the material,
charge build up can occur producing an electric field which, if strong enough, can
cause dielectric breakdown.
It has been postulated [3] that the anomalous behavior of geosynchronous
spacecraft is due to electrostatic charging of the various spacecraft surfaces to
large negative potentials and the subsequent discharging. The electromagnetic
pulses produced by the discharges and the induced currents on the spacecraft are
large enough that can interact with the electronic logic circuits, and cause voltage
and current spikes large enough to change logic states. Several out of a series of
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) problems that can arise from ESD are
illustrated in Figure 2. The differential charging of the dielectric materials found in
thermal blankets and solar arrays, and the subsequent discharging, is one of the
major causes of EMC problems in spacecrafts.
In the past lumped-element electric circuit modeling of spacecraft have
been used to analyze the ESD effects on several sensitive electronic circuits. The
circuit elements consist of resistors, capacitors, inductors, and sources in several
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different configurations depending on the type of spacecraft. The analyses have
provided results in terms of voltages and currents at certain spacecraft locations
but give very little information concerning some basic aspects of EMC such as
cable-to-cable, field-to-cable and field-to-antenna coupling.
In this paper a method is proposed to bridge the gap between lumpedelement electrical circuit analysis of electrostatic discharges in spacecraft and
electromagnetic compatibility. The objective is accomplished by using the Method
of Moment technique to calculate the fields produced by ESD-induced transient
voltages which may occur ar several locations on the spacecraft. The calculated
fields can then be used by EMC programs such as [EMCAP [41 and SEMCAP (51
to perform field-to-wire or field-to-antenna compatibility analyses.
COMMON APPROACHES TO ESD ANALYSIS IN SPACECRAFT
ChargingPhase:
In spacecraft the "charging" process of an ESD event can be described by
the net flow of all environmental source currents as described in equation 1.

=ISPACECRAFT

+ ( JPLASMA
IONS

+ JPLASA
ELECTRONS

JSECONDARYBACKSCA1TER

PHOTOtZISSIONS

(1)

The interaction processes of the currents to account for charge build up and
static electric fields can be accomplished accurately using the well known NASA
Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) model (61 which was developed as an
engineering tool to determine the environmental effects on spacecraft surfaces and
systems.
The work herein described is focused on the charge build up which occurs
in the glass-covered surface of solar arrays. Solar arrays often contain the largest
area of dielectric material exposed to space plasma. This large build up of
electrostatic potential in the solar arrays increases the likelihood of ESD events of
several thousands of volts on the spacecraft structure which induces the
subsequent anomalies associated with ESD. Though NASCAP can be used to
calculate accurately the electrostatic potential accumulated on the surface of solar
arrays (and any other dielectric surface), the simple geometry of solar arrays
allows the use of approximations to calculate such potential.
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Consider the dimensions of the solar arrays for a presently proposed NASA
spacecraft where the length and width of each solar array panel is 5.6 x 2.8 meters
respectively. If the capacitance of the glass-covered sections of the solar array
(excluding the frame) is approximated (worst case) by using a parallel plate
capacitor model then:

E0

' 'R, A

(8.85 x 10-2 )(3.8)(15.68)
1.27 x

4.15

10 pF

where
A = (5.6m x 2.8m)
D = 5 mils of fused quarz glass cover (typical number)
E= permitivity in free space
E-R= relative permitivity of quarz

In addition, it has been calculated that for the proposed orbit, the accumulated
charge during the maximum charging period is of the order of S.39xi( -3 coulombs
for the solar array. Using the simple relationship
V(3)

C

The expected charged voltage is of the order of 1300 volts
DischargingPhase:
During this phase, shown in Figure 3, an ESD event with peak magnitude
of 1300 volts is assumed to occur on the solar array surface. The arch discharge
strikes a shielded cable which connects a temperature sensor on the solar array
with a control box (Box 2) inside the spacecraft structure.
Modeling the discharging process of Figure 2 requires the lumped-element
representation of Figure 4. In the Figure capacitance coupling is modeled between
the cable and spacecraft (c,), cable and solar array (c,), solid conductor and cable
shield (C, ), and between the space plasma and spacecraft/solar array (c, and c,).
Capacitance c6 was previously calculated in equation 2. The modeling of Figure 4
has been "idealized" by avoiding mismatching effects between the shielded cable
and its load, hence, the characteristic impedance of the cable is matched to its load
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which is assumed for simplicity to be 50 ohms. In addition the model of Figure 4
is further simplified by considering the discharge on only one cable out of the
over 100 signal/control and power cables that normally connect the solar array
with spacecraft electronics. A more accurate model will require the representation
of multiple types of capacitance effects between the many cables and the
spacecraft, plasma, and solar array. The capacitance values of Figure 4 can be
accurately obtained experimentally but some approximation (worst case) can be
made using certain analytical close form expressions which can estimate the
capacitance between conductors of varied geometrical configurations.
The circuit diagram representation of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. The
purpose, as illustrated in the Figure, is to calculate the voltage and current
transients at z, when an electrostatic discharge with a peak magnitude of 1300
volts occurs from the glass-covered solar array. To model the arch discharge the
transient voltage is modeled to represent a typical ESD transient, with a rise-time
of 3 nsec, pulse-length of 40 nse and decay-time of 10 nsec. In addition to the
previously defined capacitance terms, resistance and inductance terms are added to
properly represent the impedance of the cable shield, main conductor, and
spacecraft structure as shown in Figure 5. To provide a "generalized" approach to
the circuit model the resistance, capacitance, and inductance values of Figure 5
were calculated using several analytical expressions [7] and the results
corresponding to the circuit parameters of Figure 5 were obtained to be:
c, = 158 pF
c2 = 139 pF
C, = 15.97 pF
c 4 = 13.38 pF
C, = 165 pF

R, = 35 ohms
L, = 2.91 uH
R, = 8.88 u-ohms/square
C, = 4.15X01OpF

The values for the circuit elements in Figure 5, (stated above), allow the
calculation of several parameters useful to assess the vulnerability of the victim
circuit (L) to the ESD event produced by solar array. The SPICE circuit analysis
program is first used to calculate the voltage gain vs frequency of the victim (zL)
with respect to the source voltage normalized to I volt. The objective is to assess
the frequency sensitivity of the victim circuit to the resulting transient voltage and
current which appears across zL during an electrostatic discharge. The result of
this analysis is shown in Figure 6. The SPICE circuit analysis program is then
used to perform the transient analysis described in Figure 5. The voltage and
current at z, are evaluated and the results are shown in Figure 7. The results of
Figure 7 show that approximately 240 volts will appear across 4. The 240 volts
correspond to to the maximum peak of the induced transient voltage in Figure 7.
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METHOD OF MOMENT AND MODELING THE INDUCED FIELDS
Discharge voltages induce current distributions on the conductor and shield
of the cables connecting the sensors and power circuits of the solar array with the
spacecraft electronics. In the problem of Figure 4 a method is needed to model the
induced current distribution on the shielded cable by the voltage transient of

Figure 7. The resulting current can then be used to calculate the fields generated
by the cable inside the spacecraft structure.
In Figure 7 the physical layout of the shielded cable inside the spacecraft is
modeled slighly different from that shown in Figure 4. The shield is grounded to

the spacecraft through a "pigtail" connection, the load 7L represents, as before, the
input impedance of Box 2 in Figure 3. Figure 7 shows the corresponding "thinwire" structure of the inner conductor, shield, and pigtail connection needed to

model the current distribution by the Method of Moments. The length of the thinwire segments used (a total of 22) is not physically larger than X/10 for the
frequency range of interest and assumed to be perfect conductors. The diameter of
the segments is made to be equal to the diameter of the center conductor. The
source voltage shown in Figure 8 correspond to the amplitude terms of the Fourier
Transform of the transient voltage waveform in Figure 7.
In Figure 6,it was shown that the greatest sensitivity of the load

7,

to an

applied voltage source corresponded to the frequency of about 17 MHz. This is
further corroborated in Figure 7 where the highest peak of the induced transient
voltage waveform across 4, is found to occur at approximately 58 nsec, which is
the intanteneous period corresponding to 17 MHz. Because the highest sensitivity
of the circuit in Figure 5 is about 17 MHz, only the Fourier Transform of the
major "lobe" of the transient waveform in Figure 7 is calculated. The amplitude
terms of the Fourier Transform can be used as the source voltages in Figure 8 at
the corresponding frequencies.
For the thin-wire model of Figure 9, the near electric field was calculated at
several locations (P, through P6) on both sides of the shielded cable as indicated in
the Figure. These locations were chosen first, to study the dependance of field
magnitude with proximity to the cable, and secondly, to study the effect of pigtails
in near field calculations. Though electric field calculations can be made at several
frequencies, the results shown in Table I are those for the frequency of 17 MHz
which is the worst case for this particular problem. Notice the effect of increased
field strength (P,through P) when a pigtail is used for grounding purposes. In the

modeling, several geometrical aspects which need to be considered for field
calculations were neglected. Electromagnetic phenomenae such as reflection,
scattering and diffraction of waves within the geometrical boundaries of the
spacecraft were not considered, as shown in Figure 9, by removing from Figure 8
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the boundaries of the grounded spacecraft structure. Such electromagnetic effects
can be modeled using Finite Element Methods (FEM) and Geometric Theory of
Diffraction (GTD) techniques found in GEMACS [8].
USING EMC CODES FOR COMPATIBILITY STUDIES

The main objective in calculating the radiating fields from the shielded
cable in Figure 8 due to an ESD event is to perform field-to-wire coupling
analyses inside the spacecraft as illustrated in Figure 10. The analyses may reveal
the presence of unacceptable levels of noise (in terms of coupled voltages) in
nearby cables, wires and sensitive electronic equipment. Extensive field-to-wire
coupling analyses can be performed using known EMC codes such as SEMCAP
and IEMCAP. These programs require the accurate geometrical layout of all field
sources and victim cables and the magnitude of the field sources must be known a
priori.
The concept used in IEMCAP for field-to-wire coupling is the "illuminated
transmission line" where the exposed cables are assumed to be adjacent to an
aperture and the amount of RF energy coupled depends on the aperture size and
location. A transmission line model (differential mode) is then used to compute
the currents induced in the wire loads. Worst case electromagnetic field orientation
is determined and used for the calculations. IEMCAP models the x, y, and z
components of its field sources from the far-field approximation of the ambient
sources present. The Method of Moment however, can provide accurate estimates
of field strength at specific locations based on the modeling of the sources, and
these capabilities are not presently available in IEMCAP which models its field
sources as worst-case. For cables close to several apertures the superposition
principle is used, and for circuits with ground plane return, the transmission line is
formed by using the ground plane as primary cable.
In SEMCAP the induced voltage on the receptor (antenna or cable) is
obtained by first calculating the fields at I meter from the antenna and/or cable
using closed form analytical expressions to represent the fields from wires or
antennas which serve as sources of emissions; then by using the 1r (worst case)
far field approximation, the field decay is calculated at the antenna and/or cable
which serves as victim circuits. The Method of Moments however, can provide
accurate estimates of field strength at the location of victim circuits. The final step
in SEMCAP and IEMCAP is to calculate the induced voltage on the antenna
and/or wire from the field strength at their input terminals. In all these calculations
provisions are made to consider shielding effects of radiators and receptors.
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SUMMARY
A method has been shown for a three-step procedure to compute
electromagnetic interference levels on cables and wires in a spacecraft due to
electrostatic discharges from solar arrays. First the discharge event is modeled by
an equivalent circuit represenation of all the elements involved. The induced
voltage is then calculated on cables and wires located where the discharges would
most likely occur. Secondly, the method of moment is used to calculate the
generated fields from these cables by appropriate modeling of the current
distribution. The final step demostrated how the calculated fields can be used to
perform field-to-wire EMC analyses by using either IEMCAP or SEMCAP.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING FOR COMMERCIAL EMI
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Colin E. Brench
Digital Equipment Corporation
146, Main Street, Maynard, HA 01754

Abstract
The need for realistic electromagnetic modeling is becoming more acute
in the world of commercial electromagnetic compatibility. Many rules of
thumb and guidelines exist that help to minimize emissions from printed
circuit boards and to design a shielded enclosure. However, with the
ever increasing operating frequencies used in information technology
equipment, the usefulness of these tools are dropping. This paper
presents both the system design goals that the EMC engineer has to meet
and the information that is available at the start of a new product. It
is the goal of this paper to help strengthen the link between those
developing electromagnetic models and the design engineers in the EMC
community who need such tools.
Introduction
With the latest revision of the FCC Rules in Part 15, it is necessary to
measure the radiated emissions from a product from 30MHz to an upper
limit determined by the fastest clock in the system.
Fastest Clock

Upper Frequency Limit

< 108MHz
< 500MHz
< 1000MHz
> 1000MHz

1 GHz
2 GH%
5 GHz
5xFclock but <40GHz

Previously, testing, and hence design, were only required to 1GHz. As
the highest frequency of concern increases there are fewer reasons to
trust many of the traditional design approaches that are based on much
lower frequency models. There is a need to upgrade the existing
guidelines to meet these new boundary conditions, or ideally, to develop
more precise methods.
There are a number of reasons for having good modeling tools other than
the need to design an acceptable product. One of the difficulties faced
by an EMC engineer is the lack of solid design information to back up
his recommendations. Since many EMC designs are largely experience
based they are hard to verify in any tangible way. Another challenge
in developing a new product, is in setting the priorities between the
needs of all the engineering disciplines: thermal, acoustic, shock and
vibration, and industrial design. In order for this to take place each
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discipline must be able to present a clear case for their require nts,
and also know what alternatives are viable. It is important that, where
possible, advantage is taken of similar design requirements, and that
conflicts in design are worked out.
For these cases electromagnetic
modeling can play a key role in the variety of "what if' evaluations
such that the optimum design can be achieved.
Statement of the Problem
There are two parts to the problem of EMI modeling: evaluating the
sources of radiated energy and evaluating the enclosure shielding.
While these two problems are often viewed independently, there can be a
strong interaction between them.
The ultimate goal is not only to predict the level of radiated energy
from circuitry which is located inside a 'shielded' enclosure, but also
to understand how those levels are modified by changes to any of the
component parts of the system.
Radiated Energy Sources
There are three components to each radiated emission:
o an rf energy source, (di/dt)
o a means of coupling, (mutual impedance)
o a radiating element, (antenna)
The primary sources are the rf currents in the PC board traces and IC
bondwires. Secondary sources include the induced 'common mode voltages"
that can be measured between a heatsink and PC board groundplane, or
across a PC board. The coupling from the sources to the radiating
elements is known as the mutual impedance; at lower frequencies this is
often capacitive or inductive coupling. The radiating elements are
physical parts such as PC traces, connectors, heatsinks, etc. The
mutual impedances between the noise sources and the radiating elements
are critical to successfully combining the available information.
Enclosure Shielding
In order to understand the shielding of the system, it must be realized
that there are two main requirements for a good shield. It must prevent
energy from penetrating it (shielding effectiveness), and it must
provide a return path for any currents induced into it by I/O filters or
cable shields.
The shielding effectiveness equations in popular use provide the ratio
of the incident plane wave, normal to the surface under investigation,
to the normal, transmitted plane wave. In reality the fields are not
plane waves and do not necessarily have normal incidence.
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The return path problem is quite different. A given opening, designed
for a specific shielding effectiveness, may not be adequate to suppress
radiation caused by currents coupled directly to the enclosure by an I/O
filter. In this case energy radiated by the apertures in the shield
will be dependent upon a number of things such as: the dimensions of the
opening, the frequency of concern, and the direction of current flow.
Starting Information
The first step in solving any problem is to determine what is actually
known. At the beginning of a project there are mostly goals, ideas and
some modeling information (based on someone's best guess) that can
provide the basis for the design. There are a number of levels to this
information, starting with the details of the integrated circuits and
printed circuit boards, all the way through to the outside enclosure and
system configurations.
Once the details of the variables within a system are known, the effects
of them upon each other require evaluation. The influence of all these
factors needs to be considered, and one of the keys to solving the
problem is to know how much influence these factors actually have.
o

Circuit/Device Simulation. Knowledge of the integrated circuit can
be as minimal as its package size and clock rate or it could include
extensive simulation data. Circuit analysis tools such as SPICE can
be used to predict current waveforms together with the fourier
analysis necessary to give the amplitudes at the various component
frequencies.
This information provides the basis for the source
model and so is a key factor in the overall accuracy.

o

Device Packaging.
To use the noise source information effectively
the radiating element(s) within the system must be modeled.
To
derive the model of an IC as an antenna, some details of the package
need to be known: size, shape, internal bond wire routing, etc.

o

Device Heatsink. Heatsinks can be significantly large in terms of
the frequencies of interest.
As such they can be good radiating
elements. To determine how much they affect the radiated emissions
it is necessary to analyze their antenna properties and to determine
how much energy is coupled to them.
A given device may have
different geometry heatsinks in different situations.

"

PCB Layout. For a simple printed circuit board the layout is
usually crucial to minimizing radiation, but if large components
such as connectors with daughter cards are present then the
radiation characteristics will be dependent upon those larger parts.

o

System Configuration. The mutual impedance effects between the
source(s) and conductive parts of the system are very important to
the EMC analysis. Details of the system assembly can provide
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information on the internal wiring and the presence of adjacent PC
boards with or without full internal groundplanes. In some cases
the noise source may be adjacent to the shielded enclosure.
"

Open Area Needed for Cooling.
To ensure adequate cooling a certain
open area will be required. The industrial design can influence the
location and orientation of these vents. If a high percentage of
open space is required-the shielding becomes less predictable, due
to the larger openings.

STypes and Characteristics of I/O.
The characteristics of the I/O
from a computer are very important in defining what needs to be done
to provide a "clean" port. A wide bandwidth signal will require a
shielded cable, whilst an I/O for slower data may be filtered. In
both of these cases rf energy will be conducted onto the shiela and
so be a possible source of radiation.
Materials Used.
The material of the enclosure may be of concern
particularly if it is not a simple metal box.
A very thin
conductive film may prove deficient for shielding low frequency
sources.
o Required Regulatory Limits.
Once the noise sources have been
evaluated, it is possible to compare the radiated power with that
permitted by the various regulatory agencies and ensure that the
enclosure provides the shielding needed to meet those requirements.
o

Upgrade Plans. Further consideration is needed for future upgrades
to a product line. Almost all products will grow with time, a
faster processor, more features, etc.
If a given design is fully
understood, it will be possible to make extrapolations for the new
elements of the system.
Discussion

For today's EMC design it is possible to use SPICE models for circuit
analysis, to provide the noise current waveforms in a conductor, or the
expected voltage waveform on a heatsink.
MiniNEC can then be used to
create wire frame antenna models of heatsinks, PC boards, internal
cables, etc., that will provide the radiation resistance and antenna
reactance. By considering the antenna impedance in conjunction with the
noise source impedance and amplitude, an estimate of the radiated energy
can be made.
Unfortunately, the source, radiating element, and shielding of a system
are not independent and the interactions between them need to be
understood. When this is possible circuit models can be modified to
correct for the radiation losses, and antenna models can be corrected to
include the mutual impedance effects caused by a shielded enclosure
and/or conductive planes.
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It is also important to know where to concentrate during the EMC design
effort. Commercial EMC design encompasses a wide range of products and
the most cost effective, or time to market, solution will depend upon
many factors. Should resources be used in minimizing the source, or in
containing the energy at the system level? Until an overall picture of
the system EMC, in conjunction with the product and its market, emerges,
this is hard to answer.
Note that this paper only addresses directly radiated emissions. There
are equally important issues concerning the rf voltages on I/O lines and
ac power cords. Part of the shield design is to provide a good rf zero
voltage reference (THE ground) for all I/O filters and/or cable shields.
Accuracy
Before generating extensive models it is important to consider the
accuracy of the data available to the model. A SPICE model could have
been based upon the best guess of the group responsible for the
development of the IC. Printed circuit layout could be based on
expected pin outs, expected functionality, and the assumption that
everything will be ready when needed.
While the source of the data is by no means 100% accurate, the same is
largely true for the measurements of the results. Even the best EMI
test sites can have overall measurement errors of ±6dB, i.e. +100%/-50%.
This indicates that precision is not vital; rather, it is the ability to
juggle the variables in an intelligent manner that makes an EMC analysis
tool most valuable.

Conclusions
To obtain a quality EMC design, a great deal of information is required
at the start of the project, not only concerning the sources and
shielding, but also concerning the interactions of passive parts. In
order to evaluate these effects, sophisticated tools are needed; the
synergistic use of SPICE and MiniNEC being one example.
Any modeling tool will have limitations, therefore it is essential that
the boundaries are understood, to ensure that the results obtained are
valid. One boundary is the accuracy of the initial data. While
accuracy is always a goal, it is not paramount to the EMC design, as
speed and the ability to evaluate numerous configurations are most
needed. For now, the task is to fill the gap between the back of an
envelope and hours of mainframe CPU time.
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SESSION 6- $NEW TECHNIQUES'

Thin Wire Feature for the MMP-Code
P. Leuchtmann and L. Bomholt
Electromagnetics group, ETH Zurich
CH-8092 Zurich, Swrtzerland

Abstract
After a brief ezplanation of the originalMMP-Code and its basic ideas, a new feature of this code is described;
the modelling of thin wires in a way, which is very similar to that used in NEC. One of the basic principles
of the MMP-Code, the use of overdetermined systems of equations, becomes a difficulty concerning the thin
wires. The arisingproblems are described in the paper and rules for their solving are given. Some remarks
on the validation of the results are given, and some successful applications of the new feature are presented.

I The Original MMP-Code
The MMP-code (Multiple MultiPole) is a powerful tool for calculating electromagnetic fields.
basic idea is, to expand the electromagnetic field (E, H) in a series of easily calculable fields:
K
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(1)

k=1

The K unknowns ak are the same for the E- and the Ht-series and each pair (Ek, I1k), k =
Maxwell's equations of a linear, isotropic and homogeneous medium:
rot ih = Ztflk;

rot fl, = - iie'f.

K, fulfills
K...

(2)

The medium is described with the permeability p and the complex permittivity C' = c - ,, where Cis the
real permittivity, a, is the conductivity and w is the angular frequency. (e- t-time dependence!)
The zero indexed quantities in (1) are special solutions of the (possibly inhomogeneous) Maxwell equations and are present, if there are impressed sources or a given excitation.
The unknowns ah in (1) are determined using the boundary and/or continuity conditions for the field.
The MMP-code uses an overdetermined system of equations, which is found by "point-matching" (imposing
the boundary conditions for the field in many boundary points).
To find easily calculable fields (Ek, H k), two main procedures are useful, a "mathematical" procedure
and a "physical" one. Developing the original MMP-code, the mathematical procedure was used first.

1.1 Mathematical Procedure to Find Expansion Functions
Maxwell's equations (2) may be solved by the "separation of the variables". [1,5] The procedure may be
applied successfully, when either a cartesian, a cylindrical or a spherical coordinate system is used. The
results are plane waves, cylindrical waves or spherical waves respectively. The waves mainly used in the
MMP-code have a decreasing behaviour for large distances from the origin of the coordinate system and
are singular at the origin itself. They are called multipoles. Theoretically, there is an infinite number of
different waves for each origin, starting with the dipole, quadrupole, etc. For numerical purposes, only a
finite number of these waves can be used. The "local behaviour" of the multipole-fields makes it possible,
to use them for modelling the total field in a somewhat constructive way: 1) the field domain is surrounded
by a number of origins of different coordinate systems, 2) each of these origins is "casrier" of several waves
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(,9k, Hk) and 3) the waves of one origin are mainly used for modelling the field in the closer vicinity of that
origin. 11,2]
All expansion fields (I,,/l) found by the mathematical procedure have the important advantage, that
the field components at any position F may be calculated by the evaluation of simple analytical formulae.
The singularity of a multipole field can be interpreted as a (non isotropic) point-source of the field.
The notion of sources of the fields leads to a second, more physical way to find expansion fields (is,/il).

1.2 Physical Procaseue to Find Expansion Functions
Any physical Maxwell field (fulfilling (2) in the field domain D) is produced by sources (current density 3
and charge density e) located outside (or on the boundary of) D. The sources j and @are restricted by the
charge conservation principle, in our case: div = iwp. Therefore, j alone describes all the sources'.
On the other hand, any current distribution js which is located completely outside D produces a specific
field (E, 4 5 ) in D, which is possibly useful for the expansion (1)of the total field. The relationship between
j(i") and E(F) is given by the following integral representation of the electric field (EFIE) [1,3]:
g(F) =

I
I

f

22
- -- G
I-G
(3- 3ikR - kR
(J. (I - ikR - k'R2) - (1. R)R

2

)) dV'.

(3)

Here and in the following, k is the wave number of the medium in D and

= - F';

R=I;

(4)

G = G(F,F')

The integration range is the area, where j(F') is nonzero. The magnetic field F may then be calculated
using the first equation in (2).
The advantage of formula (3) is, that one can now think in terms of sources rather than in terms of
fields to produce expansion terms (is, Hl). For many practical cases, this is very helpful, beease one knows
approximately, where the currents can flow. E.g., for scattering problems, the real physical currents can only
Dow on the conductor-surfaces, which are - at the same time - boundaries of the field domain.
On the other hand, the main disadvantage of (3) is its complexity: The evaluation of an integral for
each field point F must be performed numerically - a very laborious task.
It is a lucky chance, that there exist current distributions 1(r") for which the integral (3) may be
evaluated analytically foe any given field point F. This is the case for certain straight line currents, as we
shall show in the next section.

2 Thin Wires
Suppose a thin line current I(z') on the r-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system (p,#, r). I(r') is nonzero
only for z < z' < z2 . The corresponding current distribution is j(F') = I(r')6(p')si,, with the Dirac-6 and
the unit vector i,. In this case, (3) reduces to the line integral

Ai)= 5, f

R('

TZ-

dr'.

(

.a

souaiee (e4. with mawgnetic charges), produe a M.rwell-feld in D. as long s the soees a.. leasted
Also n-phyit
Outside D. Fo this paper, we at not interested in suh cae.
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2.1 Harmonic Current Distribution on a Straight Wire Segment
The integral (5) can be evaluated analytically, if the current I(z') fulfills the harmonic differential equation
d2
1
+ k
dZ,--I

=0
=

k2

"
=

(6)

e'

i.e., if the current has the form I(z') = acoskz'+bsinkz'. Note, that k is the wavenumber of the surrounding
medium. The parameters a and b may have any complex value. Without loss of generality, we choose the
coordinate system, so that z, = 0 and Z2 = 1. Then, we obtain the following expressions for the field
components:
For I(z') = acoskz':

E, =

--1)R R

sin

H, =

2

p2 + (z - l) ikRj cos h ) + G, -- +

[G1 k(z-i)sinki-

a

E =

[([G,(,sin k+

k)

-,)c.

_ G.

.

ikRo]

I-

- Go ]

(7-1)
(7-2)
(7-3)

For I(z') = bsinkz':
E=

b

[G, (A(z-)cos.

[,=
[&i(R

ff. =

i ++e
p + (ZRl'
-)ikRj
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(
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(8-2)
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The abbreviations Ro = Rl,,=o, R, = RIl,=i Go = Gl,0=o, Gi = G,,= were used (see (4)!). The other
components of the field, E#, H, and H, are nero. We shall write (E,.)
for the field (7) and (Z,,H.) for
(8).

2.2 Constant Current on a Straight Wire Segrment
For the special case I(z') = c in the intervall [0, 1], the integral (5) delivers the expressions
E=

-cp

fG

-ikR_

4siwre'

G I-i

1

kR

o]

g

[G~z)liRt

l-

iRo

I

R#=2-jG

- AkR

,z.(93

We shall write (9.,fl.) for this field. It must not be confused with (-o, flo) in (I).
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(9-2)

2.3 Long Curved Wire with Arbitrary Current Distribution
The fields (Z., H,), (ic, Hc) and (Eoodo) may be superimposed and are then associated with the current
l(z') = acos kz' + bsin kz' + c.

(10)

This gives three degrees of freedom (the parameters a, b and c) for modelling a (thin wire-)current, which
is definitely not sufficient in a generic case. To model an arbitrary current on a long and possibly curved
wire, the whole wire can be cut into short segments. Then, on each segment one has three free parameters.
They can be determined by imposing a) boundary conditions of the field on the surface of the wire and b)
continuity conditions of the current along the wire.
Condition a) is based on the field and means mainly, that the tangential E-field on the surface of the
wire must be zero. This is a continuous condition along the whole surface, i.e. an equation of functions
rather than an equation of numbers.
Condition b) is based on the current and means, that not only the current I(z'), but also - due to
the charge conservation principle - its first derivative must be continuous. The current (10) fulfills both
of these continuities along the segment, but not at the junction between segments. Thus, two equations for
each junction must be fulfilled - if one really wants to satisfy both, the continuity of the current and the
continuity of the derivative of the current. Note that this is not always necessary: As an alternative, it may
be better to satisfy the field boundary conditions.
We tested different possibilities: the continuous current version (only continuous current), the smooth
current version (current and its derivative continuous, like NEC) and pure field versions (only field conditions
are imposed). In the continuous current version, only two parameters per segment, a and b were used, in
order to avoid the numerical integration in the evaluation of the field (9). In the smooth current version,
three parameters, a, b and c were used on each segment.
The continuity conditions for the current of an N-segment wire deliver N - 1 equations at the segment
junctions and another N - I equations for the continuity of the current's derivative. The resulting system of
equations contains all the unknowns. N - 1 (resp. 2N - 2) of them may be eliminated, leaving significantly
less unknowns for the fulfilling of the field boundary conditions. It is shown in the appendix, how the
elimination of N - I (resp. 2N - 2) unknowns may be done by hand.

3 Numerical Investigations
In this section, we discuss the various alternatives of imposing (field-)boundary and/or (current-)continuity
conditions. The following statement must be kept in mind: If the field boundary conditions are fulfilled on
the whole surface of the wire, the current becomes automatically continuous and smooth. The opposite is
not true: Even a smooth current does not automatically imply a satisfied field boundary condition.
In the original MMP-code, only the field boundary conditions are implemented. A A/2-antenna with a
length/radius ratio of 200 has been successfully modelled using 100 multipoles along the axis with totally 500
unknowns 14]. Following the same procedure, a thinner antenna would request even more unknowns. This
is due to the mentioned local behaviour of the multipole fields. Using the new feature, a wire is modelled by
the fields (E,/),
(E,, H,) and (Z., Ht), which are better adapted to the wanted field than the multipoles
are. Especially, the number of unknowns does not increase, when the wire becomes thinner.
On a conductor, the tangential electric field and the normal magnetic field must be zero'. In the case
of a thin wire, using the fields (E,,#), (E,,/R,) and (gE,/fl), only the longitudinal f-field, E,, must be
matched to zero. The other tangential component, E0, and the normel component, Ha, vanish in any case.
Following the extended point matching technique of the MMP-code, I1]matching points (MP's) on the
surface of the wire are chosen. Due to the rotational symmetry of the wire fields, it is sufficient to introduce
MP's only on a line parallel to the axis of the wire. Depending on how many parameters are free on each
segment (1, 2 or 3), at least the same number of MP's must be used. The use of more MP's leads to an
overdetermined system of equations and - at the same time - to a smoother error distribution on the
In the case of impedasce boundary condition, the tangential electric and magnetic field aee related to each other
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surface [5). The latter is less evident in the case of thin wire fields, because these fields are already smooth
in the direction of the wire.

3.1 Field Boundary Condition Versus Current Continuity Condition
A A/2-dipole antenna was excited with a plane wave, polarized parallel to the antenna. The wire has been
modelled with different numbers of segments (10... 50) and different numbers of MP's. The locations of the
MP's were chosen in various ways. a) Segment-wise modelling: The number of MP's per segment is constant
along the wire, and the MP's are shifted only within the segment. (1 ... 10 MP's per segment) b) Wholewire-modelling: The MP's are located along the wire independently from the segments with continuously
varying density along the wire, either more MP's in the center of the antenna or more MP's at its ends. In
all cases, the biggest errors (=longitudinal electric field) occurred at the end of the antenna. This result
has been expected, since the (electric) field has its greatest magnitude at the end. More important is the
fact, that the wire fields (E,H4), (E,,/f,) and (g.,1o) cannot model the field at the end of a wire in an
exact way. This is, because one always has other than longitudinal currents at the end of a wire, and those
currents produce a field (locally) essentially different from that of a line source. For a first view, this seems
hopeless, but it is not! If one is interested in the exact field at the end of the antenna, one can model it by
multipoles, which act only locally. If one is not interested in this field - and this is the normal case - one
should just not place MP's too close to the end. Experience shows, that the last MP should never be closer
than a quarter of a segment length by the end. If this rule is respected, all arrangements of MP's give quite
similar and good results. As an example, six particular results of the same arrangement are shown in fig. 1
on the next page.
Note, that a free end of a wire is a particularly hard task for the least squares technique in the solution
procedure of an overdetermined system of equations, because the wanted field is almost singular at that
point. A small percentage error becomes actually a large absolute contribution to the sum of the errors of
the whole problem. Omitting the field boundary condition at the end is allowed, since the local character
of the singularity of the field is guaranteed by the choice of the physical expansion fields. However, this
problem arises only in the case of a free ending wire. If the wire is connected to a thick conductor or to
other wires, MP's can be located also very close to the end of the wire. Seefig. 2 and 3 as well as (6] for
further results.

segment cut

Pioure

3.9 mA

Real and imaginary part of the current in a rectangular loop (height: A/3; width: 5A/3) over a good
conducting ground plane, excited by the electrically small dipole shown in the left of the picture. Each
vertical branch is modelled with a t0-segment-smooth-current-wire, the horizontal branch is modelled
with two 20-segment-smooth-current-wires (- 68 free unknowns, 180 MP's). The continuity of the
current is correct, also at the corners and at the junction in the middle of the horisontal branch, where
no continuity conditions for the current are imposed.
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A A/2-dipole antenna (diameter: 1%) ia excited with a plane wave. All pictures show the error (longitudinal electric field) on the surface of the wire in percent of the excitation. In the left column, the antenna
was mnodelled by a single 20-segnent-smooth-current-wite (22 free unknowns). In the right column, no
current continuity conditions at all have been imposed. Hence, there were 60 fre unknowns to fulfill the
AMelboundary conditions. The segment length is I = A/40. a) and b): TOequailly distant MP's (-first
UP is I away firom end). c) and d): 120 equally distant MP's (-flrst hMPis A' away from end). e) and
f): the very first and the very last MP wasomitted. (-Ill MP; first MP is 41away from end). The
current is(optically) exactly sine-shaped and comes out continuous with an accuracy of at least 5 digits,
but its maximumn
value I.-~ varies as indicated.
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Conducting sphere with a radiating hole at the left hand side and a connected wire at the right hand
side over conducting pound. (Loop dimensions like in fig. 2!) %)geometric model; b) time mean value
of the Poynting vector in a plane, parallel to, but 10 cm in front of the loop plane.

3.2 Model Valdation
The validation of the results is still a problem. Using the original MMP-code, examining the field at the
boundaries can do the job. If the mis-matching is less than a few percent of the excitation, the result is
hopefully correct. In the case of a thin wire, the field looks always correct. This is due to the fact, that
the radial component of the field on the wire surface is usually orders of magnitudes larger than both the
excitation and the local longitudinal field. Therefore, the electric field is usually almost perpendicular on
the wire surface. But only the longitudinal electric field is used to determine the unknowns. Hence, one is
obliged to compare the longitudinal component alone with the excitation. Examining only the currents does
not always help! In fig. I, the current distribution seems always reasonable. However, experience is needed
to be sure about the correctness of the results.

Appendix: Solution of the Current Continuity Conditions by Hand
The N - I continuity conditions of the current of an N-segment wire and the additional N - I conditions
of the derivative of the current may be solved by hand, when the local coordinate system of section 2.1 is
chosen for each segment, and the segment length 1,is assumed to be smaller than a quarter of a wave length:
1, < s/(2Jk). Let us first consider the case with two parameters per segment. In this case, the current on
the i-th segment is 1,(z) = a, coskz + b,sinkz. Note: each segment starts with its own local coordinate
z = 0. Hence, the continuity condition of the current at the beginning of the (i + l)-th segment is
ocoLki, -l,

sinkl, = a, +;

I :length of i-th segment.

(11)

Now, b, may be expressed in terms of a, and a,+1 and we can write the field of the N-segment wire as
1b~~~
1

bl dsinklt

~z (g

.

.

sin kl,

-. 2

+(2 -

~'

+

--

sin kl -~I

12

For .4, an identical formula is valid. The currents at the beginning of the wire, 16 and at the end, 1',
are free parameters, additionally to the a,, i = 2... N. The whole wire is now an object with only N + I

2M9

free parameters. Simplifications of (12) are possible, if all the segments have the same length 1. The field
functions are listed in (7) and (8). Note again, that F is expressed in local coordinates for each segment.
In the second case, the current of the i-th segment is given by I,(z) = a, coskz + b,sin kz + c, and the
continuity conditions of the current and its derivative at the end of the i-th segment are:
a, cos i, + b sin ki.

+c, = a,+, + c+i

1,:length of i-th segment.

(13)

-a, sin ki,+ b, coski, = b,+,
It is still possible to solve the resulting system of equations by hand, at least in the case of equal segment
lengths 1. In this case, one obtains for the total electric field of the N-segment wire (C := cos ki,S := sin hl):

a,(

+1b

1(-

)-

-(314C

)
(I--

f.g,+ I v_eN - z'v) -1._(i,V- 4N,).
I-C

aN- I, bl, Ib and I,.
An identical expression is valid for/fl. The wire has now N + 2 free parameters, a, ...
For completeness, we give also the derivatives I' of the current at the wire ends as a function of the
N + 2 unknowns:
= kbl;

(15-I)
/

I k=C

N-

S(I. - Ib) + b,( 2 CN -C-

1)+ 2S

a,1 -

(15-2)

3=1
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ULTRA HIGH GAIN ANTENNA ARRAYS
Ross A. Speciale
General Dynamics, Ontario, California
and
Paul F.Wacker
Retired NBS Senior Scientist
1 SUMMARY

A new, rigorous vectorial theory of Ultra High Gain Antenna Arrays has been developed, to identify
and analyze physically possible finite-aperture field-distributions, consistent with the "Curl-Curl" or
"Vector Helmoltz" equation, that would generate practically feasible approximations to non-diffracting electromagnetic beams.
The new theory expresses the radiated array field as a two- dimensional vector linear combination
of exact solutions of Maxwell's equations, in circular cylindrical coordinates (cylindrical modes), and
imposes three fundamental conditions: a) That the radial component of the time-averaged energy flow
be everywhere zero, b) That the axial component k, of the wave number k be real, and c) That the
time-averaged real energy flow within a broadside beam-cylinder, with cross-section equal to the
array aperture, be as large as possible, as compared to the total radiated energy.
The energy flow within the broadside beam-cylinder and the approximate total radiated energy are
first computed by integrating the real part of the z-component of the complex Poynting's vector, azimuthally and radially, from the beam axis to the array edge, and again to a much larger finite radius,
An expression of the ratio of the average energy density within the beam-cylinder to the approximate
total energy density is then computed, and analyzed for possible maxima as function of: a) The maximum electrical radius at the array edge, and b) The spectrum of cylindrical modes used to define the
finite-aperture field-distribution across the array radiating surface.
The new theory shows that the maximization of the energy flow within the beam-cylinder can be
pursued independently for each set of cylindrical modes with equal azimuthal symmetry index m in the
spectrum, and that the individually maximized results can be subsequently added to attain an almost
uniform energy-density distribution across the given array aperture.
With the only exception of one rapidly converging series expansion, closed-form expressions of the
integral of the z- component of the Poynting's vector along the radius have been obtained, in terms of
Bessel functions of the first kind, of various integer and half-integer orders. A substantial volume of
numerical computations has already been performed, to characterize the new beam fields. These
fields are steady-state, time-harmonic solutions of Maxwell's equations that approximate, in a physically realizable way, non-diffracting, vectorial electromagnetic beams, characterized by both finite
axial and azimuthal energy flow and zero radial energy flow. Should sufficiently accurate and practically feasible approximations be found, ultra high gain antenna arrays could be designed that would
generate beams of essentially constant cross-section characterized by little or negligible axial attenuation over very large propagation distances. Such beams are of obviously exceptional interest in many
practical electromagnetic systems at microwave and millimeter wave frequencies. An intensive program of numerical computation is in progress.
2 PATTERN SYNTHESIS IN THE SPECTRAL DOMAIN
In an effort to design broadside arrays with especially high directivity, we use, as a first approximation, linear combinations of exact solutions of Maxwell's equations, solutions for which the radial com241

ponent of time-averaged energy flow is everywhere zero. We choose combinations for which the axial
(z direction) component of total energy flow from within the diameter of the array is large.
We express the fields in terms of circular cylindrical coordinates, using the complex exponential
forms of Hansen's m and n functions
nka-

e6*0 m

ix~ -86 i#

1
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-"

n.t -

[ i h 6 i-

(2)

i +JAR t i(1

h m

where:
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Ik ! '
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Z.(AR)/R

, and

6 - -Z.(AR)
BR

, where m is the azimuthal

index (a signed integer), and Z,, is a cylindrical Bessel function of any kind. Then the contributions to
the field for given values of m and X are:
-a- -( a.A

+ b.4 ng ) e-
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and
H. - - k ( bg

m,.%+a, nQ )(4)/

Confining attention to fields in which all the modes have the same constant value of w, the time-average intensity of energy flow is the real part of the complex Poynting's vector, i.e., of
iR

S-

E x H--I

e,

e,

(5)

E E I,

fixRO, fIR.
where - indicates that the complex conjugate is to be taken 4.(Although this analysis is only for a
single constant value of w, there may be any number of co-located independent systems, provided that
each system a) transmits only a single frequency, and b) receives only one of the transmitted frequencies.) To obtain the total energy flow from within a given radius or annulus on the infinite z = 0 plane,
integration is first carried over +, which eliminates both the 0e factors and every product which involves two different m values. Therefore, the integrations over R can be carried out for each m value
separately and the results then added if desired.
Hence, we confine attention to individual

in

values and to fields with zero radial propagation, i.e.,

fields for which the real part of the in component of(5) is everywhere zero. Further, to simplify both
analytical integrations and numerical computations, we confine attention, at least initially, to fields for
which a) the Bessel functions are of the first kind (Jn(R)'s), b) o, X,and h are real, and c) for each m
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Yali&.there is only one value each of h and k. Note that this eliminates, from (5), moe with radial
energy propagation and the e""
factors (the time dependence and attenuation in the z direction).
Suppressing the subscripts on the a's, b's, mn's, and n's, the integral over 4 for a given m is:
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Then assuming that k, gi and the a and b coefficients are real, there is no radial energy flow in the
flida. Also, the flow is unchanged if the phases of a and b are increased (or decreased) by the same

amount.
With the dimensionless abbreviation
radius or annulus is given by:
Re I j-'-

~=h/k, the z component of the energy flow
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(The azimuthal flow is not pertinent, in itself, to directivity.) Replacing XR by L3 the individual
integrals (for integer m) are:
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An equivalent analytic expression of the integral (17) should be:
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where the 5F, factor is a generalized hypergeometric function of unit argument 151.
term of (18)

is evaluated as Bailey's (4.1) 7, where v = m-1 ,

do = z cos0dO,

A=0 , K= 0, o= 3/2,

z

= o.

-n

2m +n+

X = m+ 1 ,

171,
[81.

L) = z

(The crosssin0 ,

,,andthe
5 F, functionofpage145replaces

the F3 function in the equation on page 144. With the arguments given in equation (20), the F,
function is Saalschutzian, but not well-poised, and cannot, apparently, be summed. The negative fifth
numerator parameter will, however cause truncation of its series expansion.)
The summation in the second term of equation (20) includes a finite number i-I of positive terms, and
can therefore be easily evaluated numerically in a very short time. On the contrary, the infinite series in
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the second term of equation (20a) includes terms of alternating sign, and has so far failed to converge to
the expected right value of its sum.
As a first approximation to a design for a given array radius, we choose a combination of m, K, a,
and b based upon the z component of flow (Eq. (9)] from the z = 0 plane. Specifically, we choose the
combination which maximizes the ratio of the flow from within the given radius to that from within a
radius many times as large. The ratio is given by

(21)
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of (21) equal to zero yields the conditions
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For one of the two signs (plus or minus), (22) gives the "optimal" ratio of b to a, given m and
x. (Dividing both numerator and denominator by a 2 rather than b2 introduces no loss of generality
since (9) is invariant with respect to an interchange of a and b.)
To simplify the choice of m and

.,we

make useof the fact that, for a fixed m, (10), (12), and (17) are

functions of a single variable, the upper limit Qm= XR., and plot their contributions to (9) as functions
of the limit. More precisely, we renormalize their contributions to (9) for computational convenience
and divide by both Qe' and k 2 to simplify estimation of the z component of flow per unit area of the
array. Specifically, we define F and G as 2m(10)/Q

2
and [1m
(12) + (17)l/

.

respectively, yielding

(23) as the renormalized z component of energy flow per unit area. Since all the quantities in
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are positive, except possibly t, 0 must be positive for a maximum, giving
(1- 2 )I2nG + (I + C2)F]
2

2
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2.

since x /k = 1- For G = 0, (24) is a maximum for g= 0 (x = k), while for F = 0, it is maximum for
2
= (1/3)1/2 (. = (2/3)1/ k). More generally, a maximum of (24) must satisfy the condition
+ 3gC'-g - 0,

(25)

where g = G/2F Hence, the desired root may be plotted as a function of g: moreover, the ratio of the
maximum to G may also be plotted as a function of g. Note that the procedure for determining the
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"optimal" values of m, x,g, and a/b is independent of the values of w,k, and g.F and G are plotted, for
a given m, as functions of the dimensionless variable QM, while both the "optimal" value of i,= kl/k
and the dimensionless ratio of the maximum (of (24)) to G are plotted as functions of the dimensionless
variable g. Note that these functions of gare independent of m as well as of w,k, j., and Qu. However,
the radius of the array in terms of wavelength, kRm, determines the range of QM values of interest for F
and G and, in turn, the "optimal" values of m, g,and X.To minimize truncation effects, the integrands
2
(e.g., the slope of e (23)/(1- 2)) should presumably be small at the chose" array radius.
Because Bessel functions of higher order build very slowly for small arguments, m should not be
very large, particularly for small arrays. However, because larger m values permit closer azimuthal
changes of phase (without change of x or h), m should not be too small, particularly for large arrays.
For a large array, it may be that a combination of a large m (for close azimuthal spacing at the outer
rings) and a small ni (to fill in the inner rings) would be desirable. Note that there is no z component of
energy flow on axis, even for m = 0 [(9),(19)]. Large values of x permit close radial spacing, but x = k
causes i;to be zero in (9) and (23), and larger values cause exponential damping in the z direction. Note
also that both (12) and (17) are real and non-negative and that (12) cannot be greater than 1/2in.
Having found "optimal" values of the m's, x's, a's, and bs, the pattern may be "fine tuned" with the
aid of the variational method iii combination with computation of the far-field directivity from the
near-field pattern.
3 PATTERN SYNTHESIS STRATEGY.
In an effort to determine broadside-array patterns of especially high directivity, the fi.-lds are expressed as linear combinations of exact global three-dimensional six-vector solutions cf Maxwell's
equations in circular cylindrical coordinates. (These may be considered to be the modes of an infinitely-long circular cylindrical waveguide of infinite radius.) To obtain the high directivity, the constituent solutions are confined to those for which the radial component of the time-averaged energy flow is
everywhere precisely zero. Assuming that the propagation constant k and the magnetic susceptibility
g.are real and that there is a single real frequency t, the complex Poynting vector shows that the total
fields have zero time-averaged radial components if all the Bessel functions are of the first kind and
the propagation-constant components kz and kR are real. (Any number of frequencies may be used,
with each frequency being considered as a separate problem, if each transmitter transmits only a single
frequency and no receiver receives more than one of the frequencies.)
The effect of truncation of the array radius to any given practical value Rmna is minimized by a)
maximizing the total z-component of energy flow from within the given array radius on the z = Cplane
and b) minimizing its rate of change at that radius. (The azimuthal component does not (in itself) affect
the directivity nor does the m value affect the relation between k, kz, and kR.) Henceforth, 'flow' will
indicate the z-component of the energy flow. To obtain the total flow from within a radius or annulus,
integration is first carried out over the azimuthal angle 4 and then with respect to the radius. The
azimuthal integration eliminates every term with two different m values, permitting investigations to
be carried out f.r.racb.m alue separately, followed by simple addition if desired. Byconfining kR (and
therefore kz) to a single value for each m and confining the modal coefficients to real values, it was
possible to carry out all the integrations analytically. Under these conditions, it was shown that maximum total flow from within a given radius Rmax occurs when the coefficients of the TE and TM solutions for the given m are equal in both magnitude and sign. Further, it was then shown that the total
flow per unit area for each m is proportional to a weighted sum of two explicit functions Fm and Gm of
the dimensionless variable k.Rma,. where the weights are simple functions of kz/k. Differentiating
with respect to k2/k, it was shown that the maximum flow is obtained when kr/k is a root of an explicit
cubic equation with the single constant g = Gm/ 2 Fm, further, the ratio of the maximum total flow per
unit area to Gm (or to Fm) is a function of g, independent of the m value. For a given tWand RmU,
maxima in the plots of the Fmn's and Gmn's, together with the latter ratio function, thus permit choice of
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kR for each m value of interest. (The rate of change of the energy flow at Rmax is proportional to
(kRRma/[1-(kz2/k2 )] times the preceding total energy flow per unit area and is usually small near its
maxima.)
Because of the slow growth of Bessel functions for large m, m should not be too large, particularly
for small kRRma.. However, for large kRRmr,large m permits closer azimuthal spacing at the outer
radii. Particularly for large radii, two or more m values may be desirable, e.g., large m for outer radii
and small m for the inner radii. The k, values for the different m's may be ch, en so thaL one curve
Toughly fills in the minima of the other, permitting increased total output from a given irea when the
output per element is limited. (Changing the value of k, for one or more m values permi:q shif..ag of
maxima or minima.) The fields obtained with the preceding choices of the r's,kR's, and the ratios of
the TE to TM coefficients may be "fine tuned" with the variational method in combination with computations of the far-field directivity from the near finite-aperture fields.
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
Very preliminary numerical results, and graphic displays have already been generated (Figures 16). Three MATLAB functions, that evaluate the three partial Bessel function integrals expressed by
equations (10), (12) - (15), and (17) - (20), were first written. Four more MATLAB functions use the
three integrals to evaluate the functions F, 0. g, and to find the roots of the cubic (25). One of the three
roots of the cubic, identified as root 3, is always real for g > 0. and it has been assumed to represent the
optimum value of the normalized radial wave number = k, / k, and used to determine the normalized
radial wave number, x. = k / k. The optimum values of g, x., and the values of the functions F and G
have then been used to evaluate the optimized, time-averaged axial component of the radiated energy
density, expressed by Real (S)/;r x Rv , where Real (S.) is given by equation (9).
The obtained values of the time-averaged axial component of the energy density are displayed in
Figures 1- 3, as functions of the array maximum radius R,, meastred in free-space wavelengths, for
the integer values 0 to 10 of the azimuthal symmetry index m of the different sets of cylindrical modes.
The time-averaged axial component of the energy density is maximum on axis only form = 1. while the
maximum moves to a larger radius for m = 0, and to increasingly larger r'-Iii for increasing m > I
values.
The fundamental implication of these results is that the determined radial dependence of the radiated energy density, displayed in Figures 1- 3. is independent of time and of the downrange distance
z from the array aperture surface, assumed to be at z = 0.
The Figures 4 to 8 illustrate various aspects of the aperture distribution, for a cylindrical mode with
azimuthal symmetry indexm = 1,and with a normalized radial wave number X = (2/3) 2. The lcngth
Lof the square aperture side is ten free-space wavelengths, and the patterns have been truncated at an
arbitrary maximum radius. Figure 4 shows the amplitude distribution fo the radial electric field component ER, and Figure 5 shows the phase pattern of the azimuthal electric field component E. while
Figures 6 and 7 show the amplitude distributions of the X-axis and Y-axis electric field components
Ex and E,. Finally, Figure 8 shows the amplitude distribution of the axial component S; of the complex Poynting's vector.
Further numerical evaluations are in progress to determine the structure of the optimized aperture
field distributions, corresponding to different m values and in terms of the E H. and S* vectors, and to
determine the truncation effects induced by the choice of a finite optimum maximum radius R. for the
array aperture.
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Figure1 - Optimized Axial Component of the Radiated Energy Density, as Function of the
Array Maximum Radius RN, in Free-Space Wavelengths, for Modes with Azimuthal Symmetry
Index m = 0, and m = 1, and for RN from 0 to 5.
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Figure2 - Optimized Axial Component of the Radiated Energy Density, as Function of the
Array Maximum Radius RM, in Free-Space Wavelengths for Modes with Azimuthal Symmetry Index
m = Ito 1O, and for RMfrom Oto 5.
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Figure3 - Optimized Axial Component of the Radiated Energy Density, as Function of the
Array Maximum Radius Rw, in Free-Space Wavelengths, for Modes with Azimuthal Symmetry
Index m = I to 10, and for R. from O to 10.
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Figure 4 - Amplitude Distribution of the Radial Electric Field Component ER, of a Cylindrical
Mode, with Azimuthal Symmetry Index m = 1, and Normalized Radial Wave Number
= (2/3) 1 2. The Size of the Square Aperture is 10 by 10 Free-Space Wavelengths.

Figure 5 - Phase Distribution of the Azimuthal Electric Field Component Ep, of a Cylindrical
Mode, with Azimuthal Symmetry Index m = 1, and Normalized Radial Wave Number
XN = (2/3)112.
The Size of the Square Aperture is 10 by 10 Free-Space Wavelengths.
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Figure6 - Amplitude Distributionof the X-Axis Electric Field Component Ex, of a Cylindrical
Mode, with Azimuthal Symmetry Inder m = 1, and Normalized Radial Wave Number
= (2/3) 1/2 The Size of the SquareAperture is 10 by 10 Free-Space Wavelengths.

Figure 7 - Amplitude Distributionof the Y-Axis Electric Field Component Ey, of a Cylindrical
Mode, with Azimuthal Symmetty index m = 1, and Normalized Radial Wave Number
k(2 / 3) 1/2. The Size of the Square Aperture is 10 by 10 Free-Space Wavelengths.
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Figure8 - Amplitude Distributionof the Axial Component S, , of the Poynting's Vector for a
Cylindrical Mode, with Azimuthal Symmetry Index m = 1, and Normalized Radial Wave Number
12
= (2/3) 1 The Size of the Square Aperture is 10 by 10 Free-Space Wavelengths.
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1

Introduction.

Work has been carried out to investigate how novel parallel computing environments may be used in
modelling electromagnetic (EM) field scattering for coupled wire antenna-dielectric systems. This is
important for such diverse applications as printed circuit board design, hyperthermia therapy, control
of radar cross sections and design of microwave devices. The techniques developed have made use of
a number of different processor topologies, exploiting the natural properties of distributed arrays to
provide efficient implementations.
In the frequency domain, open boundary EM scattering is normally treated in three ways: (1) Integral
equation formulation of which moment method is best known, (2) partial differential equation formulation
with finite elements and finite diferences being more widely used, and (3) hybrid techniques which
combine integral and partial differential formulations. The integral techniques are advantageous in terms
of simple discretization of regions and simple numerical implementation. However, they suffer from costly
full matrices and are difficult to implement for complex media. Partial differential formulations have
simple numerical implementation but require far field radiation conditions resulting in a large number
of unknowns. The hybrid techniques combine the advantages of both integral and differential forms and
eliminate their weaknesses, though they require more effort to implement.
Two numerical techniques (viz: the finite element method and the moment method have been attempted.
The finite element method (FEM) is a compute intensive technique especially for 3-D problems requiring
thousands of element discretizations and has therefore become a candidate for parallel processing. It
has led to a search for efficient numerical algorithms especially of the sparse matrix type. An MIMD
research machine bearing its name (the Finite Element Machine) has been built at NASA Langley
Research Centre, underlining the importance of the coupling between the finite element method and
distributed computing [Jordan78]. FEM has been implemented in this work [Chege88] and has been
found adequate for uncoupled antennas but despite its attractive properties for modelling arbitrarily
shaped objects, it is deemed unsuitable for generalized 3-D unbounded scattering (some methods for
handling unbounded problems exist; e.g. [Silv77, Brauer82, Emson88]). Hence, the technique has not
been used for 3-D problems. This is mainly due to the open boundary far field condition mentioned
above. Moment methods (MM) plays a central role in the integral formulation of scattering problems
[Harri68]. A computer code (Numerical Electromagnetics Code - NEC) for analysis of wire antennas
and surfaces has been developed at Lawrence Livermore Labs, California, and is available to researchers
in von Neumann computing environments [Burke8l]. The general MM technique has been adopted in
this work and a complex conjugate gradient technique used to solve the resulting complex matrices.
This work is based on the Edinburgh Concurrent Supercomputer (ECS), currently under development at
the University of Edinburgh [Stro88]. Started in 1986 the ECS MIMD system has 500 TOO transputers
each with 4MB of RAM and is targeted to have 1024 T800s on completion. Each of these modules provide
performance equivalent to that of a DEC VAX 8600 when executing a standard Fortran 77 application.
The transputer (transistor computer) is a computer on silicon having four major subsystems: CPU,
RAM, communication links module, memory interface module and a floating point engine in the case of
the T800 series. Processes executing on a single transputer commununicate via 'soft' internal channels
while interprocessor communication which is unbuffered is via one of four serial links. Occam, the native
parallel processing language of the transputer, is used here as a large scale numeric vehicle. It is based
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on Hoare's Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) paradigm of concurrency [Hoare781, [RoareS51
and has some similarities with ADA.
The overall effort from problem formulation through discretization and solution of the resulting complex
matrices for problems of the type under consideration here, is mainly compute bound and expensive.
As far as we are aware, this kind of work has not been done in parallel environments. Most researchers
upto date have used von Neumann computing techniques [Casey88, [Kari8O], [Live74. In this work, a
transputer based MIMD parallel computing environment is used in an effort to bring parallel computing
to EM engineering problems and it is here that we hope to raise awareness in the potential benefits to
computational electromagnetics. Work has been carried out on 5 and 17 processor platforms and some
preliminary work on 128 processors is discussed here. A new model for investigating EM scattering in
dielectric cages excited by a wire antenna is also discussed.
Occam is used throughout as a large scale numeric compiler. Some of the parallel computing pitfalls to
be overcome include load balancing, problem mapping to minimize interprocessor communications, and
the more common ones like deadlocks and livelocks.

2
2.1

Theory: Mathematical Formulation
Simple coupling problems

Here, a short integral formulation for coupled antenna-body systems is described. Consider a wire
antenna in the presence of a dielectric body as shown in Fig.1. For simplicity, we consider a hollow
straight wire of length L and a dielectric of uniform cross section (these generalisations do not restrict
the formulation, although adjustments are necessary for thick cylindrical antennas), with conductivity
u(r), permitivity c(r) and with free space permeability p0.
By the equivalence theorem, the antenna-dielectric system can be replaced by free space and equivalent
current densities Ja(r) for the antenna and Jeq(r) for the dielectric body. By definition the scattered
fields are the difference between total fields ET(r) and the incident field El(r) . In the equivalent
problem, the scattered fields are the free space fields of Ja(r) and Jeq(r) which we label Ea(r) and
Eb(r) respectively. The total fields are therefore given by
ET(r) = Ea(r) + Eb(r) + E'(r)

(1)

HT(r) = Ha(r) + Hb(r) + Hi(r)

(2)

and

where the superscripts 'a' and 'b' refer to scattered fields by antenna and body and T refers to incident
fields. Using Green's free-space dyadic, we can obtain electric field integral equations (EFIEs) for the
equivalent currents.
By assuming a thin wire kernel, we can take an axial current I(s) on the antenna surface giving

Ea(r) =

fL

s'a

rs')ds'

(3)

and for the dielectric body,
Eb(r) = PV

_

L

Jeq(r).G(r, r')dV' - Jeq(r)
3jw0(

(4)

where d(r, r') is the free space Greens dyadic funtion given by,
d(r,

r')

=

-jwp0(i+

tk-)g(r, r'); g(r, r') = '"-;

R = Ir - r'; k = wv'/Poco);

r is a field observation point, r' is a source point inside V. s' is a source point along antenna; i' is a
unit vector along antenna at s'; the symbol PV denotes principle value of the integral carried out by
ommiting an infinitesimal volume around r (Bladel61l.
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From equation I the free space electric field E(r)
E(r) = Ea(r) + Eb(r)

(5)

The dielectric's conductivity is complex, made up polarization and conduction currents with,
Jeq(r) = r(r)E(r)

(6)

where the complex conductivity is given by,
(r) + j-(r)(e(r) - co).

r(r) =

(7)

Substituting equation 3 and equation 4 into equation 5 and using equation 6 leads to:

k

(s')i'.G(r, s')ds' + (1+

]- PV

Jeq(r).ex(r, r')dV'. = 0

(8)

The second EFIE is obtained by applying boundary conditions to the perfectly conducting antenna
surface. The total field must vanish = ET(s) = 0 (tangential components on antenna).
Hence,

5

i.[(s)

+ E (s)] = -E(s).

(9)

Substituting equation 3 and equation 4 into equation 9 and using equation 6, we get:
i.

j

I(s')'.G(s, s')ds' +

j

Jeq(r).r;(s, r')dV'. = -E'(s)

(10)

These equations were developed in [Casey88, Kari8O) but are given here for completeness. The second
tensor integral in equation 10 is not a principle value integral because the field point is outside V.
Equation 8 and Equation 10 must now be solved for the surface current I(s) and volume current density
Jeq(r) or equivalently E(r)). By divinding the antenna into Na segments and the dielectric into Nb
cells, we can approximate I(s) and E(r) by expanding them using a set of basis functions. Suppose the
following expansions are chosen:

I(s)

= NInnf.(s)

(11)

,--I

Nb

E(r) =

cc(r)E

n

(12)

n.=!

where,
. = expansion coefficient of the nth basis function
(n(s)} I= set of N linearly independent current basis functions
E" = induced electric field in the nth cell
n(r)

1.r if r in (AV).
0 otherwise

The current basis functions fn(s) have been taken as
fI,(s) = (an + b,.cosk(s -

5n)

+ c.,sink(s - s,));

(13)

where s, is the position of segment n and I a - s. j< An/2, An/2 being the segment length.
Using equation 11 and equation 12 in equation 8 and equation 10 and point matching at current segment
centers and cell centers leads to a system of equations of order (N. + 3N&) of the form,
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-a

2.2

M1

M2X

M2y

M2Z

M 3X

M4XX

M4XY

M4XZ

M3y

M 4 YX

M 4 yy

M 4 yz

EX

M3Z

M4ZX

M4ZY

M4ZZ

Ey
EZ

a2

iaN

a

E2
=

-EIa
:Na
0

Formulation of the Many Body Problem

A Mathematical model for an antenna radiating in a many body problem is developed here. Essentially,
the antenna is in an optionally completely closed shell of a dielectric material and is in the presense of
other dielectrics placed anywhere within the shell. Fig.2 shows the geometrical model. Extending the
work in [Kari80] and [Casey88] for the single antenna single dielectric class of problems above, one gets
the results shown below.
N

. I(s')i'.d(s, s')ds' +

3

j

Jeq(r).d(s, r')dV' = -Ei(s).

(14)

and
N

.s')ds'

Jeq(r).(r, r')dV' + [I+

PV

-

.]E(r)=.

(15)

where N is the total number of bodies including the shell, Vb is the volume of the i h body and r' E Vj
and the rest of the symbols retain the same meaning as before.
Equation 14 and equation 15 form a coupled system of EFIEs which must be solved for the antenna
surface currents and induced fields inside the N bodies. Using expansion functions and basis functions,
equation 14 and equation 15 may be reduced to a system of linear equations of the following form;

M
1 M
I

M

M2

M

1

21

M

-El

1
al

M1

2

22

-Ei

M
MN

..

M2N

1
E

1

=
--N.

MN

MNI

MN2

E2

.. MNN 10

where the submatrices have the following physical meaning,
" [M 1 ] represents the interactions on a segment of the antenna by other parts of the antenna.
" [Mi2] represents the interactions on body biby the antenna.
" [M3] represents the interactions by the antenna on body bi.
" [My] represents the interactions on body biby body b6.
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i = 1,2,..., N; j = 1,2,..., N; N. = number of antenna segments.
Each [Mi] and [Mi ] contains three block matrices while each [Mi] contains 9 submatrices. Hence, the
2
total number of submatrices is (9N + 6N + 1).
We may reorganize the above coefficient matrix to the form:
M1

MIN

MlyN

MlzN

ml -N
3X
MI N
3Y
Ml N
3Z

ml -N

M1 N

MI N

4ZX

4ZY

4ZZ

2X

4XX
M1 N
4YX
MI.N

2Y

4XY
MI"'N
4YY
m 1 . -N

2

4XZ
M 1N
4YZ
ml-N

where,

M1
3XP
M1..N

M2Xp

3Xp

MN
-3XP

and,
-M

11

4XpXq
21

M
MIN
4XpXq

=

4XpXq
MN1
4XpXq

m1 2
4XpXq

.. MIN

2

M2
4XpXq

4XpXq

..

MN 2

4XpXq

2
M N

4XpXq

MNN
4XpXq.

where p = 1,2,3;q = 1,2,3; and X1 = X,X 2 = Y, X 3 = Z. The reorganization is dictated by the
mapping technique described below.

3
3.1

Mapping Problems onto Processors
The Edinburgh Concurrent Supercomputer

Fig.3 shows the Edinburgh Concurrent Computer (ECS) which is made up of a number of domains, each
domain having local transputers which are software configurable [Stro88]. A user gets exclusive access
to a domain at a time. Software configurability of each of the four transputer links means that one can
design any interconnection topology within a domain - for example one can make a k connected cube
by making supernodes of k processors to increase communication space; in short the four links per node
need not be a barrier to interconnection topologies optimal to a given problem.
Each domain is file served by a host transputer H connected to the UNIX file servers through a communications guardian transputer, and a communications spine. Users currently have a choice of Occam,
C, or Fortran.
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3.2

Five Processor Mapping

A 5-processor topology for the single antenna single dielectric is shown in Fig.4. A heuristic attempt
at balancing the load during matrix build up is shown below. This is based on an iterative process of
different submatrix mappings.
* P1 computes: [M2Y] and [M4ZZ]; communicates: [M2Y] to PP3 and [M4ZZ] to P5; also acts as
master.
* P2 computes: [M1], [M2Z], [M4XY); communicates: [M2Z to P3 and [M4XY] to P5.
* P3 computes: [M2X] and [M4XZ]; communicates: [M4XZ] to P5.
* P4 computes: [M3X], [M3YJ, [M3Z] and [M4YZ]; communicates: [M4YZ] to P.
" P5 computes: [M4XX] and [M4YY].
This topology completely balances P1, P2, and P3 with P5 having a slightly heavier load for Nb > Na.
Here block symmetries, corresponding to cells of the same size in body V have been extracted and
utilized. If N6 > N., P4 will considerably slow down the network.
With [M1] residing in P2, [M2] in P3, [M3] in P4 and (M4] in P5, the Complex Conjugate Gradient
(CCG) method is used to solve the equations. The CCG has the advantage of rapid convergence in n
iterations with n < N where N is the order of the system. With the absence of round-off error, the CCG
would yield an exact solution and is comparable to direct methods in that sense. The CCG algorithm
used is shown below.
3.2.1

The Complex Conjugate Algorithm

Suppose we have the system Ax = b, with both the matrix A and vector b complex. Then the following
algorithm defines a version of the conjugate gradient method [Hest80]. Normally, the coefficient matrix
A is restricted to a symmetric matrix. However, the algorithm shown applies to any general complex
matrix. First initialize x0(= [0], say). Then initialize the residual vector r and direction vector p as :
r0 -Ax

0

(16)

-b,

where A' is the complex conjugate transpose of A. Then at step j,

11A-r-- 1112
IApj JJ2

(18)

=(A'rj-1)(A'rj_,
1)"
(Apj)(Apj)*
xj-+xj_

(19)

-i pj

(20)

rj = rj_ I- ajApj,

1Ar 112

-1

(21)

(Arj)(Arj)"

Pj+l

=

f

-2Pj
A*rj
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,

(22)

This phase represents matrix build up which takes the bulk of the computation. After building up the
matrices, data is redistributed to take advantage of the CCG algorithm. Fig.6 shows the CCG solution
stage mapping that takes advantage of the data space. This is a semi-geometric, semi-algorithmic problem decomposition arising from data dependencies of the problems under discussion. It is a generalized
model tor problems of this kind formulated in Moment Methods.
The technique developed computes local product vectors V which are then partially built up to correspond to pertinent matrix sub-blocks and transmitted to the master for evalution of the solution
vector x. Obviously, it is possible to have a scheme where every processor computes its own x but the
communication costs involved are prohibitive.
3.4

128 Processor Mapping

It is important to study the behaviour of computational EM scattering using a massively parallel approach. Towards this goal a 128-processor environment is described here both for loaded wire antenna
problems and the many body problems discussed in Section 2.2.
3.4.1

Mapping For Loaded Wire Antennas

It is possible to extract a simple mapping from the problem domain and the number of processors
available. For p processors having a factor f we can decompose the problem such that a portion n of
the problem is assigned to n processors, i.e. n = p/f. From the matrices in Section 2.2, we can extract
a value of 16 for factor f and with p = 128 n = 8, the following decomposition results.
From the N. x N., N. x Nb, Nb x N . , and the No x N6 blocks, we can write:
N, = nV1 + R 1 ,
Nb = nV7 + R 2 .
with Vi = N 0 DIVn, V 2 = NbDIVn, R1 = N.MODn, R 2 = N&MODn
For the N. x N. block, each processor pi has the following mapping :

I

+ 1). R,
j
(p-l)(Vj+1)

-

zn=

((i,+V),
(ij + VI - 1),

0, p ?R,

R= 0,

((p, - 1)11 + 1).

R, #0,

R 1 = 0,

other pj

pj>Ri

other pi

where j = I and i,1 refers to the first row in the (VI/(lVI + 1) x NV,). subblock and i-,d is the last row.
If V1 = 0, then the first R, processors in j = 1 are assigned all the blocks (refer to Fig.7).
For the N0 x N blocks, each processor pj has the following mapping :
j,

=

((p,-l)(V+1l)+l),
((pi -

S(j,
-

I)V2 + 1),

+

V 2 ),

(J.i + V2 - 1),

R2?O.

R2 = 0,

R2 # 0,

pj?

2

other pj

p, ? R2

R. = 0, other pj

where j = 2,3,4 and jj refers to the first column in the (V 2 /(V 2 + 1) x Nb), subblock and j-d is the
last column. If V2 = 0, then the first R2 processors for j = 2, 3, 4 are assigned all the blocks.
For the N x N. and Nb x N blocks, each processor pj has the following mapping:
=

f
s

((pi-l)(V
2 +l)+1).
((pj - I)V 2 + I),
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R2 0O, pi>R2
R 2 = 0, other p

where xj, rj, pj are vectors and an, y are scalars.
A good and reliable measure of accuracy is beleived to be the root mean square error per sample defined
as
ri =
0",
N
which is a monotonically decreasing quantity. A more meaningful measure of accuracy is

(23)

=(24)
11
Izxj I IN
or yj
3.2.2

(('4.-i))1/2;

-

a value ofyi = 10 1 means that the solution is at best 4 significant digits.

Form of computation

During the matrix build up stage a combination of Gaussian quadrature and a variant of Romberg
integration are used. Analysis of our functions shows that they do not oscillate rapidly over integration
intervals and the techniques are valid. Once the matrices are built up and positioned in their respective
processors (i.e. [M1] residing in P2, [M2Xp] in P3, [M3Xp] in P4 and [M4XpXq] in P5), the CCG
is executed as follows.
Let

where B = A, A* and s = rk, rk_l, Pk" Suppose the submatrices Qtt, Qt2, Qbl1, Qb2 are computed
by the processors P2, P3, P4, P5 and communicated to processor P1 (master) as depicted below.

Then, PI computes vector

Q where,

P2
P3

--

P4

S_. p,

p
P

O={ O': }'

with

(Qt)i = (Q), + (Qt)i
(Q,) = (QOI), + (Q&2

(25)

where i, j denote vector elements with i = 1, 2,..., N. and j = 1, 2,.., Nb. PI uses the resulting vector
Q to: execute step 19, step 19 and step 20 ; communicate r k to network; check for convergence while
waiting for the current Q,, Y = t1, t, bl , b2; and execute step 22 and step 22. The iteration step is
repeated if convergence hasn't occurred else the network is terminated.
3.3

17 Processor Mapping

Fig.5 shows the seventeen processor mapping for the coupled antenna-dielectric system described in Section 2.1. The load distribution scheme is developed from results of the five processor model. The topology
and interconncetion mechanism which forms a 'disturbed torus' is chosen so as to maximize usage of
available links and to minimize communication hops between the master PI and slaves P2 .. , P17.
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=

. (i,, +V ),
nd=(i,t+V 22 - 1),

R 2 t#0, Pi>R2
R 2 =0, other p,

where j = 5, 6, 7 for the (' 2 /(V + 1) x N)j blocks and j =8, 9,...16 for the (V/(V2 + 1) x Nb), blocks.
j,t refers to the first row in the relevant block and id
is the last row. If V2 = 0, then the first R 2
processors for j = 8, 9,..., 16 are assigned all the blocks.
This model is not well balanced especially during matrix build up but yields a regular structure for
comnunications during the CCG stage. Each processor pj is identified by a cordinate point (i, j), i =
1,-.., n;j = 1,-.-, f which is used during the the CCG solution stage. Unlike the 5 and 17 processor
models described above, no data positioning across the network takes place after matrices are built up.
3.4.2

Mapping For the Many Body Problem

A mapping that utilizes the technique in Section 3.4.1 has been tried for the many body problem
described in Section 2.2. lowever, due to the complexity of the data space, communication imbalances
result giving a poor load balance. A better balanced scheme is shown in Fig.8 which groups processors
together to form supernodes.
In this scheme, SN I (supernode-l) is a 3 x 3 processor computing surface; it is assigned to the enclosing
cage bN in Fig.2, and1,iN
also generates all network communication addresses. SN2 is a 15 x,N5 supernode
and is assigned to M 2 x
,p= 1,2,3. SN3 is a 3 x 4 supernod and is assigned to MAj.
. = 1.2,3
SNr, x = 4...., 12 is a 3 x 3 supernode and each is assigned to M4J% '. p = 1,2.3; q = 1,2.3 as described
in Section 2.2; each x corresponds to a (p, q) set.. This mapping preserves somewhat the natural layout
of the problem and does not introduce alot of communication overhead.
3.5

Results

Results for the antenna-body problem on 5 and 17 processor models are shown Fig. 10 (a,b,c) and Fig. 11
(a,b,c). Fig.9 shows both the free space current distribution and coupled distribution. The coupling
reduces the free space values. The induced E-fields are shown with their (x,y, z )orientations as in Fig I.
Fig.12(a) shows the processor utilization for the 17-processor model during matrix build-up stage and
the busy time as percentages of total computation time. The busy time tracks arithmetic time in most
processors. The communication time complexity for the same model is shown in Fig. 12(b)-this is far
less than system computation time with the highest value being 0.05%. The penalties in this model
are therefore not in interprocessor communications, but in the unequal processor loads during matrix
build-up. In migratingfronm 5 t,, 17 processors an efficiency of 93.8% was achieved, this being a reflection
of the relatively high degree of balancing in the 17 processor environment.

4

Conclusions

An attempt has been made to model EM scattering problems on a highly parallel MIMI.D environment. A
generalized many body model has been developed and a solution methodology indicated. The complex
conjugate approach has been shown to be amenable to parallel computation for problems that use
MM methods. Although more work needs to be done to model complex problems. the present model
has shown some promise and has led to the development of techniques for parallel decommposition of
EM problems of this type. The diverse applications of the general model covering: modelling of EM
effects on biological bodies, radiation interference in printed circuit boards and the stringent radiation
requirements by regulatory bodis all point to the etnornoss potentiial benefits tihat nay come from
parallel computing.
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The Effect Of The Ground Plane on the Log-Periodic Dipole Antenna
William G. Marzullo
Wright Research and Development Center
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio
(513) 255-3050
Abstract
A computer analysis of a six element log-periodic dipole array was
undertaken using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC). Following
verification of log-periodicity in current, gain, and impedance for the free space
environment, the antenna is placed over both perfect and real grounds.
Although the type of ground was shown to have an effect on the gain and takeoff angle of the main beam of radiation, it was seen to be of secondary
importance as compared to the perfect ground environment. The height of the
antenna was shown to be the most important parameter. Specifically, it is
shown that a log-periodic antenna should bo placed no higher than .5 X above
the ground
Introduction

Although the performance characteristics of the log-periodic dipole
antenna have been examined in detail, most of the available material limits its
discussion to the free space case. This paper will briefly examine the
performance of the log-periodic dipole array in both the perfect and non-perfect
ground cases.
Foe very high frequency applications in the microwave and radar bands,
the performance of an antenna closely resembles that of an antenna in tree
space. This occurs because the electrical distance between the antenna and
the ground is large enough that free space effects predominate. At lower
frequencies, however, including HF and VHF, boom and mast length restraints
dictate that the antenna either be fractions of a wavelength of a few
wavelengths above the ground. At these heights the effect of the ground alters
the performance of the antenna.
Method of Investigation
A number of software tools were examined for use in this project, i.e.
MathCAD, MININEC, before the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) was
decided upon. NEC is a method of moments code which has three options for
calculating grounds: the Sommerfield Integral, solving for currents over a
perfect ground using image theory, and modified image theory using Fresnel
plane wave reflection coefficients. Although the latter is not accurate in
describing near field interactions, it has been found useful for structures at least
1X above the ground [1].
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Antenna Design
The original design used was based upon the presentation in Antenna
Theory and Design by Drs Stutzman and Thiele [2]. Although this procedure is
based upon the work of Carrel [3], the above reference does not include feeder
design considerations. This omission led to an unacceptable condition.In order
to simplify analysis and computation, a 2:1 structure bandwidth was chosen.
Choosing the nominal gain at 8.5 db, the appropriate values of r and a are:
a=.149
and
= .822
BW = 30 - 60 mhz
XL - 10 meters
k= 5 meters
Length to diameter ratio = 200
Although only 5 elements were required the 2:1 bandwidth, I decided to
add an extra element to improve band-edge performance. Table 1 shows the
appropriate element number and its length and diameter. Length is in lambda
and diameter is in meters.
TABLE 1 : SEGMENT AND ELEMENT SUMMARY
ELEMENT #
LENGTH @
30 MHZ
NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS
DIAMETER

6
0.6

5
0.5

4
0.4

3
0.3

2
0.27

1
0.22

9

9

7

7

5

5

0.020

0.016

0.013

0.011

0.0304 0.025

For proper feeding of the LPDA, the centers of each antenna were
connected by transmission line alternating the connection between adjacent
dipoles. The impedance of the feeder line was chosen to be 50 ohms.
Discussion Of Free Space Results
Currents were calculated and showed expected results. At 30 mhz
element no. 5 is at V12. At this frequency, most of the current falls on elements 4
and 5 with element 5 having a 62.17 + j31.19 impedance, close to the half-wave
dipole value. The structure continued this behavior throughout its bandwidth.
E-field gains were also calculated. As predicted, the area of maximum
radiation occurs off the small end of the antenna. The HPBW is approximately
600 and the gain was 7.5 dib.
Next, the VSWR values were calculated using the antenna input
impedances at each of the frequencies tested. The normalized values are
shown below.
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TABLE 2: NORMALIZED INPUT IMPEDANCE - NO FEEDER DESIGN
FREQUENCY
30 MHZ
40 MHZ
50 MHZ
60 MHZ

RESISTANCE /50
1.45
0.16
0.49
0.73

REACTANCE /50
0.45
-0.63
-0.12
0.58

VSWR
1.7
10.0
2.1
2.1

This table demonstrates that this design procedure is clearly not
acceptable. The VSWR of 10 at 40 mhz indicates that a large amount of power
is residing on the feeder line at that frequency. Before continuing with a
discussion of the perfect ground case, another design procedure must be
followed.
Augmenting the original design with feeder considerations, we proceed
as follows. The antenna feeder impedance 4-, depends on the mean radiation
resistance level R0 , the average characteristic impedance of the elements, a,
and the length to diameter ratio [4]. From Weeks [5]
Za = 120 (In h/a - 2.25)
With h/a = 200, Za = 365 where Za is the average characteristic impedance of
the antenna elements. Finding the mean relative spacing factor a' [6]
& = ..a_
od-14

= .164

Choosing a mean radiation resistance level, R0, of 75 Q we can find o from [7]

7=

+R.

8a'Zav

a Zav/
-o = 87.66 f

This design procedure takes into account the loading of the antenna
elements. In effect, we are saying that we should design the parallel-rod feeder
line as if it had a characteristic impedance of 87.66 ohms. Notice that the mean
value of the input impedance, R0, is less than the characteristic impedance of
the feeder, Zo. This is due to the shunt capacitance that is added by the
presence of the short dipoles in the transmission region. As a result of this
design change, the VSWR values were changed to 1.5,1.2,1.7, and 2.2 at 30 to
60 mhz respectively.
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The Perfect Ground Case
From image theory, we can prove that an antenna above a perfect
ground may be replaced by the antenna and its image placed below the ground
with the ground removed. The field of the image antenna is added to the actual
antenna to produce a total field, above the plane, which is the vector sum of the
two. By using this method, we can reduce the problem of a horizontal dipole
above a perfectly conducting ground to that of an endfire array [8].
For this case, the LPDA was placed over a perfectly conducting ground,
i.e. a = o@. In this model, the ground plane is considered infinite in extent on
the xy plane. This may be contrasted with another procedure for handling
grounds in which the ground is composed of finite patches. Using the infinite
ground approach, the array was placed at both V14 and V/2, referenced to 30
mhz, above it. These two electrical distances were chosen to keep within the
program limits of placing the structure at least .2 X above the ground. Ifwe
assume that equal power is delivered to both the antenna and its image, we
should see a corresponding increase in gain of approximately 3 db over the
free space case. Moreover, because the antenna and its image have currents
of equal magnitude but opposite phase, there should be zero gain at the
horizontal plane or at theta equal 900. This is exactly found to be the case as
the gain has increased from 7.62 db to 10.81 db. This has been achieved at the
expense of beamwidth which is halved. Also, no gain was achieved at theta
equal 90*.
Considering now two specific cases above a perfect ground. Figure 1
and 2 below show the difference between 30 and 60 mhz. Thirty mhz at 5
meters above the ground is almost identical to 60 mhz at 2.5 meters (not
shown). At 60 mhz and 5 meters we find that the beam has split into two lobes
with a deep null at 600. Serious reception problems will occur if the take-off
angle was chosen in this area. The complete data shows, in fact, that serious
lobing problems began to occur at only 40 mhz and 5 meters above the ground!
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30 mhz - 5 Meters Above Perfect Ground
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FIGURE 1 :30 MHZ AT 5 METERS ABOVE A PERFECT GROUND

60 MHZ - 5 Meters Above Perfect Ground
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FIGURE 2 : 60 MHZ AT 5 METERS ABOVE A PERFECT GROUND
The Real Earth Ground
Under the case of a perfect ground, it was found that an antenna should
be placed no higher than V2 of the highest frequency of operation above a
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perfect ground. In order to find a good representation of grounds in the United
States, three grounds were chosen and are shown in the table below 19].
TABLE 2: MATERIAL CONSTANTS (PERMITTIVITY, CONDUCTIVITY)
CONDUCTIVITY mhos/m
0.002
0.005
0.0002

RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY
10
14
4

MATERIAL
Sandy Soil
Clay Soil
Urban Ground

The pattern of an antenna over a real earth ground is different from the
pattern when the antenna is operated over a perfect ground. The sane
principles as the perfect ground case apply except that the strength of the image
will be reduced over that in the perfect case. As in the previous sections, the
antenna was placed at both 2.5 and 5 meters above the ground. In each of the
soil types it was found that the antenna's performance mimicked the
performance above a perfect ground. Below, figure 2 shows a representative
example comparing perfect and sandy soil cases. The open squares show the
perfect ground while the filled in ones depict the sandy soil case.

60 mhz - 5 Meters Above Sandy Soil
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5
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1
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FIGURE 3 : GAIN AT 60 MHZ - SANDY SOIL AND PERFECT GROUND
Conclusion
The study undertaken demonstrated that the presence of a ground has a
significant effect on the take-off angle of the beam of maximum gain. In
addition, changing the ground conditions from a perfect ground to a real ground
only served to lower the achieved gain, with the takeoff angle experiencing only
minimal fluctuation in going from the perfect to real case. Furthermore, it was
shown (in the complete study) that as the height of the antenna is raised above
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2 lambda above the ground, referenced to the highest frequency of operation,
wide fluctuations in gain resulted.
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MF-TRANSMITTING ANTENNA COMBINED WITH HIGH GROUNDED
SUPPORTING MASTS
G.Potschkat and W.Tippe
Institut fdr Rundfunktechnik
Floriansmhlstr. 60, DS000 Mfinchen 45

ABSTRACT
The article describes a medium-frequency transmitting antenna
comprising specially arranged angle-radiators suspended from
a high support mast. This type of MF-antenna offers much
broader bandwidth than conventional cylindrical cage antennas
and
can
be
used for omnidirectional and directional
radiation. Two full-scale antennas have been conptucted
around
masts with different numbers of g iy-ropes, and
optimized by computations using the method of moments and by
model
measurements.
For directional radiation various
constructions are specified. A front-to-back ratio better
than -10 dB can be achieved in configurations using a single
support mast. Worthwhile savings are therefore possible in
terms of materials and construction costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For the terrestrial radiation of radio and TV frequencies in
the bands I to IV/V highly focused beam transmitting antennas
are used which - for better coverage - are fit to high
grounded supporting masts (up to 300 meters in Germany).
Repeatedly, efforts have been made to utilize these high and
passive supporting
masts
by
fixing
additional
cage
constructions
for
the radiation of Medium Wave (MF-)
frequencies.
According to the specific literature its utilization is
restricted to some special tasks only / 1 /, and there has
been no significant spreading so far. This
state
of
development is due to hard conditions being the close
electro-magnetical cross coupling of
such
a
combined
radiation system and the interference of all characteristics
of the MF-antenna.
Usually, supporting installations (supporting mast and its
guy ropes) do not have a major ground network. They ara
grounded on the base and have grounded guy ropes without
being subdivided by insulators. Above all, by the overall
height of the supporting mast and the length of its guy ropes
a particularly strong influence on the characteristics of
such a combined MF- transmitting antenna is achieved, if its
electric dimensions are more or less equivalent to resonances
( 1/2X ; 3/4X ) of the HF-frequency to be radiated.
This paper presents a new combined MF-transmitting antenna
supporting-installation, whose most important design features
are the angular and outwardly-sloping single-wire radiators
forming the MF-antenna. This type of MF-antenna - called
"angle-radiator-antenna" - is designed in such a way that the
supporting installation is essentially supplemented by a
complete ground network. The special arrangement and form of
these angle radiators allow a rather loose coupling between
the MF-antenna and the mast with its guy ropes respectively.
Due to the considerable number of variable design parameters
this system would meet very precise requirements for the
MF-propagation. In respect of characteristics and efficiency,
this angle-radiator-antenna is at least as powerfull as all
other standard MF-vertical transmitting antennas.
The generation of directed radiation patterns via only one
supporting installation is another essential advantage of
this combined arrangement. This can easily be obtained; by
adding one or two passive radiators serving as a reflector or
a director it is possible to achieve differently directed
radiation patterns. Even in the case of different phases in
the
feed-currents
of
single angle-radiators, directed
patterns are obtained. By this means supply requirements of
most different kinds can be complied with at low costs for
material and construction.
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II. DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION

Fig. 1 represents a model of this angle-radiator antenna type
combined with a supporting mast. All single angle-radiators
(e.g. three or six in number) are positioned around the mast,
between the guy-ropes, with equal angular spacing. The base
of each angle-radiator is attached to a conducting ring
suspended around the mast base, just above the ground.
This
feed supply has been insulated from the supporting mast and
the ground. For the purpose of terminating angle-radiators,
span-ropes or short masts can be fixed to their angular
points. These, points of attachment must be insulated.
Various types of parameters can be used for impedance and
pattern optimization. In this regard, the positioning of the
angle-radiators in respect of their azimuth distance to guy
wire planes and supporting mast are of utmost importance.
They are determinated by the position of the angular point by
(S. Fig. 2):

A = radial distance from the supporting mast and
H = distance from the ground.
Further influential factors are the overall electric length
( L= Ll+L2 ) as well as the element
angle
B of the
angle-radiator which is determined by fixed points at the
feed supply just at a variable height of the supporting mast.
III. INFLUENCE of GUY ROPES
One characteristic of self-radiating MF-vertical antennas is
the fact that guy ropes - indispensable for the termination
of the mast - are actively connected with the mast-radiator.
Their influence on the features of the aerial is very
critical if non-insulated dimensions show exactly or nearly a
quarter wave resonance length of the MF- operating wave
length.
In order to keep these effects as low as possible,
guy ropes of self-radiating masts are usually divided into
short segments A/10 by means of insulators / 2 /.
By contrast, the supporting mast and its guy ropes of the
angle-radiator supporting installation are only
passive
elements. The azimuthal position of the guy ropes in respect
of the angle-radiators has proven the advantage that the
induced currents on the non-insulated guy ropes can be used
very well for pattern optimization. In single cases only,
where the height of the supporting mast has a )X/2 or 3/4,k
resonance wave length, a partial insulation of the guy ropes
is necessary. Here, the supporting mast is loaded with an
additional top capacitance producing a de-tuning out of the
resonance.
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IV. METHODS of RESEARCH
IV.1 Calculations
The technological development of this type of MF-angle
radiator antennas combined with a supporting installation has
been
performed principally by comprehensive theoretical
analyses. For this purpose the well-known computer code
"NEC"
(Numerical
Electromagnetics
Code)
- originally
developed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory of
the
University of California - has been used in a modified way
/ 3 /.
With the aid of the so-called Method of Moments according to
Harrington / 4 / this code is a computer program for
analyzing the electromagnetic response of an
arbitrary
antenna system consisting of wires or other metal structures.
The analysis is accomplished by the numeric solution of
integral equations for currents induced on the structures by
local sources or incident fields.
The structures can be
positioned either in a free space or above a perfectly or
finitely conducting earth. In addition, this program covers
non-radiating networks, transmission line modeling, lumped or
distributed loading and free ends of finite wires with
various radius thicknesses by means of highly functional
physical models. The output may include current and charge
density, near or far zone electric or magnetic fields, and
antenna input impedances or admittances.
Pre-requisite for
this task was the creation of a complete simulation of the
supporting mast and its guy ropes, also, the ropes of the
angle-radiators including their feed system and terminations
were taken into consideration. Fig. 3 represents one example
of a calculation model.
IV.2. Model Measurements
The theoretical analyses are backed up by model measurements
on a realistic reproduction of this antenna system.
It has
only been completed by a ground network.
A scale of 1 : 100 for an unsymmetrical model and 1 : 200 for
a symmetrical model is the basis for dimensions of the
supporting
installation
and
the
different
antenna
combination.
The unsymmetric
model
of
the
combined
supporting system - set up above the ground network - serves
to measure input impedance. Its ground network consists of a
circular metal plate having a sufficiently wide radius. The
base of the supporting mast - just as the bases of the guy
ropes - have been provided with a conductive connection with
the metal plate. The upper final points of the guy ropes
have a conductive connection with the supporting mast.
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Regarding the symmetric model, the conductive ground has been
simulated by supplementing a reliable mirror reflection. The
symmetric aerial is set up on a positioner which can be
turned under full control within a conventional indoor range.
The MF-frequency of 1 MHz serves as indication for the
frequency of this model. Multiplied by the respective scale
factor, it results in scale model frequencies of 100 MHz and
200 MHz respectively. The construction concept of both models
permits an optional conversion with different forms of
MF-antennas and lengths of supporting installations.

V. RESULTS
The results given here are related to presently installed
supporting masts with different heights and terminations.
Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b represent real dimensions of two systems
of such a kind.
For both types the dimensions for an
optimized
MF-angle
radiator
antenna
having
an
omni-directional
characteristic
have
been
indicated
additionally.
Concerning other heights of supporting masts
with combined MF-transmitting angle-radiator antennas, please
refere to the report / 5 /.

5.1 Input Impedances
The input impedances of this antenna combination have been
measured according to the method described in chapter 3.1.
Transfer curves for a frequency bandwidth of ± 1 MHz (i.e. in
real terms: ± 10 kHz at 1 MHz) have been plotted at a model
frequency
of
100
MHz.
Fig. 5 shows a Smith chart
representation of the transfer curves, for the case where
Zo = 60 Ohm and for various support mast heights (in an
un-matched condition).
As results prove, the frequency
bandwidth of ± 1 MHz remains under a standing wave ratio of
s = 1.2. Due to the fact that AM-radio requires a frequency
bandwidth of ± 5 kHz for this standing wave ratio in Germany,
there is obviously a redundancy in the frequency behavior of
the MF- angle radiator antenna. This reserve will have a
positive effect on the system under meteorological conditions
(e.g. wind and ice formations). The input impedance with a
real component of about 30. Ohm can be adapted to the
characteristic impedance of the feeder cabel by minimum
tuning means.
5.2 Radiation Patterns for omni-directional Radiation
Fig. 6a and 6b show calculated horizontal and vertical radiation patterns for a 3/4X supporting mast height installed
on a perfect ground according to Fig. 4a. The three upper guy
ropes of each set have not been subdivided by insulators and
they have been grounded. The upper guy ropes of each set have
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been also non-insulated first and a second time along a rope
length at a distanca of 0.16X have been subdivided by a
insulator. It is clear that induced currents running through
the upper guy ropes exercise a strong influence on the
radiation pattern of this MF-antenna combination. To a large
extent, the analysis shows that the horizontal pattern is
omnidirectional, and that the vertical pattern is similar to
that of a base-fed mast radiator.
As can be seen in Fig. 7a and 7b, a comparison has been made
between a A/4 vertical radiator and the MF- angle radiator
combination concerning the radiation characteristics.
The
MF-angle-radiator antenna is combined with a supporting mast
according to Fig. 4a with the upper guy ropes of each set
partly insulated.
The second example ( see Fig. 4b) is represented by a graphic
description of calculated patterns for
horizontal
and
vertical radiation. Fig. 8a and 8b show the radiation
characteristics of non-insulated guy ropes. In order to
obtain an optimal omnidirectional pattern for this type, the
lowest and central guy ropes of each set have to be insulated
close to the mast. Fig. Ba and 8b show also the optimal form
of the farfield patterns (dashed line).
The structural
dimensions for this optimal antenna combination is gfven in
Fig. 4b.
The patterns have
been
calculated
for
a
HF-frequency of F = 567 kHz. Consequently, the electric
length of the supporting mast and of the angle-radiators
result in: L supp.mast = 0.44. ; L angle-rad. = 0.33X .
5.3 Radiation Patterns for directional Operation.
In conclusion, results are shown proving that the HF-angle
radiator antenna combined with a high supporting mast can
also be used for directional radiation. For this purpose
additional measures can be made use of:
5.3.1 Grounding of one or various angle-radiators
Fig. 9 shows horizontal radiation patterns, two
angle
radiators of a 60-degree sector having been grounded, i.e.
not being directively connected with the feeder.
The
difference between the two pattern shown in Fig. 9 is the
diversified overall length of the grounded angle radiators.
With this feeding supply it is obviously no problem to
achieve a front-to-back ratio lower than -10 dB.
Here,
however, a bandwidth deterioration must be expected.
5.3.2 Additional passive Radiators
A similar tune-out effect as described in 5.3.1 can be
achieved if - in addition to six excited angle-radiators further
passive
linear
radiators are terminated. The
azimuthal position of this linear radiators is optimal if it
is placed between two angle-radiators. The rope length of the
passive ropes should be about A/4 wave length. Fig. 10
represents the radiation pattern calculation and measured as
a reflector. The depth of the tune-out effect (nul) can be
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varied by changing the azimuth position of the linear
radiator, or its length, or its angle relative to the mast.
Regarding the input impedance, this tune-out effect has
proven that no major changes are to be expected; as the
broadband characteristic of the relatively high effect of the
impedance values are retained.
5.3.3 Different Current Phases in opposite angle-radiators
Another way of producing directional patterns by means of one
supporting installation is to feed angle-radiators pointing
in opposite direction with different current phases.
Fig.
11, e.g., represents a calculated radiation pattern, whereby
of the six fed angle-radiators, two - having an opposite
azimuthal position - are fed with a phase difference of the
input currents of 170 degree. The form of the directional
pattern can be influenced by changing the current phase. In
this case, also, the broadband
characteristics
remain
unchanged.

V. CONCLUSION
All results described above demonstrate that angle-radiators
are an efficient form of MF-transmitting antenna and that
they can conveniently be integrated into a high support mast
structure. The angle-radiator antenna is not one of thp
"standard"
types. The choise of overall dimensions is
nonethless made in the same way as for standard vertical
radiators, i.e. in terms of electrical length ( A./4, A/2,
0.625,X, etc). Nevertheless, the variable dimensions of the
angle-radiators must be optimized for each individual support
mast configuration, because the non insolated or partially
insolated guy-ropes contribute to the overall radiation
characteristics.
The antenna combination offers economic advantageous compared
to conventional mast radiators or twin-mast directional
antennas, or situations where VHF/UHF and MF services use
completely separate support structures. Problems resulting
from the acquisition of real estate and often lengthy
negotiations thereto can be ruled out by the possibility of
integrating an angle-radiator antenna into a supporting
installation. There is no necessity for an installation of a
separate MF-mast together with guy ropes and its expensive
insulation.
There are a number of other technical advantages, and notably
the fact that the integrated antenna has excellent protection
against lightning. Flectrostatic charges built up during
thunder-storms are leaked directly to earth via the grounded
mast and guy-ropes. Also, since the mast remains earthed,
staff can climb to the VHF/UHF antennas in safety without
having to interrupt the MF service.
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IMPROVED NIGHT INTERFERENCE PROTECTION FOR AN STATIONS
James B. Hatfield
Hatfield & Dawson Consulting Engineers Inc.
4226 6th Ave. N.W.
Seattle, Wa 98107
ABSTRACT
Radiation from standard broadcast AN stations travels greater distances at night
than during the day due to skyvave propagation. This can cause Interference to
other stations operating on the saw frequency at relatively great distances.
To maintain interference levels below specified limits the FCC regulations
provide a method for determining radiation limits at calculated angles above the
horizon. The radiation at these vertical angles is given by the 'vertical plane
radiation' formula (Equation (2) ), and the FCC AN directional antenna formula
(Equation (1)) when a station uses a directional antenna.
The formulas that are used to calculate the radiation at angles above the horizon
are derived by assuming a sinusoidal current distribution. The phase shift of
the antenna current over the length of the tower is ignored. A more realistic
current distribution and hence vertical angle radiation can be computed using
numerical methods. Several different AN antenna systems have been analyzed
using NININEC to determine vertical angle radiation and the results compared to
the vertical angle radiation predicted by formulas presently used by the FCC.
The improved computation of the AN nighttime interfering fields indicates that
existing FCC methods underpredict the levels of potential interference in many
instances where tall towers are used. AN antenna design using modern numerical
techniques such as the method of moments produce more accurate radiation
calculations resulting in reduced interference potential at night from new
facilities.
CONPUTING FCC DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA PATTERNS
The directional antenna patterns for AN medium wave broadcast facilities in this
country are determined through the use of equations (1) and (2). The angular
variables are given in terms of the clockwise azimuth from true north, the
vertical angle in degrees above the horizon and spacings and phases in electrical
degrees. These expressions yield the far field, no loss, inverse distance field
strength at one kilometer. The far field is assumed to exist at distances from
the array great enough for rays from the antenna elements to the observation
point to be effectively parallel. Equation (1) is the summation of a series of
polar numbers, one for each tower, with the magnitude given by the product of
the pattern size factor, the relative far field contribution from the given
tower, and a weighting factor that is proportional to the radiation from the
tower at a given vertical angle. The angle of the polar number is determined
from the distances between elements, the phase angle of the far field
contribution of the given element, and the path length differences resulting from
the horizontal angular displacement of the element from the reference point and
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the angle of the observation point above the horizontal.
The angles of the polar numbers are determined by parallel ray geometry while
the magnitudes of the polar numbers are determined by functions that are derived
from an assumed sinusoidal tower current distribution. The effects of the phase
shifts of the tower currents as a function of the tower heights are not included
inthese equations. Insituations where tower current phase shift is significant
the fields at vertical angles that are computed using these expressions may be
unrealistic.
The limits established by the FCC on the radiated fields from AM directional
antennas are derived from the 'theoretical pattern' equations Just described and
are called the "Standard Pattern'.
DETERMINING LIMITS ON VERTICAL RADIATION
The signals radiated at various vertical angles at night from AM antennas can
be transmitted greater distances via skywave propagation than daytime ground wave
signals. Variability in the reflections from the ionosphere make skywave
propagation a statistical phenomenon. Various measurements and calculation
techniques have been combined over the years in an attempt to arrive at a
reasonable prediction methodology. Figure (1) istypical of the curves used by
the FCC for determining skywave signal strength as a function of distance from
an AM antenna, and the vertical plane field strength of that antenna, at the
"pertinent vertical angle'.
Figure(Z) depicts the geometry by which the
'pertinent vertical angles" are determined.
Equations (1)and (2) are used to design AM directional antennas to limit the
radiation in the vertical plane so as not to exceed the interference limits
determined by the skywave methodology outlined above, in combination with other
administrative rules and procedures.
A MORE REALISTIC VERTICAL PLANE FIELD COMPUTATION
Method of moments programs yield tower current distributions that are likely to
be more realistic than the sinusoidal current distributions used to calculate
the fields from AM towers and directional arrays. The differences between the
fields calculated using the two methods are likely to be greater for taller
towers where the tower current phase shift, which is ignored by the sinusoidal
approach, isgreater. The following examples illustrate the effects that occur
in a variety of situations.
I. A Single Tall Tower
An example of how a tall tower can be used to limit sIkywaves at relatively high
vertical angles is shown in Figure (3). This curve depicts the relative field
in the vertical plane, calculated for an assumed sinusoidal distribution, from
a tower .6wavelengths tall. The minimum can be used to reduce the interference
to co-channel stations within a few hundred miles of the tower.
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Figure (4) shows the fields from this tower in the vertical plane as computed
by MININEC and by Equation (2). The minimum given by MININEC is not as deep as
that calculated by Equation (2) and it occurs at a different vertical angle.
The actual interference levels will obviously be much higher than those predicted
by Equation (2).
II. Four Tower Array
The horizontal plane pattern of a four tower in line array is shown in Figure
(5). These towers are 0.3 wavelengths tall. The vertical plane fields for this
array in the region of the horizontal plane minima are shown in figure (6).
Fields computed by MININEC and Equation (1) are depicted in comparison the
maximum fields allowed at these angles by the FCC Standard Pattern.
It can be seen that the numerically computed fields agree reasonably well with
the fields computed by Equation (1) and are all within the standard pattern
limits. This is caused by the fact that the phase shifts of the tower currents
are small enough that the two computation methods yield similar results.
III. Unequal Height Two Tower Array
The horizontal plane pattern of an unequal height two tower array is shown in
Figure (7). One of the towers is 0.45 wavelengths tall while the other tower
is half as tall.
Figure (8) shows the FCC standard pattern limits in the
vertical plane at an azimuth near the horizontal plane pattern minimum and the
vertical plane fields for two sets of antenna adjustment parameters as calculated
by MININEC.
The vertical plane pattern for this array was computed by MININEC using the
design field parameters. The inverse fields exceeded the standard pattern limits
in the horizontal plane by almost 50%. At the higher vertical angles the fields
fell within the standard pattern limits. When the actual array was adjusted in
the field to obtain the design field parameters, the measured fields agreed with
those calculated by MININEC and the array was readjusted so that the horizontal
plane field fell to 82.3 mV/m (see Figure (8) ).
The fields at the lower
vertical angles are within the standard pattern limits for this adjustment,
while the fields at the higher vertical angles exceed the standard pattern
limits.
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DISCUSSION
These three examples demonstrate that the accuracy of FCC Equations (1) and (2)
in predicting vertical plane radiation from AM antennas is a function of the
phase shifts of the currents flowing along the antennas. The total phase shift
of the current in the single tall tower (0.6 wavelength) from its base to its
top is +170 degrees. The total phase shift of the antenna currents in the four
tower example (equal heights of 0.3 wavelengths) ranges from -25 to -40 degrees.
Accurate computation of the phase shift of the currents in taller towers must
be considered if excessive vertical angle radiation from these towers is to be
avoided. Numerical computation techniques provide a means of reducing nighttime
AM interference by giving a more complete picture of the current distributions
in AM broadcast antennas.
When a program such as NEC or MININEC is used to compute the horizontal plane
pattern of an AM broadcast station's directional antenna the agreement achieved
with the pattern given by FCC Equation (1) is very good when the base drive
voltages that result in the correct far field parameters (field ratios and phases
used in FCC Equation (1) ) are used. The exception to this rule is the unequal
height two tower array discussed in example III above. The horizontal plane
pattern given by FCC Equation (1) has minima that are 50% lower than the MININEC
far field pattern minima for the same field parameters. The measured field
strengths for the actual antenna system agree with the MININEC computations.
Using FCC far field parameters for the design of AM directional antennas does
not always result in as much field suppression at specified angles as is
indicated by the use of FCC Equation (1).
To provide nighttime interference
protection by reducing the fields at the higher vertical angles for the unequal
height two tower array discusF d above the horizontal plane standard pattern
field limits must be exceeded in the pattern minima. When field parameters are
used that do not cause the horizontal plane standard pattern limits to be
exceeded the radiation at vertical angles above thirty degrees exceeds the limits
of the vertical plane standard pattern and nighttime interference is increased.
The FCC requires that an AM directional antenna "proof of performance" be
conducted for all new AM directional antenna installations. The FCC rules state
that the Proof of Performance must show that the measured horizontal plane ground
wave pattern of an AM directional antenna installation is within the confines
of the FCC horizontal plane standard pattern.
This results in increased
nighttime interference from this particular array.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF A HIGH-FREQUENCY
VERTICAL HALF RHOMBIC
M.D. Fanning and W.P. Wheless, Jr.
University of Alabama Electrical Engineering Department
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487
D.L. Faust and M.B. King
Eyring, Inc. Communications Systems Division
Provo, Utah 84601
Abstract - Selected radiation pattern characteristics of the commercially available
Barker & Williamson model AC-1.8-30 antenna, above finite ground, are investigated
experimentally and numerically at several frequencies in the hf( S-30 MHz) frequency
range. Emphasis is placed on examination of the capability of personal computer software,
the NumericalElectromagnetics Code (NEC-81, ver. 2.2), to reliably predict the radiation
patterns of this antenna. Numerous graphicalcomparisons of measured versus computed
radiationpatterns are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Design of hf wire antennas using NEC2 (specifically, NEC--81 version 2.2) [1,2] on a
personal computer (pc) is attractive from the viewpoint of convenience. Many hf
antennas are in near proximity to finite ground and may involve ancillary devices, like
ground rods, which question the practical utility of NEC2. In this paper, graphical
comparisons of several measured and computed radiation patterns are presented. The
results offer a sampling of the accuracy and reliability of NEC2 pattern predictions for hf
antennas close to real ground.
The antenna used for NEC2 analysis and measurements was the Barker &
Williamson model AC-1.8-30. While commonly referred to as a vertical half rhombic
(VHR), the antenna illustrated in Figure 1 could be described as a "balanced-feed, loaded
pyramid" configuration. Antenna wire is stranded #14 AWG. The center support for
this study was a 10.7-meter fiberglas pole. The axis of the antenna was along a precise
East-West line, with the balun feed at the East end and the 80401 termination resistor at
the West end.
Measurements were carried out using Eyring's Broadband Antenna Test System
(BATS) at its Cedar Valley, Utah, test range. BATS is a computer-controlled,
integrated test system which incorporates the capability for airborne pattern
measurements of antenna power gain. The test system is referenced to standard dipoles
[5]for obtaining hf pattern profiles with an overall accuracy on the order of 1 dB. The
BATS configuration and methodology is described in references [3] and [4], with details on
the antenna measurement beacon in [5]. Test site ground parameters er (dielectric
constant) and a (conductivity) are measured for each pattern profile as described in
reference [7].
COMPARISON OF NEC2 AND MEASURED PATTERNS
Measurements were conducted at the Eyring facility to acquire pattern profiles at
frequencies including 3.195, 10.12, 19.0475, and 22.9 MHz. Corresponding NEC2
radiation patterns were subsequently computed. BATS software, running on an IBM PC,
was used to overlay the NEC2 data on the measured data plots.
A sample of results was selected for presentation. Three gain versus elevation and
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seven gain versus azimuth pattern profiles (involving five different elevation angles) were
chosen. NEC2 patterns are shown with computed gain values, compensated for efficiency,
except for Figures 2,7,8, and 10. For ease of qualitative pattern comparison, the NEC2
gains for these four figures were respectively reduced by 4.9, 5.9, 5.9 and 3 dBi.
The measured data in Figures 2-4 was derived from airborne flyovers along a
North-South course (perpendicular to the axis of the antenna).
The respective
frequencies were 3.1925, 10.12, and 19.0475 MHz, with Horizontal polarization attitude.
The correspondence between the NEC2 computed pattern shape and the measured results
in Figure 2 is excellent. Measurements at 10.12 and 19.0475 MHz (Figures 3 and 4),
conducted four days earlier, illustrate manifestations of high winds aloft in measured
flyover patterns. The NEC2 predicted patterns for Figures 3 and 4 are believed to be as
reliable as the Figure 2 results.
Figures 5 through 9 present gain versus azimuth results for Vertical polarization at
various frequencies and elevation angles (from 5"to 40" above the horizontal) indicated
by the figure captions. Figures 10 and 11 give two similar Horizontal polarization case
studies. The NEC2 predicted patterns are satisfactory for many hf applications except for
the minor lobe predictions associated with Figures 7 and 8. A distinct minor lobe exists
about 270' azimuth in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows that the minor lobe is substantially
larger at the higher elevation angle of 40". In contrast, NEC2 predicts that the incipient
n in Figure 7 about 270" azimuth continues to deepen as the elevation angle is raised to
40". Other cases also exhibited the same tendency in NEC2 results.
CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this work has been to sample the validity of NEC2 pattern
shape predictions for hf wire antennas in close proximity to finite ground. Generallygood
correspondence between NEC2 and measured patterns was observed in this study. From
the results obtained, it appears that NEC2 can compute the radiation patterns of such
antennas to a degree of accuracy that is useful for many intended applications. Pattern
shapes may be interpolated with reasonable confidence when the NEC2 computational
program. is supplemented by a modest pattern measurement series at a zew discrete
frequencies.
REFERENCES
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COMPARISON OF NECGS TO MEASURED DESIGN
CURVES FOR VLF MONOPOLES
Submitted by
James P. Cahill
Kershnier, Wright & Hagaman P.C.
Alexandria, VA
ABSTRACT
The applicability of the NEC-GS program to the design of VLF top-loaded monopoles is evaluated by
comparing its results against measured data. Effective height, resonant frequency, and static capacitance
values computed from the NEC-GS output are compared with measured design curves published by the U.S.
Navy Electronics Laboratory. NEC-GS results obtained using both the current-slope-discontinuity source
and the applied E-field source are presented to establish which source model is best suited for the VLF toploaded monopole problem.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

A top-loaded, base insulated monopole is often used as a VLF transmitting antenna. To determine
the accuracy of the NEC-GS solution for this type of antenna and to discover the modeling techniques
which provide the most accurate and consistent results, several important antenna characteristics derived
from NEC-GS output were compared with measured data. One specific goal of this study was to determine
which of the two voltage source models available in the NEC-GS code, the applied E-field source or the
current-slope discontinuity CSD source, provides the more accurate results. t111t1
The measured data against which the NEC-GS results were compared were obtained from a U.S.
Navy Electronics Laboratory (NEL) report.1 Contained in the NEL report are a series of effective height,
isonant frequency, and static capacitance curves which were derived from numerous scale model
measurements. Effective height, resonant frequency and static capacitance were measured, because if these
quantities are known, most other significant VLF monopole properties can be calculated.
2.0

NEL CURVES

The NEL measurements were performed on a scale model with the geometry defined in Figure 1.
A number of equally-spaced top radials were attached to a cylindrical tower which was insulated from
ground at its base. For all measurements, the height (h) of the structure was 76.5 inches, the height-totower diameter ratio (h/d) was very nearly 200, and the height-to-radial diameter ratio (h/d) was 7630. To
provide a reference for later measurements, the characteristics of the model monopole without any top
radials were determined, and from this information, curves showing the effective height, resonant frequency,
and static capacitance versus monopole height (Figures 2, 4 and 6) were calculated. The effective height
curve was derived by assuming that the effective height of the monopole was one-half of its physical height.
After the resonant frequency of the model monopole was measured, the resonant frequency curve was
plotted by recognizing that for a constant hM ratio, the height-resonant frequency product remains constant.
Similarly, the static capacitance curve was calculated from the reference measurement using the fact that
the static capacitance is proportional to the antenna height for constant h/d.
When the top radials were added, the static capacitance was again measured directly, but the
resonant frequency and effective height were measured relative to the properties of the reference monopole
alone. The relative effective height values were found by measuring the far-field strength levels with a
constant current Input at 5 MH-.
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Figure I - Simplified model geometr

U,

Although the NEL report presents curves for several top-radial configurations, this paper considers
only the case where the angle between the tower and radials (a) was 45" and the number of radials is 12.
This case is representative of many antennas now operating and should sufficiently indicate the suitability
of the NEC-GS program for VLF top loaded monopole design.
3.0

NEC.GS MODEL

A NEC-GS model was created which was practically identical to that described in the previous
section except that a full size antenna was modeled at 50 kHz. The h/d and h/d, ratios were 200 and 7600,
respectively. When top radials were present, twelve were used and a was 45 *. The cylindrical tower was
divided into five segments. Depending on the h'/h ratio, between one and five segments were specified on
each radial.
3.1

Effective Height

Figure 2 displays the effective height data for a monopole without top radials as derived from NECGS as well as the corresponding NEL curve. NEC-GS effective height values are shown for both the Efield and CSD sources. These values were calculated from the computed input resistance. Clearly, the CSD
source provides a closer fit to the NEL data. It is not surprising that the CSD source gives the more
accurate input resistance, because it attempts to compute the impedance from the current at the base of
the tower rather than at the center of the lowest segment as the E-field source does.
Effective height data for a top-loaded tower are presented in Figure 3. In this figure, the effective
height data relative to a monopole without radials are plotted against the h'/h ratio. (hb/h is the ratio of
the projected length of the radials onto the tower divided by the tower height.) The NEC-GS relative
values were found by dividing the results for a 633 ft top-loaded monopole by those for a 633 ft monopole
alone. Once again, the CSD source data agree more closely with the measured curve.
Total effective height values for a 633 ft monopole are given in Table I. This table again shows
the CSD source to be In better agreement with the NEL data. However, VLF top-loaded monopoles are
usually designed with h'/h ratios between 0.5 and 0.7, and the E-field source gives satisfactory results in this
range.
Effective height values can also be determined from the NEC-GS results for the far E-field (E) and
base current (I). For the E-field source, the effective height figures calculated in this manner were within
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FIGURE 3 - EFFECTIVE HEIGHT OF A TOP-LOADED MONOPOLE
RELATIVE TO THAT OF THE REFERENCE MONOPOLE
one percent of those determined from the resistance. For the CSD source, however, the values calculated
using B and I were approximately 4.0 percent lower than those found from R. This difference probably
occurred because NEC-GS does not account for the higher base current of the CSD source when computing
the field strength.
I

I i B~i
•

m~

i

From the information presented above, it can be seen that the NEC-OS program is able to provide
~an accurate
R il estimate for the effective
ni int1in
height of a VLF monopole. It appears that the CSD source generally
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TABLE I
Effective Height (in) of a
633 Foot Top-Loaded Monopole

0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7

NEL
'

CSD*

96.5
115
130
123
106

95.9
114
132
124
108

E-FIELD'
109
125
137
125
107

'From base resistance

provides more accurate results than does the E-field ,ource. Furthermore, the best and simplest way to find
the effective height is by calculating it from the computed radiation resistance.
3.2

Resonant Freauency

An efficient way to estimate the resonant frequency using NEC-GS is to compute the reactance at
two frequencies and then calculate the resonant frequency assuming that the antenna can be modeled as
a series RLC circuit. Figure 4 shows the resonant frequencies calculated from the 50 and 11)0 kHz base
reactance for several tower heights. Both sources give higher resonant frequencies than the NEL
measurements did, and the CSD source is greater by a considerable amount. These discrepancies are
understandable considering that the simple RLC circuit approximation was used. A more accurate, although
more time consuming, way to locate resonance is by trial and error. Table II reveals that the trial and error
method produces results remarkably close to the NEL data.
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FIGURE 4 - RESONANT FREQUENCY OF AN UNLOADED MONOPOLE
NIC-GS RESULTS WERE FOUND BY THE TWO-FREQUENCY METHOD
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TABLE II
Resoant Frequen y (kHz) for
Unloaded Mooopoks
hft)

MEL

CSD"

NO0
700

74
336

74
336

783
335

*ftia& d a=romethod
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FIGURE 5 -RESONANT FREQUENCY OF A TOP-LOADED MONOPOLE
RELATIVE TO THAT OF THE REFERENCE ANTENNA

The relative resonant frequency versus radial length curves are provided in Figure 5, and Table III
contains the resonant frequency values of a 633 ft tower for several h/h ratios. Ali calculated values were
determined by the two-frequency method from the 50 and 80 kHz reactances. Notice that better agreement
was obtained between the NEC-GS and NEL values for the longer radial lengths. The agreement improves
because the RLC approimation is more appropriate when the capacitance between the top radials and
ground is large,
The resonant frequency of VLF monopoles with h'rn
ratios of 0.5 or greater can be found quite
accurately from the NEC-GS output using the two-frequency method. For monopoles with shorter radials,
the resonant frequency can be estimated by the two-frequency method and then established more closely
by trial and error.
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TABLE IIl
Rmoaaor Frequenc (k[ti) of a
633 Foot Top-Loaded Monopole

0
0.3
0.5
0.7

NEL,

CS)DIW

372
200
157
128

414
213
160
127

*Frou two-fequec

367
206
157
126

method

3.3 Static Caplacitance
Static capacitance values were found by two methods. The first method involved computing NECOs reactances at two frequencies below resonance and then calculating the static capacitance by assuming
that the antenna could be modeled as a series RLC Circuit. Fifty and 100 kHz were the two computation
frequencies for the tower alone, while .50 and 80 kHz were used when top radials were included. In the
second method, the static capacitance was calculated directly from the NEC-GS reactance at the extremely
low frequency of 30 Hz. Interestingly, both methods produced identical results to three significant figures
for all cases considered.
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FIGURE 6 - STATIC CAPACITANCE OF AN UNLOADED MONOPOLE
NEC.OS AND POCKUINGTOPI RESULTS WERE FOUND BY TIE TWO.FRRUE14CY MEMlOD

As Figure 6 shows, the capacitance of the tower alone derived from NEC-OS is significantly lower
than the NEL curve. Also provided in the figure ameresults obtained from a Kershner, Wright & Hagaman
(KWH) static moment method program and from a KWH moment method program which solves
Pockllngton's equation using a sinusoidal basis and testing functions along with a delta function generator.
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The KWH results agree very well with the NEL data and, therefore, call into question the accuracy of the
NEC-GS values.
Initially, it was thought that because the segment lengths were extremely short compared to a
4
wavelength at 30 Hz, numerical errors might have occurred. The modeling notes in the NEC User's Guide 'I
be
difficult
However,
it
would
suggest that the segment lengths should not be less than 0.001 wavelengths.
to explain why the two methods gave identical answers if numerical errors were the problem. As a further
check, the static capacitance of a 700 foot tower was calculated directly from the 30 kHz NEC-GS reactance.
Thirty kHz was chosen because the segments are longer than 0.004 wavelengths and the effect of the tower
inductance is small since the frequency is less than one tenth of the resonant frequency. It was found that
the 30 kHz capacitance was less than one percent higher than the 30 Hz capacitance. A slightly higher 30
kl-lz capacitance would be expected, since the tower inductance was neglected. Therefore, it is unlikely that
numerical errors caused the NEC-GS values to be low.
Turning to the relative capacitance of the top-loaded towers displayed in Figure 7, it is seen that
the CSD source results closely follow the NEL measured data.
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FIGURE 7 - STATIC CAPACITANCE OF A TOP-LOADED MONOPOLE
RELATIVE TO THAT OF THE REFERENCE ANTENNA

Table IV provides the total NEL, KWH static, and NEC-GS capacitances for a 633 foot toploaded monopole. The KW&H values agree more closely with the NEL data than do the NEC-GS results
regardless of the source model employed. The CSD source capacitances are approximately 11 percent below
the NEL data for h'/h ratios between 0.5 and 0.7, while the E-field source results are around 8 percent
lower over the same h'/h range.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
NEC-GS results have been compared against measured data to evaluate the accuracy of the program
and to establish guidelines for modeling VLF top-loaded monopoles. It was found that the agreement
between the NEC-GS results and the measured effective height and resonant frequency data was very good,
but the agreement for the static capacitance was somewhat poorer.
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TABLE IV
Static Capacitance (nF) of a
633 Fool Top-Loaded Moopole

0
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

NEL

CSD

E-FIELD

Z18
4.14
6.43
9.22
12.2

Z02
3.91
5.73
8.17

183
3.89
5.89
8.56

STATIC
2.19
4.25
6.26
8.86
12.3

In estimating the effective height, the CSD source model was superior to the F-field source. Also,
calculating the effective height from the radiation resistance provided better agreement with (he measured
the effective
results than if the effective height were found from the far-field and the base current. In fact,
heights determined from the resistance using the CSD source were always within two percent of the
measured values for all tower heights and radial lengths considered.
The trial and error method with the CSD source proved to be the best technique to establish the
resonant frequency, especially when the top radials were short. For a tower with short top radials, the twofrequency method over-estimated the resonant frequency by seven to ten percent, but the trial and error
method agreed with the measured data to three significant figures. For h'/h ratios between 0.5 and 0.7,
however, the two-frequency method exhibited improved accuracy. Under these conditions, both sources
produced resonant frequencies within two percent of the measured results for a 633 foot tower.
Results for the static capacitance were not quite so good. The main problem seemed to be that
the NEC-GS capacitance for a tower without radials was too low. The total capacitance of a 633 foot tower
with a h'/h ratio between 0.5 and 0.7 was found to be about eight percent low for the E field source and
11 percent low for the CSD source. Exactly the same answers were obtained whether the capacitance was
calculated by the two-frequency method or directly form the 30 Hz reactance.
Static capacitance estimates are mainly used to predict the bandwidth-efficiency product and the
voltages on a VLF antenna. Because the bandwidth-efficiency is directly proportional to the static
capacitance, a top-loaded monopole designed using NEC-GS results would have slightly more bandwidth
than anticipated. Also, the antenna voltage is proportional to the reactance for constant power, so the
antenna would operate at a lower voltage than NEC-GS predicted. In other words, the antenna would be
slightly over-designed.
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SESSION 8 - 'PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
BASED METHODS@

STOCHASTICAL FINITE ELEMENT
FOR ELECTRONAGNETICS
Tarek Galal
AH91ACT: - A new finite element technique is introduced. This technique would provide us with
the means to numerically solve a variety of
electromagnetic problem with stochastical nature.
A brief interpretation for a possible application
and a future formulation concepts, regarding local and
global models are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The finite element method is an approximation
procedure of numerical methodology required for
solving differential, and/or integral equations of
boundary and/or inital-value, in engineering types
problem [1].
When the problem involving random
variation of a relevant coefficient or parameter,
approaches are been made to adapt the used technique
to yield for stochastical numerical applications
[2-9] •
This paper discuss the possible application and
formulation of a stochastical finite element analysis
for solving a variety of electromagnetic engineering
problems,with stochastical nature.
Examples are:
Wave propagation with random refractive index; with
fluctuating frequency; with random located scatterers;
and with random rough geometry scatterer.
APPLICATION
Consider the scattering of electromagnetic
waves from rough surface. Ref. (10] gives the
scattered field in one dimension by:

E24 = F I J(a

The author address

is.

b) e

P.O. S1e 334, St. mrossard
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dx

j-1.2......n
with'nis the number of elements amd'n+l'is the number of nodes
4(x) : the surface height ; varies randomly in the z direction.
F, =-k

'

%:

4rRo

K=2xA
R o : distance of the receiver from the origion
01: angle of incidence
02

R

scattering angle
: Fresnel reflection cooficient for a smooth surface

v, = k(sinG1-sin 9 2)

v, - -k (cosO,.cose 2)
a = (l-R) sin,

+ (I +R) sinO2

b = (I+R) cosO2 - (I-R) cos01

Through

the following formulation [2], we obtain

the three most important characteristics of a random
proccess: the mean value, the variance, and the co-

variance [111.
The average value of a local scattered

field from

an element j(having a length Lin x direction),
is given by:
<E>

-

(a'(x)- b) e"

[FIF

dx J

(2)

The expression of the local element equations can be

written as:

()
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A,/

r

(3)

with A;' ) = < •

and

>(

(a4(x)-b

) - [FI

C

(4)

The average value of the global scattered field from the
surface is given by:

=

Z.<>[

xed]']

b
'r( ) -Me"

t
[F'

.,

(5)

The expression of the global finite element equation
can be written as:

-AY~
J

2

(6)

I

with
1

(,1)1

(*)

A [(')

, ' ........ A

A

(7)

wad
r

(8))')
(,)

..........

on the following we give expressions for local and
global variences [10].
The local varience

for an element j is given by:

(9)

,

<-E

Var(EJ"

The global varience associated with the total surface,
is given by:

Var(E 2)

(EftE2"
<E
2

-

-

t'2'

(10)

with
is gtven by

< E2 E2'>
,

E
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(1
x")
'V.(X

dx] (l)

(12)

The covarience between any two locally scattered fields
and E2. can be obtained from:
E
Co,(E

E

=

E)

_42_k

(13)
1)-

FORMULATION
we are currently embarking on pursuing the research to
include the following aspects:
Green's function

1.

Any electromagnetic problem described by a partial
differential equation, with stochastical nature, and
subject to dictated boundary conditions, can be performed in integral equation form. Such a formulation
requires searching the suitable green's function [12].
2.

Local maxima and high-level excursions
-

Ref [13] gives material covers the following subjects:
The mean number of local maxima above high levels.
Excursion characteristics above high levels.
The local structure of high maxima.
The local structure of excursions above high levels.
The global maximum.

Using this preceding material, we would formulate
necessary concepts regarding local and global stochastical
finite element.
CONCLUSION
The method of stochastical finite element has been
introduced.
Through given demonstration, the technique
would show potential for solving electromagnetic problems

with stochastical nature.
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shows significant potential for scattering applications. Infinite elements are employed to
allow truncation of the domain only a few elements from the scatterer.
FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH
For a linear, isotropic, homogeneous and source free medium and harmonic time
dependence, each component of the electric and magnetic field vectors satisfies the
I-Ielmholtz equation. Maxwell's equations, therefore, can be recast as [3]
VE + -, /.rWrE
0
(1)
c7

2

H + "-'"itr
(rJ'H

0

(2)

cwhere E is the electric field intensity, H is the magnetic field intensity, w is the circular
driving frequency, c is the speed or light, Er is the permittivity of the medium and Pr is the
permeability of the medium. A standard Galerkin finite element approach reduces li
solution to a system of linear algebraic equations:
K•U=F

(3)

where U are the discrete values of the field and the vector F arises from derivative boundary
conditions. Element stiffness matrix entries for each component arc given by
K

J [[ i--X-k

2
,

(4)

Ni Nj dQ

where K.is the wave number. Standard Dirichlet and Neuman boundary conditions can be
directly applied in this formulation. Linear combinations of the field quantities call be tied
on the boundary using standard techniques [4]. This formulation is not the easiest to use for
general problems. For certain applications, however, it directly admits scalar analogies
which significantly reduce computation time.
Two-dimensional problems can be reduced to two scalar problems with rM and TE
polarizations and, therefore, become scalar Helmholtz equations with appropriate boundary
conditions. Scalar Helmholtz equations can be solved by most structural finite clement
programs using scalar analogies 15,6]. The two-dimensional examples in this paper were
solved using the NASTRAN computer program [7].
For three-dimensional problems, the situation is much different. As a firsl step, a
three-dimensional scalar finite element program has been developed for the solution of
Helmholtz equation. A unique feature of this program is the inclusion of infinite elements
which allow truncation of infinite domains extremely close to the scattering surface. The flat
plate was chosen as the test problem. Near normal incidence with 11E polarization, the radar
cross section is dominated by the transverse component of the electric field and the resulting
magnetic field. A scalar approach, therefore, provides a first approximation to the solution
and demonstration of the approach.
Quadratic isoparatnetric linite elements, which provide excellent converence
properties, were used for ncar-licld modelfing [4]. Approximately four elentnes arc required
for each wavelength of domain.
Iit two-dimensions tihe clements are curviliniear
quadrilaterals and in three-dimensions they are curvilinear hexahedra.
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OUTER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INFINITE ELEMENTS
With finite elements or finite differences, the standard approach for truncating the
infinite outer domain is to use an approximation of the Sommerfeld radiation condition. A
second order approximation is obtained by using a linear spring and dashpot with appropriate
constitutive parameters [6]. These elements are available in most structural finite clement
codes and appear to be an adequate truncation assumption if the outer boundary is between
two and four wavelengths from the scatterer. Many authors have discussed higher order
approximations [8,91,
Zienkicwicz and others suggested constructing an element which maps a standard finite
element into an inlfinite region in the physical domain. The finite face of the element is then
applied to the near-ficld modeling as shown schematically in Figure 1 (for two-dinensional
problems). The extrapolation functions

Fig. 1. Finite and Infinite Element
for the element are assumed to have the correct wave component.
extrapolation mappings are:
A
A
-(5)
(I-t)
Ni(p,s,t) = Mi(p,s,t)'exp

,

Alt,]

A

The geometry and

(6)

where Mi(p,s,t) are tile standard quadratic shape functions, A is a constant related to the
location of the centroid of the element face and p,s are the standard mapped coordinates
which relate to the two finite spatial dimensions 1101. The exltrapo Ition Innctions decay
radially with Icading order I/r in three-dimensions and with I/ r for two-dimensions
(where r is measured from the centroid of the physical domain).
The infinite clemnctls allow for a general quadratic variation over the finite lace of the
element and for dcy in a three term series expansion. The leading term in tihe shape
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funttion is the lthrec- di mensionial free-field G~reen 's funIct ion for the HIelm holtz equaltion.
With this approach, thle infinlite elemieints call be placed quite close to the scatteritii object.
For a sound hard sphere, results sui"'est that one element inl thle field is sufficient for
accurate surface solution, and reasonable resuilts canl be obt ainted Witlli on ly infinitite elemen ts
applied to thle surface lii1. For surf aces close to fihe scatterer, the tiiiber of degres of
freedomn is of the samei order ats the boundary elemaent appi oach, hi
wit It balnded aiid
synictric nat rices. Ilile
wo i-st ease, the order ofl bandwid.. ..,
isVN (wvhere N is the
number of surface nodes).

SURFACE INTEGRAL COMPUTATION OF THE ELECTRIC FAR-FIELD VECTOR
To
i compute tilie scat te ring io, os section, values of thle electric field mu
lst be obtinied at
points far fromn thle scattecrinigi object. These far-field valules of thle elfeetric field are comaput ed
iisingC car-field values that niave beein obtained from it finite delet
solutIion inl a bouiiided
region contiaining thle object. '['he far-field is colmpiited by a siir face ii t gral wht se inl egraiid
is a funic tion of th
lilerfield electric and ia agli c field vect ors. Thli siir face ove r Wich tilie
iiiteual is cvaltiaitd is coiitaiiied iii tile regioin that is represented by tle finite eleiment
Toi Couiptc tile fliite eleimeit soutiiion of' the field scattered by the object, at rcloil
Conitaiiting thle object is modeled Withli initeclemnits, and this regioll will lie buiiitided. 'The
suirface ittegral requires tliat values of the electric and magnetic fields are sgiven on a surlface
cointainling thle scalterijie object . T[he surface S, is defined so that it euiiiaiiis tile scattering
object anld is c0i li id ill tile regioni modeled Witlli fiiiite e leunents . Tho obt aiii
les of thle
mniaietic field intenisity. H oil file surface, derivatives of' the electric field are appruixiiated
umsing vallues o~f E l tea rby grid p1unt s, and rthe H field is comptetd iisi ug tile Maxwell

H

7X E

(7)

Fo r thItis pirobllemiii thle liexamet1rl finiit e eleents are ciibes, so tile skirlace conlsists ofelemen t faces, but ill genteral fi.Ield valules oil tilie simrface woul d be iii e rpolited from valuecs
compuited lit mcarby points. Withi tile values, of tile fields E amid I-igivenl on thle surface, the
surface integrals for valuecs at far-field points lire:

E

-f1i,/(

x E),,

H =-L
Ill these integ.ral'
-~-----is

X lI)e3

+ (ii' X E) X 76c + (n)'~s(8)

+~

X1) x
xW

r, is tile iliteerutioui

V'e5 + (An H)7V6jds'

variable onl S, r is thle vectior to tile far-field pioint,

tile fiiidaimenital souitioin for the distaie r given lbv r

mui vector niorimal it) Sol r' 111.

(9)

-~

it

-.

r ,aind ii

is the

The imtegrals lire evauiated by Giaussian qiikiatiire.

EXAMPLE P~ROBLEM4S
'I[he firt Ic)miiplc is a twio-dimencmsionial perfectly counfiic Iit
strip 0.3 wa~velenigth wide.
anid all iiicideit field ilwi 'IlK polarizaioni.
'Thi
iitoria finite eleiteiit mesh tad 144
CliCiicits 1id ICeLurtl uuMuhe'pil cl-dishipots oil thle otilier hluuiduiry. Tlable i shiiws tle
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predicted total scattering cross section from the finite ceemcnt/boundary integral Calcuilationi
vs. thle reference solution (thle referencc solution is graphical and (tic reported numbers
where digitized from the graph) (121. The results agree quite closcsly for all incidence
including grazing (90 degree angle of attack). The worst case was a difference of 5%, It is
expected that the digitizing errors may account for much of thle reportcd difference.
TABLE 1: TOTAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION FOR A PERFECTL.Y CONDUCTING
0.3 WAVELF.NGTH- STRIP
ANGLE
OF ATTACK
(DEGREES)
0
10
20
30
40

50

1

60
70
80
90

f

NUMERICALI
PREDICTIONS

REFERENCE
SOLUTION

DIFFERENCE:
(PERCENT)

1.971
1.943
1.856
1.709
1.518
1.316
1.137
1.002
0.921
0.894

1.994
1.891
1.796
1.662
1.468
1.274
1.099
0.967
NA
0.850

1.15
2.75
3.34
2.83
3.41
3.29
3.46
3.62
NA
5.14

1

Figure 2 shows the backscatter cross section (RCS) vs. angle of attack. Plotted ]or
comparison is the physical optics solutionl. Tlhe physical optics solution obviously does tot1
predict thle RC'S accurately for angeles of attack more than 30 degrees front normal. Figure 3
shows the RCS for a 5.5 wavelength wide perfectly conducting strip. The results are plotted
with the Karp-Keller solution with singte diffraction [121. Agreement is quite good
qualitatively except the depths of thle troughs arc ovcrpredict. d by Karp-Keller and thle
solution degrades near grazing incidence. TIhe numerical solution is consistent with expected
results.
The seconid exuample is a perfectly conducting circular cylinder with radius of ten
wavelengths. The incident radiation was polarized with the TE polarization. T1he predicted
bistatic cross section is shown in Figure 4 compared with the analytic solution. l'izre 4
compares the predicted bistatic cross section with the analytic solution and shfow, excellent
agreement at all bisiatie angles. [he cyl i ider has beeni situdied previoi sy for bothIthle TF
attd T~M polarizations with excellIent comparison bectwee i thle i nmericalI and antalyt icalI
solutions [111.
The third example is fully three-dinisional. T[he RCS was Computed for a1perfectly
coniduct ing five wavelengthI square plate. If the incidenlt field is polari/ed in thle plane of thle
plaite, it is ainticipated that the cross section may be dominated by this comtpottent of tle E
field and thle restilting H- field (especially if' (te botunding qtlrfatcc k near t11Cplate). I'ftc
domlain was msodeled by standard liexaltedfral fiite eleimets. Itnfintite elemets were aipplied
to thle outer bouiidary of thle itesil at aboutt tite wavclenitg;I away from thle plate. The imearest
inin
itite elemetit was (1.6 svavclcmtgt It oiut tile plate. The piedlieid RC'S is plotted :Is aI
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Fig. S. PE RFECTLY CONDUCTING 5 WAVELENGTH FLAT PLATE
elements allow for minima! field modeling and, therefore, smaller system matrices. The
formiulation produces banded and symmetric matries that redluce computational
requirements, and produces accurate results.
[he methodology is being extended for the (till vector Maxwell equations. The shape
function assumptions used in the infinite element aire correct independent of formulation (i.e.
independlent of whether a IHelmholtz or curl-curl formulation is employed). The finite
element matrices are not only banded, hut are also extremely sparse; a typical finite eceen
matrix in thrccdimenisions has approximately 82 nonzero entries in each row independent of
problemn size. If robust iterative solvers were available, this Nparsity wouild renider the
solt 10)1 t inc of orrler N.
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Application of Generalized Vertex Splines to Bounlary
Element Method For Electromagnetic Scattering
A. K. Chan, C. K. Chui and T. X. He
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Department of Mathematics
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843
Abstract
A Boundary Element formulation using the generalized vertex splines is
presented in this paper. These splines are generated using lower degree
piecewise polynomials in order to keep the same degree of smoothness offered
by the vertex splines. The Barycentric coordinates and the B~zier
representation of the generalized vertex splines are presented. The
characteristics of the generalized vertex splines and their applications are
discussed. An example of scattering of an infinite conducting cylinder is
shown.
1. Introduction
Boundary element method (BEMI

has been the major numerical technique in

marine hydrodynamics for many years. Recently, it has been used to solve
electromagnetic boundary value problems such as waveguide discontinuities,
multilayer dielectrics and electromagnetic scattering [1-3j. Essentially, this
method is similar to the finite element method with the exception that the BEM
discretizes only the boundaries. This reduces the memory requirements for
computations. On the other hand, the BEM method is based on Green's theorem,
and boundary integral equations must be set up for a given boundary value
problem. Singularities associated with the Green's function must be taken care
of in the numerical evaluation of the boundary integrals. Sometimes, the
integrals cannot be evaluated due to the strong singularities in the Green's
function. Hence, the choice of the shape functions (or interpolation

IResearch partially supported by NSF CDR-8721512 Offshore Technology Research
Center; Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Advanced Research Program
Nos. 32123-70030, 32130-70440, and 32130-70420; and by SDIO/IST managed by the
U.S. Army Research Office under contract No. DAAL 03-87-K-0025.
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functions) is crucial to the success of this method. Currently, choices of the
shape function include piecewise polynomials up to degree two. These shape
functions are defined over individual elements and are joined together at the
element boundary to form the approximate solution. Generally, these
approximation solutions are continuous but are discontinuous in the first
derivative. Such approximate solutions may pose problems in computation if the
boundary integral is strongly singular.
In this paper, we present a different approach to solve the boundary
element equation by using the generalized vertex splines as the basis
functions. The unknown is represented by a spline series which is continuously
differentiable in the entire boundary. In this manner, boundary integrals with
strong singularities can be converted to weakly singular integrals. The
solution of the boundary value problem is given in terms of its values at the
discretization nodes.

II Bezier representation of piecewise polynomials
Traditional representation of a polynomial P(xl using the global basis is
inconvenient for describing the shape function in the finite (or boundary)
element method. The Barycentric coordinate system (u,v) gives a much more
compact local description of the polynomial Px) within a given interval
(x 0 ,x I. The coordinates u and v. are defined by

u = (x

- x)/(x2 -xl

v= (x - x)/x
1

-xl
2

(I

1

so that u~v=l. They are known as the Bernstein's polynomials of the first
degree if the interval of interest is (0,1). The variable x in (i) is
expressed in terms of u and v as x = xu + x v. Any nth degree polynomial can
be expressed as a linear combination of the Bezier polynomial basis given by

*

lu~v

,

i! u v,
!j.
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i,j =0,1....n
and i+j = n.

(2)

For example, a second degree polynomial P (X) can be expressed
PzW
2

where a

= E
l

a

12

J-2 I

*

J

(3)

)(u'v)

IJ

are called the B~zier coefficients. These coefficients uniquely

determine the polynomial P2(x within the interval (x x 2 ) and are invariant
relative to the location of the interval.
The arrangement of the coefficients for an univariate piecewise
polynomial within its support is called the Bizier net.

The Bezier nets for a

second degree and a third degree polynomial are shown below
a
20
xI

P

a

'

:

02
x2

a

(

PP3

a

11

a

a

a
12

21

30

----

03

x2
For example, if the interval (x ,x

)

is (0,I) and P2(x)=xZ, the Blzier net is

(0,0,1). Likewise, if P 3 (x)=x -1, its B6zier net is given by (-l,-l,-1,O)
1

Ill. C quadratic generalized vertex splines
A polynomial spline is defined to be a function consisting of piecewise
polynomials joining together smoothly at the knots (grid points). A function
n
is said to be of C smoothness if it has continuous derivatives up to the n t
order. Popular spline functions include the linear, quadratic and the cubic
splines. However, the most useful form of the spline functions are the
B-splines (basis splines) because any continuous smooth function can be
expanded as a series of B-splines. The linear and cubic B-splines are shown in
figure 1.
It is not difficult to see that the support of the B-spline is enlarged
as the order of smoothness is increased. The B-splines with large support are
not very useful for the tradiational finite element formulation. Hence, there
exist a need to find spline functions with small support, reasonable degree of
smoothness, and good approximation order. The vertex spline is developed to
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iA,

satisfy this need.
A vertex spline is defined as a locally supported piecewise polynomial
function in e

n

on an interval A whose support contain AT MOST one grid point

in the interior. The familiar triangular function is a linear vertex spline
0

2

with C smoothness. Univariate vertex splines with CI and C smoothness are
the Hermite cubics and the Hermite quintics as shown in figure 2. Vertex
splines of higher degree of smoothness are desirable as shape functions in
finite element method and boundary element method. An example of their usage
is given in [4]. However, elements with higher degrees of smoothness must be
constructed using piecewise polynomials of higher degrees, which, in some
applications, may not be desirable. For this reason, generalized vertex
splines are developed by using lower degree polynomials and expanding the
support without the sacrifice of smoothness. One way to accomplish this is to
refine the grid partition. In finite element literature, the element obtained
in this way is called the Macro element. The details of spline constructions
are shown in [5).The BEzier net for the C' quadratic

generalized vertex

spline is given as follows:

0

0

.5

1

1

1

.5

0

0

The graph of O(x) is shown in figure 3.

IV Formulation and computation using generalized vertex splines
Following Kagami and Fukai Ill, the equation for a two-dimensional
scattering problem formulated using the boundary integral approach is given by
u +f' u(G/8n)dc -f

(ldu/OnlGdc - 0

141

where the uI is the known incident field and G is the appropriate Green's
function for the boundary value problem. As a trial case, we consider the
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two-dimensional scattering problem of TM wave incident on an infinitely long
circular conducting body of radius a. Since the electromagnetic fields must
obey the radiation condition at infinity, the contribution from the boundary
at infinity to the integral in (4) is zero. Putting the observation point on
the boundary of the conducting body, the integral equation for the unknown
magnetic field Hs is

i l-ca/zrE'( x.,y,)=JG(x~ylx,,ylI'(x.y)dc-fE(Xy)aG(x~ylx,,yI)/Bnidc

where E

s
z

(5)

is the scattered field at the boundary and a is the angle around the
2

singular point at which r=I(x-x ) +(y-y )2 1 /2 is zero. Here,

Jdenotes the

Cauchy's principle value of the integration and a is it for smooth boundary.
s

The known field E and the unknown field H1 are expanded as series of
generalized vertex spline basis as follow:
Es(el =
E

*(e-e

He=O
where C(e-

I

I

z
Hj 0(e-e

i) is the generalized vertex spline shown in figure 3. The boundary

integral in (5) can be expressed in matrix form as

IPIlel = ISIh]
where the elements of the column vector [e) are known values of the scattered
E field at the nodal points on the boundary. The elements p.. and s. are
ith

integrations over the support of the spline functions at the j

I

node.

Mathematically, they are expressed as
PuJ = J[OG(eleIl/Sn]'(e-eldc(e) + 611/2

S
where 8

iJ

= JG(e1el(0-e1 )dc(e)

is the Kronecker delta. The column vector (hi contains the values of

the unknown HO field at the nodal points.
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V Conclusions
The results of using the generalized vertex splines in the BEM for the
problem of plane wave scattering by an infinite conducting cylinder are
compared to those using linear elements for the case where a = A. The number
of segments is 60 so that the segment length is approximately .IA. The graphs
in figure 4 indicate that the solutions using generalized vertex splines are
smooth and the average amplitude error is smaller than that using linear
element.
Several advantages can be pointed out in using the generalized vertex
spline as basis for the boundary element method. (I) It is not necessary to
map an arbitrary segment of the boundary into a standard segment where the
shape function is defined over a given coordinate system. (2) The smoothness
of the solution is guaranteed because the basis function is smooth everywhere.
(3) Strong singularities can be reduced to weak singularities so that
numerical integration can be performed if needed. (4) The order of
approximation is known so that the segment length can be predetermined for a
given accuracy requirement.
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(a)

Linear 6-spline

(b) Cubic B-spline
Figure 1

(a)Heralite cubics

.

Figure 2
(b) Hermite quintics
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SESSION 9 - 'HIGH FREQUENCY METHODS AND CODES'

A HYBRID ASYMPTOTIC-MODAL ANALYSIS OF THE EM
SCATTERING BY OPEN-ENDED S-SHAPED RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE CAVITIES
P.H. Law, R.J. Burkholder and P.H. Pathak
The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory
1320 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Abstract
The electromagnetic (EM) backscatter from 3-dimensional perfectly conducting
S-shaped open-ended waveguide cavities with a planar termination is analyzed when
they are illuminated by an external plane wave. The cavities which are modeled in
this analysis are built up by smoothly joining straight and annular shaped uniform
waveguide sections with constant rectangular cross-sections. The analysis is based
on a self-consistent multiple scattering method which accounts for the multiple
wave interactions between the open end, the junctions between waveguide sections,
and the interior termination. The scattering matrices which describe the reflection
and transmission coefficients of the waveguide modes reflected and transmitted at
each junction between the different waveguide sections, as well as the scattering
from the edges at the open end are found via asymptotic high frequency methods
such as the geometrical and physical theories of diffraction used in conjunction
with the equivalent current method. It is noted that the modes within the annular
section include the whispering gallery type. This hybrid method is expected to yield
very accurate results and is much more efficient than conventional mode matching
procedures for analyzing these types of waveguide cavities with electrically large
cross-sections which accomodate a large number of propagating modes.
The numerical results for the backscatter from an S-shaped waveguide cavity
are compared with the backscatter from a straight waveguide cavity of the same
length; the backscattered patterns are different in the sense that the curvature of
an S-shaped cavity redistributes the energy reflected from the interior termination
in a way that is different from that of a straight cavity.

1

Introduction

The EM scattering by large open-ended waveguide cavities with an interior termination are of interest in radar cross section (RCS) applications. From a high frequency
asymptotic point of view, the electric field scattered from an open-ended cavity due
to an incident plane wave is composed of the three scattering mechanisms shown in
Figure 1. The total scattered field is written as
f=ce +
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,+

(1)

where Eh" is the scattering from the exterior of the cavity, not including the rim
at the open end, E' is the scattering from the rim at the open end of the cavity,
and fl
is the scattering from the interior of the cavity. fegt is not of interest here
because it depends on the cavity's supporting structure and could be found using
other high frequency methods such as physical optics [11, the geometrical theory of
diffraction (GTD) [21 or its uniform extension [3), etc. Only "" and Ep
will be
considered here.
The open-ended cavity geometries analyzed here are made up of alternate sections of uniform rectangular straight and annular waveguides for which the waveguide modes are known in closed form, as shown in Figure 1. The annular waveguides are simply straight rectangular waveguides bent with a constant radius. The
multiple scattering matrix (MSM) method 141, also referred to as the generalized
scattering matrix method, is used to find the cavity scattered fields in such a way
that all multiple wave interactions between the open end, junctions and termination
are included self-consistently. The MSM is made up of modal scattering matrices
which describe the isolated reflection and transmission of waveguide modes at junctions between waveguide sections and between the first waveguide section and the
external region. It also contains the termination modal reflection matrix. These
component matrices are computed efficiently element-by-element using high frequency asymptotic methods, rather than by the more conventional and numerically
intensive mode matching procedure which requires solution of a system of equations
of the order of the number of propagating modes. The hybrid modal method used
here has been used in a broad class of open-ended cavity scattering problems 15-101.
For the waveguide cavity configuration of interest shown in Figure 1, it has b,cn
found that the modal reflections from the junctions between sections are negligable
because the junctions are smoothly continuous. It has also been found that higher
order wave interactions between the open end and the termination are negligable
compared with the first order scattering from the interior of the cavity. Therefore,
the MSM, which intrinsically includes all higher order interactions, reduces to a
simple matrix which includes just the first order scattering from the rim at the
open end and the scattering due to energy which couples into the cavity via the
open end, propagates in the form of waveguide modes to the termination, reflects,
propagates back to the open end and re-radiates into the external region. This
simplification is important computationally because the complete MSM requires
several matrix inversions of the order of the number of propagating modes, which
can be quite large. The details of this analysis can be found in [8[ and will only be
summarized here. An ei" time convention is assumed and suppressed throughout.
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i

2

Formulation

The incident plane wave electric and magnetic fields can be written in terms of their
9 and components as
(iA' + A) e'j"
(2)
fi

=

Z; 1 k' x P,

(3)

where
= Ik is the free space propagation vector of the incident plane wave
(k = 2w/A), Z. is free space impedance (Z. z 377l), and F is a vector from the
origin located in the vicinity of the open end of the cavity. The scattered electric
field of (1) can be written in terms of its i, j, -;components as
PE

= ---iE. + jE,' + iE,',

(4)

which can be in the near or far field region of the cavity. IS], the MSM which relates
the components of the scattered and incident fields is then defined by
E,'

=

[S]

A'

(5)

The electric and magnetic fields 9., ff. in any component waveguide section of
the cavity can be expanded as a sum of forward (+4)) and backward (-)) propagating ortnogonal waveguide modes as
mn'(

h

hk are the fields of the mn
where A! are the modal expansion coefficients, j,
mode in a transverse cross section of the waveguide, f,, is the propagation constant
of the mneh mode, and q is the axial coordinate of the waveguide. For a straight
rectangular waveguide q is a cartesian coordinate such as z, in which case 3,, has
dimensions of length-', and for an annular waveguide 1 is the cylindrical coordinate
,, in which case /,,n is dimensionless. The rectangular waveguide modes are in the
form of sines and cosines, and the annular waveguide modes are in the form of
sines, cosines and Bessel functions. The exact form of these modes can be found
in [8]. It is noted that the sum in (6) is over the propagating modes in a given
waveguide section. Evanescent modes are not included because the waveguides are
assumed to be electrically large; such that enough propagating modes are supported
to adequately describe the fields in the waveguides. For smaller waveguides, a finite
number of evanescent modes could also be included in (6) to improve the accuracy.
The simplified MSM for the 5-section waveguide cavity of interest here which
includes only the first order scattering from the open end and the cavity interior
with no multiple interactions is given by
[S] = [SOO] + [SI01 [P11[S2nIlP 2 IS32I [P31[SOa1(P 41[S54] [PSI [Sri

[PI[S 451s,[P
41[S341[Ps[3s]IP2][S12 1[PII[S11,
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(7)

with the component scattering matrices illustrated in Figure 2. IS00 1 relates the
components of the scattered field due to the scattering by the rim at the open
end to the components of the incident plane wave. [Sol] relates the components
of the incident plane wave to the modal expansion coefficients of the modal fields
coupled through the open end into the first waveguide section, and [Sil relates
the components of the cavity scattered field to the modal expansion coefficients of
the modal fields incident on the open end from within the first waveguide section.
The transmission matrices associated with junctions between waveguide sections
relate the transmitted modal expansion coefficients to those incident on the junction
from the adjacent waveguide section. [Sri is the modal reflection matrix of the
termination of the cavity and relates the modal expansion coefficients of the modal
fields incident and reflected from the termination within waveguide section 5. The
propagation matrices [P, i = 1,2,3,4,5, are diagonal matrices composed of the
terms e- o-A , where liis the length of the i' section (1. is linear for a straight
rectangular guide and angular for an annular guide). These matrices describe the
propagation of the waveguide modes from junction to junction.
The scattering matrices which make up the MSM of (7) are found using highfrequency asymptotic methods. [So) is found by replacing the rim at the open end
with equivalent line currents which are found using GTD, based on the incident
plane wave field and the location of the observer. The junction transmission matrices are found by replacing each incident modal field with equivalent surface currents
based on the Kirchhoff approximation in the plane of the junction and then finding
the excitation of the transmitted modes due to these currents radiating inside an unbounded waveguide (i.e., with no junctions or terminations present). [SOi is found
in a similar manner by replacing the incident plane wave with equivalent Kirchhoff
surface currents in the open end and allowing them to excite modes in the first
waveguide section. The modal excitation coefficients due to the equivalent electric
and magnetic surface currents, f. and AIL, respectively, radiating in an unbounded
waveguide can be found from the following equation [4]:
(8)
A± = (
.J,)ds
mn

2

-f

i

8

where $ilis the surface of the junction between waveguide sections i and j. It is
noted that (8) applies only to waveguide modes which are normalized to carry unit
power. It is also noted that for the cavity configurations of interest here, there is
always a simple reciprocity relationship which relates all matrices of the form [S,]
to the corresponding matrix [Sli1. Finally, the termination reflection matrix for the
case of a perfectly conducting (PEC) planar termination is given by

[Sri

-[i],

(9)

where (I] is an identity matrix of the order of the number of propagating modes
in the last waveguide section. The termination is not limited to this simple planar
PEC case and may be completely arbitrary as long as it is characterized by a known
[Sri.
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3

Numerical Results

The monostatic radar cross section (RCS) is plotted as a function of aspect angle
in Figure 3 for a straight rectangular and an S-shaped cavity. In this figure the
scattering from the rim and the scattering from the cavity interior are plotted
separately, in addition to the sum total of these two RCS components. The units of
the RCS are decibels relative to a square wavelength (dBSW) and the aspect angle
given in degrees. Of interest in these plots is that the patterns peak near axial
incidence for the straight rectangular cavity but do not for the S-shaped cavity.
This is because the S-bend has the effect of offsetting the termination so that it is
not directly visible looking through the open end, and it redistributes the scattered
fields asymmetrically in the RCS patterns. It is also noted that the scattering from
the rim at the open end is generally much less significant than the interior cavity
scattering.

4

Conclusions

The hybrid asymptotic-modal technique for analyzing the EM scattering by large
open-ended waveguide cavities is accurate because it uses the natural waveguide
modal fields of the cavities and it is efficient because all the scattering matrices are
calculated one element at a time using high frequency asymptotic techniques rather
than by solving a large system of equations numerically. In the case of the cavities of
interest in this paper, it was seen that the scattering by the rim is generally much
less significant than the scattering from the cavity interior and that the S-shape
causes the cavity scattered fields to be redistributed in the RCS pattern so that
they do rot peak near axial incidence.
Ongoing work in this area is concerned with finding ways to track the fields
inside non-uniform lossy cavities for which waveguide modes cannot be defined in
the conventional sense. Also, it is of interest to be able to characterize more realistic,
complex terminations with a modal reflection matrix [Sr].
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Figure 1: Scattering mechanisms of an open-ended S-shaped waveguide cavity.
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERALIZED RAY EXPANSION
FOR ANALYZING THE EM SCATTERING BY
OPEN-ENDED NON-UNIFORM WAVEGUIDE CAVITIES
WITH A VARYING SUPER-ELLIPTIC CROSS SECTION
C.W. Chuang, R.J. Burkholder, R.-C. Chou and P.H. Pathak
The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory
1320 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

1.

Introduction

The generalized ray expansion (GRE) method (1,2] was developed recently
to analyze the complex problem of electromagnetic (EM) scattering by
large open-ended waveguide cavities of relatively arbitrary shape. Basically, the scattering from just the open end alone can be found via the
geometrical theory of diffraction used in conjunction with the equivalent
current method, whereas, the field scattered into the exterior due to the
presence of the interior waveguide termination is found by discretizing the
aperture at the open end into a relatively small number of sub-apertures
and by launching the rays from each sub-aperture into the cavity with the
initial ray amplitudes weighted by the far field radiation pattern of the subaperture. This approach has the advantage in that, unlike the conventional
geometrical optics ray shooting approach, the GRE method launches and
tracks a grid of rays within the cavity just once, independent of the external
plane wave incidence angle, and the fields diffracted into the cavity by the
edges at the open end are implicitly included in the analysis.
A GRE based computer code has been developed to analyze the EM
scattering by perfectly conducting waveguide cavities that can be modeled
mathematically using a super-elliptic cross section which changes its shape
gradually from rectangular at the open end of the cavity to an arbitrary
super ellipse at the planar termination. Furthermore, the axis of the cavity
may have a lofting function described by a fifth order polynomial to model
cavities with bends. At present, the code can only handle cavities with
rectangular apertures (open ends) normal to the waveguide cavity axis,
but in the near future it will be modified to analyze cavities with arbitrary
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super-elliptic apertures which may be slanted with respect to the waveguide
axis. It is noted that the present code allows the planar termination to be
slanted with respect to the waveguide axis. A brief theoretical background
of the GRE approach and numerical results for the backscatter by several 3D open-ended super-ellipse cavity geometries which have rectangular cross
sections at the open end are given in the following.

2.

Theoretical Background

The electromagnetic scattering from open-ended cavities consists of three
distinctive scattering mechanisms, namely, the scattering by the front end
rim, the scattering by the external structure of the cavities, and the interior
irradiation. In the high frequency range, the coupling between the three
different scattering mechanisms is negligible so that they can be treated
separately. Here we are concerned with the interior irradiation, which is
the scattering due to EM energy coupled into the interior of the cavity and
reflected back to reradiate into the exterior region.
In the GRE approach for evaluating the interior irradiation, we assume
that the open end aperture fields for launching rays into the interior of the
cavity are those of the incident plane wave. The aperture area is divided
into a relatively small number of sub-apertures and rays are launched from
each sub-aperture into the cavity with the initial ray amplitudes weighted
by the far field radiation pattern of the sub-aperture as shown in Figures I
and 2. The ray path and ray field are determined by the geometrical optics.
Specifically, at each point along the ray path the ray field is given by

E -p

=

w ;

4

. x ix

dp. (f ' ) + Y..

....

0

x df,,

(O)] ei"'

(2)

4w!
St

where N(p) is the number of reflections, 14, is the reflection coefficient,
T decomposes the ray fields just before each reflection into TE and TM
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components,

IV

iis the ray divergent factor, m is the number of caustics

traversed by the ray, C, is the radiation pattern of each sub-aperture, and
dp. and dp,,, are the equivalent electric and magnetic current dipoles at the
open end associated with the incident plane wave fields.
After going through several internal reflections, the rays will exit the
open end aperture. Huygen's principle is then applied to integrate each
ray field at the aperture to obtain the scattered field due to the internal
irradiation.

3.

Numerical Results

Several numerical results of the GRE approach for the EM scattering by
open-ended cavities with a super-elliptic cross section are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. The cavities in these figures are of different shapes, but
they all can be modeled by a super ellipse. A super ellipse is described by

[60

+

•I

(3)

By letting ('), (s), a(s), P(), and q varying with z, the super ellipse can
be used to model an S-bend cavity while transitioning from a rectangular
cross section at the open end to a circular one at the termination of the
cavity.
The scattered fields shown in Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 include only the internal irradiation from the cavity. In Figure 3, the GRE solution is compared
with a hybrid modal reference solution[l] and a solution obtained using the
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) technique[3]. The good agreement between the three solutions indicates the accuracy of the GRE approach. The
cavities in Figures 4, 5, and 6 are non-uniform and the GRE solutions are
compared with those obtained by the SBR technique in these figures. In all
the cases shown, the termination of the cavity is a planar conductor. Use of
more complicated terminations and other improvements will be performed
in future work.
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The Ohio State University
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1320 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212-1156

D. DeCarlo
Naval Air Test Center
Mail Code SY80AE
Patuxent River, MD 20670

Abstract
The performance of a UHF SATCOM antenna on a P-3C aircraft is studied
using the NEC-Basic Scattering Code V3.1 (NEC-BSC31). It is desired for the
system to provide performance to maintain the satellite link in areas of high
signal fading to multipath effects. Potential locations of the antenna system to
achieve a desired pattern and polarization coverage is the ultimate goal. This
paper concentrates on the modeling and validation effort that should first take
place in such studies.
The antenna modeled in this study represents a Dorne & Margolin DM
1501341 "Batwing" airborne UHF satellite communications antenna. This antenna produces a circular polarized antenna pattern. The antenna model used
in the code is validated by comparing with measurements on a fiat finite ground
planes taken at Naval Air Test Center. Procedures for referencing the results
to a circular polarized isotropic radiator are discussed.
Various types of computer models are used for different locations of the
antenna. Some of the relevant background of the modeling effort pertaining
to UTD and the NEC-BSC31 are discussed. The P-3C computer models are
validated by comparing with scale model measurements taken independently
by two different companies.

I

Introduction

This paper discusses the use of the NEC - Basic Scattering Code Version 3.1 (NECBSC31) to predict the patterns of a UHF SATCOM antenna on an aircraft. The
ultimate objective is to find a location or locations of the antenna to maintain the
satellite link in areas of high signal fading to multipath effects. In this case, the
354

antenna is a commercially available circularly polarized crossed dipole type system.
The aircraft is a P-3C.
The use of a code, such as the NEC-BSC31, in studies like this can ease costs by
reducing though not eliminating measurements. Many locations can be tried in a
reasonably fast time. Measurements are still needed, however, to validate the code.
This paper concentrates on the model set up and the validation steps. First, setting
up the code to present the circular polarization normalized to circular isotropic is
discussed. Next, how the antenna is modeled is presented. The methodology of
defining the aircraft model is next discussed. Finally, the validation of the model is
presented.

II

Background

The analysis is performed using the NEC - Basic Scattering Code Version 3.1 [1].
The complete capabilities of this code are detailed in the manual and have been
summarized in previous papers [2]. The theory, based on UTD, has also been
discussed in many references [3,4]. The main discussion here is centered around
using the code to define a particulartype of model and validation of the model.
In defining a model, it is necessary to compare the needs of the applications
with the limitations of the available capabilities of the code. Some of the missing
elements can be added. Others will have to be circumvented by careful definitions
of similar cases that can supply at least partial information. Any problems beyond
that need to be bounded.
In this case, the first step is defining an antenna model in the code that gives a
good description of the real antenna. Since this is a circular polarized antenna, a
means of plotting the results is developed. This is done externally to the existing
code using the plotting program.
It is also desired to represent the results in absolute directive gain. This question
arises frequently by users of the code. Since the NEC-BSC is not an antenna code
per se. It is necessary to provide the normalizing information to the code. The surest
way to obtain this information is to calculate a volumetric pattern. Integrating the
volumetric pattern provides a figure for the power radiated. This number is then
used to normalize the pattern. The volumetric pattern can be calculated using an
ideal situation of the antenna in free space or over an infinite ground plane, which
ever is more appropriate. In this case, it is an antenna over a ground plane. If one
assumes that power is conserved when the model is changed, and that the current
distribution does not change significantly, then this is a reasonable number to use
for all the various model configurations calculated subsequently. All the results
below are shown as absolute directive gain relative to circular isotropic or linear
355

isotropic depending on the situation.

III

Antenna Study

The antenna used is a Dome & Margolin DM 1501341 (Batwing) airborne UHF
satellite communication antenna. It is a circular polarized type antenna built into
an aerodynamic casing. It radiates like a simple set of crossed dipoles around 16.5"
in length. They are oriented parallel to the fuselage and 7.6" off of it.
One way to model an antenna in the code is to first calculate the current distribution from a method of moments code. This is done using the ESP4 code [5]. An
infinite ground plane is simulated by using image elements. The results proved to
be almost exactly that of using the standard dipole model in the NEC-BSC31 over
an infinite ground plane. The simpler built in model is, therefore, used.
Naval Air Test Center measured the Batwing antenna on a 6 foot ground plane.
The patterns are for the vertical and horizontal polarization taken at 300 MHz for
various elevation cuts. Just a couple of which are shown here. The calculated and
measured results for the horizontal and vertical polarized fields in the principal
elevation cut of the antenna (between the two elements) is shown in Figure 1. The
calculated and measured results for the horizontal and vertical polarized field in the
elevation cut along one of the element arms is shown in Figure 2.
The results compare very well. If the standard model in the code had not
worked out so well, then the measured result could have been used in the table look
up feature of the code. The ground plane would first have to be processed out.

IV

Model Study

Defining the model to use is the next step. The best model to use depends on
the location of the antenna. Simple plan view drawings of the aircraft are usually
sufficient to help define the needed parameters. The measurements can be taken
off the drawings then translated into the appropriate commands. The input set can
then be run through the GKS geometry code, NECBSCGM, being supplied with
version 3. Properly scaled this drawing can be overlaid on the plan view to see the
accuracy of the input numbers.
In the case of the P-3C being studied here, any one of the three curved surface
shapes can be used for the location of the antenna location used in the measurements. Figure 3 illustrates the use of a cylinder to represent the fuselage. An
advantage of the cylinder at the present time is that the creeping waves can be calculated. For other locations closer to the nose it would be better to use on ellipsoid
356
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model. Cone frustum models are possible for other locations. In any case, it is best
to start simple. Only five plates are used at first representing the wings, horizontal
and vertical stabilizers.
A sensitivity study of the model is next in order. This entails running some
pattern cuts with and without various parts of the structure included. If a plate
representing a wing or a cylinder representing an engine does not produce significant
scattering then it can be left out. It is determined by this type of analysis that the
geometry in Figure 3 is sufficient for the indicated antenna location.
Another concern, for this particular problem, is that the antenna is only a quarter - wavelength off the surface. This pushes the largeness assumption for the UTD.
This is tested by using an exact solution (6] to check the pattern in the roll plane.
The dipoles are mounted on the top and oriented axially and circumferentially to an
infinite cylinder in this case. The results are compared in Figure 4 for right and left
hand polarization. This confirms that the code gives a reasonable approximation in
the roll plane. Other cone angles gave similar comparisons, however, results could
not be taken for very small cone angles.
The next step is to compare the patterns in the principal plane with scale model
measurements. The measurements are made on a 1/17 scale model by Boeing [7].
The antenna elements are parallel to the fuselage but rotated 45* with respect to
the fuselage axis. The results are compared for the roll, elevation, and azimuth
planes for the right circular component in Figures 5a,b,c, respectively. A single
pattern cut took about 1.5 minutes of CPU time on a VAX 8550. Notice that
the roll plane results compare excellently. The elevation and azimuth planes show
deviation near the nose and tail. This is due to the interactions with the wings
and stabilizers. The code does not presently have the cylinder - plate terms. These
have been approximated by superimposing an interaction of a plate image of the
antenna with the wings. On the whole, however, the comparisons are quite good
over most of the patterns.

V

Conclusions

The NEC-BSC V3.1 has been used to predict the directive gain of a circular polarized antenna on an aircraft. The antenna model is validated against measurements
on a circular ground plane. The aircraft model for a P-3C used is based on a circular
cylinder fuselage with five flat plate wings and stabilizers. The model is validated
by comparison with scale model measurements. The comparisons indicate that the
code gives good results in most regions of the illuminate pattern. The exception is
where the fuselage wing interactions have been approximated.
Numerous conic cuts have been calculated and compared with measurements
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Figure 3: Illustration of a model of P-3C used in the NEC-BSC.

with similar conclusions. Various other locations for the antenna also have been
investigated. The model for the various locations are essentially the same as the
one given here. When the antenna is mounted near the nose, however, a composite
ellipsoidal fuselage is used. More details of this study are provided in Reference [8].
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Figure 4: Comparison of NEC-BSC results (solid) versus an eigenfunction (dashed)
solution in the roll plane of a cylinder for (a) right and (b) left circular polarization.
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ANALYSIS OF LOW DIRECTIVITY ANTENNAS ON STRUCTURES
P R Foster, Microwave and Antenna Systems, UK
ABSTRACT
A computer program, ALDAS, has been developed which computes the radiation pattern of a low
gain antenna installed on a structure using the methods of the Geometrical and Unified Theories of
Diffraction (GTD/UTD). 7 antenna types are included with provision for the input of measured
feed data. Linear and circular polarisation can be accommodated. The structure may consist of
cylinders and flat plates, and incorporates a choice of 3-D curvatures for a single item, that is, the
fuselage of an aircraft. The program is user-friendly with full screen editing for input, a comprehensive filing system as well as tabular and graphical output for the radiation patterns and structure geometry. It is intended for 80387 machines running under DOS and DEC machines running
under VMS.
INTRODUCTION
This program has been developed primarily for low gain antennas on air and space vehicles. It has
also been used for ground vehicles and ships.
The development of a complex program for electromagnetic problems is a compromise between
accuracy of the input and output, runtime and ease of use. The major problems encountered in
writing a program to deal with low gain antennas on large structures are deciding on the mathematical/geumetrical approach and ensuring a standard entry of data which is acceptable to the user
and will provide consistent results.
The heart of a GTD/UTD program is not primarily an electromagnetic problem but a decision as to
the approach to the solution of the geometry. A general description of the structure in terms of the
surface in three dimensional coordinates, while possible, assumes the availability of good manufacturing drawings. These might not be available but, even if they were, the modelling of surfaces
which are not good conductors such as windscreen, radome and other dielectric sectors of an aircraft would be questionable. The decision in this case was to break up the structure into a range of
permitted canonical shapes and calculate only reflection, blockage and first diffraction effects.
This avoids the need for ray-tracing which is very time-consuming.
DATA ENTRY
The entry of data is dealt with by taking the user through a menu which leads to a set of 'pages' to
be edited and creating standard files which can be reused or edited to take care of new parameters.
The data entry is divided into four sections, feed type, feed position, structure geometry and required radiation pattern output. Each section has its own menu and a capability to file the current
data, to read an existing file or to write the current data to file. Thus if it is required to move an
antenna position on an aircraft, only an alteration to the ANTENNA POSITION file is required.
Each file is an exact replica of the screen data which makes the files easy to read and understand.
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1) FEED
Seven types of feed are available as follows
dipole (plus optional parasitics)
monopole (plus optional parasitics)
rectangular horn (plus optional dielectric)
circular horn (plus optional dielectric)
spiral
polyrctl
annular slot
There is also a facility for the input of measured free space radiation patterns. Figure I shows a
typical entry page for a feed. The top section shows the input data while the lower section shows
the resultant parameters pertaining to the feed.
2) ANTENNA POSITION
This must be defited in the same global coordinates as the structure although the units may be
different Internal to the program, all coordinates and dimensions are in metres. The angular direction of the antenna boresight is also required (Figure 2).
3) STRUCTURE GEOMETRY
There are several screens or 'pages' for a structure. It is basically described on the first page as a
'fuselage' which may be
- absent
- ellipsoidal
- cylindrical with an elliptical cross-section
- 'cylindrical' with a rectangular cross-section.
There is provision for adding a truncated nose-cone to the last two entries. The first page also
contains entries for the number of cylinders, flat plates and obstacles which make up the structure.
Cylinders (up to 10) have to be circular in cross-section but may be orientated in any direction.
Typical items to be modelled this way would be engines or stores on an aircraft.
Flat plates (up to 10) can have between 4 and 10 comers and the data entry is checked to ensure
that the entered points are in deed coplanar. There is a facility for allowing either the user or the
program to correct any such errors. Figure 3 shows a typical page of data. The attachment parameters allow a decision to made by the program as to whether diffraction should be calculated for a
particular edge and, if so, whether wedge diffraction or cylindrical diffraction is to be used.
Obstacles (up to 10) am for modelling such things as UHF blades and each is assumed to be a flat
plate with four corners. These are again checked for consistency. Edge diffraction parameters are
also entered.
An additional facility is available which provides an onscreen or hardcopy plot of the structure.
This does not have hidden line removal as its primary function is to check that all geometry is
correctly entered and all sections are correctly attached. Figures 4 and 5 show examples.
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4) RADIATION PATTERNS
A typical page for requesting a radiation pattern allows the entry of three types of cut, constant
phi, constant theta or a bank angle (Figure 5). The three data entry files must be specified.
5) DATA VALIDATION
Each data entry is validated for type and range and is provided with a default value to ensure the
program is robust [1]. Additional checking of interactive parameters is carried out as in the entry
of geometry for the fuselage and plates.
COMPUTATIONS
Items included in the diffraction analysis [2 - 4] include
- direct ray

- creeping waves for a feed on a conducting surface
-

reflected waves (curved and flat surfaces)

- creeping waves on curved surfaces

The majority of computation time is taken up with computing ray geometry and checking that
input and output rays are not intersected by other parts of the structure. The diffraction computation of two rather than one linear polarisation adds little to the total time. Thus calculations of
circularly polarised radiation patterns take very little longer than those for one linear polarisation.
Provision is made for the input of radiation patterns in two orthogonal polarisations so that a final
slant or circular polarisation can be computed.
VALIDATION
Over the last five years, a considerable body of comparison data has been collected. At the simplest level, it is possible to show predicted and measured radiation patterns on single structures
(Figure 7). At a higher level, comparison has been made between predicted and scale model resuits (Figure 8 and 9). A detailed examination was carried out of antennas on a helicopter where
the radiation patterns were measured in free space and installed while the computations used the
measured free space results. The difference between the measured and predicted patterns for the
installation had an RMS value of 0.35 dB for gain above -8 dBi.
In geneal, it can be said that the error in a predicted radiation pattern is a function of the gain
level w.th peak errors being less than 1.0 dB fr gain levels greater than -5 dBi, rising to 3 dB at
-15 dBi and 5 dBi at -25 dB1. One problem is that aircraft dimensions are not exact and a 1%
change is quite common in civil aircrat. The predicted results may not represent the aircraft which
is measured. This means that gross feaues are reproduced quite well but a sharp null may occur
at
a slightly
angle to that predicted. Systematic measurements on several aircraft of the
same
type dodifferent
not appear
to have been made with a view to inter-comparison of the results.
RUNTIMES
Runtimes are a function of the machine used and the complexity of the structure. The runtime for a
single radiation pattern of a monopole on a ground plane will be less than one minute on a 25
MHz PC with a 80387 chip. On the other hand, a radiation pattern on a structure which contains a
fuselage, four engines, some stores and several planes will take up to 30 minutes.
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High Frequency Scattering from an Edge
Bounded by Nonperfectly Conducting
Surfaces
Robert T. Brown
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company
Dept. 77-22, Bldg. 311, Plant B-6
P.O. Box 551
Burbank, California 91520
The Maliuzhinets approach [1] to the problem of scattering by an edge
bounded by nonperfectly conducting surfaces has the advantage that it
provides an exact solution to the problem of diffraction by an edge with
different material properties on either side, but has the disadvantage that
it has not yet been fully developed for oblique incidence, although some
progress has recently been reported in this area 121, [31, and is applicable
only to the less generally valid impedance boundary condition (IBC), not
arbitrary reflectance. It has the further disadvantage of being computationally intensive. Burnside et aL. have shown that within the limitations of a
penetrable, possibly lossy, knife edge, or planar discontinuity, good results
can be obtained by using reflection and transmission coefficients to modify
the GTD diffracted field [41, [5]. Luebbers has extended this method to
a study of propagation path loss, and has obtained good agreement with
both measured data and results from the exact Maliuzhinets diffraction
coefficient [6], [71.
This paper describes a study of the feasibility of using reflection coefficients to modify PTD edge diffraction coefficients [81, 191in a way consistent with the way they are used to modify physical optics [10]. A simple
weighted average reflection coefficient is used in the case of illumination
on both faces of the edge. Although the method is applicable to arbitrary
reflectance, so far it has been tested only against moment method results
for edges bounded by impedance surfaces. Excellent agreement is obtained
for cases in which there is not too great a jump in reflectance properties
across the edge. Agreement is not as good when the jump corresponds to
a change in normal incidence reflected power of 10dB or more.
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SCATTERING FROM EDGES BOUNDED BY
NONPERFECTLY CONDUCTING
SURFACES-REQUIREMENTS
e Suitable for general purpose computer code
9 Large number of finite length edge segments
* Arbitrary orientation (incidence angle and polarization)
* Backscatter only

TECHNIQUES FOR PREDICTING HIGH
FREQUENCY SCATTERING BY NONPERFECTLY
CONDUCTING EDGES
*

Maliuzhinets Theory
+ Exact solution
+ Successfully combined with GTD as well as PTD
- Impedance surfaces only
- Numerically intensive
- Not fully developed for oblique incidence

e Reflectance modification of diffraction coefficients
+ Arbitrary complex reflectance
+ Successfully applied to GTD
+ Numerically simple
-No

firm theoretical basis

I.
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COORDINATE SYSTEMS USED TO DESCRIBE
DIFFRACTION BY AN ARBITRARILY ORIENTED
EDGE
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e
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PO/PTD SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENT FOR
EDGE WITH ONE FACE ILLUMINATED
Incident field Ee in the edge-oriented coordinate system

Modified by the diffraction coefficients:
Ed = (Oi" - 1 )l1f + (fil

g

Then projected on the face-oriented basis:
Ed+, = (Ed,,. f,)!,R,-

(Ed,. t,)t.R.

Finally, for an arbitrary receiver polarization 0,:
Ai. = E
=

a+,'-o
[611611f + 61

1g.
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PTD DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENTS

One face illuminated:
g = Gd + G,
Two faces illuminated:
f =F + F,(1) + F(2)
=d + G,(1) + G,(2)
G
Sum of "GTD" and "PTD" terms; "GTD"independent of face from which
illumination is measured.

TERMS IN PTD DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENTS

"GTD" Terms (8=alr):
siflr/o

F

=8~
-7

I

-cos 201s

Cos
- I + cos 7'/s -1 cos 201s
o5W/os -1

"PO" Terms:
F,(l) =

G,(1) =
F,(2)

=

- I tan 0

2

1tan
-I tan(

- 0)

G,(2) = 1tan(Q- )
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PO/PTD SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENT FOR
EDGE WITH TWO FACES ILLUMINATED
For external wedge angle greater than 37r/2
A,= f~i {[6 1 11,Fd + A±I-GdI
+ [61,I 11Fp(1) +

[WIlZ(1) + W21Z(2)1
-,6±G,(1)]
•Z(1)

+ [( 1 11F,(2) + 6 1_LGp(2). 7Z(2)} p,
The reflectance dyadic ?Z(t) is
IZ(1) = f(t)R,(C

-

where the index t refers to face I or 2, and the weights are the fractional projected angles
0 - 4L
W1 -

and

a

2L

-

OL-

- 240L

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
MODIFICATION OF PO/PTD DIFFRACTION
COEFFICIENTS
EXTERNAL WEDGE ANGLE GREATER THAN 37r/2
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GEOMETRY OF MONOSTATIC WEDGE
DIFFRACTION

~

Of

" External

77

wedge angle a

* Projected incidence and scattering angle
" GTD singularity at 0 = ir/2

EFFECT OF SINGULARITIES ON USE OF
WEIGHTED REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS
" Singularities in f and g when q0 --+ ir/2, or a -

-- 7r/2

* Second terms in Fd and Gd approach division by zero
" "PO"terms approach oo as tan ir/2
" Indeterminate form oo - oo has finite limit

g

1

sin ir/8
s(cosir/s - 1)

2s tan ir/s

sin 7r/s
s(cos ir/s - 1)

1
2s tan ir s

" Therefore "GTD" and "PO" terms must be modified in same way in region of singularity
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PO/PTD SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENTS IN
THE INTERMEDIATE REGION
e Two Faces Illuminated, external wedge angle less than 37r/2
* Singularities limit use of weighted reflection coefficients
e For the case k < 7r/2 as measured from face 1

A,, = Pi, {[ [f1
6 1 [F + F,(1)] + fi.i[Gd + Gp(1)]]. R(1)
+ 6ijiGp(2)1Z(2)} p,
[6
6
F(2)
+ 11 11
* For the case 0 <
A,,

/2 as measured from face 2

= Pi,. {[611AII[Fa + F(2)] + 6fijI[Gd +
+ [611 1llF,(1) +

.6±Gp(1)]P-(1).

Gp(2)1].

R(2)

,

* Reflectance dyadic R as defined previously

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
MODIFICATION OF PO/PTD DIFFRACTION
COEFFICIENTS
EXTERNAL WEDGE ANGLE LESS THAN 37r/2

36,R2
F ) ,( (R

Fd(R2) Fp(R2)
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR SQUARE
CYLINDER, TWO WAVELENGTHS PER SIDE
ALL SIDES PERFECTLY CONDUCTING
TE POLARIZATION
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR SQUARE
CYLINDER, TWO WAVELENGTHS PER SIDE
TWO SIDES PERFECTLY CONDUCTING, TWO SIDES Z=(.3,.3)
TE POLARIZATION
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR SQUARE
CYLINDER, TWO WAVELENGTHS PER SIDE
ALL SIDES PERFECTLY CONDUCTING
TM POLARIZATION
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SESSION 10 A - OVAUDATIONI

IS GALERKIN'S METHOD REALLY BETTER?
Andrew F. Peterson
School of ElectricalEngineering
GeorgiaInstitute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0250
Roy E. Jorgenson
Sandia NationalLaboratories
PO Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT: The selection of basis and testing functions within a method-of-moments
discretization is an important issue in computational electromagnetics. There appears to be
widespread belief that Galerkin's method (selecting the same functions for basis and testing) will
generally produce better results than some other choice. To investigate this issue, a variety of
discretizations have been studied for several canonical electromagnetics problems. Results suggest
that the accuracy of the discretization depends primarily on the order or "smoothness" of the basis
and testing functions, and that there is nothing particularly noteworthy about the accuracy obtained
with Galerkin's method.
1. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
The method of moments [I] has proven effective for solving a variety of electromagnetic
radiation and scattering problems described by a continuous operator equation Lf=g. The linear
operator L maps functions in its domain (such as the unknown f) to functions in its range (such as
the excitation g). As a general rule, the domain and range are different linear spaces. For instance,
in the case where L is a differential operator, the domain of L will generally include boundary
conditions not imposed on functions in the range.
It is convenient to introduce the notion of an inner product, which is a scalar quantity
denoted <a,b> satisfying the following properties:
<a,b> = <b,a>*

(1)

<cta,b + c> = t*3 <a,b> + t* <ac>

(2)

<aa{>

if a*0

(3)

where a, b, and c are functions and x and 0 are scalars. Complex conjugation is denoted using an
asterisk (*). Any inner product satisfying these properties can be used to define a natural norm

(4)

IIla 11=4 -a
and the associated metric
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d(a,b) =

Ia -

(I5)

b

The metric provides us with the notion of "distance" between two functions.
Two functions a and b in an inner product space are said to be orthogonal if <a,b>=O. In a
similar fashion, functions (Bn) in an inner product space form an orthogonal set if
<Bm,Bn> = 0

(6)

man

The set (Bn) is said to be complete if the zero function is the only function in the inner product
space orthogonal to each member of the set. A set (Bn) that is both complete and orthogonal is
said to be a basis, and can be used to represent any function in the inner product space in the sense
that

Iif-cz0nBn11 =0

(7)

n

where the (an) are scalar coefficients uniquely determined by
<Bn,f>

(8)

<Bn,Bn>
In practice, we are forced to project the functions of interest onto a finite-dimensional
subspace of the original inner product space. In the subspace, the basis is truncated to the form
(Bt, B2 ... , BN) and the representation is given by
N

a Bn

f- fN =

(9)

n=1

The scalar coefficients (a, a2 ... aN) are selected to minimize the distance between the function
f and the representation fN. The error d(ffN) is minimized when the coefficients are chosen to
make the error orthogonal to the N-dimensional basis, i.e.,
<Bn,f -fN> = 0

(10)

n = 1, 2 ... , N

This is known as an orthogonal projection. Because of the orthogonality of the basis functions,
the coefficients an are the same in the subspace as in the original inner product space.
Unfortunately, when attempting a solution of Lf=g, the coefficients (an can not be determined
directly from Equation 8 since f is an unknown function.
On the other hand, quantities defined on the range of the linear operator L are known and
might be more convenient to work with. If the set (Tn) forms a basis for the range space of the
operator L, any function on the range may be represented in the N-dimensional subspace spanned
by {TI, T2. TN) according to
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'I

N

g--

m

(11)

m

The projection that minimizes the error d(ggN) employs coefficients
<Tin,g>

=

Pm

(12)

<Tm,Tm>
Using Equation 9, the representation of LfN is
N

ii"=

(13)

a, LBn
n=1

Projecting this function on the N-dimensional subspace spanned by the set (TI, T2,.... TN) yields
N

N

LfNY, 1 1 .I an Tm
m=l nlI

(14)

where the coefficients Imn) that provide the "best" approximation in the range space as measured
by the metric are
(15)

.= -mLBn>
<Tm,Tn>

Equating this representation for LfN with the representation gN from Equation I I produces the
discrete system of equations
,N
_.n

cn

m=,
im

2,... , N

(16)

This system is an NxN matrix equation that can be solved for the coefficients (an).
Although the above procedure provides a way of obtaining the coefficients of fN, the
coefficients ((Li, .... otN) obtained from the solution of Equation 16 are generally not the same
as those specified in Equation 8. In other words, despite the fact that the projections in the range
space are orthogonal, Equation 16 does not ensure an orthogonal projection in the domain space,
and will usually not produce the "best" approximation as measured by the metric d(f,).
From an operational standpoint, Equation 16 can be obtained by substituting Equation 9
into Lf=g and forcing the residual
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(XTBn

-

g=

utLB. - g

(17)

to be orthogonal to a set of testing functions (TI,T 2...,TN). This produces the conventional
"method of moments" matrix equation La=3 where Irn and Om are, within a normalization,
defined in Equations 12 and 15.
Although the matrix equation La.=3 is formally identical to Equation 16, the method of
moments procedure can be applied to produce an approximate solution regardless of whether the
functions {Bn) and (Tm) form complete, orthogonal sets. Basis and testing functions used in
electromagnetics, such as the subsectional "triangle" and "rooftop" functions, often do not
comprise orthogonal sets. (We continue to denote these as "basis functions" despite the fact that
they do not satisfy the definition of a basis in the strict sense.) Subsectional functions typically
differ from the classical basis in a second way: increasing the order of the approximation usually
alters every element of the set (BI,B2 ...
,BN), rather than just adding an additional function.
Even if the basis functions are orthogonal, the method of moments projection of the domain space
onto the basis functions is not guaranteed to be orthogonal. This makes it difficult to make firm
statements about the convergence of the numerical approximation to the exact solution as N -> 0-.
Because of the widespread use of the method of moments approach for electromagnetics,
much research has been devoted to the proper choice of basis and testing functions [1-2].
However, there also appears to be a certain amount of "folklore" surrounding the selection of basis
and testing functions. A notable example concerns the use of Galerkin's method, which involves
the same set of functions for both basis and testing. The authors have often encountered the
statement that "the best answers will be obtained by the use of Galerkin's method."
The supposed superiority of Galerkin's method appears to originate with classical
variational methods. It is widely appreciated that Galerkin's method for discretizing a linear
operator equation produces the identical system of equations as the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure
applied to the associated quadratic functional [3]. In the classical literature, one frequently
encounters the statement that the Ritz procedure produces the "best" answer possible for a given set
of trial or basis functions [4-5]. But this notion is usually taken out of context when discussed in
conjunction with the method of moments. In the classical literature, the idea of a "best" answer
invariably refers to the value of the functional itself, not the approximate solution obtained from the
expansion. Assumptions about the mathematical character of the original continuous operator are
also involved, and the concept of "best" does not apply unless the functional of interest is positive
definite [6].
,
From a theoretical perspective, Galerkin's method may have one advantage over a more
general choice of basis and testing functions. If the operator L is self-adjoint with respect to the
inner product, so that <Lab> = <aLb>, and if L is positive definite, i.e.,
<aLa> > 0

for all nonzero a

(18)

then a second inner product space can be defined in terms of the new inner product
<a,b>2 = <aLb>

(19)

If TmiBn, the orthogonal projection onto the original testing ftinctions is equivalent to
<BmJ(flf)>

<Bm,fN-f>2 = 0

(20)
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In the special case where L is a positive definite self-adjoint operator and the basis functions form a
complete, orthogonal set in the new inner product space, Equation 20 shows that the method-ofmoments projection of the solution onto the basis is guaranteed to be orthogonal in the new space.
It follows that the numerical approximations will converge to the exact solution as N -> o.
Unfortunately, the equations of electromagnetics do not involve self-adjoint, positive definite
operators except in the static limit. Since the integral equations used for frequency-domain
radiation and scattering problems (the electric, magnetic, and combined field equations) do not
possess the positive definite character, there is no obvious theoretical merit to the use of Galerkin's
method with these equations.
2. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
defined

The electric-field integral equation for TM scattering from perfectly conducting cylinders is
Bfmc(t) = jkn1

MeJt)
I- M)(kR) dt'

where

(21)
((22

R = 4[xWt - x(t')]2 - [y(t) - y(t')] 2

(22)

and t is a parametric variable around the contour of the cylinder. We wish to test the accuracy of
the method of moments discretization of this equation using various order spline basis and testing
functions. The family of splines we employ includes the Dirac delta function as a "zero-order"
spline, the pulse or piecewise constant function
B

/t=pt

(l

A A

B1 (t)= p~;~

-

=

A A
'=[0,
otherwise<<"(3
'
2~2

(23)

as the first-order spline, and higher-order splines defined by the convolution
A A'
* 1I t.-TT

n(t = B1_,(t)
A

= .AB n i(t-t') dt'
2

(The second-order spline is the piecewise-linear "triangle" function; the third-order spline is the
conventional quadratic spline, etc.)
For circular cylinders excited by a uniform plane wave, exact and numerical solutions can
be systematically compared as a function of the order of the basis and testing functions. Tables 1
and 2 summarize the results for cylinders of size ka=2 and ka=6, respectively. For the example of
Table 1, 10 basis and testing functions are employed to produce a density of 5 basis functions per
wavelength on the cylinder contour. For the ka=6 example, 20 basis and testing functions are used
to provide a density of 3.3 functions per wavelength. These tables present the normalized error
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IIac -

Jnwnmc
z

callz

(25)

as a function of the order of the splines employed as basis and testing functions, using the norm
jacK -

J

iI

If--

-

t

(t) - J-U -ical(t) 12

(26)

The integration required in Equation 26 is performed over the actual basis function set used in each
case to represent the current density; no additional smoothing or interpolation is carried out after the
coefficients are determined. The examples demonstrate that the accuracy is primarily a function of
the order or "smoothness" of the basis function set. There is little variation with testing function
choice. In addition, there is no clear indication of any special advantage associated with Galerkin's
method.

TABLE I
Error in the moment method solution as measured by Equation 25 for a
circular cylinder of radius a, as a function of the order of the splines
employed as basis and testing functions. Cylinder has ka=2.0; ten basis
and ten testing functions of the indicated order were employed to construct
the matrix equation.
order of basis

order of testing

error

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
2
3
4
5

0.303
0.304
0.313
0.315
0.317
0.318

2
2
2
2
2

0
1
2
3
4

0.0965
0.0955
0.0960
0.0965
0.0973

3
3
3
3

0
1
2
3

0.0550
0.0540
0.0540
0.0542
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TABLE 2
Error in the moment method solution as measured by Equation 25 for a
circular cylinder of radius a, as a function of the order of the splines
employed as basis and testing functions. Cylinder has ka=6.0; twenty basis
and twenty testing functions of the indicated order were employed to
construct the matrix equation.
order of testing

error

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
2
3
4
5

0.349
0.350
0.356
0.358
0.360
0.362

2
2
2
2
2

0
1
2
3
4

0.117
0.117
0.118
0.119
0.119

3
3
3
3

0
1
2
3

0.0656
0.0651
0.0653
0.0655

order of basis
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Comparison of Methods for Determining
Currents on a Plate
T. J. Brinkley and R. J. Marhefka
The Ohio State University
ElectroScience Laboratory
1320 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212-1156
Abstract
Development of classic asymptotic diffraction coefficients have been based
on exact canonical problems. The tractable problems, however, are primarily
two dimensional in nature. To extend the diffraction coefficients into three
dimensional geometries, such as corners or vertices, solutions are being based
on approximate asymptotic currents. In order to validate the assumed currents
and help direct improvement of them, various numerical techniques are being
explored.
The currents on fairly large perfectly conducting flat plates are studied for
oblique incidence. The currents calculated using the Conjugate Gradient FFT
(CG-FFT) method and moment methods (MM) are compared with the current
predicted by analytical expressions based on Physical Theory of Diffraction and
Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction concepts. The analytical expressions supplement the physical optics current with a correction current based
on the exact solution for the current on a half plane.

I

Introduction

In order to isolate the current near the vertex of a flat perfectly conducting plate
while keeping the numerical solution of the problem fairly simple, the current on a
three wavelength square plate is investigated. The plate needs to be small enough
to allow the CG-FFT and MM solutions to be easily found, but also large enough so
that the effects of the back edges and other vertices are small near the front vertex.
A square plate was chosen for reasons indicated in Section II. The surface currents
on a three wavelength perfectly conducting square plate found using each of these
three methods are illustrated in Section V. The far zone fields radiated by these
currents are also given for two different pattern cuts.
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II

Conjugate Gradient FFT Method

The conjugate gradient method is an iterative technique which may be used to solve
integral equations. When the conjugate gradient method is combined with the Fast
Fourier Transform (CG-FFT method) so that most of the calculations are done in
the spectral domain, one obtains a fairly efficient numerical technique for finding
the currents on a fiat plate. Descriptions of the CG-FFT method may be found in
References 1l, [2], and other recent papers. The CG-FFT results presented here are
found using a computer code written at Ohio State University [3] which implements
the CG-FFT method for scattering from perfectly conducting fiat plates.
In order to get a fairly smooth representation of the currents on a fiat plate
structure, it has been found that several conditions must be met. First, the bases
funtions used in the CG-FFT method must fit the edges of the fiat plate. In this
case pulse bases functions are used so the plate must be rectangular. Second,
the segment size must be very small. In this case about 0.025A (for pulse bases
functions) or smaller. Finally, the intial guess must be smooth or the result may
not be smooth even with error levels of around 0.01, where the term error is the
same as the tolerance level described in [2]. It should be emphasized that the far
zone scattered fields may have converged to essentially the final result even if the
above conditions are not met.
The relevant CG-FFT parameters used for the calculations shown in Section V
are the number of sample points taken in each direction on the plate (N. = N , = 120),
the number of points taken in the FFT in each direction (N,. = Nf, = 512), and the
segment lengths in each direction (At = Ay = 0.025A). The level of zero padding
used in the calculations may not be large enough to prevent alising in the FFT
from significantly affecting the answer. This may be one of the reasons that the
CG-FFT and MM field calculations in Section V do not match in some regions of
the patterns. For these calculations, increasing the amount of zero padding is not
practical. Decreasing the number of sample points on the plate (N. and N, ) will
mean the current is no longer reasonably smooth. Increasing the number of points
in the FFT is not computationally practical, since the problem already requires
approximately 15 minutes of Cray Y-MP time for 500 iterations (required to reduce
the error to 0.01).

III

Moment Method

The moment method results shown in Section V are found using the Elemagnetic
Surface Patch code (ESP) 141. It solves the electric field integral equation (EFIE)
using piecewise sinusoidal rectangular surface patch bases and test modes. The
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segment size for the examples given here is fairly large, a quarter of a wavelength,
so that the problem could be run quickly on a VAX 8550 computer. The current
on the plate at any given point may be easily calculated from the modes using
Y)
f

=

[A., sink(z - I) + A. sink(r2 - z)]
- yi) + A,2 sin k(y2 - y)
+A,, sin k(y2w.
sin k(y, - y)

(1)

where
Wi

2=Y2

- Yi),

w. =(z,-z

)

(2)

and A., and A.2 are the complex values of the i directed modes centered at
+ y,)], respectively. Similarly A,, and A., are the comfz,, 1,(y, + y,)] and [z,, 12(yI
plex values of the j directed modes centered at [2(Zl + W2),yj] and [,(Z1 + Z2),Y2],
respectively. Even though the segment size was fairly large the field results have
converged to within a dB of the results for 0.2A segments. Reducing the segment
size to 0.025A or smaller so the current appears fairly smooth on a 3-D plot would
not be practical at this time, even with the resources of a Supercomputer. Utilizing 32 MW on a Cray Y-MP the largest problem which may be run using ESP is
approximately 45 segments in each direction [5] corresponding to a segment size of
about 0.07A on a three wavelength plate and requiring approximately 15 minutes
of CPU time.

IV

Analytic Expressions

In many cases one desires to approximate the currents on the surface of a scattering
structure. Physical optics is a well known approximation to the currents on the
body of an electrically large scatterer. However, a better representation of the
currents on a planar structure may be obtained if the nonuniform components of
the current from each edge of the plate are included. The nonuniform currents on
a half plane arising from a plane wave of arbitrary polarization and incidence angle
may be easily derived from the closed form expressions for the total current given
in [6]. The expressions are found by simply subtracting the P0 current component
from the total current and may be found in (7].
The nonuniform currents given above may be used on plates other than a half
plane by terminating the currents in the proper manner. To extend these currents
to other scatterers, the nonuniform current from each edge must be included in the
total. The nonuniform current from each edge is included if the diffraction point
associated with the particular current element and the particular edge lies on the
physical edge of the plate. If the diffraction point associated with the particular
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current element and the particular edge does not lie on the physical edge, but lies
instead on the infinite extension of the edge, the nonuniform current contribution
from that edge is zero. This obviously creates discontinuities in the total current
where the nonuniform current from a given edge is suddenly terminated.
The discontinuities in the total current where the nonuniform current is terminated may be compensated by corresponding discontinuities in the current emanating from an associated vertex. The form of this current is the subject of further
research at this time.

V

Results

Several results for the current on a three wavelengths square perfectly conducting
plate lying in the x-y plane are given here. In all cases, it is assumed that a
plane wave is incident from the direction 0'= 55* and 0' = 225 ° , with the E field
polarized in the idirection. The incident field level is IV/A and the surface current
is plotted in units of A/X. The peak level in each plot gives an indication of how
the relative levels of the different plots compare. The current is separated into A
and $ components since the problem is symmetric along the diagonal of the square
corresponding to the line y = z. Note also that all 4$components of the current
are viewed from the direction of the incident field, while all .6 components of the
current are viewed from the direction 0r = 550 and 4,' - 45 which is the direction
of the reflected field off the plate.
The 4 and A components of the current for an incident field polarised in the
4i direction are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for the CG-FFT, MM, and PO+NU
methods, respectively. Note how the CG-FFT and MM solution have the same basic
overall behavior, but the MM solution is much less detailed since the segment size
is significantly larger. Also the PO+NU solution appears to duplicate the general
behavior of the CG-FFT solution except in regions near the back edges and near
the discontinuities in the j"U components. Since the PO+NU solution is only a
first order solution, this indicates that vertex and higher order currents are needed
in these regions to accurately predict the currents.
The far sone bistatic fields radiated by the three different currents illustrated
previously in this section are calculated for two different pattern cuts. Figure 4
illustrates the co-polarized RCS for a q, = 225° pattern cut and the co and cross
polarized RCS for a 4,= 135" pattern cut (both with a fixed source: 0== 55" and
4,' = 225). The cross polarized RCS for the 0, = 225" cut is essentially sero for all
three currents, although the segment sise of the MM solution had to be reduced
significantly to obtain convergence.
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VI

Conclusions

Currents on a perfectly conducting plate calculated using three separate methods
have been illustrated for oblique plane wave incidence. Bistatic far zone patterns
indicate that the differences in the currents on the plate only create differences in
the fields in some far zone directions. The results indicate the CG-FFT may be the
best candidate to help derive empirical approximations for a vertex current using
rectangular structures. A method for non-right angled structures needs further
investiation. It is hoped that this will then lead to improved diffraction coefficients
for scattering from a flat plate.

VII
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(a) peak

0 .017A/A

(b) peak = O.041A/A
Figure 1:
from 0'

(a) and (b) components of the CG-FFT current for E.d incidence
225' on a 3A plate.

55o, 0' =
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O.0089A/A

(&)peak

(b)peak

=

.OI1A/A

Figure 2: 4(a) and p(b) components of the MM current for
64 = SYw, O'= 225* on a 3A plate.
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(&)peak = O.02A/A

(b)peak = O.015A/A
Figure 3:

$(a)

0' = 55o%0 =

and t5 (b) components of the Po +
225* on a 3A plate.
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FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN CALCULATIONS IN HUMAN DOSIMETRY
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SUMMARY
This paper presents finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations
of the short-circuit current and the specific energy absorption rate (SAR)
in the ankle. Plane wave exposures from 10 to 100 MHz for an adult, a 10-year
old and a 5-year old are considered. Gandhi et al [1) have pointed out the
likelihood of high local values of SAR in the ankle due to its narrow, bon,
structure. Currents will tend to preferentially flow through the high
conductivity muscle and this will lead to high local values of SAR in the
muscle at the ankle.
The calculations are performed in two parts. Firstly, the coupling
between a homogeneous whole body phantom and the applied field is calculated.
The region around a lower leg is then expanded, the leg being described by a
realistic, fine-scale, heterogeneous model. In this expansion technique (2]
an initial calculation is made for the body and the electric fields scattered
from the body and tangential to a sub-boundary are stored on disk. The region
inside the sub-boundary, the lower leg and surrounding air, is subdivided into
smaller cells and the sub-boundary tangential fields provide the boundary
conditions for the second calculation. The 1.8 m tall adult phantom that is
used (see figure 1)
AbWb,9ha~

*

.0

Figure 1. Whole body phantom
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was described in a previous study to calculate current densities from exposure
to extremely low frequency fields (31, except that the present limb model
structure was attached below the knee. The phantom is located on a perfectly
conducting ground plane and is surrounded by a region of air. The cells are
0.02 m cubes and the absorbing boundaries are positioned 10 cells from the
nearest anatomical feature. This configuration results in a total of 168,000
cells, with 8324 describing the phantom giving a mass of 67 kg. To ease
problems of computer time and storage a symmetry about the sagittal axis was
invoked to halve the number of cells.
The heterogeneous model of the lower limb beneath the knee was constructed
[4) from an atlas of anatomical cross-sections. There are 5 tissue types:skin, muscle, cortical bone, trabecular bone and remainder labelled "connective
tissue" which includes fat, tendons afid ligaments. In all there are 14261
cells in the model arranged in 43 slices up to top of the tibia. Figure 2
shows the grid structure at the ankle and at the narrowest part of the leg.
Histograms of the current densities for these slices in the adult phantom at 40
MHz are presented in figure 3. In the ankle, the maximum current density
occurs in the extensor hallucis longus muscle at the front of the ankle. The
histogram for the narrowest part of the leg clearly shows the bone structure,
the surrounding muscle and the composite skin layer.
A more de'ailed description of these calculations has been submitted for
publication (5].

rrik12

Figure 2. The mesh structure at slice 8,
the ankle, and at slice 12, the narrowest
part of the leg.
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Figure 3. Histograms of the
current density at 40 MHz. The
arrow points to the front of the
leg.
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Abstract. This paper presents our enhancement to the Finite Element Radiation Model
(FERM) code from the Lincoln Laboratory. FERM is a three dimensional moment method
code that uses the Electric Field Integral Equation (J§FIE) and the Rao, Wilton, and Glisson
(RWG) basis functions. Our modifications to the code include the following: I-DEAS input,
integration involving resistive patches, improvement of out-of-core solver, Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury updating and optimization. These modifications improve the "user-friendliness"
of the code, run time and create a useful tool for iterative design processes.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents our enhancement to the Finite Element Radiation Model (FERM)
code from the Lincoln Laboratory. FERM is a three dimensional moment method code
that uses the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) and the Rao, Wilton, and Glisson
(RWG) basis functions. Our modifications to the code include geometric input, integration
on resistive patches, reduced I/O in the out-of-core solver and the Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury updating and optimization.
II. GEOMETRIC INPUT
For perfectly conducting bodies, the original FERM[41 provides an adequate geometric
input in module EFIEL. However for the input of patch resistivity in EFIE1R, the user
is expected to provide the corresponding internal patch indices. This is impractical for
electrically large bodies.
For computation sites with I-DEAS, a geometric package from SDRC, we have an interface between I-DEAS and the internal data of FERM, and bypass EFIE1, and EFIEIR,
which is the input modules of FERM. Fig. 1 presents the system flow of our interface.
For computation sites without I-DEAS, we use EFIE1, and replace EFIE1R with a
module called FERMRES. In FERMRES, for each resistivity, the user provides a set of
lines. Then as illustrated in Fig. 2, FERMRES tags the patches whose edges intersect
with these lines.
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III. INTEGRATION ON RESISTIVE PATCHES
In this section, we present the computation of an analytical form of the integral related
to the resistive patches. The tangential electric field of such patches is represented in
equation (1).
(1)E.

with

= ZJ + jwpo

J

JGds + -'v

J

V" JGds,

z = E_ ztat,
t

where X1 = 1 on the t-th patch and X1 = 0 otherwise, and
J=

I.nfn
n

where fn is the RWG basis function, and In is the expansion coefficient. Then the matrix
element corresponding to the first term of equation (1) can be represented as
(2)

A.n =

ZI

fn' fn ds.

The original FERM does a "one point approximation" to the integral in equation (2).
The example illustrated in Fig. 3 shows that this approximation is too coarse when the
corresponding triangular patch is not equilateral. In this example the patch to be on the
z - y plane. The three vertices are (1.,0.),(0., v3.), and (-vi.,0.), and the n-th edge is
defined by the first two vertices (1.,0.) and (0., V/3). The exact solution is .2886758; the
FERM approximation is -. 8591167.
Fig. 4 illustrates an arbitrary triangular patch, with 6SS representing the corresponding
n-th edge in equation (2). The integrand in equation (2) can be written as
(3)

(z - v 1,z - V2 ) = (X - V1 ,

- vI) + (vI - v2 ,X - vI).

Motivated by Gorden[3], we choose two functions F, and F2 such that
(V x FI).

-2)

= (z -V,

and
(V x F2). ffi (

-U
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2 ,X

- ",,).

Then Stokes' theorem can be applied:
(4.1)

I$F, . dp = s(V x F) .dS = ixs

- V,,X - V2),

and
(4.2)

j$Fs . dp = i(V x F,) .fdS = s(V, - v2,x - v,

If v, is the origin, the following choice of F, and F2 serves our purpose:
(5.1)

FI

3

2),(),0),

and
(5.2)

F2 = '(-V2

2

(xk, k = 1,2,o dknotes the k-th element of the vector z; vk, j,k = 1,2,3 denotes the
k-th element of the vector vi.) To conserve space, we do not present the details of the
computatiuns of the integrals in equation (4).
III. IMPROVEMENT OF THE OUT-OF-CORE SOLVER
The out-of-core linear equation solver, EFIE3, in FERM stores each row as a logical
record and brings in one row at a time in the Gaussian elimination process. We modify
EFIE3 by bringing r rows into core at a time, and reduce the I/0 count from order 0(n'/6)
to 0( 1 n 3 /6).
To improve the computation time, we replace the innermost loop of the Gaussian elimination from straight FORTRAN code to calls to BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines).
Assembler versions of the BLAS are available for most "supercomputers".
Table 1 illustrates our computation improvement for a problem with 2665 unknowns on
a SCS40 version of FERM.
For an indication of the condition of the MOM matrix, we monitor the size of the diagonal elements in the Gaussian elimination process. A diagonal element whose magnitude
is small relative to the average magnitude of the other matrix elements indicates that the
MOM matrix is ill-conditioned. This is usually due to improper user input.
We also modify EFIE5B to solve more than one incident vectors at a time, thus reducing
the I/O count during the forward and backward substitutions.
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IV. SMW UPDATING AND OPTIMIZATON
We are building an optimal loading code based on FERM. Mathematically, we have a
non-linear optimization problem with linear constraints. NPSOLN[21 in level II of BCSLIB is used as optimization procedure. NPSOLN is the Boeing version of NPSOL which
was developed at the Systems Optimization Laboratory (SOL) of Stanford University Department of Operations Research. NPSOL uses the latest advances in active set strategies
and projected Lagrangian methods, and is considered the state-of-the-art.
As in most opimization software, NPSOLN requires an external function to compute the
objective function and its gradient. The SMW (Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury) formula is
used to compute our objective function.
The form of the SMW described in Yip and Tomasill yields an operation count of
O((n2 p + nm)) for each evaluation of the objective function, where n is the size of the
original problem, p is the number of variables updated and m is the number of incident
angles. In the case of multiple frequencies (say h frequencies), the operation count would
be O((n 2p + nm)h) which becomes prohibitive as h increases and the number of iterations
increases. Also in each evaluation of the objective function, we have to bring h matrices
of order n x n from disk into core; having h too large would "beat the disk to death".
In the rest of this section, a scheme of eliminating the factor n from the operation count
of the evaluation of the objective function and its gradient is discussed.
Recall that our assumption is that the problem to be optimized has a MOM matrix A
of the form:
A = B-

(6)

UVT

so that we can apply the SMW formula for sTA-lb:
STA-lb = sTB-' b + sTB-lU(I - VTB-lU)-VTB-'b.

(7)

with a and b related to the scattering and incident vectors.
But if A can be written as
(8)

A=B-UDV

T

where D contains all the resistivity information, and U and VT are independent of the
resistivities, then equation (7) becomes:
(9)

STA-ib = STB-lb + STB-IUD(I - VTB-IUD)-'VTB-b
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The motivation for using equation (8) is immediate in equation (9); since all the terms
dependent on D are of order p and not of order n. Suppose all the terms independent of D
are computed and stored before the start of the optimization procedure, (this part of the
code is called the "set-up" procedure) then each computation of the objective function in
the optimization procedure only involves decomposing a p x p matrix and other operations
with operation count of the order O(p3 + p2 m).
As indicated in Yip and Tomas[1], the gradient of the objective function is a sum of
terms of the form:

(10)

-(sTA-'

8A
/

Using the matrices computed in the "set-up" procedure, one can compute the gradient
of the objective function with the same efficiency as the computation of the objective
function.
III SUMMARY
In this paper we present a series of modifications done to FERM to improve execution
time, user-friendliness, and to reduce the amount of I/O. We are also building an optimal
loading code based on FERM using a variant of the SMW for the computation of the
obective function and its gradient.
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EDGES

old

New

CPU Fill
CPU Factor
Total 1/0

24,045
56,811
86,910

24,038
9,696
13,956

total time

167,766

47,690

TABLE 1 COMPUTER RESOURCES (SECONDS):
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(2665 UNKNOWNS)

Ratio
1
5.9
6.2
3.5

EQUIVALENT SURFACE CURRENT FORMULATION FOR
CALCULATING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING BY A
CONDUCTOR PARTIALLY COVERED WITH DIELECTRIC
Robert J. Burkholder and Nan Wang
The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory
1320 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

1

Introduction

A computer code has been developed to calculate the scattered field for a twodimensional conducting cylinder partially covered with dielectric material. The
formulation is based on the general equivalence principle in which surface currents
along the boundaries of the geometry are used to find the fields inside the dielectric
as well as the external scattered field [1]. Pulse basis functions and point matching
are employed in the method of moments to solve for the surface currents by enforcing
the boundary conditions. This technique is very efficient compared with method of
moments techniques which incorporate equivalent volume polarization currents to
represent the dielectric material because, generally, far fewer unknowns are required
in a surface current formulation [2]. Also, in this surface current formulation, four
matrices of the order of the number of basis functions along each separate boundary
require inversion. This is generally more efficient than inverting one large matrix of
the order of the total number of basis functions, as is often required in these types
of numerical approaches.
The code is accurate and user friendly and can handle both transverse electric
(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations. Furthermore, monostatic or
bistatic scattering data can be generated. Numerical results will be presented for
both the TE and TM polarizations and compared with an independent solution.
An e/* time convention is assumed and suppressed in the following formulation.

2

Formulation

Figure 1(a) shows the basic geometry of a 2-D perfectly conducting cylinder partially
covered with a dielectric/ferrite material and illuminated by an incident plane wave.
To apply the general equivalence principle, the original problem is split into an
interior and an exterior problem where equivalent i directed surface currents placed
along the boundaries replace the dielectric-conductor geometry, a shown in Figures
l(b) and (c). Figure 1(b) shows the outer boundary with the current It placed
along the dielectric-air boundary and the current 14 placed along the conductor-air
407

6o,

INCIDENT FIELD

0

(a) Original problem

FIELD

0, 0 0ICIDENT

(b) Exterior problem

NO INCIDENT FIELD

\

I

(c) Interior problem
by a plane wave and the asociated
Figure 1: 2-D dielectric-conductor illuminated
exterior and interior problems.
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boundary, and Figure 1(c) shows the dielectric boundary with the current 12 placed
along the dielectric-air boundary and the current Is placed along the dielectricconductor boundary. It is important to note that I, and 14 radiate the scattered
field in free space with the incident field present and 12 and 1 s radiate in unbounded
dielectric without the incident field, as illustrated in the figures. It is also noted that
the currents are all i directed and that they are electric or magnetic currents for a
TM. or TE. polarized incident field, respectively. Only one type of current (electric
or magnetic) is necessary, with no transverse currents. This greatly simplifies the
computation of the fields radiated by these currents.
The four unknown equivalent surface currents are found by forcing the the tangential electric field to be zero along the conductor-air boundary and the conductordielectric boundary, and the tangential electric and magnetic fields to be continuous
across the dielectric-air boundary. The method of moments is used to find the unknown surface currents. Pulse basis functions are used to represent the currents
and point matching is used to test the fields of these currents on the boundaries.
In matrix form, the four unknown currents can be found from the following four
equations which enforce the boundary conditions:
Conductor-air boundary:
[Z.)][14 + IZ41)J1l + JIE4

=

0

(1)

Conductor-dielectric boundary:

JZ33111]3 + IZ31JI31 = 0

(2)

Dielectric-air boundary:
[Z11][1 11 + [Z14 ][I 41 + [E']

=

[Z,,2 [121 + (Zs1[131

(3)

[Y
1 + [Y14 ][I 4] + IH'I
11111

=

(Y22 ](11+ [Y2s([s.

(4)

The 1Ij) matrices are column matrices whose elements are the unknown currents
associated with each pulse basis function representing Is, j = 1,2,3,4, and the [Z.i]
&ndjY,1 relate the tangential electric and magnetic fields, respectively, evaluated at
;he boundary of Ii to the currents of 1,. (E'] and [Hj] are column matrices containing
he tangential components of the incident electric and magnetic fields, respectively,
valuated along the boundary of Ij. The mn"h elements of these matrices are given
,y the following:
'M, polarization:

{

-kZUnHo 1 (kpmn):
-kZ1,

[I +L -
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L
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for p,", # 0
Yk~)

: for P,,

=0

~.n

Figure 2: The n

h

i directed current element radiating to the m element.
j4)
)k4.H )(kp_,) : for p.. # 0
"
(i X

for p.,, =0

±1

(6)
TE, polarization:

(YO.

=

I-ic.

2
H,(,2)
(kPA,'.)

forp., # 0

-1, A, 1 +2

:

for p.,

=

0
(7)

x:

(i

for p.. 96O

(8)
Figure 2 shows the relevant quantities associated with the nvt current element of
t
width A, radiating to the m h current element located at a distance of p.,,. i,,
and , are unit vectors tangent to the boundary, transverse to i, at the m and
(2 )
)
nA1 current element locations, respectively. Ho and H,' are Hankel functions of
the second kind and y = 1.781 is Euler's constant. k is the wave propagation
number, Z is the impedance and Y is the admittance (I/Z) of the media in which
the above matrix elements are evaluated. It is noted that [Z44], [Z 411, [Zn], [Yt11 ,
410

[Z14], and [Y14 1 are evaluated in free space and (Z331, [Z], [Z,], [Y.3], [Z,1, and
[Y"], are evaluated in unbounded dielectric. For free space, k = 2w/A, where A is
the free space wavelength, and Z = p/.T. For the dielectric, k = 2w/AV(-" and
Z = VIsZ/crZ/eo, where 4, and ;, are the relative permittivity and permeability,
respectively. For the ±1/2 and :1/2 terms in (6) and (8), use the top sign if the
field is to be evaluated on the i. x i side of the boundary, and use the bottom sign
if the field is to be evaluated on the -L x i side of the boundary.
The [Z,,] and [Yj] matrices are computed very efficiently using (5)-(8), involving
no numerical integrations. The set of equations (l)-(4) is then solved simultaneously
to yield the unknown current matrices [Ij] which are then allowed to radiate in their
respective media to give the fields scattered by the dielectric-conductor geometry.
It is noted that this method can easily be extended to analyze more complex 2D geometries consisting of multiple dielectric and/or conducting regions with and
without common boundaries.

3

Numerical Results

Figures 3 and 4 show the bistatic echo width in decibels relative to a wavelength as
a function of observation angle for a dielectric-conductor geometry with normal incidence. The results of Figure 3 are computed using the surface current formulation
described in this paper and the results of Figure 4 are computed using equivalent
surface currents to replace the conductor and volume currents to replace the dielectric. For a pulse width of A = .15A, the surface current formulation has a total
of 65 unknown current elements while the volume current formulation has a total
of 102 unknowns. It is noted that the number of unknowns increases quadratically
as the size of the dielectric increases for the volume current formulation, while the
number increases linearly for the surface current formulation described here.
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.the pulse basis functions used in the calculation.
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A COMPUTER SIMUJLATION OF NONOSTATIC RADAR CROSS SECTION
MEASUREMENTS
Kenneth R. Johnson, Naval Weapons Support Center, Crane
Microwave Components Division, Code 80312, Crane, IN 47522
Jovan Lebaric, Rose-Hulman Institute'of Technology
5500 Wabash Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47803
Abstract
A method for computer calculation of radar cross section of
arbitrarily shaped metallic objects is presented, based on a generally
available MON computer code. Computer simulation of RCS measurements, as
performed by a monostatic CW radar, is employed, and the conditions for
obtaining accurate results are discussed. Polar plots of RCS for PEC
plate and a PEC corner reflector are presented, as well as data for the
mainframe/supercomputer resources used in the RCS calculation.
1. Introduction
Radar Cross Section (RCS) can be measured using an actual radar
system and a full-scale object, or a conveniently scaled model and a
correspondingly scaled operating frequency [1]. Measurements require that
the instrumentation radar and the target are shielded from external
electromagnetic fields and that all non-target reflections are either
prevented or eliminated. An alternative may be a computer calculation of
RCS for various objects to the extent allowed by the availability of three
major components: computer memory, software, and time. The computer also
allows calculation of RCS in early design stages, before a model or the
actual object may be available.
This paper addresses the use of NEEDS (Numerical Engineering
Electromagnetic Design System) [2][3] to calculate and plot monostatic
RCS of arbitrarily shaped PEC objects. A method, using NEEDS software for
simulating RCS measurements by a CW monostatic radar, is outlined, and
results for the monostatic RCS of a PEC plate and 900 dihedral PEC corner
reflector are presented. The accuracy of computer RCS calculations,
memory requirements, and a comparison of RCS calculations using a 386class PC, a VAX mainframe, and a CRAY supercomputer are also given.
II.Brief Description of NEEDS
NEEDS software package consists of a MON [4] computer program and
a pre-processing graphics utility for interactive geometry definition of
an electromagnetic radiation or scattering problem.
Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) is the MO computer program
included inNEEDS, developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
[5]. The NEC source code has been somewhat modified for this project as
it was ported to a CRAY XNP-48 supercomputer and vectorized, allowing RCS
evaluation for electrically larger structures.
A major program supporting NEC is the NEEDS graphic utility called
IGUANA. IGUANA is a CAD type "model maker" program that takes userdefined top and side views of a structure to be analyzed and creates a
three dimensional model.
The three dimensional structure can be
displayed, rotated, enlarged or reduced, edited, plotted, and translated
into a NEC input file.
The use of IGUANA for complex structures
simplifies NEC input file creation and editing. Furthermore, the process
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is less error-prone than text editing of a NEC input file, since the
changes in the input geometry can be visualized on the computer screen.
1I1. RCS Calculation
RCS is defined as [1]:
RCS - lim 4.,.R.
R.-

EI 2/IEI

2

(1)

R is the distance between radar and target
E, is the reflected field strength at the radar
E, is the strength of incident field at the target.
For practical applications the distance R in (1) cannot be infinite.
RCS in (1) can be evaluated at some finite distance R as:

RCS - 4-,.R2 . IErI2 /1E1X

The

(2)

provided that R is in the far-field zone (Fraunhofer region) [7]:
2
R t Rf - 2.D
/W

(3)

Rf is the far-field distance
0 is the target's largest linear dimension (aperture)
W is the wavelength.
It is advantageous to factor out the distance R from the RCS
calculation. This can be accomplished by using a "test" target with a
known RCS (RCS,), and comparing the reflected fields from the actual target
and the test target at the same distance. In such a case the reflected
RCS of a target can be expressed as the ratio of two reflected fields:

RCS

-

RCST.IE,12/IErT I2

(4)

RCS is the known RCS of the test target
Er Is the reflected field for the actual target
ErT is the reflected field for the test target.
RCS can then be expressed in decibels relative to the wavelength squared:
RCS,

- lO.1logio(RCS/W2 ).

(5)

IV. Computer Simulation of RCS Measurements
The objective is to simulate RCS measurements as performed by a
monostatic CW radar on an actual target in free space. NEC allows almost
unrestricted selection of the transmitter power and eliminates reflections
other than from the target by defining the single target as residing in
free space. Consequently, the radar antennas can be remarkably simple;
a center-fed half-wavelength dipole as the transmitting antenna and a
short (tenth of a wavelength) dipole as the receiving antenna have been
selected. A short dipole rather than a resonant one has been selected as
the receiving antenna to reduce secondary reflections and the amount of
coupling to the transmitting antenna. To further reduce the coupling the
receiving dipole is positioned directly above the radiating dipole, two
415

wavelengths apart. Although the transmitting and the receiving antennas
are not exactly collocated, the effect of their separation is negligible
for distances much larger than several wavelengths. The antenna setup
used for the computer calculation of RCS is shown in Figure I below.

Figure 1 (Antenna Setup)
A current will be induced on the receiving dipole even in the
absence of a target, due to mutual coupling of the two antennas. The
current measured on the receiving dipole when a target is present is the
addition of this antenna coupling current and the current induced by the
target-reflected wave.
1.-

ft

I + I

(6)

or
I. - 1o

(7)

1.is the measured current phaser
Ir is the current phaser induced by a target-reflected wave
1.is the current phaser due to mutual coupling.
The following procedure for computer RCS calculation may now be
devised:
- calculation of current 1101 induced on the receiving dipole with the
target absent
- calculation of current IlIry
induced on the receiving dipole by the wave
reflected off the test target
1
- calculation of current 1r1 induced on the receiving dipole by the wave
reflected off the actual target
computation of the RCS of the actual target using

RCS

• RCST. I'rI2/IIrTI

2

(8)

The test target has been chosen to be a PEC plate perpendicular to
the direction of propagation of the incident wave as the RCS is known to
be :
RCSPLATE
" 4.2.A'/W'

A is the surface area of the plate.
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L

(9)

For different targets, or for the same target but with different
orientations relative to the direction of the incident wave, it is only
the numerator of (8)that has to be recalculated, since the denominator
is in essence calibrated to a known RCS. Typical application of (8)may
involve rotation of the target and calculation, for each of the target
1
positions, a value for l
rland consequently the target RCS. The results
can then be presented as polar plots of RCS versus the angle of azimuth
or elevation, and with a horizontal or vertical polarization.
V. Modelling Considerations
Surface of a PEC object should be approximated, for NEC analysis,
by a collection of flat PEC patches which may be of arbitrary shape but
"small" compared to the wavelength of operation. Each patch introduces
two unknown elements: two patch currents perpendicular to each other that
need to be solved for. In order to ensure the accuracy of the computer
solution, it is recommended [4] that no less than five patches per
wavelength are employed for modelling a PEC object. Figure 2 below is an
example of sporadic results when too few patches are used.

S-4
46

t-

-96

6

Number of PUho
Figure 2 (RCSd of 5x5 wavelength PEC plate)
Adopting the "five patches per wavelength" recommendation results
in
N - 25.A/W2

(10)

N is the number of patches.
With two elements per patch the number of elements is equal to 2N and the
system of ltngar equations is equal to the square of the number of
elements, (2N)'. Thus a lm' plate at 1 GHz results in a 309,136 element
matrix of coefficients. As the wavelength decreases or the PEC structure
modelled gets larger, the matrix size and the computer memory required to
store the matrix increases as a power of two.
This large memory
requirement is the major limitation in employing MON codes in RCS
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computations of electrically large metallic objects.

VI. Results
The drawback of not meeting the far-field condition in (3) is shown
in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3 (Computer calculated Rf)
Figure 3 presents the computer calculated RCS plots (at 1 GHz) for two
square plates with apertures D of 2.12m and 213m. From Figure 3 the Rf
was found to be 22m and 38m, while (3) gives 30m and 53.4m respectively.
This demonstrates that (3) gives a good estimate for the distance Rf,
somewhat greater than the computer calculated R.
Two targets have been selected for RCS calculations: a five-by-five
wavelength PEC plate and a go0 dihedral PEC corner reflector. The total
area of the dihedral reflector is equal to the five-by-five wavelength

Figure 4 (RCSd

of 5x5 wavelength PEC plate)
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plate. The targets were rotated to determine RCS as a function of angles
of azimuth and elevation. Figures 4 through 6 are the polar plots of the
data obtained through the computer simulation.
Figure 4 on the previous page represents the RCS of the five-byfive wavelength square PEC plate as a function of either azimuth or
elevation angles. Polarization invariance is shown, due to the symmetry
of the square plate. A rapid fluctuation in monostatic RCSdB is clearly
visible as the direction of the incident wave moves away from being
perpendicular to the plate (horizontal axis on the graph). The half-RCS
angle, defined as the angle between the points where the monostatic RCS
drops 6dB of its maximum value is about 7*.
The next 0two graphs (Figures 5 & 6 below) are polar plots of the
RCSdB for the go
dihedral PEC corner reflector.

Figure 5 (Vertical Polarization)

Figure 6 (Horizontal Polarization)

Figure 5 shows RCSM for the dihedral PEC corner reflector as a function
of the angle of azimuth with the horizontal axis in the figure
corresponding to the perpendicular incidence of a vertically polarized
wave. A very significant increase in the half-RCS angle to about 480 in
the horizontal plane is evident from the figure. Furthermore, the maximum
RCSdM isonly reduced by about 5 dB compared with the maximum RCSd for the
square plate of the same surface area. A simple calculation shows that,
for normal Incidence, the corner reflector area projected onto the plane
perpendicular to the direction of incidence is:
RCS - 4-.v(2.5.W

2

2

5.W) pW

RCSd6 " 1O'loglo(RCS/W )

-

-

50.O.,.w2

32.9dB.

(11)

(12)

This area is smaller than the surface area of the plate by 6 dB which
confirms the computer-calculated RCS for the corner reflector at normal
incidence. Four RCS "lobes", each 6 dB below the maximum RCSdB of the
square plate, are vtsible at +45', -45', +1350, and -1350. They correspond
to perpendicular incidences onto the left or the right half of the corner
reflector, respectively.
Figure 6 shows RCSdB for the dihedral PEC corner reflector as a
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function of the angle of azimuth with the horizontal axis corresponding
to the perpendicular incidence of a horizontally polarized wave. The
difference between Figure 5 and Figure 6 is in the polarization of the
incident wave : the incident electric field is either parallel to the
centerline of the corner reflector (referred to as the vertical or the
parallel polarization in Figure 5), or perpendicular to the centerline
(referred to as the horizontal or cross polarization if Figure 6). A
significant increase in half-RCS angle, from 480 for parallel polarization
to 540 for the cross-polarization, is evident by comparing Figure 5 and
Figure 6. A simple corner reflector thus provides a relatively wide 540
angle in the plane of azimuth, with the RCSO within 3 dB of its maximum
value for the perpendicular incidence of a cross-polarized wave. Table
I below summarizes the half-RCS angles in the plane of azimuth for the
five-by-five wavelength PEC plate and the 900 dihedral PEC corner reflector
of the save area, at 1 GHz.
Vertical

Horizontal

Polarization

Polarization

Square PEC Plate

70

Dihedral PEC
Corner Reflector

480

70
540

Table I (Half-RCS Angle)
VII. Computer Run Times
NEEDS package can be used for PCS calculations as a stand-alone PC
package, provided that the particular machine used has sufficient memory
and that the user can tolerate long execution times if the problem
geometry requires a large number of elements. An alternative is to use
the PC-based NEEDS package in conjunction with a mainframe computer
running the NEC code. The latter isa preferred concept, since itassigns
appropriate tasks to the best suited computer environments: highly
interactive pre- and post- processing (geometry definition and plotting)
is performed by a PC, whereas extensive "number crunching" is performed
by a mainframe or a supercomputer, with small size files transferred
between the two. The decrease in CPU time required for RCS calculation
is of two orders of magnitude between a 386-class PC (16MHz, 387 coprocessor, and Microsoft Fortran) and a VAX 8530 mainframe; and another
two orders of magnitude between a VAX 8530 mainframe and CRAY XMP-48
supercomputer.
Table II below shows the amount of CPU time needed to calculate a
600 element problem on a VAX 8530 and a CRAY XMP-48.

VAX 8350
CRAY XMP-48

Total
CPU Time

Time
Factoring

% of Time
Factoring

556.60s
5.34s

527.93s
3.59s

94.84%
66.48%

Table II (Computer Run Times)
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An increase in speed of about 104 times resulted from porting the NEC code
to the supercomputer. Furthermore, time of the RCS computer calculations
has revealed that 95% of the CPU time in the NEC code was spent in
factoring the matrix of coefficients. Consequently, most of the attention
in porting the NEC code to the CRAY XMP-48 has been concentrated on
improving the performance of the matrix factoring subroutine. "Unrolling"
of the innermost DO loop in the subroutine and compiling NEC using CFT77
[6] vectorlzing FORTRAN compiler reduced the portion of total CPU time
spent in this subroutine to about 66.5%, which also contributed to the
increase in computation speed over the VAX 8530 mainframe.
VIII. Conclusion
A computer simulation of RCS measurements of metallic objects has
been devised using the NEEDS software package. The requirements for the
number of patches per wavelength needed to model an object surface, and
the minimum distance between the transmitting/receiving antennas and the
target have been investigated. The method has been applied to calculate
RCS, as a function of the angle of incidence in the two principal planes,
for a PEC plate and a dihedral PEC corner reflector. Polar plots of RCS
and the half-RCS angles for the parallel (vertical) and cross (horizontal)
polarizations were generated from the results obtained using a
supercomputer and a vectorized version of the NEC computer code. The
computer-calculated RCS agreed very well with the results that had been
theoretically predicted, such as for the RCS of a large (relative to the
operating wavelength) PEC plate at perpendicular incidence. Finally, the
NEEDS/NEC concept for computer simulation of RCS measurements applies to
PEC targets of arbitrary shape, limited inmodelling of electrically large
objects by the available computer memory.
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ABSTRACT
The solution by the Moment Method of the Augmented Magnetic Field Integral Equation, when triangular patch basis functions are used, is obtained. The choice of the test
function for the normal component is discussed. Numerical results are presented for the
sphere and the cube (condition numbers of the matrices, back and forward scattering cross
sections). The CPU time is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of scattering by conducting bodies, when its dimensions are in the order of
the wavelength, is usually done by using either the Electric or the Magnetic Field Integral
Equations (EFIE or MFIE) [1]. However, it is known that when the frequency of the
incident wave is in the vinicity of a resonant frequency of the body, these equations cannot
be used. Among the integral equations that have been proposed to overcome this problem
are the Augmented Electric and Magnetic Field Integral Equations (AEFIE or AMFIE)
proposed by Yaghjian [2]; in [2] only the AMFIE was implemented, using square patches
with pulse basis and delta test functions.
When one wants to analyze the scattering by arbitrary shape bodies, the square patch
does not seem much appropriate, because it may be difficult to model the surface of the
scatterer. The triangular patch basis function proposed by Rao [3] seems a good choice
for that purpose. In a previous work [4] a test function for the normal component of the
AEFIE was developed, implementing this equation with Rao's basis function.
In this communication, a study for the choice of the normal component's test function
of the AMFIE, using Rao's triangular patch basis function, is presented. The singularity,
existing for the "self-contributions" of the triangles is analyzed for constant test functions.
Two test functions are implemented. In order to evaluate the procedure, the sphere and
the cube are used as scatterers. The condition number of the matrix resulting from the
matrix product in the normal equation is presented. Also the back and forward scattering
cross sections are calculated.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
11.1 Electromagnetic Formulation
Given a perfectly conducting scatterer, defined by its closed surface S with exterior
normal n, and an incident wave (E', H'), the Augmented Magnetic Field Integral Equation

is (21
-

n x Js(r) -

I

Js(r') x V'%P(r,r') dS'= H'(r) , P(r) E S

(1)

where Js is the induced surface electric current density, and 'P(r,r') is the free-space
Green's function

P(r, r') = e-JkR
,T

(2)

so that
e-3kR

V'T(r, r') = (1 + jkR) e-

R

(3)

where
R = r - r'

(4)

R =r - r'l

(5)

Introducing

fJs(r) x V"'P(r,r') dS'

H'(r) =

,

P(r) E S

(6)

the tangential component of the AMFIE (the Magnetic Field Integral Equation) can be
written as
1Js(r)

n x W(r) = n x H'(r)

-

,

P(r) E S

(7)

and the normal component is
-n-H'(r) = n.H'(r) , P(r) E S

(8)

11.2 Numerical Solution
To solve the AMFIE by the Method of Moments [5], Js is expanded in terms of Rao's
basis function b. [3]

t
b.(r) =

-A

P(r) E T +

p+(r)

2s;- -(pr)

0

P(r) E T,

(9)

elsewhere
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As far as the test functions are concerned, Galerkin's Method [5] is used for the tangential
component of the AMFIE, t' = b,-; to test the normal component, the function t'

J

'n(r) =

(r)
n+
f(r)

,

n,
0

P(r) E T+
(10)

P(r) E T;
,

elsewhere

is introduced, where the functions f.*(r) have to be defined. The inner product is simply
<f,g> = f f-gdS
(1

n+

n

Figure 1: Parameters defining basis and test functions.
By applying this procedure, an overdetermined matrix equation is obtained
Mj

N

=I

(12)

M being a 2NxN matrix (N is the number of basis functions in the expansion), composed
by two square submatrices related to the components of the integral equation, Mt and
M'; I is a 2N vector, also composed by two subvectors, V and I"; jN is the vector of
the unknowns (of dimension N). The submatrix and subvector related to the tangential
component are the same as for the MFIE, and the details can be found in [3]. For the
normal component, the submatrix and subvector coefficients are given by
M_ = < -H',t'

>=

s-H(r), t'(r)dS

I_ = < H',t' > = is Hi(r) t(r)

dS

(13)
(14)

The test functions are null outside the pair of triangles where they are defined, so these
integrals over S reduce to integrals over the triangles T,'. By analogy with the MFIE, the
coefficients are calculated by summing the contributions C',, Ci'. for each pair of triangles
P,T (with edges I' and Il'); the integrals expressing these contributions, as well as those
related to the MFIE, are approximated by the midpoint formula (except for C;,, which
will be discussed later),
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C

fir(r) n P - H'(r) dS

= -/J

- S P f,"(r)

nP • H" (rP)

(15)

T15)

Cf.

=J

fj'(r) n

-

H'(r) dS

SPf(r

)

nP. H'(r)

(16)

where
)

H

-P(r')

-i(rP

x V'41(r-n,r) dS'

(17)

(it is assumed that the vectors p! are directed inwards the triangle, the sign being given
by s' = ±1). The integrals in (17) are calculated numerically.
1.3 Choice of the Normal Component's Test Function
The test function for the normal component of the integral equation must be in the
range of this operator [6]. In this way, the sign of tn in the pair of triangles must be chosen
according to the magnetic field radiated by that pair, when the current distribution matches
the basis function.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, both vectors p* are directed in the same way. so there will be
no change of sign in the magnetic field radiated by the two triangles. Therefore, the test
function must keep the same sign in both triangles; the simplest will be a constant function
in each triangle, with a unitary amplitude, f!(r) = 1. Nevertheless, a test function with
alternated signs in the triangles, f!(r) = ±1, has also been implemented, in order to show
its influence on the results.
II.4 "Self-Contributions" of the Triangles
The contribution of a triangle to itself must be evaluated analytically, because there is
a singularity in the integrand function. Substituing the basis function, and since the test
function is constant, one can write (the index p of the triangle is omitted)

n.T

CM=- -IL

(18)

87rS

where
T

J

[j pi(r') x V'(r,r') dS') dS

(19)

The vector pi(r') can be expressed in terms of p(r), Fig. 2,
pi(r') = pi(r) - R

(20)

therefore
p,(r') x V1'(r,r') = p,(r) x V'4(r,r')

(21)

On the other hand,
V'I(r, r') = -V T(r', r)

(22)
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Figure 2: Vectors pi(r') and pi(r).
thus, T can be written as

T=

-j

[pi(r)

x Vt'(r',r) dS'] dS

(23)

Changing the order of integration (this is possible [7] since the inner integral converges in
the domain of the outer integral and the integrand function is sectionally continuous in
the domain of the inner integral [8]), T can be written as
T=-![Jpi(r)

V41 (e, r)dS] dS'

(24)

but, except for the minus sign, this is just another way of writing (19), interchanging r'
with r. Hence
T=O

(25)

i.e., the "self-contributions" are null, whatever are the test functions, as long as they are
constant in each triangle.
If the test function is not constant, the singularity may be removed by adding and
subtracting the singular term of the integrand function ([1 + (k 2 /2)]R/R 3 ), and integrating
the non-singular term numerically and the singular term analytically.
11.5 Computer Implementation
The solution of the overdetermined matrix equation is obtained by computing the
solution of the normal equation (the superscript H stands for hermitian) [9]
M

n

M jN = M

n

I

(26)

The calculation of the AMFIE matrix coefficients differs only slightly from the MFIE
(the inner product of the normal is evaluated along with the cross product of the MFIE,
for both H?(rP) and H'(rP) ). A special purpose routine has been written to do the
matrix product in the normal equation, accounting for the characteristics of the matrix.
The ZHPCO and ZHPSL routines in the LINPACK [9] package were used to solve the
equations system.
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate this procedure, the sphere (radius a) and the cube (side L), both
modelled with 96 patches (144 unknowns), have been used as test scatterers. A plane wave
is used as incident wave. The condition number for both objects, Fig. 3, clearly shows that
the AMPIE is stable in the resonance frequencies. It can also be seen that the alternate
sign test function leads to lower values of the condition number; however, in both cases,
those values are acceptable.
10*

101

O
0
0

MF E

MFIE
AMFIE (f: - 1)
AMFIE (f. - il)

0 AMFIE (f: - 1)
0

10,

AMFIE (f.

tl)

I0'

0.4

10,

10,
0.5

0.6

0.6

J7

0.7

alA

0.8

0.9

1.0

L IX

(a) sphere

(b) ,"abe

Figure 3: Condition numbers for MHM.
As far as the back (ab) and forward (af) scattering cross sections are concerned, Fig.
4-5, the constant sign test function gives better results, a, could be expected from the
criteria used to choose the test function; good results arc obtained, although in the case
of the sphere there are some differences in the amplitude of the oscillations of ab. The
discrepancies in the results are probably due to the approximations used in (15) and (16)
(this has already been pointed in [3], where the same approximation has been used with
the MFIE), and from the fact that the MFIE is sensible to the geometry of the scatterer

[1.
Concerning the CPU time, typically the calculation of the AMFIE matrix takes 19%
more time than the MFIE matrix, depending both on N 2 . The factorization of MHM
is faster than the one of the MFIE matrix, because the first one is hermitian (while the
second has no special characteristics); the first factorization takes about 40% of the time
of the second, but both vary essentially with N'. The AMFIE has the matrix product,
which the MFIE has not; the CPU time for this product depends mainly on N 3 , and is
responsible for the greatest difference in the total computational time between the AMFIE
and the MFIE (roughly 2.3 times when N is 144, but growing with N).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The Augmented Magnetic Field Integral Equation has been implemented with triangular patch basis functions. An overdetermined matrix equation (2N x N) is obtained, with
two submatrices (N x N) for the tangential and the normal components of the integral
equation. The Method of Galerkin is used for the tangential component of the integral
equation. An analysis of the normal component of the equation is done, and the test function for this component is chosen according to the characteristics of the radiated magnetic
field. The "self-contributions" of the triangles for the coefficients of the normal component submatrix are null, when the test function is constant. The solution of the matrix
equation is obtained by solving the normal equation. The sphere and the cube are used
as test objects. The condition number of the matrix of the normal equation shows that
the AMFIE is stable. The scattering cross sections (backand forward) are calculated, and
show a reasonable agreement with theoretical or previous numerical results. As far as the
CPU time is concerned, the AMFIE takes about twice the time of the MFIE, when the
number of unknowns is circa 100, but this ratio increases with N.
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ABSTRACT
The problem chosen *or the benchmark testing was that of plane wave irradiation
dimensions in wavelengths were 0.68
of a eylindr open at one end. The cylin
length by 0.19 diameter. The direction of propagation was parallel to the cylinder
am
The codes tested were as follows:
1.

STRIPES - a commercial transmission line method (TLM) code;

2.
8.

TDFDS - a commercial time dmain finite difference code;
NEC - the numerical electrmagqnties code;

4.

CHAOS - a wire grid moment method code;

5.

BO2BOR3 - two moment method codes.

These codes were compared with data from waveguide mode analysis and
experimental data.
Within the known limitations of the various numerical methods the agreement
between all five methods, the waveguide analysis and experimental data was good.
However, smine important differences emerged between the codes and these are
discussed Mlly below.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIE
The interio fields in a structure obtained due to an incident field penetrating
the structure, e.g. via an aperture, are difiult to estimate because often they are
small compared to the incident field and so anv erros due to the method of
estimation are likely to be comparable to these interior fields. The objective in
benchmnarking codes for the open ended cylinder is to compare their ability to estimate
accurately the very small fields known to be obtained deep inside this cylinder.
THE PROBLEM CHOSEN
As stated above, the problem chosen was that of a plane wave irradiation of
an open ended cylinde of dimensions in wavelengths 0.68 length by 0.19 diameter
- see Figure 1. The excitation was a linearly polarised unit plane wave axially
incident on the open end. The output was the amplitude of the component of the
E -field in the directio of polarisation at different points along the central axis.
Apart fiom the expected low internal fields mentioned above, this problem was
chosen because it has previously been investigated in the open literature, se
References 1 - 4, and because it ie within the applicable frequency range of the
codes tested.
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CODES TESTED
FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS
All the codes tested, namely STRIPES, TDFDS, NEC, CHAOS and BOR2,11R3
have to be considered *low frequency" codes. For example the cell length in STRIPES
and the element length in a NEC wire grid model have to be emall compared with
the wavelength and are recommended to be lees than one tenth the wavelength at
the frequency of interest in both cases. Computer storage constraints limit the
number of celielements that can be used to describe a problem this means that
the object size cannot exceed a few wavelengths.

The codes also have a lower frequency limit For example in NEC it is
the wire grid element lengths are greater than /1000. With the
rthat
time domain codes STRI FW and TDFDS, it is necessary to run the model for
several cycles of the propagating wave to ensure convergence to a steady state
solution this implies a lower frequency limit if the number of timesteps simulated
is not be prohibitive.

MUE is a commercially available TIM code, developed by the University
of Nottingham and KOC Limited. TLM CTransmission Line Matrix) is a time domain
numerical technique which models the propagation of EM waves by filling space
with a network of transmission lines (References 5 - 7).
TDFDS
TDFDS is a commercially available total field time domain finite difference code
based on the Yee algorithm (Reference 8). It has been developed by Kings College
London and Curlsol Microwave Limited and is described in Reference 9.
THE

I

FDS MODEL

In order to carry out as far as possible a like-with-like comparison between
STRIP
and TDFDS, the same model of the cylinder roblem was used in both
cases - see Figure 2. The cell size, 0.025 wavelengths, and problem space, 20 x
386
20 cells, chosen was a compromise between the need to have a sufliciently
malt cell size to describe the cylinder accurately in Cartesian coordinates, and to
have a large enough worksepace round the cylinder so that reflections from the
problem space walls did not significantly affect the results.
The problem space boundaries were modelled in STRIPES using zero reflection
coefficient walls and in TDFIDB using a first order extrapolation of field within the
problem space. In the latter case tVe boundary was chosen mainly to reduce the
possibility of late time ringing' and in the former to reduce bias due to problem
space boundary reflections. The excitation plane was chosen to be five cells away
from the mouth of the cylinder. preliminary studies showed that the results to be
relatively insensitive to choice of excitation plane stand off.
In order to ensure converpece to the steady state solution the TDFDS model
was run to the equivalent of four complete cycles of the propagating wave. Similarly,
STRIPES was run for 800 timestepe simulating 3.75 cycles. In addition, in order
to test the sensitivity of the results to the number of timestepa, STRIUW was re-run
with 1000 timestepe, Le. 12.5 cycles.
The CW excitation was simulated directly by TDFIS. With STRIPES the main
solver assumes a Dirac pulse at time zero. Thus to obtain the CW response it
was necessary to convolve the Dirac pulse results with the CW excitation.
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STRIPES assumes zero loss in the air cells. In the case of TDFDS a slight
loeo in the air cells of the model was introduced to obtain the field convergence
within the cylinder as recommended in Reference 3.
MOMENT METHOD CODES
The Lawrence Livermore code NEC is described in References 4 and 10.
The cylinde was modelled by the wire grid shown in Figure 3, which contained
364 segments, the average seent length being 0.051k In order to examine the
effect of wire thickness, two ra
were considered namely 0.0038 and 0.0076k (surface
area of all the wires = 1 and 2 times the surface area of the cylinder respectively).
Because NEC is a scattered field code, to obtain accurate internal fields it was
necessary to run NEC twice, once with the cylinder ends closed, and once with the

end cap removed as in Figure 8.

The internal field wee then estimated by

subtracting the scattered fields with and without the end cap.

The code CHAOS is described in detail in Reference 4. CHAOS, like NEC
uses a wire grid model (Figure 4) to describe the cylinder. The main difference
between the codes is in the way they represent the currents on the wire segments,
NEC using sinusoidal and CHAOS overlapping triangle functions.
BOR2 and BORS are body of revolution codes. They are described in detail
in Reference 1. The differences between them are that while BOR2 is a conventional
near-field scattering code, BORS uses an equivalent aperture excitation method for
predicting the internal fields more accurately.
RESULTS AND DATA
The internal fields obtained from the six codes are compared with those obtained
from a waveguide mode analysis and experimental data in Figures 5 - 7. In the
wavgude mode analyss (WMA) the mo
component
were derme
by requiring
zero tangenptial E -field on the cylinder surface except in the aperture where the E
-field predicted by.B ORa was prescribzed. In the anechoic chamber ex'periment an

elecrcal

shr diode

-

loaded probe an a high resistance transmission line were

used to minme measurement apparatus intefrec.
are discussed in mo-e detail in Reference 1.
In
ines
field is plumed

The WMA and the experiment

the amplitude of the E -field component parallel to the incident
penetration in wavelengths.
The data plotted is as follows:

Figure 5

WMA. experiment, BOR2, BORS, CHAOS

Figure 6

WMA, expermnent, NEC (0.0038 and 0.0076. wire radius)

Figure 7

WMA, experiment, TDFDS, STRIPES (300 and 1000 timesteps)

All codes predict the same negative exponential trend of field amplitude with
Penetration shown by the WMA and the experiment.
However, there are some
significant differences between the codes and these mainly concern the range of
operation of the codes and the field amplitudes. The effective ranges of operation
of the codes are as folows: BOI2 0 - 0.25X, CHAOS 0 - 0.15;L, NEC 0.1 0.25l., STRE (300 timesteps) and TDFDS 0 - 0.85X, BOR8 and STRIPES with
1000 time
s operating for the fu range of penetrations considered.
7he field
amplitudes tend to be cotnt
with the WVA in the case of the moment method
codes: in the particular cae of BORS the agreement with WMA is exact. With
the time domain cods the field amplitudes tend to be above those predicted by

experiment.
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DISCUSSION
The upper bound on the depth of penetration of the BOR2, CHAOS and NEC
codes arises because these are scattered field codes:
the total interal field is
obtained from the difference of the incident and scattered field and any error in
estimating the scattered field may be comparable to the computed small internal
field.
The reason that NEC is inaccurate for penetrations below 0.1 wavelengths is
that with the end cap in place, errors arise due to the sample points being near

the end cap wire grid. Nevertheless, within its raze of operation, NEC is surprisingly
accurate considering that the sinle precision version NEC2
are also shown to be relatively insensitive to wire radius.

was used.

The relts

With about four periods of the waveform simulated, TDFL)S and STRIPES are
accurate to 0.35 wavelengths penetration. A longer period needs to be simulated if
accurate results at deeper penetrations are required. The small differences between
the TDFDS and STRIPES arise due to small differences in the estimated slope of
the exponential decay and in the field amplitude at the open end of the cylinder.
The higher field amplitudes obtained with STRIPES and TDFDS codes compared
with the moment method codes ar likely to be due to the effect of reflections from
the problem space walls (a difficulty also common to the experiment where reflections
are likely from the anechoic chamber walls) and the discretsation of the cylinder
cross section.
CONCLUSION
Within the known limitations of the various numerical methods, thea
nt
between the six codes, the waveguide mode analysis and experimental
was
good. The main constraints to be taken into account in the estimation of the low
internal fields expected in the cylinder are the relative lack of accuracy of scattered
as opposed to total field codes, and in the case of codes such as TDFDS and
STRIPES the need to define the object with sufficient accuracy while yet enclosing
the object in a problem space that is sufficiently large to prevent reflections from
the walls significantly affecting the result.
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